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ABSTRACT
Rock fracture pattern description is important in civil engineering, engineering geology, and
petroleum engineering. Deformability, strength, and stability of a rock mass as well as fluid flow
through it are all influenced by fractures.
Rock fracture patterns normally cannot be observed completely so different approaches have been
used to model them. Geometric models, which use probabilistic processes usually not or only
indirectly related to mechanics, are often used for this purpose. Mechanics-based models, on the
other hand, can only describe simpler fracture patterns. This research will improve on fracture
pattern modeling capabilities, specifically for layer-perpendicular joints in sedimentary rock.
Layer-perpendicular joints in sedimentary rock represent relatively simple fracture patterns that
are usually confined within a competent layer bounded by ductile non-jointing layers. Field and
laboratory studies in the literature suggest that their spacing is related to layer thickness and
follows some probability distribution. Laboratory results in the literature also suggest that for a
given layer thickness, a limiting joint spacing exists (i.e., joint saturation); this is not apparent in
field data.
Existing models for layer-perpendicular joints in sedimentary rock consider some but not all of
these aspects. Two new models are developed to better consider them. The first model (flaw
model) is mechanics-based and relies on tensile stress and tensile strength submodels to generate
joint patterns. Tensile strength can be correlated or uncorrelated. Compressive stress and
interface slip saturation mechanisms are also implemented. The second model (rejection
procedure) is a faster and largely probabilistic approach that generates joint patterns from a
continuously updated probability density function but this function is assumed to depend only on
tensile stress. For this reason, the flaw model must always be used to evaluate rejection
procedure results. Only the compressive stress saturation is considered in the rejectionr procedure.
Comparisons with field data indicate that both models can produce realistic joint patterns except
where there are through-going joints or where strike varies considerably. Also, results indicate
that saturation does not always occur in the field. Additionally, it is found that the use of an
uncorrelated submodel in the flaw model is adequate for producing realistic joint patterns.
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1 Introduction
Rock fracture pattern description is important in civil engineering, engineering geology,
and petroleum engineering. Fracture patterns influence the deformability, strength, and
stability of a rock mass as well as the fluid flow through it. In petroleum engineering,
access to hydrocarbon deposits in rock is generally through fractures. In rock slopes and
tunnels in rock, fractures can form blocks that may slide or fall, posing serious danger
and thus requiring artificial support. Furthermore, the existence of fractures often leads
to a more deformable and weaker rock mass as fractures are usually planes of weakness.
Several approaches have been used to model or describe rock fracture patterns.
Geometric-deterministic models, for example, simply describe the geometry of the
fracture pattern based on the actual measurements and observations at a particular site.
Geometric-statistical models describe fracture patterns in terms of the best-fitting
probability distributions of the measured fracture characteristics (e.g., orientation, size,
and spacing). Such models are often simplified in that the fracture characteristics are not
associated with specific locations. This problem is remedied in geometric-stochastic
models. The statistical models and particularly the stochastic models are often used in an
iterative process (Figure 1). An initial pattern is created and the statistics of the initial
fracture pattern are compared to those of the actual pattern. Based on this comparison, a
new pattern is generated (Figure 1). The process is repeated until the statistics of the
generated fracture pattern match those of the actual fracture pattern.
Although the existing models may adequately describe fracture patterns in rock, they rely
mainly on the geometry of the observed fracture pattern, not on the mechanisms behind
them. The probabilistic concepts used to generate fracture patterns in geometric-
stochastic models, for example, are not or are only indirectly linked to mechanical
reasoning. A full mechanical model, on the other hand, appears impractical at this stage
because the information required to mechanically model fracture patterns is difficult to
obtain. Hence, a fracture pattern modeling approach that uses a combination of
probabilistic and mechanical concepts should be explored.
Using such an approach, it is unreasonable to expect that a single model applicable to all
possible fracture patterns can be formulated. For this reason, a specific type of fracture
pattern must be considered. Layer-perpendicular joints are considered here because they
often occur in sedimentary rocks, which predominate near the Earth's surface, but also
occur in other types of rock. The study of jointing in sedimentary rock has also been
partly motivated by potential economic gains in the petroleum industry. Sedimentary
rocks are often found in alternating competent and incompetent layers with the former
usually jointed and the latter remaining largely intact (Figure 2). As a result, the joints
are limited in height to the thickness of the competent layer. The formation of these
layer-confined, layer-perpendicular joints in sedimentary rock is often attributed to a net
extension of the layer in the direction perpendicular to the joints (Figure 2).
Given the importance of rock joint patterns, numerous approaches to represent or predict
their geometry exist. For layer-perpendicular joints in sedimentary rock, in particular,
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approaches range from statistical or empirical relations based on field observations to
laboratory experiments to theoretical models. Discussing and evaluating these
approaches will be a major part of this thesis. A brief introductory review will be given
now:
Field observations in the literature indicate that the spacing of layer-perpendicular
joints in sedimentary rock is often linearly-related to layer thickness. Thicker
layers often contain more widely-spaced joints than do thinner layers. Ladeira
and Price (1981) find evidence that non-jointing layer thickness also affects joint
spacing. Specifically, thinner non-jointing layers lead to smaller joint spacing and
vice-versa. Joint spacing is also observed to follow some probability distribution
(e.g., Rives et al., 1992; Becker and Gross, 1996; luang and Angelier, 1989). In
the literature, various probability distribution forms have been used to describe
joint spacing. The probability distributions that best describe joint spacing are
usually unimodal and skewed towards smaller spacing.
Laboratory experiments in the literature indicate a similar relationship between
joint spacing and layer thickness (e.g., Wu and Pollard, 1995). Additionally,
laboratory experiments by some researchers suggest that the form of joint spacing
probability distribution changes with increasing joint intensity (e.g., Rives et al.,
1992). Specifically, joint spacing follows a shifted-exponential probability
distribution at low joint intensity, a log-normal probability distribution at
intermediate joint intensity, and a quasi-normal probability distribution at high
joint intensity (Rives et al., 1992). However, in field data, a quasi-normal
probability distribution of joint spacing is never observed. The phenomenon of
joint saturation is also observed in the laboratory experiments (Rives et al., 1992;
Wu and Pollard, 1995). Joint saturation is the state at which the joint spacing no
longer changes with increasing applied strain.
Theoretical models are mainly used to describe the stresses in the rock when
joints are present. A joint perturbs the stresses around it because it is composed
of two stress-free surfaces. In jointed layered sedimentary rock, even though
tensile stresses cannot be transmitted across the joints they can still develop in the
area between two joints through shear forces at the interface with the bounding
non-jointing layers. Stresses in layered sedimentary rock with existing joints can
be described using finite-element methods (e.g., FRANC2D by Wawrzynek and
Ingraffea, 1987). Simplified methods have also been used for the same purpose
(e.g., Hobbs, 1967; Ji and Saruwatari, 1998; Ji et al., 1998). Also, these
simplified methods rely mainly on the shear-lag method (Cox, 1952) and are
usually one-dimensional models of stress. They show that the tensile stress
distribution is influenced mainly by the elastic contrast between the jointing and
non-jointing layers denoted by L, where Ef and G, are the Young's modulus
and shear modulus of the jointing and non-jointing layers, respectively. From the
simplified tensile stress distributions, joint spacing-layer thickness relationships
have been derived. Hobbs' (1967) model for the tensile stress distribution
suggests a linear spacing-thickness relationship while Ji and Saruwatari's (1998)
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model suggests a non-linear relationship. These simplified tensile stress
distribution models (Hobbs, 1967; Ji and Saruwatari, 1998) generally suggest a
bimodal joint spacing probability distribution, a shape that differs from those in
field and laboratory observations for layer-perpendicular joint spacing. To
address this issue, Narr and Suppe (1991) combined the Hobbs (1967) tensile
stress distribution model with an assumed tensile strength distribution of the rock
layer to simulate layer-perpendicular joint patterns. This resulted in positively-
skewed joint spacing probability distributions. Rabinovitch and Bahat (1999)
used a different approach that relies more on probability than Narr and Suppe's
(1991) model. Their model uses a hazard function that defines the "jointing
hazard" with increasing distance from a single existing joint. The jointing hazard
increases to a maximum value with distance from the joint. From this hazard
function, the probability distribution of spacing between a single existing joint
and one new joint is derived.
Based on the information found in the literature, one can conclude that the following
factors affect the probability distribution of layer-perpendicular joint spacing in
sedimentary rock: jointing layer thickness, non-jointing layer thickness, applied strain,
joint intensity, material properties of the layers, joint saturation effects, and tensile
strength of the jointing layer. However, none of the field or laboratory observations and
none of the models consider all these factors.
In order to improve modeling capabilities, the deficiencies of previous models need to be
addressed in the new proposed models. A diagram describing the proposed models is
shown in Figure 3. The proposed models need to have the following capabilities in
addition to those already implemented in the early models:
1. Include saturation effects: compressive stress development and interface slippage.
2. Include the effect of non-jointing layer thickness.
3. Include the effect of a correlated strength model for the jointing layer.
Using the proposed models, one will be able to study the possible effects of material
properties, layer geometries, joint intensity, and saturation mechanisms on the joint
spacing probability distribution and also on the relationship between joint spacing and
layer thickness. Comparing the results from the proposed models to actual data will help
determine their effectiveness and at the same time, establish their limitations. This
exercise will also help gain insight on how an approach using a combination of
probabilistic and mechanical concepts could be used for other more complex fracture
patterns.
The outline of the thesis is as follows: First, information on field and laboratory
observations regarding layer-perpendicular joint spacing in sedimentary rock from the
literature is presented in Chapter 2. This is followed by a presentation of the stress
distribution models in the literature that have been used to describe the stresses in the
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jointed layer (Chapter 3). Two possible joint saturation mechanisms are then discussed
in Chapter 4. These are the compressive stress development and interface slippage
saturation mechanisms. Chapter 5 outlines some joint spacing distribution models in the
literature that have been used to describe layer-perpendicular joints in sedimentary rock
and discusses their limitations. Chapter 6 presents the two proposed models for joint
spacing. The first model depends on a stress distribution model and a tensile strength
model to simulate the jointing process. The second model relies on a stress distribution
model and a probabilistic process. In Chapter 7, the proposed jointing models are
evaluated comparing the joint spacing probability distributions observed in the field to
simulated joint spacing data. Chapters 8 and 9 contain the conclusions of the study and
recommendations for future work, respectively.
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Figure 1 - Diagram of a typical fracture modeling process
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Figure 2 - Competent jointing layer bounded at the top and bottom by incompetent non-jointing
layers. Layers are subjected to a far-field extensional strain ( E ).
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2 Field and Laboratory Observations
The prevalent joints in sedimentary rock are often perpendicular to the layer and usually
confined within the layer (i.e., the joint height is equal to the layer thickness, t in Figure
4). This thesis focuses on this type of jointing. Before proceeding to model the patterns
of these layer-confined, layer-perpendicular joints in sedimentary rock, one must look at
the various observations made about these patterns in order to aid in their modeling. As
for the joint length (i.e., in three dimensions, the dimension perpendicular to joint height
and aperture), these are, where observable, typically much greater than the joint height.
The joint length is not necessarily perpendicular to the exposed face of the outcrop as the
joint set may not strike perpendicular to the direction of the outcrop. Being joints, they
are the result of tensile stresses in the layer (mode I). The mechanism responsible for this
type of jointing is often represented as a far-field extensional strain (e in Figure 4)
applied to a system of layers typically composed of a stiff jointing layer bounded by
ductile non-jointing layers. The spacing between the resulting joints (shown in Figure 4)
is often controlled by the layer thickness. Other factors such as grain size and
composition also influence joint spacing but these are not considered in this thesis. This
chapter presents previous field and laboratory work found in the literature. Section 2.1
presents previous field work whereas section 2.2 details previous laboratory work. These
are followed by a brief summary (section 2.3).
Bounding (non-jointing) Layer
Joints
t Jointing Layer
Bounding (non-jointing) Layer
Figure 4 - Possible mechanism for the formation of layer-perpendicular joints in layered
sedimentary rock.
2.1 Field Observations
2.1.1 Joint Spacing-Layer Thickness Relationship
In this section, a summary of observations found in the literature regarding the
relationship between joint spacing and layer thickness is presented. A linear relationship
between the mean (or median) spacing of layer-perpendicular joints and layer thickness
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in sedimentary rock has been widely accepted by geologists. Thick layers contain more
widely-spaced joints than do thin layers. Ladeira and Price (1981) observed that such a
linear relationship between joint spacing and layer thickness is true only up to a certain
value of thickness (< 1 to 2 meters) depending on the rock type. The spacing remains
constant when the layer thickness equals or exceeds this value. Other researchers such as
McQuillan (1973) gathered fracture density data suggesting a non-linear relationship
between mean spacing and layer thickness.
Such relationships between spacing and layer thickness have been observed largely in
sedimentary rocks since it is in these rocks that layers are well-defined and more easily
recognized. Layer thickness in this thesis refers to mechanical layer thickness (MLT). In
this thesis, Gross' (1993) definition of MLT is used: mechanical layer thickness is the
distance between two mechanical layer boundaries. Mechanical layering commonly
develops as a consequence of change in lithology (Gross, 1993). For a limestone bed
bounded above and below by un-jointed mudstone, the contacts between these beds act as
mechanical layer boundaries. Gross (1993) also suggested that pre-existing systematic
joints can also act as mechanical layer boundaries so that the spacing between two of
these joints can be considered a mechanical layer thickness. In this thesis, layer thickness
refers to lithology-controlled MLT.
A summary of the available data on fracture spacing in sedimentary rocks in the literature
would prove helpful in consolidating all these observations. This would also provide
insight on the different techniques that were used to explain these observations. The
three parameters that are typically used to describe the relationship between spacing and
layer thickness are the Fracture Spacing Index (FSI), Fracture Spacing Ratio (FSR) and to
a lesser extent the Fracture Index. These are defined below for convenience.
1. Fracture Spacing Index (FSI) - slope of the best-fit line in a plot of layer thickness
versus median joint spacing. The layer thickness intercept may or may not be zero
(Figure 5).
2. Fracture Spacing Ratio (FSR) - layer thickness divided by the median joint spacing
for an individual layer (Figure 5).
3. Fracture Index - ratio between layer thickness and the mean joint spacing for a single
layer.
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Figure 5 - Definition of FSI and FSR. Points are not from real data and serve as examples only.
Narr and Suppe (1991) gathered joint spacing data in the Monterey formation of
California (Santa Maria Basin). The measurements were made in the following types of
rock: chert, dolostone, porcelanite and siliceous shale. They plotted the layer thickness
versus the median joint spacing first according to lithology (i.e., chert, dolostone,
porcelanite and siliceous shale) and found that the slopes of the regression lines (the
fracture spacing index, FSI) in these plots do not deviate much from a value of 1.29.
Narr and Suppe (1991) then plotted the same data according to study site location and re-
calculated the fracture spacing indices. These new FSIs also did not deviate much from a
value of 1.29. This suggests that the relationship is independent of lithology or location
for the hard rocks of the Monterey Formation. Inferred spacings from borehole data
(Narr, 1991) from a nearby offshore oil field (Point Arguello) have fracture spacing
indices ranging from 0.08 to 0.45 suggesting that such independence is quite limited.
Gross (1993) studied joints that were formed within layers defined by jointing rather than
lithology. The joints that define the layer thickness are shown as Ji joints in Figure 6. In
essence, the spacing between two Ji joints serves as a layer thickness. Within the joint-
defined layers, another set of joints is present. The author called them cross-joints (also
shown as J2 joints in Figure 6). The cross-joint (J2 ) orientations exhibit some scatter
around the direction perpendicular to the J1 joints. Two localities in the Monterey
Formation exhibited such a jointing pattern: the Alegria and Gaviota stations (clay
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siliceous members of the Monterey Formation). A strong linear relationship was
observed between the median cross-joint (J2) spacing and the layer thicknesses defined by
the J, joints. The Alegria cross-joint (J2) spacing gives an FSI of 1.23 while the Gaviota
cross-joint spacing (J2) 1.26. When the spacing data from both sites were combined, the
FSI is 1.26. This paper shows that a linear thickness-spacing relationship like that for
joints in lithology-defined mechanical layers may also be exhibited by joints formed in
mechanical layers whose thickness is defined by jointing (e.g., by the Ji joints).
Gross (1993) also provided FSI values from other locations with
mechanical layers.
1. Santa Barbara Channel, Monterey Formation - FSI = 1.32
2. Huntington, Pennsylvania - FSI = 1.79
3. Watkins Glen, New York - FSI = 0.68
The rock types for these three locations were not given.
lithology-defined
Layer
Layer thickness defined by the thickness
J, joints defined by
lithology
Bedding Strike
Bedding
Cross-joints (J2) J, joints
Figure 6 - Mechanical layers defined by the J1 joints and the occurrence of cross-joints (J2) between
them. Sketched from descriptions of J1 and J2 joints given in Gross (1993).
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Figure 7 - A case where the mechanical layer thickness can be defined by lithology in one direction
and previous jointing (J1) in another.
Ruf et al. (1998) studied cross-joints (J2 in Figure 7) in a large outcrop of the Devonian
Brallier Formation near Huntington, Pennsylvania. The joints were formed between two
types of mechanical layer boundaries: those defined by earlier joints (JI in Figure 7) and
those defined by lithology (Figure 7). These earlier J1 joints were controlled by
lithology. The plot of lithology-controlled layer thickness versus the median J, joint2
spacing gives an FSI of 0.91 with a coefficient of determination, r = 0.86. For the cross-
joints (J2) that were formed, two FSI plots were constructed based on how the mechanical
layer thickness is defined: lithology-controlled and jointing-controlled. Ruf et al. (1998)
obtained the following FSI and coefficient of determination values:
1. Lithology-controlled layer thickness - FSI = 0.97 and r2 = 0.69
2. Jointing-controlled layer thickness - FSI = 1.02 and r = 0.78
These results show that, in this case, cross-joint spacing may correlate better with the
jointing-controlled layer thickness than with the lithology-controlled layer thickness.
However, the difference in the values of r2 is small.
In an effort to determine probabilistically the ratio of layer thickness to average joint
spacing from core data in layered rock, Narr and Lerche (1984) compiled spacing data
from two limestone outcrops to test their proposed method. The method involves
constructing a curve relating the ratio of layer thickness to average joint spacing (Fracture
Index) to the number of intersected jointed layers (i.e., layers containing joints) given the
core diameter, the thicknesses of the layers intersected, the angle between the core axis
and the joints and the bedding planes or layers (Figure 8). The number of intersected
jointed layers pertains to the number of layers with at least one of its joints intersected by
the borehole. If the borehole is perpendicular to the bedding planes, it may not encounter
a joint in every layer. However, if the borehole is drilled parallel to bedding, the bedding
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perpendicular joints will be sampled better. To test the method, joint spacing
measurements were made on two limestone outcrops. No actual boreholes were used but
hypothetical boreholes represented by lines were superimposed on the images of the
outcrops. These lines were drawn perpendicular to the bedding and parallel to the joint
planes. The number of intersected beds (the number of all the layers that are intersected,
layers 1 to 4 in Figure 9) and intersected jointed beds (the number of layers among all
the layers intersected where the borehole itself intersects a joint, layers 1 and 4 in Figure
9) could then be counted from the image. Actual measured fracture index values from
the five beds observed on Outcrop 1 range from 0.67 to 1.55 with an average of 0.98. On
Outcrop 2, six beds were observed and measured fracture indices ranged from 0.54 to
0.92 with an average of 0.71. The paper is mainly geared towards testing the method that
the authors have developed rather than providing additional insight into what other
factors may affect the bed thickness-joint spacing relationship. However, it is valuable in
terms of the data it provides.
Joints
Bedding strike
redrawn here
T
D
Figure 8 - A borehole intersecting a portion of a fractured bed. 1 is the angle between the core and
the fractures, 0 is the angle between the core axis and the bedding, D is the core diameter and T is the
thickness of the bed. Sketched from Fig. 5 in Narr and Lerche (1984).
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Figure 9 - Illustration of intersected beds vs. intersected jointed beds. Sketched from descriptions of
intersected beds and intersected jointed beds in Narr and Lerche (1984).
Narr (1991) proposed a method of determining the fracture spacing index from borehole
data. This method is similar to that proposed by Narr and Lerche (1984) except that the
FSI is plotted against the expected number of fractuied layers (i.e., expected number of
layers encountered by boreholes that have a fracture/s intersecting the borehole) rather
than the fracture index. Borehole data were obtained from four wells drilled in an oil
field. Dolostone, siliceous shale, porcelanite and mudstone are the main lithologies
present in the cores although chert beds are present in one of them. Considering all
lithologies, the calculated fracture spacing index values from each of the four core data
sets are 0.27, 0.12, 0.08 and 0.45 for the wells named A, D, F and G, respectively. The
paper also gives the fracture spacing indices for some cases where not all of the
lithologies in each core are considered. For example, if only porcelanite and siliceous
shale are considered, the fracture spacing indices would be 0.29, 0.16, 0.23 and 0.70,
respectively. If only dolostone is considered, the fracture spacing indices become 0.42,
0.10, 0.00 and 0.44. Again, these indices are inferred from core data (using a method
similar to Narr and Lerche, 1984) and not from actual joint spacing data. If anything, this
information may serve as an indication of the variability of the joint spacing even for
rock beds in the same area.
Huang and Angelier (1989) compiled spacing data from limestone beds in southeastern
France. The joint measurements were taken from two layers of different ages
(Neocomian and Apto-Albian). The mean joint spacing was plotted with layer thickness
and the results show that the slope of the relationship is different for the two limestones.
An attempt to extract FSR numbers from the plots in the paper gave the following values:
1.
2.
Apto-Albian limestones - FSR = 0.93
Neocomian limestones - FSR = 1.67
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Observed layer thickness values in the Neocomian limestones were greater than those in
the Apto-Albian limestones. In both cases, the limestone layers are interbedded with
thick shale layers (10 cm to 1.0 m). Huang and Angelier (1989) attributed the difference
in FSR values to the degree of compaction. However, it is not clear on what basis this
claim is made and whether or not the relative ages of the limestones has an effect on the
FSR values.
Ladeira and Price (1981) studied the effect of the thicknesses of the adjacent incompetent
layers on the joint spacing in the competent layer. Data for the study came specifically
from greywacke (greenish fine-grained sandstone) formations in the United Kingdom.
The data were divided into two groups according to adjacent layer thickness: > 5 cm and
<5 cm. They observed that thicker adjacent incompetent beds lead to wider joint spacing
in the competent bed. The authors also observed, for each type of rock, a threshold value
for bed thickness beyond which the joint spacing either remains constant (i.e., the linear
relationship between joint spacing and bed thickness no longer applies) or very nearly so.
This threshold value is about 1.0 m for the United Kingdom greywackes and about 2.0 m
for the Portuguese greywackes. They suspect that the mechanism for hydraulic fracturing
governs in the thicker layers as opposed to bedding plane traction in the thinner layers.
In hydraulic fracturing, the appearance of a fracture relieves the hydraulic pressure at the
fracture and in the vicinity of the fracture. The amount of pressure relief depends on the
permeability of the un-fractured rock and is a function of distance from the joint. This
means that at a certain distance from the fracture, the hydraulic pressure is still not
relieved and fracturing may occur. If the permeability is constant, the joint spacing will
also be constant. This behavior was observed in the greywackes from the UK and
Portugal and also in limestone from Portugal. The authors fitted continuous curves to the
data and these types of curves are drawn schematically in Figure 10 (curves A, B and C).
Also suggested is a fit consisting of two parts: a linear part and a portion where joint
spacing remains constant (shown schematically in Figure 11 lines A and B). Figure 11
also shows what some authors call a bilinear fit for curve C in Figure 10.
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:A /B C
Spacing
Figure 10 - General shape of curves used to fit bed thickness-spacing data in Ladeira and Price
(1981). Sketched from Fig. 2 in Ladeira and Price (1981).
A B C
C
Spacing
Figure 11 - Suggested fit to bed thickness-spacing data with relationships of the nature shown in
Figure 10. There is an initial linear relationship followed by a constant value of joint spacing beyond
a certain value of bed thickness. A bilinear fit is also shown (C). A and B are sketched from Fig. 3
(a) of Ladeira and Price (1981). C is sketched from Fig. 1 (d) in Wu and Pollard (1995)
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McQuillan (1973) collected fracture spacing data from the Asmari Formation in Iran. An
overall view of one of the sites (a gorge) showed the variation of the layer thicknesses.
Layer thicknesses ranged from thin near the top of the gorge to massive towards the
bottom. Most of the data were collected from the upper portions of the formation
(thickness between 15 to 365 cm or 0.49 to 12 ft.). Since the layer thickness values
observed at the site were numerous, the author divided the thicknesses into seven groups.
Also, the measurements were grouped according to which part of the structure
(anticlines) in which they were measured. For example, the Kuh-e Asmari anticline was
divided into northwest plunge, southeast plunge, northeast flank, southwest flank and
center. Observations show that for a given layer thickness, the fracture densities (or
spacing values) in the different parts of the structure are not much different from the
density value for the entire structure. This suggests an invariance of the density with
respect to structure. Putting together the data for the entire range of bed thicknesses
revealed that thicker limestone beds have lower fracture densities (large spacing) than
thin ones as is expected. For example, in the Kuh-e Asmari anticline, the average
fracture density for a layer thickness of about 0.778 feet was observed to be 42
fractures/100ft whereas the observed density for a layer thickness of 21 feet is 14
fractures/100ft. A linear relationship was observed between the fracture density and the
logarithm of layer thickness. This means that the relationship between average fracture
spacing (which can be calculated in feet as the inverse of the fracture density) and layer
thickness is non-linear (an attempt to obtain this relationship is shown in Figure 12).
Therefore, the relationship between average fracture spacing and layer thickness cannot
be described strictly by a parameter similar to the FSI or FSR. These curves look similar
to the ones observed by Ladeira and Price (1981) where the slope of the relationship
increases with the layer thickness.
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Figure 12 - Bed thickness and joint spacing curves for the three locations in the Asmari Formation in
Iran. Converted into bed thickness vs. joint spacing from plots in McQuillan (1973).
Engelder et al. (1997) studied the joints in sandstone layers in the Elk Basin Anticline
near the Montana-Wyoming border. They observed that in this formation, the FSI is a
function of structural position. The FSI in the forelimb of the anticline is 0.96 and 0.79 in
the backlimb. The authors attributed this difference to the larger amount of strain to
which the forelimb has been subjected. It has to be added that this observation seems to
apply only to the strike joints in the formation. Limited data on dip joints suggest that the
layer thickness-joint spacing relationship is independent of structural position, unlike for
the strike joints. Also, the results seem contrary to the observation by a number of other
researchers that the linear relationship between layer thickness and joint spacing breaks
down for layer thicknesses greater than about 2 m. Some of the beds studied in this
formation have thicknesses between 2 and 10 m. This paper provides a good set of data
where measurements from individual beds (thickness, joint spacing, type of joint
measured: strike or dip joint, etc.) are given in tabular form.
Becker and Gross (1996) studied joint spacing in a single layer of limestone/dolostone in
the Gerofit formation in southern Israel. The layer is cut by several fault and joint zones
(Figure 13). They purposely focused on spacing measurements in this single layer in an
effort to determine how spacing changes along the bed, which has a relatively constant
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thickness (18±1.2 cm) along the scanline. The bed was divided into four sections
(Figure 13). They found that the ratio of layer thickness to median joint spacing varied
along the scanline and that the central portion of the layer had a higher ratio than the two
ends (i.e., central portion has more joints). The authors suspect that a possible
explanation for this is that the central portion has been subjected to higher strains than the
ends (suggested by the presence of the fault and joint zones). The FSR values for the
four sections are 0.76, 1.30, 1.25 and 0.87. An additional factor (amount of strain)
figuring in the relationship between bed thickness and joint spacing is investigated in
Becker and Gross (1996).
- Joint Zone
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Figure 13 - Schematic of the limestone/dolostone layer studied by Becker and Gross (1996).
Sketched from Fig. 7 in Becker and Gross (1996) but without the vertical scale.
Pascal et al. (1997) tried to model fractures that occur in horizontally layered rocks.
Specifically, they attempted to model joints that nucleate from limestone beds in order to
find the probability that these joints propagate to mudstone layers bounding them. To
test their model, they gathered spacing data from limestone/mudstone layers at Llantwit
Major in Wales, UK. Measurements were made on nine limestone beds interbedded with
four mudstone layers. The length of the outcrop is 11 m. The ratio between limestone
layer thickness and mean joint spacing (FSR) ranges from 0.47 to 1.60 with a mean of
0.92 and a standard deviation of 0.33. This example shows that even for limestone beds
in a single formation, FSR can vary.
Ji and Saruwatari (1998) gathered spacing data from 42 sandstone layers in the St. Roch
Formation 112 km northeast of Quebec City. The fracture spacing index for the 42 layers
was found to be 1.20. The paper also quoted FSI values from other studies:
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1. Aydan and Kawamoto (1990) - sandstone, FSI = 0.79
2. Price (1960) - sandstone, FSI = 0.82
3. Angelier et al. (1989) - sandstone, FSI = 1.67
The general trend in the papers that study the relationship between layer thickness and
fracture spacing is that the data is processed in a way that might reveal other factors
affecting the relationship. For example: plotting the data from a single formation by
location to see if the relationship is invariant with respect to location (Narr and Suppe,
1991). A number of researchers also found that the linear relationship between layer
thickness and joint spacing in layered sedimentary rock is not observed in all cases.
Table 1 shows a summary of the observed layer thickness-to-spacing ratios that were
presented earlier.
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Table 1 - Summary of field-observed layer thickness-to-spacing ratios. + -
observed between layer thickness and spacing.
Non-linear relationship
Source FSR FSI Fracture Index
Narr and Lerche - - 0.67 to 1.55 (from
(1984) five different layers)
Huang and Angelier 0.93 and 1.67 for
(1989) two different - -
limestones
Narr (1991) 0.08, 0.12, 0.27 and -
0.45 (calculated)
Narr and Suppe
(1991) 1.29 -
Gross (1993)
1.23
Gross (1993)
1.32 -
Gross (1993)
1.79 -
Gross (1993)
- 0.68 -
Becker and Gross 0.76, 0.87, 1.23 and - -
(1996) 1.31
Engelder et al. - 0.79 and 0.96 -
(1997)
Pascal et al. (1997) 0.47 to 1.60 - -
Ji and Saruwatari - 1.20 -
(1998)
Ji and Saruwatari - 0.79, 0.82 and 1.67 -
(1998) from
secondary sources
Ruf et al. (1998) 0.97
McQuillan (1973) +- -
Ladeira and Price
(1981)
2.1.2 Joint Spacing Probability Distributions
The joint spacing probability distribution is another aspect of jointing that has often been
included in field studies. In the following paragraphs, the different types of joint spacing
probability distributions observed in the field are presented.
Rives et al. (1992) gathered joint spacing data from three locations: Scarborough and
Whitby on the coast of North Yorkshire, UK and Nash Point on the coast of South Wales,
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UK. In both the Scarborough and Whitby locations, rock platforms have been exposed
by coastal erosion. This allows one to measure not only joint spacing but trace length as
well. At Scarborough, layers of mudstone, siltstone and sandstone were exposed whereas
at Whitby, there are layers of shale. Trace lengths at Scarborough commonly exceeded
50 m. At Nash Point, low tides expose single beds of limestone and shale. Trace lengths
typically exceeded the width of the exposure (100 to 200 m). Rives et al. (1992) included
the mode-to-mean joint spacing ratio as a parameter to aid in the characterization of the
appropriate probability distribution. They then compared the mode to mean joint spacing
ratio from the three locations. The Whitby joint spacing data produced the lowest
mode/mean ratio and the Nash Point joint spacing data produced the highest mode/mean
ratio. An exponential distribution fit the Whitby joint spacing data well whereas log-
normal distributions fit both the Scarborough and Nash Point data.
Narr and Suppe (1991) gathered joint spacing data from the Monterey formation in
California. Joint spacing measurements were taken from layers of dolostone, chert,
porcelanite and siliceous shale. The ratio of layer thickness to joint spacing was observed
to be independent of lithology with a value of 1.3. The authors also observed that mean
joint spacing in individual layers is consistently greater than median joint spacing. Also,
the standard deviation for spacing is typically 0.56 times the mean spacing. This
indicates that an exponential distribution may not be fit to describe the joint spacing
distribution in the studied layers. Since the authors did not feel confident that the joint
spacing data from any individual layer were sufficient to describe a joint spacing
distribution, they combined all the data from the different lithological layers. This was
done by normalizing each joint spacing value by dividing it by the thickness of the layer
from which it was obtained. The combined data was best described by a log-normal
distribution.
Becker and Gross (1996) studied joint spacing data from a 190-m-long scanline along a
single limestone/dolostone bed of approximately uniform thickness (about 18 cm).
Among the four observed systematic joint sets in the study area (vertical joints trending
approximately 340, 293, 230 and 195), the 293 ± 3 set was chosen for study by the
authors. The spacing values range from 0.3 cm to 75 cm. Figure 14 shows the
histogram for all spacing data from the single bed. The shape of the histogram appears to
be log-normal. If the distribution is indeed log-normal, then the histogram of the
logarithms of the spacing values should appear to be normal. Figure 15 shows that this
is somewhat the case.
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Figure 14 - Histogram of the spacing data (in cm) from the Gerofit Formation. Plotted from data in
Becker and Gross (1996).
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Figure 15 - Histogram of the natural logarithms of spacing.
(1996).
Plotted from data in Becker and Gross
Suspecting that the middle section of the limestone bed may be more strained due to the
existence of fracture zones, the authors divided the entire length into four sections (I, II,
III, and IV), with sections II and III seemingly more strained than section I and IV. The
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spacing histogram for each section is shown in Figure 16 to Figure 19. Although
sections II and III appear to be best described by log-normal distributions, it was found
that they cannot be. On the other hand, sections I-and IV are likely to be log-normal.
Table 2 below shows some important statistics for the spacing data in each section. The
mean spacing is observed to be lower in the two middle sections as is the standard
deviation and supports the suspicion that the middle of the layer has been subjected to a
higher level of strain than the ends.
Table 2 - Summary of data statistics for each section in Becker and Gross (1996). Entries are from
Table 2 in Becker and Gross (1996). Spacings are in cm.
Section I Section II Section III Section IV
Number of Spacing Data 110 237 271 94
Sum of Spacing Data 2602.6 3276.2 3901.4 1943.2
Mean 23.66 13.82 14.40 20.67
Standard Deviation 14.96 7.76 9.31 12.85
Minimum 2.00 2.00 0.30 2.30
Maximum 75.00 39.70 67.00 64.00
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spacing values (cm) in section I. Plotted from data in Becker and Gross
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Figure 17 - Histogram of spacing values (cm) in section II. Plotted from data in Becker and Gross
(1996).
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Figure 19 - Histogram of spacing values (cm) in section IV. Plotted from data in Becker and Gross
(1996).
Huang and Angelier (1989) gathered joint spacing data from locations in two countries:
The Sisteron area in southern France and the Zeit-Mellaha area in Egypt. In the Sisteron
area, the authors studied a series of shale and limestone. Two sets of bedding
perpendicular joints trending N-S and ENE-WSW were found mainly in the limestone
layers. The ENE-WSW set is dominant. Most of the joints in both sets were found to be
conjugate shear fractures. In the Zeit-Mellaha area, joint spacings in a horizontal layer of
calcareous sandstone were measured. This set of joints strikes N200 E and is vertical. In
this case, the joints were found to be related to several extensional tectonic events
(Gauthier and Angelier, 1986). The authors also noted that all small and large spacing
values were measured and joints belonging to other sets were omitted from the
measurements. It was found that neither an exponential distribution nor a log-normal
distribution adequately described these data. They found that the Gamma distribution fit
the joint spacing data well. The Gamma distribution has parameters a and #8 and the
equation is shown below:
f(L) = L expL L > 0
l'(a + )"a+ fl
The parameter values are obtained by the maximum likelihood method using the
arithmetic and geometric mean of the data. Given an arithmetic mean of 62.5 cm and a
geometric mean of 53 cm, a and 8 are found to be 3.2 and 19.5, respectively. The plot
of the Gamma distribution that best fits the joint spacing data is shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 20 - Joint spacing distribution from Huang and Angelier (1989). Gamma distribution with
a = 3.2 and 8 = 19.5. Reproduced from information in Fig. 3 in Huang and Angelier (1989).
Priest and Hudson (1976) suggested that a negative exponential distribution should be
adequate to describe discontinuity (i.e., all, including joints) spacing. They gathered
spacing data along various scanlines in three different tunnels. They found in all three
tunnels that the discontinuity mean spacing and standard deviation are approximately
equal, an indication that the exponential distribution may be used to fit the data (Figure
21 to Figure 23). It must be noted, however, that no distinction was made among the
different types of discontinuities that were encountered. In other words, it is likely that
the spacing for all discontinuities intersecting the scanlines were measured discounting
the possibility that some of these discontinuities may occur in sets.
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Figure 21 - Fitted exponential distributions for discontinuity data from the Lower Chalk in the
Chinnor shaft and the Chinnor tunnel (Chinnor, Oxfordshire). Reproduced from data in Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6 in Priest and Hudson (1976).
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Figure 22 - Fitted exponential distributions for discontinuity data from the Kielder experimental
tunnel at Rogerley Quarry, Durham from Priest and Hudson (1976). Reproduced from data in Fig. 9
and Fig. 10 in Priest and Hudson (1976).
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Figure 23 - Fitted exponential distribution for discontinuity data in the Lower Chalk of the Channel
Tunnel from Priest and Hudson (1976). Reproduced from data in Fig. 12 in Priest and Hudson
(1976).
From the preceding paragraphs it can be seen that no single form of probability
distribution can be used to describe joint spacing. However, joint spacing appears to
consistently exhibit positive skewness (i.e., skewed towards the small values).
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2.2 Laboratory Observations
In this section, a summary of laboratory experiments found in the literature is presented.
Laboratory experiments aimed at reproducing the jointing process in layered sedimentary
rock have also been performed (e.g., Rives et al., 1992; Wu and Pollard, 1995). The
laboratory set-up typically consists of a brittle jointing layer glued to a ductile layer
subjected to extensional strain (e.g., Rives et al., 1992; Wu and Pollard, 1995). Tensile
stresses in the brittle layer are developed to balance the shear stresses at the interface with
the ductile layer. These tensile stresses cause jointing in the brittle layer. Researchers
have found from these experiments that once the strain surpasses a certain value for a
given set of conditions (e.g., rock mechanical properties, thickness, etc.) the joint spacing
ceases to decrease. At and beyond this level of strain the rock is said to be at joint
"saturation" with respect to the extensional mechanism of jointing. In these experiments,
observations regarding the mean joint spacing and the probability distribution of joint
spacing were made as the number of joints increased.
Wu and Pollard (1995) proposed a joint spacing measurement that takes into account the
lengths of the layer-perpendicular joints. Recall that the length of the joint is defined as
the distance that it extends into the layer (Figure 24), this is different from the height of
the joint which is usually equal to the thickness of the layer. The spacing of these joints
is usually measured using a scanline on the face of an exposed layer or bed (scanline 1 in
Figure 24) and the length of the joint into the layer or bed is usually neglected. The
measured spacing along such a scanline could be different if it were placed at a different
location (e.g., scanline 2 in Figure 24). Joints that were exposed on the outcrop face may
no longer extend to the new location of the scanline or other joints may be exposed there
that do not appear on the outcrop face (Figure 24). According to the authors, an area
measurement of joint spacing takes care of this problem. However, Wu and Pollard's
(1995) measurement requires that the surface of the bed be exposed since it is on this
surface that the area measurement of joint spacing is conducted (Figure 24). While the
scanline measurement of spacing only takes into account the distances between
individual joints that cross the scanline, the area measurement of spacing also considers
the lengths of the joints.
The area mean spacing is calculated using the expression:
A A
Sarea~ A±A
10 + L 1 l
i=1
where 10 is the length of the side of the square measuring region shown in Figure 25,
with an area A= I, li is the that part of the length of each individual joint (of which
there are n) that is in the area A (Figure 25). Recall that the mean spacing along a
scanline is given by:
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sc nln 1S. =n+1
where 1 is the length of the scanline and n is the number of joints intersecting the
scanline.
Wu and Pollard (1995) also conducted jointing experiments on a square (100 mm by 100
mm) layer of brittle coating material (methylene chloride) that has been painted on the
surface of a layer of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA; Figure 26). This layer of PMMA
is then subjected to four-point bending which applies a uniform extension strain on the
brittle material. Area and scanline measurements of joint spacing in the layer of brittle
material were made at different levels of strain. Figure 25 could be thought of as the
plan view of the entire area of the brittle coating with the smaller measurement area, A,
inside it. Since the scanline mean spacing depends on the location of the scanline, this
type of spacing was measured at different distances of the scanline from one side of a
square area on the brittle coating. In Figure 24 or Figure 25, for example, the scanlines
would be located at increasing values of x. On the other hand, there is only one
measurement of area joint mean spacing at each level of strain. However, the entire
square area of brittle material is not used in the measurement of the area mean joint
spacing because of edge effects (i.e., joints tend to be more concentrated at the edges).
The authors found that an 80mm by 80mm square that neglected the edges was
appropriate in their experiments.
At various levels of applied strain, both the area mean spacing and scanline mean spacing
(at different scanline locations) were measured and compared (Figure 27). At low
strains, when the joint set is still poorly developed (Figure 28), the scanline mean joint
spacing fluctuates about the area mean joint spacing (recall that the scanline mean joint
spacing varies with the location of the scanline). At high strains, when the joint set is
well developed (Figure 28), both the scanline mean joint spacing and the area mean joint
spacing decrease and become almost equal for the different scanline locations.
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Figure 24 - Example of jointing layer with the faces exposed as well as its surface exposed. The top
figure is the top surface of the ouctrop. The bottom figure is the exposed face of the outcrop.
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Figure 25 - Components for the calculation of the area mean spacing (Wu and Pollard, 1995).
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Figure 26 - Sketch of the experimental set-up for four-point bending in Wu and Pollard (1995). A
constant radius of curvature is maintained so that uniform extension strain is applied to the brittle
coating. Sketched from Fig. 3 (b) and Fig. 10 in Wu and Pollard (1995).
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Figure 27 - Comparison between area mean joint spacing and scanline mean joint spacing at two
levels of strain. The distance from one side of the measurement area (see Figure 25) to the scanline is
varied. Sketched from Fig. 5 in Wu and Pollard (1995).
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Figure 28 - Schematic of a poorly developed joint set and a well developed joint set relative to the
area mean spacing measurement area A. Sketched from Fig. 5 in Wu and Pollard (1995).
In order to see why the scanline mean spacing values approach the area mean spacing
measurement as the joint set develops, consider the equation for the area mean spacing.
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As more and more strain is applied to the brittle coating, joint spacing decreases and the
joints increase in length. At high strains, the joints approximately span the entire brittle
layer (and the area of measurement, A). This means that the each 1i approaches lo (Figure
28) and the area mean spacing becomes
A 12 10
area-sat n- - ni+i
10 + Ii 1 ~
i=I
When a scanline mean joint spacing measurement is taken on the area, A, its length will
be lo and the above expression is exactly the scanline mean spacing.
The area mean joint spacing was plotted against strain level in order to see the mean joint
spacing evolution (a schematic is shown in Figure 29). Wu and Pollard's (1995) results
show that at strain levels below the saturation level, the mean joint spacing (area method)
decreases rapidly as the strain is increased. This rapid decrease is followed by a sudden
flattening of the curve (approximately constant mean spacing with increasing strain)
suggesting that the saturation strain level has been reached (Figure 29). This constant
spacing is then called the saturated mean spacing (scanline or area, it doesn't matter
because they are almost equal at joint saturation as demonstrated above). Using different
thickness values of the brittle coating (0.016 mm to 0.373 mm), the authors were able to
construct a saturated mean spacing versus layer thickness relationship that showed what
was expected: as thickness increases mean spacing also increases. However, one cannot
make the brittle coating too thick since the assumption of uniform extensional strain over
the thickness of the brittle coating would cease to apply.
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Figure 29 - Schematic of how the strain level affects the area mean spacing as observed in the
experiments by Wu and Pollard (1995). Sketched from curves in Fig. 12 in Wu and Pollard (1995).
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Figure 30 - A schematic of the curves Wu and Pollard (1995) used to fit their experimental data.
Sketched from Fig. 12 (h) in Wu and Pollard (1995).
Figure 30 shows a schematic of the plot of area mean spacing versus applied strain
obtained by Wu and Pollard (1995). The data points that the authors used to make the
observation that the spacing increases as the layer thickness increases were taken from
part B of the curves in Figure 30 (i.e., at saturation). However, the authors did not
mention that at lower strains (e.g., F, in Figure 30), the observation would be the
reverse: spacing increases as layer thickness decreases for a given strain. This may have
been a coincidence for this experiment but it is worth noting since no one has reported
such an observation in the field data.
It must also be noted that the experimental set-up that Wu and Pollard (1995) used is
quite different from what would result from an idealization of what is found in the field.
In the field, the jointing layer is subjected to tractions on both the bottom and top
surfaces. The authors' set-up has the layer's top surface free of tractions.
Based on their findings, the authors noted the following:
1. The area method of calculating the mean joint spacing is more desirable because it
takes individual joint lengths into account in the calculation. However, this type of
measurement also requires that the surface of the jointed layer be exposed. Also, for
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a chosen size 1, and location of the area A, this method gives a single value for mean
spacing at each level of strain unlike the scanline mean spacing which is dependent
on the scanline location at lower strain values.
2. The experiments show that at low strain levels, mean joint spacing decreases rapidly
with increasing level of applied strain. This makes it unreasonable to compare
mechanical properties between jointed layers because the amount of strain is difficult
to quantify and the mean spacing is very sensitive to strain so that one is likely
comparing two layers under different strain levels.
3. As the joint set develops, the decrease in joint spacing is accompanied by an increase
in joint lengths.
4. At joint saturation, it is also difficult to quantify the amount of strain based on the
mean joint spacing because beyond the saturation strain, mean spacing ceases to
change. In other words, for a given layer, a wide range of strains can result in the
same mean joint spacing.
5. If possible, an assessment of the level of strain should accompany joint spacing
measurements.
From a practical point of view, one gets the impression that a comparison between the
area mean joint spacing in an area A and the mean scanline spacing at various scanline
locations in A can be used to determine the stage of joint set development. The more
stable the scanline mean spacing values are (i.e., mean spacing does not vary much with
location of the scanline) and the closer they are to the area mean spacing, the more
developed the joint set is. Wu and Pollard's (1995) approach requires that the surface of
the bed be exposed. If only the mean scanline spacing on the exposed face of the layer
can be measured, their approach cannot be applied. Other authors proposed that the level
of joint set development can also be determined from the type of joint spacing
distribution.
Rives et al. (1992) observed how joint spacing distribution changes as the applied strain
is increased (or as joint density increases) in laboratory experiments. These experiments
subjected polystyrene plates, whose surfaces were treated with alcohol in order to form a
brittle coating (the jointing layer), to four-point bending (Figure 31). A scanline was
then used to measure joint spacing values (Figure 32) as the applied strain or the joint
density increased.
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Figure 31 - Polystyrene plate subjected to four-point bending. Sketched from Fig. 5 in Rives et al.
(1992).
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Figure 32 - Top view of the brittle coating and the location of the scanline. Sketched from Fig. 5 in
Rives et al. (1992).
At low joint densities, they observed a shifted exponential distribution (terminology from
Kottegoda and Rosso, 1998) for spacing; at intermediate joint densities log-normal
distribution; and at high joint densities quasi-normal distribution (Figure 33). At low
densities the locations of joints probably coincide with the locations of flaws or points of
weakness in the rock. If these flaws are distributed randomly (i.e., Poisson points on a
line), then it is easy to understand that the joint spacing would have a shifted exponential
distribution. On the other hand, at high joint densities, the spacing values become more
clustered and the distribution of spacing approaches a quasi-normal distribution. The
authors suggested that the mode to mean joint spacing ratio be used to assess the level of
joint set development (i.e., the level of applied strain). For an exponential distribution,
this ratio would be low. Log-normal distributions would have intermediate mode/mean
ratios while normal distributions would have mode/mean ratios close to one.
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Figure 33 - A schematic of the evolution of the joint spacing distribution according to Rives et al.
(1992). This figure follows Fig. 7 in Rives et al. (1992).
The main points that can be obtained from the laboratory experiments by Rives et al.
(1992) and Wu and Pollard (1995) are the following:
1. Joint saturation can occur in brittle layers on a ductile substrate subjected to remote
extension applied through bending. Sedimentary rock formations are deposited in a
similar fashion: competent layers alternating with incompetent layers. It must be
noted, however, that the application of tensile strain through bending of layers may
not always occur in nature. Remote tension may also be caused by unloading (e.g.,
when the layers above are eroded). Net tensile strains may also occur in a direction
perpendicular to maximum compressive stress.
2. The form of the joint spacing distribution may be linked to joint intensity. At low
joint intensity, the joint spacing is shifted-exponential, log-normal at intermediate
joint intensity and quasi-normal at high joint intensity.
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2.3 Summary
From the field and laboratory observations found in the literature, the following points
can be gleaned:
1. Joint spacing is related to layer thickness. Joint spacing is wider in thicker layers than
it is in thinner layers. The relationship between layer thickness and joint spacing is
widely accepted to be linear even though some researchers observed a non-linear
relationship. Such a relationship appears to become invalid for very thick layers.
2. The bounding layer thickness may also affect joint spacing (Ladeira and Price, 1981).
Ji et al. (1998) show that the tensile stress in the jointing layer is affected by the
thickness of the non-jointing bounding layers. Thin non-jointing bounding layers
lead to higher tensile stresses in the jointing layer than do thick non-jointing bounding
layers given the same applied extensional strain. Higher stresses lead to more
jointing and closer joint spacing.
3. The differing FSR, FSI or Fracture Index values for different rock types suggest that
material properties also affect the relationship between layer thickness and joint
spacing.
4. There is no single form of probability distribution that can describe the joint spacing
distribution in layered sedimentary rock. This is evident from field data.
5. The form of the joint spacing distribution appears to depend on the level of joint set
development. From laboratory experiments, the joint spacing distribution changes
from a shifted exponential at low joint intensity, to log-normal at intermediate joint
intensity, to quasi-normal distribution at high joint intensity.
6. The quasi-normal distribution of joint spacing observed in laboratory experiments
(Rives et al., 1992) is never observed in the field. Practically speaking, this cannot be
used to assess the level of joint set development.
7. Joint lengths are seldom fully observable in the field so the area mean spacing method
for determining the level of joint set development is also of limited use (Wu and
Pollard, 1995).
8. The FSI can only be used to describe the relationship between layer thickness and
joint spacing in multiple "saturated" layers. At saturation, joint spacing does not
change with increasing strain (see Figure 29 and Figure 30). Below saturation, joint
spacing is sensitive to strain (see Figure 29 and Figure 30) so there is a greater
chance that strains are different in different layers. It would be incorrect to obtain the
FSI from combined mean or median spacing data from layers at different strain. The
FSR or Fracture Index may be used to describe the relationship at any joint intensity
since it considers only the median or mean spacing from a single layer.
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The question now becomes how the jointing patterns from the observations described
above could have been produced mechanically. In order to answer this question, focus
must now turn towards models that could be used to describe the stresses in such a
geologic setting. The stress distribution could help in the development of a jointing
process which, in turn, may lead to an explanation for the observations (especially about
the joint spacing distribution) made above.
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3 Stress Distribution Models
A joint, by definition, has two stress-free surfaces. The stress field is altered by the
formation of a joint and it is important to determine the physical extent of such an
alteration because it may determine where subsequent joints can form. Such a stress field
alteration is termed a "stress reduction shadow" after Gross et al. (1995) (Figure 34).
Particularly in sedimentary rock layers subjected to extensional strain in the direction
parallel to bedding, the normal stress (initially tensile) at the location of a joint is reduced
to zero. It seems reasonable to assume that a non-cohesive joint will be unable to
transmit tensile stresses. In this chapter, two tensile stress distribution models found in
the literature are presented: Hobbs' (1967) model in section 3.1; Ji and Saruwatari's
(1998) model in section 3.2. These sections mostly detail the derivation of the tensile
stress distribution in each model. A brief analysis is included in each section after the
derivation. All the graphs in this chapter are not from the references and were produced
independently for the purpose of the analyses.
3.1 Hobbs' (1967) Simplified Model
3.1.1 Tensile Stress Distribution: Single Joint
The simplest and most cited theoretical derivation of the extent of the stress shadow is
that by Hobbs (1967). Essentially, Hobbs' model consists of a 'jointing layer'
sandwiched between two 'non-jointing layers' (Figure 35). The jointing layer usually
has higher stiffness than the bounding non-jointing layers (i.e., Ef = Ejointing > E" = Enon.
jointing). Perfect bonding is assumed at the interfaces (i.e., no relative displacement at the
interfaces). The entire system is then subjected to an extensional strain, C. The layers are
assumed to be linear elastic and, furthermore, it is also assumed that o- = Ee.
Non-jointing Layers
t Jointing Layer
Stress reduction shadow
Figure 34 - Illustration of an idealized stress reduction shadow. Inside the shadow, the stresses are
perturbed by the presence of the joint.
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t Jointing Layer, EG
Non-jointing Layer, E,, G,
Figure 35 - Jointing layer sandwiched between two non-jointing
an equal amount of strain, C.
layers. All layers are subjected to
The jointing layer has a thickness t and Young's modulus Ef and the non-jointing layers
have a shear modulus of Gn. An additional assumption is that the thicknesses of the non-
jointing beds are greater than that of the jointing bed. This requirement has to do with the
shear stress distribution in the system when the joint is formed. When the strain reaches
ej (the strain that causes the normal stress in the jointing layer to exceed the tensile
strength of the rock), a joint is formed (Figure 36). Shear stresses are produced within
the bounding beds as a direct result of differences in elastic displacement between the
jointing bed and bounding beds (Gross et al., 1995). This means that due to the presence
of the joint, the displacement of the non-jointing layer at the interface would be different
from the displacement a distance away from the interface. Hobbs (1967) assumed that
the shear stress is a maximum at the layer interface and decreases linearly to zero in the
non-jointing beds, a distance equal to the thickness of the jointing layer (thus the
requirement that the non-jointing layer has to be at least as thick as the jointing layer).
The layer parallel stress now becomes a function of the distance, x, away from the joint
because at the joint there has to be a reduction to zero stress and an infinite distance away
from the joint the far field stress must exist.
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Figure 36 - Formation of joint in jointing layer induces stress change in the vicinity of the joint. Note
that v is the displacement at a point that is far enough from the jointing layer such that it has not
been affected by the formation of the joint.
In order to calculate the force in the jointed layer, Hobbs (1967) employs the "shear-lag"
model by Cox (1952):
dP
= 2C(u - v) Equation 1
dx
where P is the load or force in the layer in the direction parallel to the strain direction, u
is the displacement in the bed with a single joint, v is the displacement in the neighboring
beds prior to the formation of the single joint (Figure 36), w is the variable that
represents the displacement as it varies away from the interface and C is a constant.
Differentiating the above expression once gives
d 2P = 2Cdu
dx2 dxA
Equation 2
Since v is the displacement in the neighboring beds just before the formation of a single
joint, dv must be equal to e,, the strain in all the layers just before joint
dx
Substitution yields
d2p du
__= 2C
dx 2 dx
formation.
Equation 3
In terms of the normal strain, the load can be expressed as:
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o )1
w=v
Non-jointing Layer, E,, G,
W=u
t Jointing Layer, E1
Hn i L x
Non-jointing Layer, E., G.
P = Eft du
dx
Combining Equation 3 and Equation 4 gives
2C \
- (P E)Eft Equation 5
The solution to the above differential equation is
P = EtW1 + A sinh Dx + B cosh Dx
where
D 2 CD = 2
E ft
Equation 6
Equation 7
In order to work with stresses, the load P must be divided by the thickness of the layer, t.
A B
alocal = Ef e1 + - sinh Dx + - cosh Dx Equation 8
Equation 4
t
where alocal is the normal stress at some distance x away from the joint. For the case of a
single joint, the stress distribution a distance away from the joint can be determined. One
only needs to find the constants A, B and D. The first two can be found by applying the
The first
Equation 9
boundary conditions: at x =0, 0 IoaI = 0 and x -> oo, a =oca - f rfield =Ef l
boundary condition leads to the equation below:
A B B0 = Ef -F +-sinh(O)+ 
-cosh(0) = E B IF +-
For the second boundary condition, both sides of the equation are divided by cosh Dx to
obtain the following:
aIoca1
cosh Dx
Equation 10
as
Ef6 1  A sinh Dx B
cosh Dx t cosh Dx t
Applying the second boundary condition and realizing that a10oal = 0 -,field = Ef I1
sinh Dx
x -+ o and lim =1, Equation 10 becomes
x-cosh Dx
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d 2P
&x
2
t
I I t
A
t
or
A
t
B
t
_ B
t
These equations (Equation 9 and Equation 11) give the following:
A
- = E, 
,t
and
B
-= 
-E, e
f
Substituting these back into the expression for the local stress yields
C-oca- = E 6el(1+ sinh Dx - cosh Dx)
The constant D must also be found. Using equilibrium of forces for the loads acting on a
slice of the jointing layer shown in Figure 37, one obtains
= 
-2,rd
dx
Equation 15
where i'd is the shear stress acting along the interface.
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Equation 11
Equation 12
Equation 13
Equation 14
rd
t P +- dx
ax
Td oo
dx
Figure 37 - Forces acting on a slice of the jointing layer.
Recalling Cox's (1952) shear-lag model,
dP
= 2C(u - v)
dx
Equation 1
and combining the two expressions for (Equation 1 and Equation 15) yields
dx
Equation 16(u - v)
An assumption must now be made regarding the variation of the shear stress in the non-
jointing layers. Hobbs assumed a linear variation with a maximum value of rd at the
interface ( y =0 ) and zero at a distance t from the interface ( y = t ) or
T - y Equation 17
Let w be the displacement in the non-jointing layers due to the extension. At the
interface ( y =0 ) w is equal to u. At a distance t from the interface ( y = t ), w is equal to
v (Figure 36). Using the definition of shear strain, the following is obtained:
dw r Id t - Y
dy Gn Gn t
Equation 18
The quantity v - u can then be calculated from Equation 18.
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' rd t - y rd t
v-u =AwJ= J t dy -
0 G t G 2
Substituting the above result into C = I" (Equation 16) yields(u - v)
C = n
t
and since D =
D = F
Et (Equation 7), the following equation results
Substituting Equation 20 into Equation 14 gives the expression for the local tensile
stress.
oaI =E el(1+ sinh
-n- -
coshE f t
Qn 2x
Ef t
Equation 21a
or
aloeal 
- 1+ sinh
- rfield
G 2x G 2x
- cosh
Ef t Ef t
Figure 38 shows how the normalized stress (Equation 21b) varies with normalized
distance away from a joint. It can be observed that with this model, the extent of the
stress reduction shadow increases with increasing 2 ratio or increasing relative stiffness
of the jointing layer to the non-jointing layers.
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Equation 19
Equation 20
Equation 21b
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0.60 Ef/Gn =5.0
....... Ef Gn= : 10,0
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Figure 38 - Variation of normalized stress ( '"" ) with distance away from a joint using differentOfarfied
G ratios. Curves were constructed using Equation 21b.
Figure 39 shows how the shear stress at the interface (i.e., 1d = rV (x)) varies with
distance from the joint (Figure 40 shows a schematic of the interface shear stress) in the
cases shown in Figure 38. Larger EfG ratios result in lower normalized shear stresses at
the interface (Figure 39).
In Figure 38, the normalized local (tensile) stress at some distance L is given by
ac P '" x
l- -2 . - d- (from equilibrium of forces in Figure 37, see
afarfield afarfieldt e 7 farfield t
also Equation 15) and is smaller for high EIG ratios than for low EG, ratios. Although
it is not readily apparent in Figure 39, it follows that the area, -- -d
fa ield (t
between =0 and some L > 0 is always smaller for high E1  ratios than for low Et t I,
ratios (note that rd - W is negative in Figure 39).
afarfield Ofarield
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Figure 39 - Variation of normalized shear stress ( ) with distance away from a joint using
different EI, ratios.
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Figure 40 - Variation and direction of interface shear stress away from segment midpoint.
3.1.2 Tensile Stress Distribution: Two Joints
It is also important to look at the stress distribution that exists in the region between two
adjacent joints a distance (or spacing) L apart when the applied strain reaches E2 (> 1)-
The same solution as the single joint case is applicable (Equation 8):
071ocal = EfAf2 +-sinh Dx +--cosh Dx
I
However, different boundary conditions must be applied to solve for the constants A and
B. The origin is now taken to be the midpoint of the segment that is L units long formed
by two adjacent joints (Figure 41). Specifically, the boundary conditions are
L L
aIoca1 =0 at x=- and x =-2 2
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I
Non-jointing Layer, E., G,
L
t Jointing Layer, Ef
-- + x
Non-jointing Layer, E,, G,
Figure 41 - Definition of variables for Hobbs' model of the stress reduction shadow interaction of
adjacent joints.
Applying the boundary conditions yields the following equations
A L B L0 = Ef C 2 -- sinh D -+-cosh D -
t 2 t 2
A L B L0 = Ef E2 +-sinh D -+-cosh D --
t 2 t 2
Adding the two equations above gives
B Ef 62
cosh DL
2
Equation 22
Equation 23
Equation 24
A
and - is found to be zero.
t
With the constant D the same as before, substitution yields
-local = Ef 62 1 -
xWith m=-, 1=
t
cosh 2 - ii
cosh - n
t E,. 2
L
-- and O-faflld = EfC 2 ,
t
Equation 25
the above equation becomes
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cosh 2m iE
[Gcosh "ln
IE f
xThe variable m = -
t
1 1 L
varies from -- to + - where 1 = -
2 2 t
Figure 42 shows how the normal stress varies between two joints according to Hobbs'
E L(1967) model. Three different values of EG ratios are used and 1 = - = 1.0. Figure 42
t
reveals that higher values of EIG, lead to
I
h
i
lower peaks in the stress distribution.
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Figure 42 - Stress ratio distribution between adjacent joints according to Hobbs' (1967) model with
1 = 1.0 for E, =2, 5 and 10.
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0Iocal
07farfield
Equation 26
/I
In order to understand this trend, consider the shear stress distribution along the interface
between the jointing layer and one of the non-jointing layers. Recall the equation relating
the load to the shear stress (see Equation 15 and Figure 37):
dPd= 
-2rd
dx
Equation 15
Making the substitution P = t -alal and solving for rd leads to
t dox
2 dx
Equation 27
Substituting the expression for C1%0 1 (Equation 25), the shear stress distribution is
obtained as
t
Td = -- EC22 f
sinh 2-rS
2 Gt E1 f
t E f 2 Gn L
cosh -i
t E f 2
sinh(23 x S
JGn 
t Ef
Ef 2 FG L
cosh
t Ef 2
xWith m = -,
t
12 -
Efe2 Cr
L
t
Tgd
Jarfield
and afarfield = Ef C2, the normalized shear stress is given by
sinh 2m
E,)
Ef cosh Gnijj
Figure 43 shows how the shear stress varies with distance from the segment midpoint for
three different values of EIG and 1 = 1.0. The maximum absolute shear stresses occur
near the locations of the joints (the shear stress should be zero at the joint locations
because it needs to shift to the opposite direction once it crosses the joint). It can be seen
that as E increases, the maximum absolute shear stresses decrease. This makes sense
because larger EG,' ratios mean relatively smaller G, values which, given some value of
strain, would lead to smaller shear stresses. Consequently, since the normal stress alo0 al
at a point is related to the area under the shear stress distribution up to that point (i.e.,
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Equation 28
Equation 29
1
alocal = - -d - dx ), lower shear stresses (caused by lower G,) lead to lower peaks in
t
the normal stress distribution as observed in Figure 42.
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Figure 43 - Normalized shear stress along an interface in Hobbs' (1967) model for 1 = 1.0 for
=2, 5 and 10.
Figure 44 shows how the spacing between joints (or the length of a segment, L) affects
the stress distribution. The longer segments develop stresses nearer to the remote stress
value than do the shorter segments simply because a larger total shear force acts on the
interfaces of longer segments given the same applied strain and rock properties (area
under the curves in Figure 45).
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Figure 44 - Stress ratio distribution between two joints with different spacings (1 1, 2 and 4) using
a single value of E =5.0.
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Figure 45 - Normalized shear distribution for two segments of different length
properties ( E =5.0) and applied strain.
but the same
Using the stress distribution (Equation 25), Hobbs (1967) also calculated the joint
spacing corresponding to a specific amount of applied strain (e.g., some E2 > E1)- The
x
maximum local stress occurs at the midpoint of the segment (i.e., m = - = 0 ) and is
t
given by:
Equation 30alocaI (m = 0) = ,oca-max = Ef 62 1 - 1
cosh Gn ]
Ef
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xJointing occurs at m - = 0 when o- E = l
t
layer) so that
1- 1
cosh ;l
IE f
(i.e., the tensile strength of the
Equation 31
Solving for 1 yields the following
E~*cosh -1 62
G h 82 )
L = t - cosh- E
G, 2e2 - e )
This means that at an applied strain equal to E2, segments formed by joints that are
exactly L units apart will develop a normal stress that approaches the cracking stress at
their midpoints. It follows that the spacing at this level of strain could either be L (if
L
segments do not break) or - units long (if segments do break). Figure 46 shows the
2
LE
relationship between normalized spacing ( ) and applied strain. Three values of EJG
t
are used. The normalized spacing in Figure 46 indicates the smallest length a segment
formed by two adjacent joints should have in order to produce a normal stress at its
midpoint that is equal to the tensile strength of the rock at a given applied strain
according to Hobbs' (1967) model.
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L
t
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Equation 32
Equation 33
G=
2-
-pf Sbain
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Figure 46 - Relationship between applied strain (E2) and normalized spacing according to Hobbs'
(1967) model for different EG ratios. Note that t is the jointing layer thickness. The normalized
spacing here is the smallest normalized length a segment formed by two adjacent joints should have
in order to produce a normal stress at its midpoint equal to the tensile strength of the rock given the
corresponding applied strain.
3.2 Ji and Saruwatari's (1998) Simplified Model
3.2.1 Tensile Stress Distribution: Two Joints
Ji and Saruwatari (1998) used a modified Hobbs' (1967) model to describe the stress
distribution in the region between two joints. The main modification involves the
assumption of a different shear stress distribution in the non-jointing layers. Recall that
Hobbs (1967) assumed a linear decay in the shear stress away from the interface into the
non-jointing layers. Also, Hobbs (1967) assumed that the bounding non-jointing layers
are at least as thick as the jointing layer. For convenience, the expression by Hobbs
(1967) is repeated here.
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=local cosh(Dx)
0farfield cosh D L
(2)_,
where D = .t~ Recall also that the constant D was derived from the shear stress
distribution in the non-jointing layer (see Equation 16 to Equation 20).
d Non-jointing Layer, E,, G,
L
t Jointing Layer, Ef
y x
d Non-jointing Layer, E,, G,
Figure 47 - Definition of variables for Ji and Saruwatari (1998).
Note that Ji and Saruwatari (1998) introduce the non-jointing layer thickness (d) into the
stress distribution. Figure 47 shows the geometry of the problem now with the non-
jointing layer thickness, d, included. Ji and Saruwatari (1998) use a parameter, ,
instead of D in their stress distribution equation below.
Oaiocai cosh(#6x)
Ufarfield cosh $L
2
Equation 34
where x starts from the midpoint of the segment of length L and the parameter 8 is given
by
S=
1
(I+v, )tEf M
E Mn)
- 1 -
tEfM
2Gn
"~ 2
Ef Mt
Equation 35
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Equation 26
and the parameter M reflects the distribution of the shear stress in the non-jointing layer:
2 d-2y
M = J1j j dy=h(d)
The variable y is the distance from an interface (Figure 47). The parameters D in Hobbs'
(1967) model and 0 in Ji and Saruwatari's (1998) model are analogous and only reflect
the different types of assumed shear stress distribution in the non-jointing layers. The
parameter n indicates how the shear stress varies with distance away from the interface.
Note that the parameter M is a function of d only (i.e., the non-jointing layer thickness).
For example, for n =1, M = [ln(2) - ]d and for n = 3, M = [31n(2) - 2]d (Figure 48).
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S4-
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u b 2b 4b 8b 1006b
d
n=1
- - n=3
--- - - - -- - - nl=
Figure 48 - Relationship between M and d for different values of n.
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Letting m = -and 1 = - and making the substitutions x = tin, L = it and M = h(d), the
t t
equation for the normalized stress (Equation 34) becomes
cosh!
0 far/ield
=1-
cosh!
Gn 2t
Ef h(d)
Ef,
I
1 lt
2h(d)t
Equation 36j
Figure 49 shows how the normalized stress varies with distance from the segment
midpoint for different values of EfG and 1 = 1.0. It can be observed that a larger Ef
ratio leads to a lower peak value of normalized stress compared to smaller EIG values
for a given segme
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Figure 49 - Stress ratio variation between adjacent joints according to Ji and Saruwatari's (1998)
model.
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Using the same approach in obtaining the normalized shear stress in the Hobbs' (1967)
model, the normalized shear stress in the Ji and Saruwatari (1998) model is given by
' _t
afarfield 2
G 2tEf h(d)
Equation 37
.
G 2tsmnh i_ mfE,  (d)
G1cosh 71t
fE  2h(d)t
Figure 50 shows the normalized shear stress variation with distance from the segment
midpoint for the Ji and Saruwatari (1998) model. The same trend in the Hobbs (1967)
model can be observed here. As the EG, ratio increases, lower shear stresses are
observed. This subsequently leads to lower peaks in the normal stress distribution as
observed in Figure 49.
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Figure 50 - Normalized
model.
shear stress along the interface according to Ji and Saruwatari's (1998)
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Figure 51 shows how the normalized stress distribution changes with segment length or
joint spacing (i.e., L). As expected, longer segments develop peak normal stresses nearer
the far field value.
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Figure 51 - Variation of normalized local stress with distance from the segment midpoint for various
segment lengths.
Like Hobbs (1967), Ji and Saruwatari (1998) also derived joint spacing for a given value
of applied strain. In Equation 36, the far field stress is simply EfF2 so that
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Equation 38
cosh im
C lo ((i = E f 2 1- c s E 
h(d ) J
cosh _; h t
E, 2h(d)t
The maximum local stress occurs at the midpoint of the segment (i.e., m = 0) and is
given by:
a1oca-max =E e2
11
cosh G
E, f
Equation 39
1 lt
2h(d)t
Again, as in Hobbs' (1967) model, jointing occurs when the local stress reaches the
tensile strength (Oa-,aC = Ef e).
Ef6e =EfE2
11 -
cosh!
Ef
Equation 40
1 lt
2h(d)t
LSolving for the quantity 1 = - in Equation 40 yields
t
L
t
= -~--2th(d) cosh-1
G-n t C2 - EFI
Since the function h(d)
h(d) g( )
Equation 41
is simply the quantity d multiplied by some constant, let
L=g(PI) -- 5cosh~ 1 2 I
Gf (F2 - e )
Equation 42
Equation 41 and Equation 42 are analogous to Equation 32 and Equation 33. Hence,
using Ji and Saruwatari's (1998) model, the joint spacing depends on both the square root
of the jointing layer thickness (t) as well as the square root of the non-jointing layer
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thickness (d). Figure 52 shows the relationship between normalized spacing required to
reach the cracking stress at midpoint and the applied strain.
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Figure 52 - Relationship between applied strain and normalized spacing according to Ji and
Saruwatari's (1998) model for different EIG, ratios. Note that t is the jointing layer thickness.
A summary of both stress distribution models is presented in Table 3.
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Table 3 - Summary of stress distribution and spacing
Saruwatari (1998) models.
for both the Hobbs (1967) and Ji and
Model Stress Distribution Spacing
cosh(2m n
Hobbs (1967) afoel f L=t EL coshj- C2
afarfield CEh_ , 2-E
Ef Linear in t
x L
m=-, 1=-
t t
cosh 
_
Ji and UIOCII E f d) E2
Saruwatari farfield L = E 2th(d) cosh 1e2
(1998) cosh G 2h(d)t G 2 -i)
Ef Non-linear in t
x L
m=-, 1=-
t t
The simplified models above show how the stress distribution depends on the material
properties of the rock and the layer geometries (i.e., the jointing layer for Hobbs, 1967;
the jointing and bounding layers for Ji and Saruwatari, 1998). They also describe the
relationship between spacing and layer thickness at different levels of strain. Hobbs
(1967) proposes a linear relationship between thickness and spacing whereas Ji and
Saruwatari (1998) propose a non-linear relationship. Ji and Saruwatari (1998) also
include the effect of the non-jointing layer thickness. The difference in the models lies in
the assumption of the shear stress distribution in the bounding non-jointing layers. Hobbs
(1967) assumes a linear shear stress distribution whereas Ji and Saruwatari (1998) assume
non-linear forms of the shear stress distribution. Also, Hobbs (1967) requires that the
bounding layers be as thick as the jointing layer. This may not be true in the real world.
The simplified models do not take into account the issue of joint saturation. This
behavior is discussed in the next section.
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4 Saturation Mechanisms
In the previous section, simplified methods for describing the tensile stress distribution
were presented. However, the jointing behavior suggested by these simplified models is
not consistent with the observations made in laboratory tests, i.e., that the spacing does
not change after the strain reaches a certain magnitude (saturation). To this author's
knowledge, saturation, so far, has not been observed in the field. In this chapter, a
comparison between tensile stress distributions from simplified models and finite element
models is presented (section 4.1). Two saturation mechanisms suggested in the literature
are then explored: compressive stress development (section 4.2) and interface slippage
(section 4.3). A discussion follows in section 4.4. The analysis in section 4.1 is the result
of new work whereas sections 4.2 and 4.3 are an elaboration of what is found in the
literature. Figures (including plots) in section 4.1 are not from references and were
produced independently. Some plots in section 4.3 were also produced independently,
these are indicated in the captions. Section 4.4 is also the result of new work and mainly
addresses issues involving the compressive stress saturation mechanism.
4.1 Tensile Stress Distributions: Simplified Models vs. Finite
Element Models
In the simplified models, the normal stresses are always tensile so the formation of new
joints is possible as the strain increases. This is possibly a product of the assumed one-
dimensional nature of the stress in the simplified models. Finite element simulations
were carried out so that a comparison with the simplified models could be made. The
program FRANC2D (Wawrzynek and Ingraffea, 1987) was used for this purpose. First, a
single joint is modeled in a layer that has the same properties as its bounding layers. The
entire system is subjected to a uniform extensional strain in the direction perpendicular to
the plane of the joint. The horizontal normal stress (os) contours are shown in Figure
53. Figure 53 shows that zero or compressive stresses occur near the joint. A short
distance from the joint, a transition from compressive to tensile stresses occurs (i.e., just
outside the zone of a., 0). Tensile stresses greater than the far field tensile stresses
occur at or near the joint tips.
Figure 54 shows the normalized horizontal stress ( ) with horizontal distance away
afafieli
from the joint midpoint for two different situations together with the stress distribution
derived by Hobbs (1967) using the same rock properties. It includes the situation shown
in Figure 53. The stresses near the joint (encircled in Figure 54) are actually
compressive according to the finite-element calculations but are not really that large and
can probably be considered equal to zero in this case. These compressive stresses are
possibly a result of some numerical. errors in the finite element simulation. Hobbs'
(1967) model predicts larger or with increasing horizontal distance from the joint mid-
height than the finite element simulations.
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Uxx = UIrfield
Figure 53 - Contours of Cx show the stress ieduction shadow due to a single joint in a layer
subjected to uniform extensional strain (by FEM, FRANC2D program). A zone where UX 0 (i.e.,
zero or compressive Ox) exists near the joint.
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Figure 54 - Comparison between the analytical stress reduction shadow by Hobbs (1967) and finite
element simulations using FRANC2D. Region of compressive stress of small magnitude in the FE
simulation encircled.
Finite element simulations were also performed in order to find out how the stress
reduction shadows of two adjacent joints interact. Figure 55 shows the finite element
mesh for two joints that are 2 units long and spaced 4 units apart. This translates to a
spacing-to-thickness ratio of 2.0. As before, the entire system is subjected to extensional
strain.
Figure 56 shows the horizontal stress (a-,) contours for Figure 55. Small zones very
near the joints where a, < 0 are indicated. In Figure 57, is plotted along the line
connecting the midpoints of the two joints. It can be seen that both the Hobbs (1967) and
Ji and Saruwatari (1998) models predict larger stresses than the finite-element solution at
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every point along the line. However, one must keep in mind that the simplified models
represent an average tensile stress at a location between the two joints and the finite
element results do not. Also, the average tensile stress in the simplified models do not
represent the average tensile stress in the finite-element solutions.
MMMMMMMMMM4+ 1 1 1 1 1+MMMMMMM
Figure 55 - Finite element mesh used to model two medium-spaced joints.
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Figure 56 - Contours of U, for the medium-spaced joints in Figure 55. Small zones where a. 5 0
(i.e., zero or compressive a,) can be observed very close to the joints.
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Figure 57 - Comparison of finite element results with both stress distribution models for the
medium-spaced joints.
The second case involving stress reduction shadow interaction involves two closely-
spaced joints. The joints are 2 units long and are spaced 2 units from each other for a
spacing-to-thickness ratio of 1.0. The finite element mesh for this case is shown in
Figure 58. As in the previous case, the entire system is subjected to extensional strain.
Contours of o-, are shown in Figure 59. In this case, the zone where o-, 5 0 spans
across the distance between the two joints. It is apparent from Figure 59 that only
compressive horizontal stresses exist along the line connecting the midpoints of the
joints. The values of 0' along this line are plogted in Figure 60 together with theafarfield
stresses predicted by the Hobbs (1967) and Ji and Saruwatari (1998) models. The
stresses from the finite element simulation all fall below zero and those predicted by the
models do not. This is where the simplified models break down because they do not take
into account the two-dimensional nature of the problem.
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Hobbs (1967) Saruwatari
(1998)
FRANC2D
FRANC2D simulation
Ji and Saruwatari (n=1)
---Hobbs
I
Figure 58 - Finite element mesh for two closely-spaced joints.
Figure 59 - Contours of a, for the closely-spaced joints in Figure 58. A zone where cr 0 (i.e.,
zero or compressive a,) can be observed between the joints.
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Figure 60 - Comparison of finite element results with both stress distribution models for the closely-
spaced joints.
Two important observations can be obtained from this section:
1. The peak normal stress (tensile) occurs at the midpoint of a segment (e.g., Figure 42
and Figure 49). Also, longer segments attain larger normal stresses than do shorter
segments when the non-jointing (bounding) layers are subjected to the same amount
of strain (e.g., Figure 44 and Figure 51). Therefore, a joint is more likely to occur
first at the midpoints of the longest segments than at the midpoints of shorter
segments.
2. There is a zone of compressive normal stress in the vicinity of a joint even when the
non-jointing (bounding) layers are subjected to extensional strain (Figure 53 and
Figure 56). This is apparent in the finite element simulations but cannot be
reproduced by the simplified models. If two joints are spaced sufficiently close,
compressive stresses may occur all along the line connecting their midpoints (Figure
59). This may preclude the further formation of layer-perpendicular joints.
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4.2 Compressive Stress Saturation Mechanism
Bai and Pollard (2000) performed a study to determine the effects of applied strain,
overburden and difference in elastic constants between the jointing and non-jointing
layers on the spacing-to-thickness ratio at which compressive stresses occur. Using finite
elements (FE), they calculated the stress field that would result between joints in a layer
sandwiched between two non-jointing layers all subjected to a uniform extensional
displacement (Figure 61). Specifically, the stress in the direction normal to the joint
planes along the line PP' is calculated. They found that there exists a critical spacing-to-
thickness ratio, (L),, below which the joint perpendicular normal stress at point o
(on) in Figure 61 is compressive rather than tensile. Note that point o is located
halfway between the two middle joints and at the jointing layer mid-height (see Figure
61). Based on this finding, the authors conclude that (L), represents the smallest
possible spacing-to-thickness ratio for layer perpendicular joints that can be achieved
through such a jointing mechanism. Further jointing between joints spaced below the
critical level cannot occur due to the compressive stress that exists there. This can
therefore be considered a saturation mechanism. However, this does not discount the
possibility of further jointing under a different stress state. For example, compressive
stresses applied in the vertical direction may also cause jointing with the same
orientation. Note that the convention for stresses and strains is positive for tension and
negative for compression (e.g., the average applied strain in the x-direction is positive or
2U/
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Non-jointing Layer, E,, G,
Joints
>3t >3t
S!
t ~ t/2l
Jointing Layer, Ef
Non-jointing Layer, E,, G,
W
UT
Figure 61 - Set-up of the finite element model used by Bai and Pollard (2000). The jointing and non-
jointing layers have Poisson's ratios of Vf and V,, respectively. Note that U, can be zero (i.e., no
overburden). This figure is a sketch of Fig. 1 (a) in Bai and Pollard (2000).
In their finite element model (FEM), the authors assumed the following:
1. There is no slip at the interfaces between the jointing and non-jointing layers (i.e.,
layers are welded together).
2. Plane strain conditions exist.
3. The bottom boundary in Figure 61 is fixed in the y - direction but free to move in the
x - direction.
4. The top boundary in Figure 61 is free to move in both x and y directions.
5. To represent overburden stresses, the top boundary can also be subjected to a uniform
downward displacement (U,, Figure 61). This was done instead of applying a
uniform stress because the finite element program used (Fracture Analysis Code or
FRANC, Wawrzynek and Ingraffea, 1987) does not allow mixed stress-displacement
boundary conditions as input.
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6. To represent the uniform extension, a uniform displacement boundary condition is
applied to the left and right ends of the model (U, in Figure 61). The average strain
in the x - direction is calculated as ex,-,, = 2
7. The stresses between the two middle joints in a set-up of four equally spaced joints
are sufficient to model the stresses between two adjacent joints in a long series of
regularly spaced joints with the same spacing. The authors found that adding more
equally-spaced joints does not affect the calculated stress field in the region between
the two middle joints.
Bai and Pollard (2000) performed a number of simulations to determine the effect of
combinations of specific modeling parameters on (L),. Particularly, the effects of the
following parameters were investigated:
1. The average applied strain (calculated as e -x = 2 U, W). The simulation results show
that (-), is independent of e e . Specifically, a affects the magnitude of c7-.
but not its sign (i.e., whether tensile or compressive). Moreover, there is a linear
relationship between o- and _ The slope of the q-, vs. e,_v relationship
is positive when the - ratio is greater than (), and negative if it is less than (L),.
In other words, if a segment length is found to be at or below the critical spacing (i.e.,
t -(7) ), there is absolutely no possibility that it can develop tensile stresses even if
the applied extensional strain is increased. Consequently, in the program, there is no
longer a need to check these segments for the possibility of jointing every time the
strain is increased if they have been deemed critical at a lower strain. This saves
computation time.
2. The ratio of Young's moduli, E E. Bai and Pollard's (2000) finite element
simulations were performed at constant Poisson's ratio values (vf = V = 0.2). The
results revealed that as the ratio EX increases, (cr also increases. The best-fit
curve to the simulated data is shown in Figure 62: (L),. varies from about 0.8 for
E 0.0 to about 1.12 for large EE,, ratios. Realistically, however, the ratio E
rarely reported in the literature to be less than 1.0 because the jointing layers are
usually stiffer than the non-jointing layers. If only (t)c, values for EE, ! 1.0 are
included, the ratio would vary from approximately 0.976 to 1.12. The best-fit curve
is given by Equation 43:
-J~= 0.792+ 0.328r1 - exp -0.824 E -0.0025 jj Equation 43
t )c, En
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Figure 62 - Illustration of the effect of the ratio between the jointing layer Young's modulus (Ef)
and the bounding layer Young's modulus ( E,) to the critical spacing-to-thickness ratio. The curve is
a fit of the finite element simulation results. This plot is the same as Fig. 4 (b) in Bai and Pollard
(2000).
3. The effect of the Poisson's ratios of the jointing and non-jointing layers (v, and vn,
respectively). These Poisson's ratios are represented as a single parameter, D, which
is defined by the following equation:
D= (1-2vf)(1+vf)-(1-2v)(1+vl) Equation 44
(1- v2) +(1- v2)
Figure 63 shows how D varies with vf and v,, to better visualize the relationship (the
contours are the values of D): for a given value of vf , D increases as v, increases. On
the other hand, for a given value of v,, D decreases as Vf increases. It is also
worthwhile to note that a positive value of D indicates that vf < V, and a negative value
of D means Vf > Vn. In the simulations, D is varied while keeping Ef = E, = 40 GPa.
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The results show that as D increases, (-), decreases (Figure 64). The best-fit curve in
Figure 64 is given by the equation
= 0.976 - 0.302D - 0.129D 2 + 0.1 17D 3 Equation 45
t )(cr
The ratio 0.976 in Equation 45 is the critical spacing-to-thickness ratio at - 1.0 (see
Figure 62).
= 0.4
D 0.3
D
D = 0.1
D = 0.0
/
D = 0.1
=0.2 D =
D = -0.2
D = -(
-0.1
0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50
VJI
Figure 63 - Contours of the parameter D as a function of the jointing layer and bounding layer
Poisson's ratios (Vf and V, , respectively). Plotted from Equation 44.
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Figure 64 - Illustration of the effect of D (Equation 44) on the critical spacing-to-thickness ratio.
This plot is similar to Fig. 5 (b) in Bai and Pollard (2000).
4. The effect of overburden stress (S,). To determine the effect of overburden stress on
(t),,. the magnitude of the applied displacement, U in Figure 61, is varied. The
Young's moduli Ef and E, are kept constant at 40 GPa as are the Poisson's ratios v,
and v, at 0.2. Also, an average applied strain xe = 0.002 is applied in all cases.
Recall that e- does not affect (L), and only affects the magnitude of o-x_,, not
its sign. The overburden stress, So, is calculated using the expression for the stress
U-, under plane strain conditions or:
SV = Ef [Vf Exx- 1-v Vf ](l+Vf )(1 - 2vf ) T
Note that T is the total thickness of the jointing and non-jointing layers in Figure 61.
When vf =0.2, c-, =0.002, and IuY)< =5 x 104 in the above equation, the overburden
stress S, is zero. Also, as Uy increases, Sv increases (which makes sense). The maximum
Sv applied is 200 MPa. The resulting range of values for (L), is between 0.976 and
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1.018. The best-fit curve for the simulation (4),,. vs. S, data points is shown in Figure
65. It shows that for a given set of elastic constants, a larger overburden stress leads to a
larger ( .), The best-fit curve is given by:
= 0.976+
Kt(~r
1.108x-T4 S -7.562x 10-S + 2.806 x10~9 S2
1.02
1.01
1.00
0.99
0.98
U.9 I
0 50 100
S
V
Figure 65 - Illustration of the effect of overburden on the critical spacing-to-thickness ratio. This
plot is the same as Fig. 7 in Bai and Pollard (2000).
To summarize, the (t)c, ratio increases with:
" Increasing E E, ratio
* Increasing overburden stress, S,
and decreases with
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I I 7
150
.
Equation 46
02
* Increasing D. Note that D increases when vf decreases (for a fixed value of v) or
when v,, increases (for a fixed value of vf (see Figure 63). Also, D is positive if
Vf < v, and negative if vf > v,.
The combined effect of these three factors can be expressed in the following equation:
- 0.824
r= 0.792+0.328 1-exp -0.824 Ei --0.0025 Equation 47
t )c En
where
0.976 --0.302D -0.129D 2 +0.117D 3
0.976
from Figure 64 and
0.976+1.118x10- 4 S, -7.562x1O-S2 +2.806 x10- 9S2
0.976
from Figure 65. Equation 47 is obtained by taking Equation 43 and multiplying it by
Equation 45 and Equation 46 each normalized by 0.976. If the jointing and non-
jointing layers have the same elastic properties and there is no overburden (i.e., L- = 1.0
in Equation 43, D = 0 in Equation 45 and S, = 0 in Equation 46), (L)r = 0.976.
Based on their study, Bai and Pollard (2000) suggest that L values between 0.8 and 1.2
(i.e., 0.833<FSR<1.25) indicate that the layer perpendicular joints have reached a state of
saturation or very nearly so. The reason being that at these values of " , compressive
stresses instead of tensile stresses are acting in the area between the joints. They also
suggest that further jointing could have been achieved through other mechanisms. One
example would be that suggested by Gross (personal communication) where the filling of
existing joints with mineral deposit changes its mechanical behavior and allows new
closely spaced joints to form. On the other hand, L values greater than 1.2 (i.e., FSR
<0.833) suggest that the layer is not yet saturated with respect to layer perpendicular
joints.
Laboratory experiments were also performed by Bai and Pollard (2000) using Plexiglas
plates (E = 31.0 GPa and v = 0.36) with various L ratios (0.4, 0.6, 1.0, 1.4). These
plates are 0.005 m thick and extensional displacement is applied through holes at the ends
of the plate (Figure 66). Strain gauges are placed at point o (Figure 66) in order to
measure the horizontal and vertical strains (e, and e,,). Plane stress condition is
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assumed to apply to the experiment and the stress, o_, can be calculated using the
following equation:
E
al-C = _(6 + v,,) Equation 48
1 - V
Bai and Pollard's (2000) measurements showed that e, at point o is positive (tensile) for
the L ratios used in their experiments and is approximately linearly related to the applied
extensional strain (8xave = y where W is the width of the Plexiglas plate, 0.57 m in
Figure 66). According to Bai and Pollard (2000), if the measured vertical strain, e,,, at
point o has a large enough magnitude then oy, in Equation 48 could become
compressive (negative). In such a set-up, one can expect shortening (-) in the vertical
direction because of the stretching (+) in the horizontal direction. Stretching (+) in the
horizontal direction does not guarantee tensile stresses in the x-direction everywhere
because the strain e, will be lower at points between two joints (say point b in Figure
66) than at points outside (say point a in Figure 66) and as Equation 48 suggests, the
measured vertical strain, c,,, which will likely be compressive (-), may control the sign
of the normal stress in the x-direction.
However, in this author's opinion, e, and c,, at point o should both be zero due to
symmetry. This author also expec-s that e,, is negative (compressive or shortening) at
all points except where y = 0 (where e, = 0) regardless of the L ratio. For Bai and
Pollard (2000) to measure non-zero values of ex, the strain gauge must be located at
some x # 0. Also, in order to measure non-zero values of e,,, the strain gauge must be
located at some point where y 0. Bai and Pollard (2000) must have placed the strain
gauges slightly away from point o. In that case, it would be possible for them to measure
positive e, values. Coupled with the fact that vertical shortening will surely be
measured at that same point (e8, <0), Equation 48 can give negative (compressive)
values of a_ . This is true for the - ratios of 0.4 and 0.6. For L ratios of 1.0 and 1.4,t a
the calculated cyxx-O is tensile (positive).
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Figure 66 - Laboratory set-up used by Bai and Pollard (2000) to study critical spacing-to-thickness
ratio. This figure is sketched from Fig. 8 in Bai and Pollard (2000).
Bai and Pollard (2000) also used finite element models of the same set-up to calculate
o,. However, this finite element model did not include the holes that were used in the
laboratory set-up (Figure 66). The finite element simulations predicted the same
behavior as the laboratory experiments for the different L ratios. There were small
discrepancies between the experimental and FE simulation exv and e. values. The
authors attributed the discrepancy partly to the fact that the displacement is applied
through the holes in the Plexiglas plate in the experimental set-up. Bai and Pollard
(2000) surmised that the plate deforms more close to the holes and less further away from
them. This causes the average strain in the experiments to be less than that in the FEM.
At any rate, the FE simulations predicted essentially the same U._0 as those observed in
the experiments for the different L ratios used; compressive o_, for - of 0.4 and 0.6,t t
tensile for 1.0 and 1.4. Note that the set-up in Figure 66 and its corresponding finite-
element set-up differ from that used to obtain Equation 47. There will be differences
between the critical L ratios from each set-up because one assumes plane strain
conditions while the other plane stress.
4.3 Interface Slippage Saturation Mechanism
Another saturation mechanism that needs to be investigated is that which is brought about
by interface slippage. One can imagine that the interface between the jointing and
bounding layers has some finite strength. It is, therefore, possible that in the process of
jointing, this interface strength may be exceeded. The following model discusses this
possibility and how the tensile stress distribution can be modeled.
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A paper by Ji et al. (1998) contends that new joints may also occur near the ends of a
segment rather than at its midpoint if the interface is allowed to have a finite strength
(i.e., interbed slip is allowed). Allowing for interfacial slip changes the shape of the
shear stress distribution along the interface (Figure 67). In this case, the interface shear
stress is limited to some value, ro.
C')
C')
CD
0
0
Distance from Segment Midpoint
Figure 67 - Modified interface shear stress distribution to account for interfacial slip. The modified
shear stress distribution allows for a maximum absolute shear stress value of TO.
Ji et al. (1998) used the same approach as Hobbs (1967) and Ji and Saruwatari (1998)
(i.e., the shear-lag approach) in deriving the stress distributions. Also, Ji et al. (1998) use
the same variable names as Ji and Saruwatari (1998) (see Figure 47). The solution is still
of the form:
A B
og= E1 e + --sinh f$x + -cosh #ixI Equation 49
However, the boundary conditions are different. These are given by:
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tI
-irocai =-af at x = (
2
where L is the length of the segment (or the spacing between two adjacent joints), L, is
that part of L that is experiencing interfacial slippage and aft is the local normal stress at
a distance 2 from the segment midpoint. Applying the boundary conditions,
2
Equation 49 becomes
local =Ef E + (aft
where 8= 8G ~
Eftd
- Ef C) cosh/Jx
cosh ( L
Oq2
(see also Equation 35). The magnitude of the local normal stress
can be calculated directly from the shear stress distribution at the interface, r d (i.e.,
aloca - -t, dx, see also Equation 15 and Figure 37). Using this relationship
between rd and 0-local, the shear stress can be derived from Equation 50 as:
'd = t do-iocai t sinh.-x2- dx = - -(afc 
- E )L2 dx 2 
-os ( 2
Substituting x = + 2 and Td = TO2
Equation 51 and solving for 0 -f
af0- = Ef
(the limit shear stress at the interface) in
/O an I 2 Equation 
52
Using the relationship between the local stress in the jointing layer and the shear stress at
the interface (i.e., - local = -J rd - dx with rT = zo and 0local = a ), e can also be
t
expressed as
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Equation 50
Equation 51
f1=- - O * dx = -- r Ls
t t 2 t
Equation 53
These two equations (Equation 52 and Equation 53) are then combined to calculate L,
or
EfEt 2 1
tanh 
2
Equation 54
The quantity L, cannot be isolated in the above equation. The value of LS can be solved
for numerically. This then completely defines the local normal stress distribution:
SF.' L - (Ef C - cosh/3x
t cosh/p j
(8 2
Equation 55
The quantity (E F - r10 Ls ) is always greater than zero because without the presence of
.ft
jointing, Ef F is the stress due to the applied strain if there were no jointing (i.e., the
L.
maximum attainable local normal stress in the x-direction). The quantity I- - is the
t
L
normal tensile stress in the jointing layer at a distance - from a joint (or at in
2
Equation 53) which should be less than Ef t. The minimum value of cosh(/ix) occurs
at x = 0 so that the maximum local normal stress also occurs at x = 0. The shape of the
. L-L, L L L-L
Clocal curve is linear with x in the intervals < x ! - and -- 5 x - S2 2 2 2
because the interface shear stress in these intervals is constant (To ). In the interval
L-L L-L
- 5 x 2 L-L , O71ocai is non-linear in x as described by the equation above.2 2
Equation 56 gives the complete definition of cr10c0, considering interface slippage.
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LS coshfix
EE f-(Ee-rO 2
tcosht8(LJ
2 L
t 2
_L-L, L- LS X<
2 2
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Figure 68 shows an example of the distribution of the interface shear stress and the
corresponding lo,,,, when slippage has already occurred. The interface shear stress is
limited to ro and the normal stress distribution is linear where slippage has taken place.
Where there is no slippage, the normal stress is defined by hyperbolic functions (middle
part of above equation).
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Figure 68 - Example of the local normal stress and interface shear stress distribution when interface
slippage is considered. The solid curve represents the local normal stress and the dashed curve the
interface shear stress. Plotted from Equation 56.
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Figure 69 - Local normal stress (solid line) and interface shear stress (dashed line) distribution at full
slippage. Plotted from Equation 56.
Interface slippage also limits the magnitude of the normal (tensile) stress in the jointing
layer. Looking at Figure 68, it is easy to see that if the strain is increased to a level such
that L, = L (full slippage, Figure 69), the local normal stress distribution will become
triangular (the shear stress distribution rectangular on both sides of the segment midpoint)
and cannot increase beyond that. If the magnitude of the triangular stress distribution is
not enough to cause further jointing, then no more joints can form inside the segment no
matter how much the strain is increased. Interface slippage can, therefore, be considered
a saturation mechanism.
4.4 Discussion
Although the development of compressive o in two-dimensional FE simulations may
prevent propagation of new joints from the layer mid-height, it must be emphasized that
oU along the interface will always'be tensile as long as the bounding layers are being
stretched. Therefore, it is possible that a new joint can propagate from the interface. The
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question is then if such joints would propagate across the entire thickness of the jointing
layer. One can argue that compressive o6 stresses stop the propagation of such joints.
However, this needs to be investigated further particularly in view of the fact that
spacings smaller than those predicted by Bai and Pollard (2000) have been observed in
the field (e.g., Saltzman, 2001).
One should also keep in mind that in the real two-dimensional situation, strains (and
stresses) act both in the arx and u, directions (Figure 70). The a and corresponding
strains may lead, if large enough, to the classic tensile fractures (joints) parallel to the
largest compressive stress (e.g., Hoek, 1968).
Ecompression = E
eextension 
- e
073 E -
y
c
01
Figure 70 - Applied stresses and corresponding strains.
The most important point that can be taken from this discussion is that the critical
spacing-to-thickness ratios calculated by Bai and Pollard (2000) do not represent the final
word regarding how close actual joints can be. For now, it is assumed that the onset of
compressive stresses indeed precludes further jointing. Later, this assumption is tested
against field data.
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5 Joint Spacing Distribution Models
So far, stress distribution models (simplified one-dimensional and two-dimensional
models) and saturation mechanisms have been presented. The simplified stress
distribution models have been used to explain the observed relationships between joint
spacing and layer thickness (i.e., Table 3 , repeated below). The saturation mechanisms,
on the other hand, appear to explain the existence of a physical limit to the density of
layer-perpendicular joints that a layer can support. Another aspect of the layer-
perpendicular joints in sedimentary rock is the probability distribution of their spacing.
Laboratory observations have indicated that shifted-exponential, log-normal and quasi-
normal joint spacing distributions can be observed at different jointing intensities (Rives
et al., 1992). Field observations indicate that a quasi-normal probability distribution is
rare. Log-normal joint spacing distributions are most often observed although the gamma
distribution (e.g., Huang and Angelier, 1989) and the exponential distribution (Priest and
Hudson, 1976) have also been used to describe the spacing of discontinuities. Laboratory
and field evidence point to the fact that no single form of probability distribution can be
used to describe all of the observed sets of joint spacing data. The question now is how
the characteristics of the joint spacing distribution may be related to the possible
mechanisms of jointing. How can one go from the geologic setting to the stress
distribution models and finally, to the joint spacing distribution?
Table 3 - Summary of stress distribution and spacing for both the Hobbs (1967) and Ji and
Saruwatari (1998) models.
Model Stress Distribution Spacing
cosh 2mF n
Hobbs (1967) C1oca1 1 L =2t m coshj6 2farfield CGsh L"G t2--co
(N E f Linear in t
x L
m=-,
t t
cosh 
" t m)Ji and alocal E h(d)J
Saruwatari L = E 2th(d) cosh
(1998) cosh t Gf h2 -
Ef 2h(d)t Non-linear in t
x L
in=-, l=
t t
As an example, consider how the simplified stress distributions would lead to some form
of joint spacing distribution. The simplified stress distributions can describe the
relationship between layer thickness and joint spacing as a function of the bounding layer
thickness and the mechanical properties of the layers at different levels of strain (i.e.,
Table 3). According to these simplified models, at any given strain, the joint spacing is
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L
either L or -. This leads to a joint spacing distribution similar to that shown in Figure
2
71. Field data (e.g., Huang and Angelier, 1989; Narf and Suppe, 1991; Becker and
Gross, 1996; Saltzman, 2001) indicate that actu'al joint spacing distributions in layered
sedimentary rock are quite unlike that in Figure 71. Laboratory data (e.g., Rives et al.,
1992) also do not appear to possess a form of joint spacing distribution similar to that
shown in Figure 71. Thus, the stress distribution models alone are not sufficient to
explain the different joint spacing distribution forms that have been observed in field and
laboratory data.
C,
Cr
IL
I12
Spacing
Figure 71 - Illustration of the predicted joint spacing
distribution models.
L
distribution from the simplified stress
Researchers have attempted to reproduce or, explain the joint spacing distributions that
have been observed in the field. Some have used a probabilistic approach (e.g.,
Rabinovitch and Bahat, 1999; section 5.1) whereas others have used numerical jointing
processes based on plausible mechanisms of jointing (e.g., Rives et al. , 1992; section
5.2).
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5.1 Probabilistic Approach
Rabinovitch and Bahat (1999) formulated a probability distribution for the location of a
new joint relative to an existing joint with the use of a function, q(x). This function is
defined in the following manner: if the random variable X is the distance from a single
existing joint, the probability that a new joint forms between x and x + dx given that no
joint formed between 0 and x is q(x)dx. Therefore, by definition, q(x) is a "hazard
function." The probability density function (f(x)) of X can be obtained by first
expressing q(x)dx in the following manner:
q(x)dx = P[ new joint forms in (x, x + dx) I no new joint formed between 0 and x]
or
q(x)dx = P[x <X x +dxj X > x]
Using the definition of conditional probability, the above expression becomes
P[(x< X : x+dx)nr-(X >x)]
q(x )dx = PX>xP[ X > x]
but P[(x< X : x+dx)n(X >x)]=P[x< X x+dx] sothat
P[(x < X : x+dx)] f(x)dx
P[X > x] 1- F(x)
or simply
q(x) = f W
1 - F(x)
where F(x) is the cumulative distribution function of X . Letting G(x) =1- F(x), it
follows that G'(x) = -f(x) and the expression for q(x) becomes
(x) = -G'(x)
G(x)
Integrating both sides from 0 to some x, the following is obtained:
- q(u)du f Gvu) du
0 o G(u)
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Letting Q(x) = Jq(u)du , the above equation is simply
0
- Q(x) = In G(x) - In G(O)
But G(0)=1- F(O)=1 so InG(O)=0 so that
- Q(x) = In G(x) = In[1 - F(x)]
It follows that
F(x) = 1- exp[- Q(x)]
From the above expression, the probability density function, f(x) = dF(x) is
dx
f(x) = q(x)- exp - fq(u)duJ
\0
Equation 57
The above equation relates the probability density function of the location, X , to the
hazard function, q(x). For a specific example, Rabinovitch and Bahat (1999) assumed
the following piecewise function for q(x):
2pa
q(x)= A, 
_ (2y -x)a , u:5 x:5 2pu
2P a
A , x> 2p
Equation 58
Figure 72 shows sample curves of q(x) for A = 0.1 cm1, p = 5 cm and four different a
values. As Figure 72 shows, q(x) increases up to a distance of x = 2p then remains
constant thereafter. It is clear that for fixec values of A and pi, there is a greater
"jointing hazard" (i.e., probability that a joint occurs in an interval (x, x + dx) given no
new joints up to x) for smaller values of a in locations where x p . However, the,
reverse is true for the interval, p 5 x 5 2pu since a greater jointing hazard is assigned to
larger values of a. The relationship between the parameters of q(x) and the material
properties of the rocks involved is not clear.
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Figure 72 - Plots of q(x) with parametersA = 0.1 (cm") p = 5 cm for a= 0, 1, 2 and 3.
Using the piecewise form of q(x) in Equation 58, the probability density function of X,
f(x)= q(x)-expt- q(u)du
expands to the following equation:
2i"(a+1)
(2 -x)a+ 
2p(a+ 1)
, 0 x /I
, l x 2p
B -exp[A(p - x)]
- ,
'1
I I
i .,
'II
f-
Bx a exp(
2p" a
BK1=-(2, - x)"
2u a
Equation 59
x > 2p
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The quantity, B, is a normalizing constant (Rabinovitch and Bahat, 1999). It can be seen
that the tail of the distribution (i.e., the third part of the piecewise function, f(x)) is
exponential. Figure 73 shows how f(x) is affected by the parameter a.
Given that the random variable X is the distance from a single existing joint to where a
new joint is formed, how can one obtain a joint spacing distribution from f(x) ? One
way would be to use f(x) to generate random values of X . These X values would
represent joint locations from which a joint spacing histogram or distribution can be
obtained. However, the formation of each new joint must have an effect on f(x) !
Therefore, f(x) should only be used to generate the location of one new joint not
multiple new joints. This is one shortcoming of using a hazard function to represent the
jointing process: it allows only for one new joint to form. In order to simulate further
jointing, f(x) should be revised to reflect the presence of each new joint. Note also that
new joints can form on the other side of an existing joint (i.e., negative x - values). In
order to consider negative x - values when generating one new joint, one can assign a 50-
50 chance that the new joint is to the left or right of the single existing joint. In this
sense, the use of a hazard function is also unusual. Hazard functions are typically used
for uni-directional variables such as time (e.g., in time to failure problems).
7s-
Z. 40-
305-
20-
10-
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Figure 73 - Resulting probability density functions of x all with B = 100, A = 0.2 (cm-1), p5 cm for
a= 1, 3 and 10.
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Purely geometric joint models such as Geofrac (Ivanova, 1998) also do not rely on the
stress state to determine the locations of joints. These models use stochastic processes to
simulate joint characteristics. Geofrac makes use of a primary process in order to model
the stress field orientations and thus the joint orientations. In Geofrac, the planes are
generated using a Poisson point process in the region:
{(D,0,0): -00< D < ,05 06< ,0 0 # r}
Where D is the shortest distance from the generated plane to the origin, and the pair
(0,#) describes the mean pole orientation of the joint set (i.e., the global azimuth and
latitude, respectively). However, for the type of jointing under consideration, the mean
orientation does not vary much from layer-perpendicular. For simplicity, the global
azimuth and latitude could be assumed to be constant. Therefore, the generation of
planes reduces to a Poisson point process in the region {D: -00 < D < 00. This leads to
an exponential distribution of joint spacing. As indicated earlier (in section 2.1), the
exponential distribution is not always the most suitable form that can be used to describe
the joint spacing in layered sedimentary rock.
5.2 Numerical Approach
Joint patterns have also been simulated numerically using plausible mechanical/jointing
processes. For example, Rives et al. (1992) used segment midpoint and random bisection
procedures to generate spacing data. Segment midpoint bisection is mechanically
plausible because the largest tensile stress occurs midway between two joints. Segment
random bisection may also make mechanical sense if the strength along the layer is non-
uniform and that, combined with the tensile stress distribution, may effectively lead to a
random bisection process. A number of versions of this approach is presented in the
following paragraphs and are then followed by an assessment of their effectiveness based
on the actual observed nature of joint spacing statistics. Note that, unless otherwise
indicated, all the plots in this section were produced independently and specifically for
this analysis.
It has been observed from laboratory experiments that the spacing distribution of layer
perpendicular joints in tension changes as thejoint intensity increases (Rives et al., 1992;
Wu and Pollard, 1995). At low intensity, the observed spacing distribution is a shifted
negative exponential; at intermediate intensity, log-normal; and at high intensity, quasi-
normal. Negative exponential and log-normal distributions for field data have often been
reported in the literature (e.g., Priest and Hudson, 1976; Narr and Suppe, 1991; Becker
and Gross, 1996). The Gamma distribution has also been used to describe the joint
spacing distribution (Huang and Angelier, 1989). Note that the negative exponential
distribution is a special case of the Gamma distribution. A normal joint spacing
distribution, however, is never observed. Rives et al. (1992) used simple numerical
processes to model the occurrence of layer perpendicular joints in an effort to reproduce
the evolution of joint spacing as intensity increases. These processes determine the
locations of joints based on the stress distribution by Hobbs (1967).
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Before proceeding, the assumptions should first be presented:
" The jointing layer is homogeneous. If the layer-parallel normal tensile stress (or a,,)
at every point along the layer is equal to the tensile strength of the layer material
(Figure 74), a joint can form at any point with equal probability.
* At a constant applied strain, no joint can form within the stress reduction shadows of
existing joints. This is in contrast to the approach taken by Rabinovitch and Bahat
(1999) where a joint can form inside the stress reduction shadow with a certain
probability that is a function of distance from an existing joint. If additional strain is
applied to the neighboring non-jointing layers (i.e., shear stress magnitudes at the
interface increase), regions between existing joints in the jointing layer may have or
approaching the tensile strength of the jointing layer and new joints may form
" A joint forms at a point in the layer if the stress, a,, equals or exceeds the tensile
strength of the layer (i.e., a strength of materials approach). The formation of a joint
is instantaneous.
* The stress distribution derived by Hobbs (1967) applies.
Cl
Non-jointing Layer, E,, G,
t Jointing Layer, E,Tensile Strength, Efe,
Non-jointing Layer, E,, G,
Figure 74 - Jointing layer sandwiched between two non-jointing layers. All layers are subjected to
an equal amount of strain, Eli.
For convenience, the equation describing the stress at some distance away from a joint
derived by Hobbs (1967) is repeated here:
____ . G, 2xS=1+sinh - --cosh
,fafied Et
FG 2x
Eft
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where x is the distance from the joint, Oic, = a, Ef is the modulus of elasticity of the
jointing layer, G, is the shear modulus of the neighboring non-jointing layers, t is the
thickness of the jointing layer and -farfield is the remote stress. Example plots of the
normalized stress (''- ) as a function of distance from a joint for different E
ratios are shown in Figure 75.
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Normalized Distance from Joint (x /t)
Figure 75 - Variation of normalized
ratios.
stress with distance away from a joint using different E
As one of the assumptions for the numerical jointing process, the region where a joint can
form relative to pre-existing joints must be determined when -farfield is equal to the
tensile strength of the rock. Figure 75 shows that the ratio "--/, approaches 1.0
asymptotically. This means that the distance where ' 1.0 cannot be defined. It
must then be assumed that a joint can form at distances where at least a certain
percentage of -farfid exists. Solving for Y, in the equation for the normalized stress, the
following is obtained:
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- -dipp
Ef Gn = 2.0
-
-- Ef /Gn =5.0
... .Ef Gn = 10,0
- 1
I:I-
a:
In
Clocal
x afarfield
t 2
E ff
A value for "- Iafarfeld can then be substituted into this equation to find the distance to the
desired percentage of the far field stress. Figure 76 shows how the distance to a certain
percentage of the far field stress varies with the EIG, ratio. It shows that the normalized
distance to a certain percentage of the far field stress is sensitive to the chosen percentage
as well as the EG ratio. Table 4 shows specific numbers for the normalized distance to
95% and 99% of the far field stress for different values of Ef . It shows that smaller
E G, values require less distance from a joint in order to reach stresses near the remote or
far field stress. This is simply another way to look at the results in Figure 75.
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Figure 76 - Normalized distance from the joint to a particular percentage of the remote stress as a
function of the E1 ratio.
Table 4 - The normalized distance from a joint to specific percentages of the remote stress as a
function of the EJG ratio.
Ef
Ef 2.0 5.0 10.0
Normalized distance
to 95% of remote stress 2.12 3.35 4.74
Normalized distance
to 99% of remote stress 3.26 5.15 7.28
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Before constructing the initial joint pattern, the meaning of this term must be clarified.
The initial pattern occurs when every point along the jointing layer has reached a stress
(ioi = or.) equal to the tensile strength of the rock. At this instant, a joint may form at
any point along the layer with equal probability since the layer is assumed to be
homogeneous. After the formation of this first joint, the stress distribution in the layer
will have been altered by its presence (i.e., the stress reduction shadow, Figure 77). The
extent of this stress reduction shadow determines where other joints may be formed. For
example, Figure 78 shows where other joints may still form with equal probability with
respect to an existing joint. This process is repeated until all points along the layer are
affected by the stress reduction shadows of the joints. The minimum joint spacing at the
end of this process is illustrated in Figure 79. For this case, a joint is formed just at the
tip of the stress reduction shadow of an existing joint. Meanwhile, the maximum spacing
at the end of the initial process is shown in Figure 80. In this case, a joint forms at a
distance just close enough for the resulting stress reduction shadows to touch each other.
Also note that in the initial joint pattern, the maximum spacing will be twice the
minimum spacing.
Figure 77 - Illustration of the stress reduction shadow.
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Joint can form
Figure 78 - Schematic of the stress reduction shadow.
Figure 79 - Completely overlapping stress reduction shadows. The second joint forms just at the
edge of the stress reduction shadow of the existing joint.
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Figure 80 - Touching stress reduction shadows.
After the initial pattern is formed, it is then assumed that the applied strain is increased.
Consequently, this increase in applied strain will cause an increase in the or within the
individual segments formed by the joints in the initial pattern. Hobbs (1967) as well as Ji
and Saruwatari (1998) have shown that the maximum value of ao occurs at the midpoint
of any segment. However, the maximum value of ox also depends on the length of the
segment. The models (Hobbs, 1967; Ji and Saruwatari, 1998) show that longer segments
have greater midpoint u. values than do the shorter ones. This line of reasoning leads
one to believe that any additional jointing as a result of an increase in strain will likely
occur first at the midpoint of the longest segment.
The four different algorithms used in the numerical process based on plausible jointing
mechanisms are:
* Longest segment halving - New joints are placed at the midpoint of the longest
segment. Rives et al. (1992) also used this process.
* Randomly selected segment halving - A random segment is chosen and the new joint
is placed at the midpoint of this segment.
* Longest segment is divided randomly - The longest segment is found and the new
joint is located randomly within that segment. Rives et al. (1992) also used this
process.
* Randomly selected segment divided randomly -A random segment is chosen and the
new joint is located randomly within that segment.
Now consider how this numerical process performs compared to observations made in
laboratory experiments and in the field. Specifically, the change in shape of the joint
spacing distribution (as defined by the skewness and the relative magnitudes of the
minimum, mean and maximum joint spacing) as well as the changes in the variance (or
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standard deviation) of spacing with increasing number of joints are considered. For
clarity, a segment is defined as that piece formed between two joints. The length of a
segment is therefore the spacing between the two joints that bound the segment. An
increase in the number of segments is an increase in the number of joints and vice-versa.
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Figure 81 - Change in the standard deviation as the number of segments increases. In this
algorithm, the longest segment is halved.
Figure 81 shows how the standard deviation of spacing changes as the number of joints
or segments increases or as additional joints are added to the initial pattern. In the
algorithm used here, after the initial pattern is complete, a joint is placed between the two
joints that are the farthest apart (i.e., the longest existing segment is halved). One can see
that the standard deviation decreases as the number of segments or joints increases. This
means that all the spacing values begin to cluster together as additional joints are formed.
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Figure 82 - Change in the standard deviation as the number of segments increases. In this
algorithm, a randomly selected segment is halved.
Figure 82 shows how the standard deviation of spacing changes with the number of
joints or segments when a randomly selected segment is halved. It shows an initially
sharp increase in the standard deviation of spacing followed by a steady decrease as the
number of segments or joints increases.
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Figure 83 - Change in the standard deviation as the number of segments increases. In this
algorithm, the longest segment is divided randomly.
Figure 83 shows how the standard deviation of the spacing or segment length changes
with increasing number of joints or segments. Figure 83 is for the algorithm where the
longest segment is divided randomly. One can see from the plot that there is an initial
increase in the standard deviation as the number of segments or joints increases. This is
followed by an approximately linear decrease in the standard deviation with increasing
number of segments or joints.
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Figure 84 - Change in the standard deviation as the number of segments increases. In this
algorithm, a randomly selected segment is divided randomly.
Figure 84 shows how the standard deviation varies with increasing number of segments
or joints for the algorithm where first, a segment is chosen at random and then a new joint
is placed at a random location within that chosen segment. Again, there is an initial
increase in the standard deviation of spacing with each additional segment or joint
formed up to a peak value. This is then followed by a steady decrease with increasing
number of segments or joints.
The basic difference in the behavior of the standard deviation of spacing (or segment
length) between halving the longest segment (Figure 81) and the other three processes
(Figure 82 to Figure 84) is the initial trend of the standard deviation as the joint intensity
increases. The initial increase in the standard deviation of spacing is due to the random
processes that are involved in Figure 82 to Figure 84 since a random process may
produce segment lengths that differ much more from each other than if the longest
segment is simply halved. A large difference in the lengths of the newly formed
segments can increase the standard deviation at least initially.
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Based solely on the behavior of the standard deviation of spacing as additional segments
or joints are formed, it is difficult to say which one of the algorithms is a reasonable
process for modeling the jointing mechanism under consideration. All of the algorithms
show decreasing standard deviation of spacing as the number of segments increases
although three out of the four show an initial increase instead of a decrease from the
onset. This decrease in standard deviation is consistent with the observation that as the
joint intensity increases the spacing values become more or less close to each other. This
regularity may depict a tight clustering of the spacing values about the mean spacing
(e.g., quasi-normal distribution).
Another characteristic of the observed joint spacing distributions presented in one of the
previous sections is their usually positive skewness. Positive skewness means that the
probability distribution is heavy towards smaller values and possesses a decaying tail
towards larger values. This means that the skewness of the joint spacing distributions
would ideally be positive and decreasing to zero as the joint spacing distribution goes
from negative exponential to log-normal to quasi-normal (Figure 85). Note that a quasi-
normal joint spacing distribution is never observed in field data so in reality, the
skewness may not actually go to zero. On the other hand, it is obviously impossible to
observe a progression of joint spacing distribution in the field. For the purposes of this
comparison, one may expect the skewness to decrease, not necessarily all the way to
zero, as joint intensity increases.
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Figure 85 - The skewness values of the different joint spacing distributions approach zero for the
quasi-normal distribution. This figure follows Fig. 7 in Rives et al. (1992).
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Figure 86 - Skewness with increasing number of segments. In this algorithm, the longest segment is
halved.
Figure 86 shows the relationship between the skewness of the joint spacing distribution
(or the segment length) and the number of segments or joints. The skewness is always
positive but undergoes a series of decreases and increases as the number of segments
increases. The skewness is also reflected in the relationship among the mean, minimum
and maximum joint spacing values. Figure 87 shows the relationship among these three
parameters for the longest-segment-halving algorithm as the number of segments
increases. Figure 87 shows that after the initial pattern is generated, the mean is closer to
the minimum spacing than it is to the maximum spacing. This indicates a positive
skewness. As new joints are added, the mean still remains closer to the maximum but at
varying degrees maintaining a positive skewness. Additional simulations were carried
out to investigate how the skewness vs. number of segments relationship behaves as more
joints are added.
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Figure 88 - Skewness with increasing number of segments. In this algorithm, a randomly selected
segment is halved.
Figure 88 shows the skewness with increasing number of segments for the algorithm
where a randomly selected segment is halved. This does not seem to be a suitable
process because the skewness becomes negative at one point and then increases and
becomes positive as the number of segments increases. This is also apparent in Figure
89 when looking at the second set of minimum, mean and maximum spacing points. For
this set of points, the mean is slightly closer to the maximum than it is to the minimum
(negative skewness). However, as the number of segments increases, the mean spacing
becomes closer to the minimum spacing than it is to the maximum spacing suggesting
that a larger part of the distribution is concentrated in the smaller values. The maximum
spacing remains the same while the minimum spacing quickly approaches zero and
remains constant.
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Figure 90 - Skewness with increasing number of segments. In this algorithm, the longest segment is
divided randomly.
Figure 90 illustrates the relationship between skewness and the number of segments if
additional joints are formed by randomly dividing the longest segment. This algorithm
does not seem to describe the process of jointing well because the skewness values
immediately drop to negative values upon the addition of new joints to the initial pattern.
The skewness then increases but seems to tend to zero as the number of segments or
joints grows larger. This result is expected since the final shape of the joint spacing
distribution for this kind of algorithm would be a uniform distribution and this type of
distribution should have zero skewness. A uniform joint spacing distribution will result
because each time, the new joint is placed at a random location within the longest
segment. This means that the resulting two segments will have lengths that are equally
probable between the original length of the divided segment and zero. Figure 91 shows
that in the initial pattern, the mean spacing is closer to the minimum spacing than it is to
the maximum spacing (positive skewness). The minimum spacing quickly reduces to
zero as more segments are added. This is accompanied by a decrease in the maximum
spacing. However, the mean spacing is still closer to the maximum spacing (negative
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skewness). As the number of segments increases, the mean approaches midway between
the minimum and maximum joint spacing (zero skewness).
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Figure 91 - Relationship among the mean, minimum and maximum joint spacing values for
randomly dividing the longest segment.
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Figure 92 - Skewness with increasing number of segments. In this algorithm, a randomly selected
segment is divided randomly.
Figure 92 shows that the skewness quickly becomes negative when new segments are
added at random locations within randomly chosen segments. However, it gradually
increases and becomes positive as more segments are added. This is also shown in
Figure 93. The skewness for the initial pattern is positive. When additional segments
are formed by the additional joints, the minimum spacing suddenly becomes zero but the
mean spacing is still close to the maximum spacing (negative skewness). The maximum
spacing remains constant and the minimum spacing remains at zero. The mean spacing
decreases and becomes closer to the minimum spacing causing the skewness to become
positive and increasing.
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Figure 93 - Relationship among the mean, minimum and maximum joint spacing values for
randomly dividing a randomly selected segment.
Based on the skewness of the resulting joint spacing distributions, it seems that the
longest-segment-halving algorithm (Figure 86) shows the most promise. It is the only
algorithm that produces joint spacing distributions that always have positive skewness
and does not increase steadily with increasing joint intensity. However, the skewness
versus number of segments plot does not seem to show a decrease towards zero which
would reflect the supposedly final quasi-normal distribution. Additional simulations
were performed by adding more joints forming more segments. The results are shown in
Figure 94. It seems that the skewness of the joint spacing distribution cycles between a
low of about 0.37 to a high of about 0.64 and never approaches zero.
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Figure 94 - Skewness versus number of segments for the longest segment halving algorithm
(additional results).
The cyclical nature of the relationship between the skewness and the number of segments
can be explained by looking at the segment length (or joint spacing) distribution and how
it changes as the longest segment is halved. The segment length or joint spacing
distribution for the initial pattern is shown in Figure 95. As the longest segments are
halved, the frequency of the largest segment length values decrease. In the case of
Figure 95, the frequency of the spacing or length values in the 0.20 m bin will decrease.
This will be accompanied by an increase in the frequency of spacing or length values in
the 0.10 m bin. If the process continues until all the spacing values just above 0.10 m
have been halved, the process will have effectively "shifted" the initial pattern
distribution to the interval 0.05 to 0.10. Of course, this new distribution will not have the
same frequencies as that in the initial pattern because 1) there are more segments and 2)
the segment length or spacing interval is more narrow (0.05 m compared to 0.1 m for the
initial pattern). However, the shape will essentially be the same. At this point, the
skewness will be the same as the initial pattern skewness. If additional jointing
continues, the cycle is repeated as already shown by the results in Figure 94.
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Figure 95 - Spacing distribution after the initial pattern is generated.
The results presented in this section indicate that, although somewhat mechanically
plausible numerical jointing processes are used, the resulting behavior fails to mimic that
observed in laboratory experiments and in the field. Considering the behavior of the
standard deviation with additional jointing alone, the longest-segment-halving algorithm
seemed to have the most promise. However, upon inspection of the skewness versus
intensity (i.e., number of segments or joints), it is found that skewness behaves in some
kind of cyclic manner (Figure 94). The three other algorithms, although showing
decreasing standard deviation of spacing with increased jointing, have their skewness
values either approaching zero from the negative range (Figure 90) or increasing
monotonically from the negative range (Figure 88 and Figure 92).
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6 New Models
6.1 Introduction and Overview
It is clear that the joint spacing distributions suggested by the Hobbs (1967) and Ji and
Saruwatari (1998) stress distribution models (Figure 71 page 132) are inadequate to
describe true joint spacing distributions. The probabilistic approach suggested by
Rabinovitch and Bahat (1999) only considered the formation of one new joint given the
existence of a single joint, not multiple joints (i.e., in-filling between joints). Also, the
parameters of the hazard function, q(x), were not clearly linked to rock material
properties. Numerical processes based on some plausible jointing process (e.g., midpoint
bisection, random division; Rives et al., 1992) were also not effective in describing the
statistics of the joint spacing distribution. The geometric model by Ivanova (1998)
produces an exponential joint spacing distribution for joints in layered sedimentary rock
subjected to far-field extension. The resulting exponential distribution of spacing from
Ivanova (1998) is inherent in the process used to generate the joints in the model (i.e., a
Poisson process). Narr and Suppe (1991) used Hobbs' (1967) model in a jointing layer
with random "flaws" to generate joint spacing distributions. They assumed that these
"flaws" weakened the layer at random points by random amounts. As the strain is
increased, a new joint is formed at a point where the normal stress exceeds the tensile
strength. Narr and Suppe (1991) observed that this process could mimic the shape of the
joint spacing distributions found for field data they collected (i.e., log-normal). However,
the comparison was not detailed and none was performed with laboratory observations.
The effects of joint saturation mechanisms were also not included in their study. The
effect of the rock material properties on the resulting joint spacing probability distribution
was not studied. From all this, it is evident that better models are needed and must be
validated through comparison with field data. This will be done in Chapter 7.
In this chapter, two new jointing models (the flaw model and the rejection procedure) are
presented and their capabilities demonstrated. Each model uses a combination of
probabilistic and mechanical concepts in an attempt to duplicate the jointing sequence
that takes place in a layered sedimentary rock subjected to remote extensional strain. The
jointing sequence is instrumental to the kind of joint spacing distributions that have been
observed in lab and field data. The flaw model is made up of two main components: a
stress distribution model and a strength model. The stress distribution model, as the
name suggests, describes how the stresses vary within the jointing layer. The strength
model, on the other hand, describes the variation of the tensile strength along the length
of the jointing layer. The flaw model relies on a comparison between the stress and the
strength at some location in the jointing layer in order to determine if a joint forms or not.
The rejection procedure, on the other hand, uses a single component, the stress
distribution model to describe the probability density function of joint location, f(x).
This function is then used to determine where new joints form. A simple form of f(x)
that depends only on the stress distribution is used (i.e., no strength model). One can see
that the two main differences between the flaw model and the rejection procedure are the
manner in which each utilizes the stress distribution model and the presence or absence of
a strength model.
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In the following sections, the development of the two new jointing models is presented,
first the flaw model, then the rejection procedure. The presentation structure for each
jointing model is as follows:
1. A description of the stress distribution model and the strength model for the flaw
model and the probability density function, f(x), for the rejection procedure.
2. Jointing model algorithm without saturation mechanisms.
3. Jointing model algorithm with saturation mechanisms.
4. Parametric study for the mean joint spacing at saturation (e.g., for flaw model: effects
of stress distribution and strength model parameters in the saturation mean spacing).
5. Study of the joint spacing distributions (i.e., effects of joint intensity, stress
distribution and strength model parameters in the shape of the joint spacing
distribution).
6.2 Flaw Model
The first jointing model, termed a flaw model, is based on a mechanical approach and is
similar to the model formulated by Narr and Suppe (1991). For the flaw model, the
strength model component is an important aspect because it strongly affects the resulting
joint patterns and thus the joint spacing distribution. If the jointing layer is assumed to
have the same tensile strength all along its length, one should expect new joints to form
midway between two existing joints (i.e., where the tensile stress is a maximum). In the
previous section, this process (midpoint bisection) has been shown to be incapable of
producing realistic joint spacing distributions. A more realistic approach to modeling the
tensile strength would be to assume that the strength is not constant along the length
jointing layer. To achieve this, random flaws are added to the jointing layer (thus the
term "flaw model"). Each flaw lowers the tensile strength of the jointing layer at its
location. At locations where no flaws exist, the tensile strength is assumed equal to some
maximum value (e.g., the intact rock tensile strength). In other words, at each flaw
location a random tensile strength lower than that of the intact rock is assigned. The
random tensile strength value at each flaw could be generated using some kind of
probability distribution. For simplicity, a uniform distribution of tensile strength is used
to assign these values. Other probability distributions can also be used.
The issue of joint saturation is also considered in the flaw model. Two saturation
mechanisms are incorporated into the flaw model: saturation due to interface slippage and
saturation due to the development of compressive stresses. These mechanisms were
described in previous sections and will be repeated later in the development of the model
algorithms for convenience.
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As mentioned above, the flaw model makes explicit use of both a stress distribution
model and a strength model. The model by Ji et al. (1998) will be used to define the
tensile stresses in the jointing layer. According to Ji et al. (1998), the tensile stress
distribution between two adjacent joints is given by:
F cosh #x1
a-ocal = Efe!I cosh'flx Equation 60
cosh(A 
-L 2
where #= 2 (/3 is in units of 1/length so that 3x and /L/2 are dimensionless),
E td
t =thickness of the jointing layer, d =thickness of the non-jointing bounding layers,
E =Young's modulus of the jointing layer, G, =shear modulus of the non-jointing
bounding layers, e = applied extensional strain, x = distance from the segment midpoint
where a local occurs and L = length of the segment (Figure 96).
This stress distribution model includes the effects of the elastic contrast between the
jointing and non-jointing bounding layers as well as the geometry of the non-jointing
layer (d) on the tensile stresses. One could use other stress distribution models based on
the shear-lag approach such as Hobbs (1967) or Ji and Saruwatari (1998) but Ji et al.
(1998) also provide a framework for working with interface slippage. An analytical
solution based on a full elastic approach for this specific problem does not yet exist.
Numerical approaches such as finite-elements could also be used (e.g., FRANC2D) but
the process becomes too computationally intensive when one needs to re-calculate the
stresses each time a new joint is added. In two dimensions, the tensile stress is a
maximum at the interface and minimum at the midpoint of the jointing layer (Figure 97).
This profile changes and becomes shallower with distance away from an existing joint
(Figure 97 at distances a, b and c). The simplified stress distribution models provide a
reasonable alternative since they can be thought of as representing an average tensile
stress with distance away from an existing joint (Figure 98). Note, however, that the
average tensile stress in a simplified model does not represent the average tensile stress in
a corresponding two-dimensional finite-element simulation (e.g., tensile stress at x = a
in Figure 98 is not the average tensile stress at x = a in Figure 97).
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Figure 96 - Geometry of the problem.
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Figure 97 - Schematic of the local tensile stress profile along the
from an existing joint in a two-dimensional finite-element analysis.
y-direction at different distances
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Figure 98 - Schematic of the average tensile stress at different distances from an existing joint in a
simplified model. Note: average tensile stresses in a simplified model do not represent the average
tensile stresses in a finite-element simulation (e.g., Figure 97).
As for the strength model, a uniform probability distribution is first used to assign the
tensile strength value at each flaw (Figure 99).
Figure 99 - Uniform probability distribution of tensile strength.
Before proceeding to the algorithm for the flaw model jointing process, one must first
generate the flaws and assign the individual tensile strength values. This is done by
generating a random number between zero and the length of the jointing layer (i.e., the
un-jointed length). For example, if the length of the jointing layer is 500 m, random
numbers between 0 and 500 m should be generated (i.e., U[0,500]). After the desired
number of flaws is generated, each is assigned a random tensile strength based on the
chosen probability distribution (e.g., Figure 99). It is found that the appropriate number
of flaws is generally greater than the number of joints. Otherwise, midpoint bisection
occurs and the resulting joint spacing distributions become unrealistic.
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Now that the two main components of the flaw model are in place (i.e., stress distribution
model and strength model), the jointing algorithm caii now be described. The algorithm
for the jointing process is presented next, first, without considering the saturation
mechanism.
6.2.1 Flaw Model without Saturation Mechanisms
The following steps outline the algorithm used in the flaw model to determine where
joints may form starting from the un-jointed layer without considering saturation:
1. At each flaw location, the strain required to form a joint is calculated.
stress due to the applied extensional strain is given by Ji et al. (1998) as
The tensile
Equation 60
where the variables are as defined on page 163. Initially (i.e., when the layer is un-
jointed, Figure 100), L would be the length of the entire layer. Also, it would contain all
the flaws (Figure 100). Letting aoa = a-flw =the tensile strength at the flaw, the
extensional strain required for jointing for a specific flaw can be calculated.
cosh fx
cosh
2
Equation 61
E63 = 6min n = 4
Figure 100 - Example of the initial un-jointed layer containing flaws (there are 14 in this case). The
un-jointed layer is basically one big segment containing all the flaws. The strain required to form a
joint at each flaw is calculated (shown). These strains will differ for each flaw based on the tensile
strength at the flaw as well as the location of the flaw with respect to the midpoint of the layer. A
new joint is located at the flaw that requires the lowest strain to form a joint.
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Ef1
alocal = E C 1 - cohx
cosh iI
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Each flaw will have its own value of the required extensional strain to form a joint given
the length of the segment it is located in and its position within that segment (e.g., Figure
100). Another possibility is that a joint forms at the segment midpoint where the tensile
stress is a maximum. The strain required for this to happen is obtained by substituting
7-ca = -= intact strength of the layer and x = 0 in the above equation.
- 1
Ef
cosh
_ 2_
2. After all the required jointing strains are calculated for a segment, the minimum strain
(6M ) required is found (i.e., smallest of all the CF 's and the C,, for a segment, e.g.,
in Figure 100, the smallest strain required for jointing is Ef3 = e. ). This is done for
all segments so that each segment has its own eC after this step (in Figure 100 there
is only one segment, the entire un-jointed layer).
A new joint is added inside the segment requiring the least amount of strain to form a
joint (i.e., the segment with the smallest e ). For the case shown in Figure 100, there
is only one segment and the new joint is added at the location of flaw number 3 (where
the strain required for jointing is a minimum). The new joint is shown in Figure 101
below.
New Joint
I I I I I I ' I II I I I
Figure 101 - Jointing layer after the formation of a single joint. There are now two segments and all
the flaws are no longer contained within a single segment as in Figure 100.
3. The addition of a new joint leads to the formation of two new segments (as shown in
Figure 101). The strains required to form joints inside these two new segments need
to be updated because the segment lengths have changed as have the locations of the
flaws with respect to the midpoint of the segment in which they belong (compare
Figure 100 and Figure 101). This brings the algorithm back to step 1. Note that this
updating of strains needs to be performed only on the newly formed segments and the
flaws that they contain. Midpoint jointing strains also need to be updated for these
new segments. There is no need to perform the update for all the other segments and
their respective flaws because no change in geometry occurs. This consideration is
important when the model is past the un-jointed stage and a large number of segments
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already exist. The algorithm then proceeds to step 2 and the process is repeated until
the desired number of joints or the target level of strain is reached.
These steps are relatively easy to follow. Because of the absence of a saturation
mechanism, the above process can be carried on without end. However, one can also
modify these steps to include saturation mechanisms, thereby providing a stopping point
to the jointing process. Such modifications are presented next.
6.2.2 Flaw Model with Saturation Mechanisms
The algorithm just presented allows the jointing process to go on indefinitely. In reality,
there may be a physical limit to how closely joints can be spaced. The flaw model
jointing algorithm must be modified in order to consider these physical limits. Here, two
saturation mechanisms are introduced and then incorporated into the algorithm. These
are the saturation mechanisms due to (1) interface slippage and (2) development of
compressive stresses. First, each of these saturation mechanisms is considered
separately. Later, their combined effect is considered.
6.2.2.1 Interface Slippage Mechanism for Saturation
The most frequently mentioned mechanisms for saturation are the development of
compressive stresses (Bai and Pollard, 2001) and slippage at the interface between the
jointing and non-jointing layers (Narr and Suppe, 1991). Here, interface slippage as a
saturation mechanism is incorporated into the model. Before proceeding, this mechanism
is described using a stress distribution model. The phenomenon of interface slippage is
going to be described using a simplified approach by Ji et al. (1998). Allowing for
interfacial slip causes the shape of the shear stress distribution along the interface to take
the form shown in Figure 102. A limit to the interface shear stress equal to ro is
enforced.
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Figure 102 - Shear stress distribution allowing for interface slippage.
Ji et al. (1998) used the same approach as Hobbs (1967) and Ji and Saruwatari (1998) in
deriving the stress distributions. The solution is of the form:
local =Ee+A B0-..,  e+--sinh/$x±+-coshx
t
Equation 62
However, the boundary conditions are different. These are given by:
0
'ocal = f' at x = ± (L L')2
where L is the length of the segment (or the spacing between two adjacent joints), L, is
that part of L that is experiencing interfacial slippage and ofc is the local normal stress at
a distance . from the segment midpoint (refer to Figure 102).
2
boundary conditions, the solution becomes
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Figure 103 - Forces acting on a slice of jointing layer.
Recall that in the model, the magnitude of the local normal stress can be calculated
directly from the shear stress distribution at the interface, rd (i.e., from equilibrium of
forces in Figure t alocal t daoca or103, one obtains rd --- "" 2 dx
-
d
a-local - - rd * dx ). The shear stress at the interface, rd ,can be calculated as:ft
t d locai t
2 dx 2 fc
sinh fix
- Ef 6)
cosh
Oq 2
Substituting x = 2 L and - ro (the interface shear strength) and solving for a-
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where 8 =
Vrd(d)(1)
It 0 (al + a""" dx )
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Equation 63
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The local stress, a,, , can also be expressed as
2 2 L Ldirctl f ro dx = - o - r- = (iu 13
t t 2
directly from equilibrium of forces (Figure 103).
Equation 65
Equating these two expressions
(Equation 64 and Equation 65) one derives the expression for Ls:
_E ,a 2 1
L = -,E - - - I
1-0 '8 tanh#
(q2
Equation 66
As can be seen, L, cannot be isolated in the above equation. The value of L, can be
determined numerically. Substituting Equation 65 into Equation 63 yields:
L cosh/$x
t cosh13(L - Ls)
2,
L
The quantity (E-f E - T0 Ls ) is always greater than zero because without the presence of
t
jointing, this is the stress due to the applied strain. The minimum value of cosh(#3x)
occurs at x = 0 so that the maximum local normal stress also occurs at x = 0. The shape
L-L L L L-L
of the cloal curve is linear with x in the intervals S! x ! - and -L5 X5 -L
2 2 2 2
because the interface shear stress in these intervals is constant (ro, also see Figure 104).
L - L -L
In the interval - L-L x < L ,2 2'
equation above (Figure 104). The tens
the following equation:
OIoca1 is non-linear in x as described by the
ile stress distribution is described completely by
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On the other hand, if slippage were disregarded (i.e., if the interface were assumed to
have infinite shear strength so that Ls = 0 always), the tensile stress distribution would
be given simply by:
CIocaI = Efe[1 ]
cosh~fL
2
L Lfor 2x-.
2 2
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alocal = Equation 67
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Figure 104 - Example of the plot of shear stress distribution considering slippage and the
corresponding tensile stress distribution.
The question now is how does one use this model of interface slippage to bring about
joint saturation in the model? To answer this, one must first look at the stress distribution
at the instant when slippage occurs (i.e., just when L, = 0 ) and when slippage has already
occurred (L, > 0). When L, =0, the stress distribution is given by
Chcal = E, C!I cosh fix
cosh
2
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L Lfor - L < x -. This is the same stress distribution if interface slippage is not
2 2
considered at all (i.e., Equation 60). The strain required to reach impending slippage is
obtained by substituting L, = 0 into the expression for L,:
L= ErEt 2 1L -=ah (LL
2
and solving for 6 .
e= E= - 0  2 Equation68
The strain go in Equation 68 can be considered as the slippage strain. For a numerical
example, consider the stress distribution for both models (considering and disregarding
interface slippage, Equation 67 and Equation 60, respectively), using t = 0.2, d = 0.1,
Ef = 50000, G, = 5000, ro = 300, L =1.0. The strain at impending slippage for this
case is calculated as o = 0.009520890312 from Equation 68. The stress distributions
are shown in Figure 105 below and are exactly identical before and up to impending
slippage because Equation 67 reduces to Equation 60 at strains less than or equal to eo.
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Figure 105 - Tensile stress distribution at impending slippage. The stress distributions for both
models (considering and disregarding interface slippage) are identical.
Now consider the stress distributions when L, >0 or when interface slippage has already
occurred. In the present case, the applied strain has to be greater than
O = 0.009520890312, the slippage strain. For example, consider a strain
eapplied = 0.02 > eO . At this strain level, the slippage length is calculated as
, = 0.3405217847 >0 from Equation 66. The stress distributions for both Equation
60 and Equation 67 are shown in Figure 106 below. It is clear that the stresses
considering slippage are lower than those when slippage is not considered.
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Figure 106 - Tensile stress distributions when the extensional strain is increased to 0.02. Model with
slippage predicts lower stresses compared to model without slippage.
If the strain continues to increase (say, a strain eapplied = 0.039486832), the stress
distributions given by Equation 60 and Equation 67 would be those shown in Figure
107. It becomes apparent that the difference between the two distributions becomes
larger as the slippage length increases (see progression from Figure 105 to Figure 107).
It is not hard to imagine that the limiting tensile stress distribution for the slippage model
is triangular with a maximum value of 0 at the segment midpoint. This can be seen by
t
substituting L, = L in Equation 67. The middle portion vanishes and only the two
linear parts remain, the maximum being equal to at x = 0.
t
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Figure 107 - Tensile stress distributions when the extensional strain reaches about 0.039. At this
stage, the model considering slippage predicts stresses way below those from the model without
slippage.
Figure 105, Figure 106, and Figure 107 demonstrate that the tensile stress in the model
considering slippage is less than that when slippage is not considered. As mentioned
earlier, the tensile stress at the midpoint in the model considering slippage reaches a
limiting value (5 L ). Now consider the model that uses slippage alone and see how the
t
tensile stress distribution changes from the point where impending slippage occurs to full
slippage. Figure 108 shows the progression of the tensile stress distribution considering
interface slippage as the applied strain increases. It clearly shows the limiting tensile
stress distribution (i.e., the triangular stress distribution). The strain at which this first
occurs cannot be determined. In Equation 66, the value of e cannot be determined if
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L, = L. This value of e is the full-slippage strain. This poses a problem in the program.
However, a simple assumption is used in order to handle this in the modified algorithm
presented later in this section.
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Figure 108 - Progression of
slippage).
the tensile stress distribution until the limiting condition (i.e., full
The observations that may help in constructing the new algorithm are now summarized.
Figure 105 to Figure 108 show that, first, the tensile stress distribution not considering
slippage (Equation 60) is always greater than or equal to the tensile stress distribution
considering slippage (Equation 67). Second, the tensile stress distribution considering
slippage reaches a limiting form when the slippage length equals the length of the
segment (i.e., L, = L in Equation 67). This suggests that joints cannot increase in
number indefinitely. If the strength at any point in the segment lies above the limiting
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triangular tensile stress distribution, joints can no longer form in the segment. Third, the
value of the maximum tensile stress at full slippage is proportional to the length of the
segment (i.e., at the tip of the triangular stress distribution). This means that shorter
t
segments develop smaller limiting tensile stresses decreasing the chance of additional
joint formation. Fourth, the tensile stress distribution not considering slippage does not
have a limiting form. It allows the stress to increase without bound and therefore allows
for an infinite number of joints to form inside the segment. This can be concluded from
Equation 60. For a given length of segment (L), an increase in strain leads directly to
an increase in the tensile stress. Consequently, the mean joint spacing is allowed to reach
zero if the applied strain is allowed to increase indefinitely.
In order to incorporate the limiting tensile stress distribution as a mechanism of joint
saturation into the flaw model, a procedure was developed. At strains below the slippage
strain (given in Equation 68), the three-step algorithm given in the beginning of this
section is applicable. Recall that the strain required for jointing is calculated for each
flaw in a segment and at the segment midpoint (where the tensile stress is a maximum).
For a particular flaw, if the strain calculated from Equation 61 exceeds the slippage
strain (Equation 68) calculated for the segment that contains it, the first step in the
previous algorithm is replaced by the following:
1. Given the location of the flaw within the segment being considered, plot where the
strength at the flaw lies with respect to the limiting tensile stress distribution (e.g.,
Figure 109). If the location-strength point lies outside (or above) the triangle (Point
C in Figure 109), jointing is no longer possible at that flaw location under this
mechanism. There is also the special case referred to earlier where full slippage is
required to reach the tensile strength at the midpoint (Point D in Figure 109). Recall
that the strain cannot be calculated for this case. In order to handle this situation in
the algorithm, it is assumed that no jointing can occur at the midpoint for this case. In
effect, the location-strength point is considered to be outside the triangle even if it is
exactly at the tip of the triangle. Remember that it is still possible for a new joint to
form inside the segment because there are other flaws to consider (as well as midpoint
jointing) but it is certain that the two new segments formed by the addition of this
new joint will only be able to develop limiting stresses lower than that of the original
segment. This is due to the observation that was made pertaining to the limiting
tensile stress distribution being directly proportional to the length of the segment (i.e.,
shorter segments, lower limiting stresses). If the location-strength point (i.e., the
(x, at-faw) pair) lies on (except at the tip) or below the triangle (Point A and B in
Figure 109), then jointing is still possible at the flaw. These two cases are treated
separately. For the case where the (, -uaw) point lies exactly on the triangle (Point
A), the minimum strain required to form a joint is that which develops slippage from
the segment-end nearest the flaw up to the location of the flaw itself (see Figure 109,
note point A with respect to the joint locations). In other words, the location (x)
completely defines the slippage length in this case. Equation 66 is used:
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L r0 4 tanh Q(L -L)
Solving for the strain, e, yields
1- LS +0 -2
f r Itanh/#
LRecognizing that L, = 2 x (note that Ls is the total slippage length so it is twice the
2
slippage length from each end of the segment, see Figure 104 or Figure 109), the
minimum strain required for jointing at the flaw is therefore,
E=- 2--x+--
EFt 2 / 1 L -f-
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Figure 109 - Illustration of the possible scenarios for the (x, O-f-aw) pairs with respect to the
limiting stress distribution in the initial step of the new algorithm. Point A is right on the limiting
stress distribution triangle (jointing is possible). Slippage has to occur up to point A for jointing at A
to occur. Point B is inside the triangle (jointing is possible). Point C is outside the triangle and point
D is right at the tip (jointing not possible in both cases).
For the case where the (x, O-,_aw) point lies inside (or below) the triangle (Point B), the
calculations are a little bit more complicated. This suggests that the stress required for
jointing is attained in the middle portion of the stress distribution described by Equation
67. Unlike point A, the location of B does not define the slippage length completely. So,
two things need to be calculated in this case: e and L,. The first equation needed to do
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this is the middle portion of Equation 67 and the second equation required is Equation
66. These are repeated here for convenience.
ocal E c-0L cosh fix
E cosh ( 
-
and
E Et 2
L = '
1
tanh(, #
Substituting Ulocal = at-flaw (i.e., the strength at the flaw) and the location of the flaw
within the segment into x, the strain, e, is determined from the above equations to get the
following:
Lt coshfix
t cosh 18(L L')
2
1
coshfix
cosh( 8(Lp 2 LS
L 21
-=r L L + j-2
Ef t '9tanh p8( s
2
Equation 70
Equating these two, one obtains an equation where the only unknown is the slippage
length, Ls.
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Middle portion of Equation 67
Equation 66
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Close inspection reveals that the value of L, that satisfies Equation 71 lies in the interval
L
0< LS <2-- x (as opposed to using the wider interval, 0 < Ls < L ) where x is the
2
location of the flaw with respect to the segment midpoint. The bisection method can be
used to solve Equation 71. The calculated value of Ls is substituted into either
Equation 69 or Equation 70 to get the strain, c. This is the strain required to form a
joint at the flaw and it should be greater than the eo calculated from Equation 68 for the
segment containing the flaw because slippage will have occurred at this point.
Steps 2 and 3 of the original (without saturation) algorithm on page 167 remain the same.
Next, the saturation mechanism due to the development of compressive stresses is
considered.
6.2.2.2 Compressive Stress Development Mechanism for Saturation
So far, the flaw model has considered the saturation mechanism brought about by
interface slippage. Another saturation mechanism is the development of compressive
stresses in the horizontal (x-) direction within a segment that precludes the formation of
additional joints. Bai and Pollard (2000) determined a critical spacing-to-thickness ratio,
(t)c,, below which no new joints can form because of the development of compressive
stresses. This critical ratio depends on the elastic properties of both the jointing layer and
the bounding layers as well as the overburden stress. Recall that the (L), ratio increases
with:
" Increasing E E,' ratio, where Ef and En are the Young's moduli of the jointing and
non-jointing layers, respectively.
* Increasing overburden stress, S,
and decreases with
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* Increasing value of D (see equation below). Note that the value of D increases when
Vf decreases (for a fixed value of v) or when v, increases (for a fixed value of vf ),
where vf and v,, are the Poisson's ratios of the jointing and non-jointing layers,
respectively. Also, D is positive if vf < v, and negative if vf > v,.
(1- 2vf)(I+ vf ) - (I- 2vn)(1+ vn)D = V(lV)(-V)lV)Equation 44
(I -V2) +(1-V2)
(repeated here from page 118)
The combined effect of these three factors can be expressed in the following equation:
K = ir0.792 + 0.328 1 - exp -0.824 K -0.0025 0824 Equation 47
(S)c, En
(repeated here from page 122)
where
0.976 -0.302D - 0.129D 2 +0.117D 3
0.976
and
0.976+1.118 x10- 4 S, -7.562x10- 8 S2 +2.806 x10- 9 S2
0.976
In order to incorporate this saturation mechanism into the flaw model, the original
algorithm (see page 166) must be modified as follows:
1. Calculate the value of (L), using Equation 47. Note that this has to be done only
once for the entire layer and that the value of this critical ratio does not change
throughout the simulation. In Equation 47, (L), depends only on the material
properties (i.e., Ef , Vf and E., v,) and the overburden. These do not change
throughout the jointing process, although this assumption has to be made explicitly
for the overburden (Sr). At each flaw location, the strain required to form a joint is
calculated using the stress distribution model (i.e., Ji et al., 1998).
2. A new joint is added inside the segment requiring the least amount of strain to form a
joint (i.e., the segment with the smallest emin of all the segments) and whose spacing-
to-thickness ratio (i.e., segment length divided by layer thickness) is greater than
(L)c,. Otherwise, a joint cannot form within that segment and the segment requiring
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the next larger strain is selected and its spacing-to-thickness ratio checked. This is
done until a segment satisfying both conditions (least strain required and spacing-to-
thickness ratio > (-), ) is found. If none are found to satisfy these conditions,
saturation has been reached and the program terminates.
3. Step 3 of the algorithm (i.e., updating the minimum strains for the newly formed
segments) remains the same.
An immediate consequence of implementing these saturation mechanisms (interface
slippage and compressive stress development) is the existence of a "saturation mean
spacing" or SMS. This is the mean joint spacing at saturation. This is different from the
critical spacing (or t -(t) ) because it is quite possible for segments longer than the
critical spacing to be jointed into segments that are shorter than the critical spacing. The
effects of different model parameters on the SMS are investigated in the following
section.
6.2.3 Saturation Mean Spacing Parametric Study
In this section, the effects of the various flaw model and saturation mechanism
parameters on the SMS are investigated. The saturation mechanisms are first considered
individually and are then combined. To start, the interface slippage mechanism is
considered.
6.2.3.1 Interface Slippage
A number of simulations were performed using the flaw model in order to understand
how the parameters in the model affect the jointing process. Figure 110 to Figure 115
illustrate such parameter effects specifically on the saturation mean spacing. The
saturation mean spacing is the mean spacing at the point where a further increase in strain
cannot cause additional jointing. Since the literature typically looks at the relationship
between spacing and the jointing layer thickness at saturation, the same is done here for
different parameter values.
First, the effect of the non-jointing layer thickness (i.e., the thickness of the bounding
layers) is investigated. Figure 110 shows that for all other parameters being equal, the
use of different non-jointing layer thickness values does not appear to have a significant
effect on the relationship between saturation mean spacing and jointing layer thickness.
Figure 111 shows the same effect more clearly and for a wider range of non-jointing
layer thickness values. Note that in the contour plots, the relationship between the
saturation mean spacing (SMS) and the jointing layer thickness can be obtained by
drawing a horizontal line through a given value of non-jointing layer thickness (or any
other parameter, for that matter) and picking off the values of the SMS (i.e., the
intersection points between the contour lines and the horizontal line) at the corresponding
jointing layer thickness. Note also that vertical contour lines indicate that the parameter
in consideration does not affect the relationship between saturation mean spacing and
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jointing layer thickness. Another characteristic found in these contour plots is that jumps
in the data, common in the simulations, can be magnified. The insignificance of the
effect of the non-jointing layer thickness is expected because when saturation is reached,
the tensile stress in the jointing layer is governed only by the interface shear strength and
the thickness of the jointing layer. This is not to say that the bounding layer thickness has
no effect on the jointing process. In fact, in the earlier stages of joint set development, its
effect is significant. This is demonstrated in Figure 112 where various bounding layer
thickness values were used with all other parameters being equal. It is clear that at the
same strain (below saturation) a smaller bounding layer thickness leads to a lower mean
spacing.
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Figure 110 - Illustration of the effect of the non-jointing (bounding) layer thickness (d ) on the
relationship between saturation mean spacing and jointing layer thickness.
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and non-jointing layer thickness for the interface slippage model.
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Figure 112 - Mean joint spacing as the applied strain increases for different bounding layer thickness
(d ) values. Note: t is the jointing layer thickness.
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Figure 113 - Illustration of the effect of the ratio between the jointing layer modulus of elasticity and
the bounding layer shear modulus.
Figure 113 shows that the f- ratio does not appear to have a significant effect on the
GG
relationship between the jointing layer thickness and the saturation mean spacing.
Similar to the case of the bounding layer thickness, this observation was also expected
because the only parameters that determine the tensile stress at saturation are the interface
shear strength and the jointing layer thickness. The contours of saturation mean spacing
E
in Figure 114 also show this trend for a wider range of Gnvalues. The contours in
Figure 114 are essentially vertical except for a few jumps (e.g., SMS=1.0 and SMS=1.4).
These jumps are not sufficiently substantial to say that the Lratio has a significant
U Y E/Gn=1
effect on the relationship between the saturation mean spacing and the jointing layer
thickness. However, the -L ratio plays a significant role in the formation of joints
G
below saturation level. This is demonstrated in Figure 115 where the mean spacing is
pE
plotted against the applied strain. It is clear that at strains below saturation, 
a larger a
ratio leads to a larger mean spacing. The results in Figure 113 suggest that these curves
approach the same mean spacing as the strain increases.
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Figure 114 - Contours of saturation mean spacing (SMS) as a function of both the jointing layer
thickness and the ratio for the interface slippage model.
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Figure 115 - Mean joint spacing as the applied strain increases for different values of the ratio.
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Figure 116 - Illustration of the effect of interface shear strength (in MPa) on the relationship
between jointing layer thickness (t ) and the saturation mean spacing.
Figure 116 shows the effect of the interface shear strength on the thickness-spacing
relationship at saturation. Clearly, as the interface shear strength increases, the slope of
the relationship decreases. For the same thickness, one expects a lower saturation mean
spacing for higher interface shear strength values. Higher interface shear strength means
that larger shear stresses are allowed to develop at the interface and in this model the
tensile stresses in the jointing layer are directly proportional to the interface shear stress.
Consequently, these larger tensile stresses translate to more jointing. The contour lines in
Figure 117 show the same trend for interface shear strength values up to 100 MPa. If
one draws a horizontal line at a value of interface shear strength in Figure 117 (in order
to determine the SMS-jointing layer thickness relationship at that interface shear
strength), the SMS values on the line become smaller as the horizontal line is moved up
along the interface shear strength axis (i.e., the slope of the SMS-jointing layer thickness
relationship becomes flatter).
Another notable characteristic of the plot in Figure 116 is the periodic flattening of the
relationship between the SMS and the jointing layer thickness followed by an almost
sudden increase. This occurs especially as the interface shear strength becomes smaller.
This observation makes sense because the use of the interface slippage saturation
mechanism means that a maximum tensile stress (L , L is the length of the segment; see
t
Figure 108) that is controlled in part by the interface shear strength occurs. This
expression for the maximum tensile stress may be enough to cause jointing over a range
of jointing layer thickness (t) values but once the jointing layer thickness is out of this
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range, the maximum tensile stress may no longer be sufficient to cause jointing (t in ToL 
t 
decreases the maximum tensile stress significantly given the same To). This is why 
there is such a flattening of the relationship over a range of jointing layer thickness values 
then a sudden increase at some larger value of jointing layer thickness. 
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Figure 117 - Contours of saturation mean spacing (SMS) as a function of the jointing layer thickness 
and interface shear strength for the interface slippage model. 
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Figure 118 - Illustration of the effect of flaw density on the relationship between jointing layer
thickness and the saturation mean spacing.
Another factor that affects the spacing-thickness relationship at saturation is the flaw
density in the jointing layer. Figure 118 shows that higher flaw densities lead to a
smaller saturation mean spacing given the same jointing layer thickness. This makes
sense because at higher flaw densities, the average strength of the jointing layer would be
lower than it would be if a smaller number of flaws were present.
There is also a notable characteristic in the thickness-spacing relationships presented in
the above figures. It appears that a flattening of the slope of the relationship occurs at
certain jointing layer thickness values and then the slope increases again. This seems to
occur periodically as the jointing layer is increased. This may serve to explain the bi-
linear relationship that Ladeira and Price (1981) have observed in field data. However,
further understanding of the model and their data is needed before this can be made
certain.
Next, the saturation mechanism due to compressive stress development is considered and
the parameter effects on the saturation mean spacing are investigated.
6.2.3.2 Compressive Stress Development
Simulations were performed using the flaw model algorithm with the compressive stress
mechanism and the results are presented in Figure 119 to Figure 123. As before, the
results are presented in terms of the relationship between the saturation mean spacing and
the jointing layer thickness.
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Figure 119 - Effect of the non-jointing layer thickness on the relationship between saturation mean
spacing and jointing layer thickness.
Figure 119 shows the effect of the non-jointing layer thickness on the relationship
between the saturation mean spacing and the jointing layer thickness. At jointing layer
thickness values below 0.7 m (in this case), the non-jointing layer thickness does not
appear to affect the relationship. However, there is a sudden jump in the case of the 0.01
m non-jointing layer thickness at a jointing layer thickness of about 0.7 m. There is no
explanation for this behavior at this point. At higher jointing layer thickness values (here,
> 1.2 m), smaller non-jointing layer thickness leads to lower saturation mean spacing.
However, the effect appears to become smaller as the non-jointing layer thickness is
increased (note the relatively small difference between the non-jointing layer thicknesses
of 0.1 m and 0.3 m). Figure 120 shows the effect of the same parameter but for a wider
range of values. A jump in the data used in Figure 119 is also apparent in Figure 120.
Looking at the SMS-jointing layer thickness curve for a non-jointing thickness of 0.1 m
in Figure 119, a jump in the SMS occurs between about 1.3 and 1.4 m on the jointing
layer thickness axis. In Figure 120, a jump in the SMS contours for a non-jointing layer
thickness of 0.1 m also occurs (i.e., the contours are spaced closely at that value of non-
jointing layer thickness). At values below about 0.2 m in this case, the non-jointing layer
thickness seems to have a significant effect on the relationship between the saturation
mean spacing and the jointing layer thickness. However, above a non-jointing layer
thickness of 0.2 m for this case, the relationship appears to be less dependent on this
parameter. This dependence is not dictated by the equations that are used to determine
(), because the non-jointing layer thickness is not one of the parameters considered
(Equation 47). The dependence on the non-jointing layer thickness is brought about by
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using Equation 60 in determining the stresses in the jointing layer but this should only
make a difference at strains below saturation (similar to what was demonstrated for the
interface slippage model in Figure 112). Given the results in Figure 119 and Figure
120, one can simply say that for low values of non-jointing layer thickness, there is some
dependence, but this dependence disappears when the non-jointing layer thickness
becomes large. Ladeira and Price (1981) have gathered field data showing lower joint
spacing in layers bounded by thinner layers than in those bounded by thicker layers.
However, they did not establish whether or not these jointing layers were already at
saturation level with respect to this type of jointing.
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Figure 120 - Contours of saturation mean spacing (SMS) as a function of jointing layer thickness and
non-jointing layer thickness for the compressive stress model.
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Figure 121 shows the effect of the ratio between the jointing layer Young's modulus and
E
the non-jointing layer shear modulus on the relationship. One could also use L as E"
and G, are related but for reasons of consistency with previous plots (e.g., Figure 113
and Figure 115) -Lf is used. At jointing layer thickness values below about 1.0 m, the
effect of the -L' ratio appears negligible. However, above 1.0 m, larger values of the E
ratio lead to a wider spacing. This behavior is notably different from that in the model
with interface slippage as the saturation mechanism (Figure 113) but was expected
because, unlike in the model with interface slippage, the stresses at saturation in this
model are still controlled by the "elastic contrast", as Hobbs (1967) would call it (i.e., L
in Equation 60), between the jointing layer and the non-jointing layer. In the model
considering interface slippage, on the other hand, the stresses in a segment at saturation
are controlled by the interface shear strength and the length of the segment (or the
spacing). Figure 122 shows the effect of the elastic contrast for a wider range of values.
At low jointing layer thickness (up to about 1.0 m), the -L ratio does not appear to have
an effect on the relationship. This can be seen in both Figure 121 and Figure 122. At
high jointing layer thickness values, the -L ratio appears to have a significant effect on
the SMS-jointing layer thickness relationship when - is less than about 25 (Figure
122). However, the SMS-jointing layer thickness relationship appears less affected by
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large values of the ratio. The contour lines become approximately vertical in Figure
122 and the curves seem to cluster in Figure 121 as -L is increased. Jumps in the data
are apparent in both Figure 121 and Figure 122. This can be explained by looking at
Figure 62 where the effect of -L (which is directly proportional to in elastic theory)
is illustrated. The value of (-),, is no longer affected by E' when the latter becomes
large (Figure 62).
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Figure 122 - Contours of saturation mean spacing (SMS) as a function of jointing layer thickness and
the Ef ratio for the compressive stress model.
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Figure 123 shows the effect of flaw density on the relationship between saturation mean
spacing and jointing layer thickness. Apparently, the flaw density does not affect the
relationship significantly. The relationship when there are 500 flaws is essentially the
same as when there are 3000 flaws. This differs from the model having interface
slippage as the saturation mechanism where the relationship between the saturation mean
spacing and the jointing layer thickness is affected strongly by the flaw density (Figure
118). This behavior makes sense because in the flaw model with interface slippage, there
is a limit to the tensile stress that can be developed (controlled by the interface shear
strength, ro), whereas here there is none as long as the segment is above the critical
spacing, t -()r. This is shown better in Figure 124 and Figure 125. In Figure 124, it
matters if there are flaws or not because the tensile stress is limited. On the other hand,
Figure 125 shows that it does not matter if flaws exist because there is no limit to the
tensile stress that can be developed as long as the spacing is above critical. New joints
can always form, albeit at different locations as shown in Figure 125. Note that the
resulting mean spacing in Figure 125 is the same no matter where this new joint forms.
This is the reason for the apparent independence of the SMS on the flaw density shown in
Figure 123.
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Figure 124 - Tensile stress vs. tensile strength for the interface slippage saturation mechanism for the
case with and without flaws. New joint formation is only possible with the existence of flaws because
there is a limit to the tensile stress that can be achieved.
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Figure 125 - Tensile stress vs. tensile strength for the compressive stress saturation mechanism for
the case with and without flaws. The existing joints are spaced above the critical spacing, t -(L) . A
new joint can form with or without the flaws (the two dropdown lines) because there is no limit to the
tensile stress as long as the spacing is above critical.
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The combined effect of both saturation mechanisms on the saturation mean spacing is
investigated in the next section.
6.2.3.3 Combined Interface Slippage and Compressive Stress
Development Mechanisms
Before proceeding with the simulations to study the effects of the combined saturation
mechanisms on the SMS, the jointing algorithm must again be modified. Since the
necessary additions to the algorithm for each mechanism are already mapped out,
combining them is relatively easy. Step 1 for this algorithm combines both the first steps
from the flaw model considering interface slippage (i.e., the jointing strain calculations,
page 179) and the flaw model considering the development of compressive stresses (i.e.,
the calculation of (t)c) Step 2 is the same as in the model considering compressive
stress development as the saturation mechanism. Step 3 remains unchanged from the
original algorithm where no saturation mechanism was implemented (page 167). For
convenience, a brief version of the steps is presented here.
1. Calculate the strains required for jointing at each flaw and at the midpoints of each
segment (in the beginning, there is only one segment: the entire jointing layer). If the
strain required to achieve the necessary stress for jointing exceeds the slippage strain,
use the slippage equations. In other words, first assume no slippage when calculating
the strain required for jointing and compare it with the slippage strain (which depends
on the interface shear strength as well as the length of the segment). If it is greater
than the slippage strain, re-calculate the strain using the slippage equations. Calculate
the value of ( .), For each segment, find the smallest strain required for jointing and
note the location where this is possible (e.g., at a flaw or at the midpoint).
2. A new joint is added to the segment requiring the least amount of strain for jointing
and whose length to thickness ratio is greater than (-),,.. If there is no such segment,
saturation has been reached and the program terminates.
3. Perform step 1 on the new segments formed by the new joint (if applicable). There is
no need to re-calculate (s), .
Figure 126 shows the how the relationship between the saturation mean spacing and the
jointing layer thickness is affected by the type of saturation mechanism used. In this
case, the compressive stress mechanism data lie very close to the combined mechanisms
data. This suggests the dominance of the compressive stress mechanism in the combined
model. However, other parameters in the model may affect this relationship. One clear
parameter is the interface shear strength. Simulations were performed using all three
models at different interface shear strength values. The results are presented in Figure
127 to Figure 129.
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Figure 126 - Example of the relationship between saturation mean spacing and jointing layer
thickness for the three different models.
Figure 127 to Figure 129 show how the interface shear strength influences the difference
among the three saturation mechanisms (compressive stress development only, interface
slippage only, the two mechanisms combined). It is important to note that the
compressive stress mechanism is not affected by the interface shear strength because it is
assumed that the interface has infinite strength in that model. Consequently, the data for
the compressive stress mechanism are the same in the three plots. The model considering
interface slippage is strongly affected by the interface shear strength as was shown in
Figure 116. The model using the combined mechanisms will be influenced by the
interface shear strength but not to the same degree that the interface slippage model is. It
is interesting to see that the location of each of the three curves with respect to each other
is dependent on the interface shear strength (compare Figure 127, Figure 128 and
Figure 129). At low interface shear strength, the interface slippage mechanism governs
in the combined model such that their curves coincide (Figure 127). In this case, the
model using only the compressive stress mechanism allows higher tensile stresses to
develop in the model, forming more joints (i.e., spacing is closer). For the combined
mechanism model, the compressive stress mechanism has essentially no effect. At the
intermediate level (Figure 128), none of the curves coincide as both mechanisms
probably contribute to saturation, not just one. At high interface shear strength (Figure
129), the compressive stress development data coincide with the combined mechanism
data. This indicates that the compressive stress mechanism dominates the interface
slippage mechanism in the combined model. The compressive stress mechanism does
not allow the development of interface shear stresses to reach the interface shear strength
(i.e., the existing segments are not long enough). If it did, the spacing would be closer as
exhibited by the interface slippage model data. The transition from one saturation
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mechanism to the other (i.e., interface slippage to compressive stress) as the interface
shear strength increases is more clearly shown in Figure 132 with Figure 130 and
Figure 131 serving as a guide. The first two figures (Figure 130 and Figure 131) show
the effect of the interface shear strength in the models that use each saturation mechanism
as the sole saturation mechanism. Figure 132 shows the effect of the interface shear
strength in the model combining these two mechanisms (i.e., interface slippage and
compressive stress mechanisms). It is clear in Figure 132 that the combined model
transitions from the behavior shown in Figure 130 (interface slippage is the saturation
mechanism) at low interface shear strength values to the behavior shown in Figure 131
(compressive stress is the saturation mechanism) at high interface shear strength values.
This behavior makes sense because at low interface shear strength, smaller tensile
stresses are allowed to develop in the layer (recall that tensile stress in layer oc interface
shear stress, see Figure 103 and accompanying equations) and not enough jointing
occurs in order to make (-), (i.e., the criterion for saturation in the compressive stress
mechanism) relevant. At high interface shear strength, larger interface shear stresses can
occur and these lead to higher tensile stresses in the layer such that jointing can only be
halted by the compressive stress mechanism (i.e., the (-),, criterion).
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Figure 127 - The three saturation mechanisms at an interface shear strength of 20MPa. Note that
the interface slip and combined mechanism data coincide almost perfectly.
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Figure 128 - The three saturation mechanisms at an interface shear strength of 30MPa.
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Figure 129 - The three saturation mechanisms at an interface shear strength of 40MPa.
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saturation mechanism.
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and the interface shear strength in the model considering both interface slippage and compressive
stress as saturation mechanisms.
The effects of the other model parameters may influence the results as well. For
example, Figure 133 to Figure 135 show the effect of L. At low L (Figure 133), the
model using only the compressive stress mechanism and the model using only the
interface slippage yield close results. Recall that the model using only the interface
slippage mechanism is not affected by the *- ratio at saturation (see Figure 113). The
model using the combined mechanism generally yields larger saturation mean spacing for
a given value of jointing layer thickness. At intermediate -L' (Figure 134), there is no
significant difference among the three models at lower jointing layer thickness values but
it appears that at higher jointing layer thickness values, the compressive stress
mechanism model and the combined model yield close results. This suggests that the
compressive stress mechanism dominates in the combined model at these values of
jointing layer thickness. At high - (Figure 135), it is clear that the results for the
combined model and the model using only the compressive stress mechanism produce
very close results. This suggests that the compressive stress mechanism governs
saturation in the combined model for high values of the -L ratio. Figure 136 to FigureG,
138 show contours of the saturation mean spacing as a function of both the L ratio and
the jointing layer thickness for the interface slippage, compressive stress and combined
mechanism models, respectively. In these figures, it is clear that the interface slippage
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model and the combined mechanism model yield very close results for saturation mean
spacing (SMS) values of up to 0.8 m. However, the contours for SMS values greater than
or equal to 1.0 m in the combined mechanism model appear similar to those of the
compressive stress model. This was expected because as mentioned earlier, the interface
slippage model is not affected by the -' ratio at saturation so it is reasonable to believe
that in this regard, the compressive stress model results will be similar to the combined
mechanism results.
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Figure 133 - Saturation mean spacing results from the three different models for a ratio of 5.0.
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Figure 134 - Saturation mean spacing results from the three different models for a -L ratio of 10.
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Figure 135 - Saturation mean spacing results from the three different models for a -Lf ratio of 40.
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and the GIratio in the model considering only interface slippage as the saturation mechanism.
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Figure 137 - Contours of saturation mean spacing (SMS) as a function of the jointing layer thickness
and the - ratio in the model considering only compressive stress as the saturation mechanism.
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and the ratio in the combined mechanism model.
Figure 139 to Figure 141 show the effect of D (Equation 44) on the relationship
between saturation mean spacing and jointing layer thickness for the three models. For a
positive value of D (i.e., vf < v,,), there does not appear to be a significant difference
among the three models (Figure 139). However, it also appears that the compressive
stress model and the interface slippage model yield results that are closer to each other
than to the combined model results. This is also true where D equals zero (Figure 140).
Both of these observations appear to be coincidental because the interface slippage model
is not affected by D. For a negative value of D (i.e., vf > v,, ), it seems that the
compressive stress mechanism is the dominant saturation mechanism in the combined
model (Figure 141). This was be expected because the compressive stress model uses D
in the calculation of (-),. This does not mean that the interface slippage mechanism
does not play a role in the jointing process. It is clear in Figure 142 and Figure 143 that
the contours of saturation mean spacing from the compressive stress model differ from
those in the combined mechanism model. The contours in Figure 143 seem to be shifted
to the left with respect to the contours in Figure 142.
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Figure 139 - Saturation mean spacing results from the three different models for D = 0.17.
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Figure 140 - Saturation mean spacing results from the three different models for D = 0.0.
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Figure 141 - Saturation mean spacing results from the three different models for D = -0.17.
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and the parameter D in the model considering only compressive stress as the saturation mechanism.
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Figure 143 - Contours of saturation mean spacing (SMS) as a function of the jointing layer thickness
and the parameter D in the combined mechanism model.
Another parameter that affects the relationship is the non-jointing layer (or bounding
layer) thickness. Its effect is illustrated in Figure 144 to Figure 146. For very thin
bounding layers, no single saturation mechanism dominates in the combined model
(Figure 144). The curve for the combined mechanism lies above the curves for both the
compressive stress and the interface slippage models. However, as bounding layer
thickness is increased, the compressive stress mechanism begins to dominate in the
combined model (Figure 145 and Figure 146). This is also apparent in the contour plots
in Figure 147, Figure 148 and Figure 149. The lower part of the plot in Figure 149
appears to be a combination of the lower parts of the plots in Figure 147 and Figure 148.
However, the upper portion of the plot in Figure 149 more strongly resembles the upper
part of the plot in Figure 148. It is reasonable to expect the compressive stress
mechanism to dominate in the combined model in this case because the model using only
the compressive stress mechanism is affected more by the non-jointing layer thickness
than the model using only the interface slippage mechanism. However, it must be noted
that the effect of this parameter in both models (i.e., interface slippage only and
compressive stress only) is not significant (i.e., contour lines appear mostly vertical
except for some jumps in the data, Figure 147 and Figure 148).
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Figure 144 - Saturation mean spacing results from the three different models for a non-jointing layer
thickness value of 0.01 m.
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Figure 150 to Figure 152 show the effect of flaw density on each of the three models.
As with the previous simulations, the length of the jointing layer is 100 m. It can be
observed that as the number of flaws increases, the dominant mechanism in the combined
model also becomes clear. At low flaw density (e.g., 500 flaws in 100 m), the interface
slippage mechanism governs in the combined model at lower jointing layer thickness
values. However, at higher jointing layer thickness values, it is unclear which of these
two mechanisms dominate in the combined model (Figure 150). At intermediate flaw
density (e.g., 1000 flaws in 100 m), it seems that, in the combined model, the interface
slippage mechanism dominates at low jointing layer thickness values whereas the
compressive stress mechanism governs at higher jointing layer thickness values (Figure
151). At high flaw density (e.g., 2000 flaws in 100 m), the compressive stress
mechanism is the dominant saturation mechanism in the combined model (Figure 152).
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Figure 150 - Saturation mean spacing results from the three different models for a jointing layer with
500 flaws.
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The results presented in the last three sections showed the effects of the different flaw
model parameters on the relationship between the mean spacing and the jointing layer
thickness at saturation. It was found that the influence of some flaw model parameters on
the SMS depends on the kind of saturation mechanism that is present. For example, the
non-jointing layer thickness and the L ratio do not appear to affect the SMS when the
interface slippage mechanism is in place, but do affect the SMS when the compressive
stress mechanism is present.
It must be noted, however, that saturation is only one stage of joint set development and
that the mean spacing does not give a complete view of an entire joint pattern. Also, it is
quite possible to find jointed sedimentary layers that are below (or even beyond)
saturation and joint spacing is often observed to follow some form of probability
distribution. For these reasons, one needs to look at the joint spacing distribution forms
that are produced by the flaw model at different joint intensities using different parameter
values and compare these to actual field observations (e.g., Rives et al., 1992).
6.2.4 Simulated Joint Spacing Distributions for Flaw Model
The results in the previous section demonstrated how each parameter affects saturation
mean spacing (SMS) in the flaw model. However, saturation mean spacing is only one
aspect of the joint patterns in layered sedimentary rock. It only represents the mean
spacing at the final stage of joint set development (i.e., further jointing using the same
mechanism is no longer possible). One would also want to look at the joint spacing
distributions that are generated at different stages of joint set development before
saturation. First, the shapes of joint spacing distributions for the flaw model with and
without the saturation mechanism at different joint intensities are investigated. Here,
only the compressive stress development saturation mechanism is considered because in
the field data against which these models (flaw model and later, the rejection procedure)
will be compared later, there is no evidence of interface slippage. Also, the effects of the
parameters of the stress distribution model and the strength model (i.e., the two main
components of the flaw model) on joint spacing distribution are studied. For this section
on simulated joint spacing distributions, the structure is as follows:
1. Simulated joint spacing distribution vs. joint intensity for flaw model with and
without saturation mechanism.
2. Effect of stress distribution model parameters on simulated joint spacing distributions
at fixed joint intensity.
3. Effect of strength model parameters on simulated joint spacing distributions at fixed
joint intensity.
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6.2.4.1 Evolution with Increasing Joint Intensity and Effect of
Saturation Mechanism
Recall that previous models (e.g., Narr and Suppe, 1991; Rabinovitch and Bahat, 1999)
also generated joint spacing distributions but each had some shortcomings. For example,
Rabinovitch and Bahat (1999) did not consider an in-filling process. In effect, their
model could only represent joints whose stress reduction shadows do not interact (i.e., are
far away from each other). Narr and Suppe (1991) used an approach similar to the flaw
model. However, they did not consider the effects of non-jointing layer thickness and
saturation mechanisms. Narr and Suppe (1991) also compared their model results to a
combined set of spacings from several layers where interbed slippage was observed. The
spacings from the different layers were combined into a single set because the joint
intensities were similar. In effect, a comparison was made only for a single joint
intensity.
First, consider how the flaw model with and then without the saturation mechanism
represents the evolution of the joint spacing distribution as the joint intensity increases.
In the simulations that follow, the term "saturation mechanism" only refers to the
saturation mechanism due to the development of compressive stresses. The field data
with which the new models are compared did not show evidence of interface slippage.
For the purpose of looking at the evolution of joint spacing distribution, joint spacing
cumulative probability distributions are used instead of joint spacing histograms because
cumulative probability distributions are easier to compare visually than histograms. The
phenomenon of evolution of the joint spacing distribution was only observed in
laboratory experiments (e.g., Rives et al., 1992). It would not be possible to observe such
an evolution in nature. Recall that Rives et al. (1992) observed the joint spacing
distribution change from shifted exponential at low joint intensity to log-normal at
intermediate joint intensity and quasi-normal at high joint intensity. Figure 153 to
Figure 155 show how the simulated joint spacing cumulative distributions at different
joint intensity compare to some known cumulative distribution functions or CDFs (e.g.,
exponential, log-normal and normal) for the flaw model with saturation mechanism. The
parameters (e.g., mean and standard deviation of spacing) for each known distribution
form are calculated using the maximum likelihood method (see Table 5). The
cumulative probability is then plotted on a Gaussian-logarithmic plot. The cumulative
distribution function for a normal or quasi-normal distribution will show as a straight line
on a Gaussian-logarithmic plot. At low joint intensity (Figure 153), it is clear that the
joint spacing distribution is not quasi-normal (i.e., cumulative probability is not a straight
line). However, either an exponential or a log-normal distribution would describe the
simulated distribution nicely. The better fit here appears to be the log-normal
distribution. Figure 154 shows how the simulated joint spacing cumulative distribution
function at medium-high joint intensity compares to the exponential and log-normal
CDFs. It is clear that the exponential CDF does not fit the simulated joint spacing
cumulative distribution as well as a log-normal CDF does. At joint saturation (Figure
155), both the normal and log-normal CDFs provide a good fit to the simulated joint
spacing CDF although the normal CDF is marginally better specifically at the tails.
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Table 5 - Known probability distribution forms, their parameters and the corresponding maximum
likelihood (ML) parameter estimates. Note: n is the number of joint spacing data.
Dist. Equation Param. ML Estimates
Type
f(s)=Ae-' 1 s
Exp. i=1 i s
Log- s - lnsNormal f(s) = exp -Is -- 2 Ins
(Note: s 071, 25T 2- oas n
In s is ^ 2 nAS2
normal) _"_s_= n =IIn s -A
1 ( s) - p 2 2 s -
Normal 2a72 P a n
0 n (s, -S)2
It appears that the flaw model incorporated with a saturation mechanism (in this case, the
development of compressive stresses at and below a critical spacing-to-thickness ratio) is
capable of reflecting the evolution of the joint spacing distribution from exponential to
log-normal to quasi-normal (Figure 153 to Figure 155) that has been observed in
laboratory experiments (Rives et al., 1992).
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Figure 153 - Cumulative probability distribution comparison between a simulated joint pattern of
low intensity (0.125 joints/m) and two known cumulative distribution forms (exponential and log-
normal). The flaw model with saturation mechanism is used.
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Figure 154 - Cumulative probability distribution comparison between a simulated joint pattern of
medium-high intensity (2.5 joints/m) and two known cumulative distribution forms (exponential and
log-normal). The flaw model with saturation mechanism is used.
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Figure 155 - Cumulative probability distribution comparison between a simulated joint pattern at
saturation (-8.3 joints/m in this case) and known cumulative distribution forms (log-normal and
normal). The flaw model with saturation mechanism is used.
Figure 156 to Figure 158 show how the simulated joint spacing distribution (through the
use of CDFs) evolves with joint intensity when the flaw model without a saturation
mechanism is used. At low joint intensity, the joint spacing distribution appears to
resemble a log-normal distribution more closely than it does an exponential distribution
(Figure 156). At a higher joint intensity (or smaller mean joint spacing, Figure 157), the
simulated joint spacing distribution clearly becomes log-normal. At high joint intensity
(equal to the intensity at saturation in Figure 155), the simulated joint spacing
distribution more closely resembles a normal distribution than it does a log-normal
distribution (Figure 158). A log-normal distribution will still have some curvature when
plotted in a Gaussian-logarithmic plot but the simulated joint spacing produces a
somewhat straighter line than the log-normal.
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Figure 156 - Cumulative probability distribution comparison between a simulated joint pattern of
low intensity (0.125 joints/m) and two known cumulative distribution forms (exponential and log-
normal). The flaw model WITHOUT saturation mechanism is used.
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Figure 157 - Cumulative probability distribution comparison between a simulated joint pattern of
medium-high intensity (2.5 joints/m) and two known cumulative distribution forms (exponential and
log-normal). The flaw model WITHOUT saturation mechanism is used.
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Figure 158 - Cumulative probability distribution comparison between a simulated joint pattern of
high intensity (-8.3 joints/m) and known cumulative distribution forms (log-normal and normal).
The flaw model WITHOUT saturation mechanism is used.
There is only a slight difference in the simulated joint spacing distributions at the
different joint intensities (as reflected in the CDFs) between the flaw model that uses the
saturation mechanism (in this case, the compressive stress development) and the flaw
model that does not (Figure 159 to Figure 161). The main difference is that without the
saturation mechanism, the flaw model can produce higher joint intensities (past Figure
161 in this case). The slight difference is the low cumulative probability at the smaller
spacing values. This makes sense because the saturation mechanism limits the size of the
segments that can still form a joint. Without the saturation mechanism, smaller segments
can still form new joints. Naturally, jointing in a shorter segment as opposed to a longer
one will likely lead to shorter new segments, thus the increased frequency of smaller
spacing values for the flaw model without saturation. The important point that these
figures (Figure 159 to Figure 161) make is that the shape of the joint spacing probability
distribution (depicted through the CDFs) from the flaw model does not appear to differ
depending on whether or not the compressive stress saturation mechanism is used.
However, the importance of the saturation mechanism is that it tells the model the
physical limit to the jointing process (i.e., it provides a stopping point).
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Figure 159 - Comparison between the simulated joint spacing CDFs at high joint intensity (0.125
joints/m) from the flaw model using the saturation mechanism and the flaw model that does not.
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Figure 160 - Comparison between the simulated joint spacing CDFs at medium-high joint intensity
(2.5 joints/m) from the flaw model using the saturation mechanism and the flaw model that does not.
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Figure 161 - Comparison between the simulated joint spacing CDFs at high joint intensity (-8.3
joints/m) from the flaw model using the saturation mechanism and the flaw model that does not.
These results show that the flaw model (with or without saturation) is able to reproduce
laboratory joint spacing distributions at different joint intensities. The results also
showed that there is only a slight difference in the joint spacing distribution between the
flaw model with and without the saturation mechanism.
Now, attention is turned to the two main components of the flaw model: the stress
distribution and strength models. First, the effects of the stress distribution model
parameters on the resulting joint spacing distribution are studied. Then the effects of the
strength model parameters are considered.
6.2.4.2 Effect of Stress Distribution Model Parameters
The parameters of the stress distribution model may have an effect on the simulated joint
spacing distribution produced by the flaw model. In this section, these possible effects
are investigated. To do this, the joint intensity is fixed at a constant value and the stress
distribution parameters are varied. There are two main variables that affect the
magnitude of the stress in stress distribution model (see Equation 60, page 163):
1. The - ratio.
2. The non-jointing layer thickness, d.
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Figure 162 shows that for a fixed joint intensity, the joint spacing distribution (shown
using CDFs) changes with increasing L ratio using the flaw model with saturation. The
joint spacing distributions become tighter (i.e., smaller standard deviation, Figure 163) as
the -L ratio increases. This makes sense because a larger - ratio means that the tensile
stress recovers to the maximum tensile stress more slowly with distance from the joint
than it would for a smaller -L ratio (e.g., Hobbs' model, Figure 164). The model by Ji
E,
et al. (1998) behaves in the same way with regard to I . This slow recovery of the stress
with distance exposes a small part of the segment between two joints to the largest stress.
This limits the locations at which new joints may form. This, in turn, decreases the
variance of spacing and the spread of the joint spacing distribution. On the other hand, if
the tensile stress reaches its maximum a short distance from the joint (i.e.,-L is small), a
larger portion of the segment is susceptible to new jointing (i.e., a wider range of spacing
values are possible). This increases the variance of the spacing and thus increases the
spread of the joint spacing distribution. Table 6 summarizes the effect of g- on the joint
spacing distribution.
Table 6 - Summary of the effect of the L on the variance of spacing.
Stress Recovery Portion of
with Distance from Segment Possible Resulting Variance
e of Joints Forming the Exposed to Locations of of SpacingValue Segment Larger Tensile New Joints
Stresses
High (wide joint
Small Fast Long Many spacing
distribution)
Low (narrow
Large Slow Short Few joint spacing
I distribution)
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Figure 162 - Effect of ratio on the joint spacing CDF or the joint spacing
model with saturation mechanism. Joint intensity is fixed at -4.2 joints/m.
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To see this effect of E'- on the joint spacing distribution form more clearly, the CDF of
G,
simulated joint spacing for some specific -L values taken from Figure 162 are compared
IG,
to some known CDFs (Figure 165 to Figure 169). As before, the parameters for these
CDFs are obtained using maximum likelihood estimation. Figure 165 to Figure 169
suggest that the value of -L does indeed affect the form of the joint spacing distribution
even at a fixed joint intensity. An -L value of 2.0 in this particular case leads to an
approximately log-normal joint spacing distribution (Figure 165). As the -L ratio is
increased the joint spacing distribution transitions from log-normal (Figure 166 and
Figure 167 at E of about 8.0) to approximately normal (Figure 168 and Figure 169 at
Efof about 15.0).
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Figure 165 - Simulated cumulative distribution for = 2.0 and the corresponding exponential and
log-normal CDFs. Flaw model with saturation is used.
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Figure 166 - Simulated cumulative distribution for L = 8.0 and the corresponding log-normal
CDF. Flaw model with saturation is used.
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Figure 170 shows the effect of the non-jointing layer thickness (d) on the standard
deviation of the simulated joint spacing distribution. Holding all other parameters
constant, Figure 170 shows that the standard deviation of spacing decreases as the non-
jointing layer thickness increases for a given joint intensity. The explanation for this is
similar to that used to explain the effect of '- ratio. A smaller non-jointing layer
thickness allows a faster recovery of stresses with increasing distance from a joint. This
allows a larger part of a segment to support new joints and thus a wider range of spacing
values. The standard deviation alone cannot reveal the shape of the probability
distribution of joint spacing so one must also look at the resulting joint spacing CDFs.
Figure 171 shows the cumulative distribution for simulated joint spacing. Figure 171
shows that a thicker non-jointing layer produces a joint spacing distribution that may
have a different form than that of a thinner non-jointing layer thickness. For example,
Figure 172 shows the simulated joint spacing CDF for a non-jointing layer thickness of
0.01 m. Using the same simulated joint spacing data, the corresponding exponential and
log-normal CDFs are also constructed using maximum likelihood (Figure 172). It
appears that a log-normal distribution fits the simulated joint spacing data quite well.
The same is true when the non-jointing layer thickness is increased to 0.05 m (Figure
173). However, if the non-jointing layer thickness of 0.2 m is used, the joint spacing
CDF tends to be normal instead of log-normal (Figure 174 and Figure 175). In other
words, the fit between the simulated joint spacing and the distribution from the maximum
likelihood appears to be better in Figure 175, normal, than it is in Figure 174, log-
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normal). This observation suggests that in the flaw model, the joint spacing distribution
of two layers with exactly the same material properties, layer thickness and the same joint
intensity may have different joint spacing distributions if the non-jointing layer
thicknesses differ.
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Figure 170 - Effect of the non-jointing layer thickness (d) on the standard
holding all other parameters fixed.
deviation of joint spacing
Table 7 shows a summary of the effect of the non-jointing layer thickness on the
resulting joint spacing distribution. Its effect is similar to that of the - ratio.
Table 7 - Summary of the effect of the non-jointing layer thickness, d, on the variance of spacing.
Stress Recovery Portion of
Value of Non- with Distance from Segment Possible Resulting Variance
Jointing Layer Joints Forming the Exposed to Locations of of Spacing
Thickness (d) Segment Larger Tensile New Joints
Stresses
High (wide joint
Small Fast Long Many spacing
distribution)
Low (narrow
Large Slow Short Few joint spacing
I distribution)
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Figure 171 - Effect of the non-jointing layer thickness (d) on the joint spacing CDF or the joint
spacing distribution in the flaw model using a saturation mechanism.
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Figure 172 - Joint spacing CDF for a non-jointing layer thickness of 0.01 m (jointing layer thickness
= 0.18 m) and the corresponding exponential and log-normal distributions. Flaw model using
saturation mechanism is used.
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Figure 173 - Joint spacing CDF for a non-jointing layer thickness of 0.05 m (jointing layer thickness
= 0.18 m) and the corresponding exponential and log-normal distributions. Flaw model using
saturation mechanism is used.
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Figure 174 - Joint spacing CDF for a non-jointing layer thickness of 0.2 m (jointing layer thickness =
0.18 m) and the corresponding log-normal distribution. Flaw model using saturation mechanism is
used.
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Figure 175 - Joint spacing CDF for a non-jointing layer thickness of 0.2 m (jointing layer thickness =
0.18 m) and the corresponding normal distribution. The simulated spacing data here is the same as
in Figure 174. Flaw model using saturation mechanism is used.
In the above discussion, it was shown that the flaw model closely mimicked the change in
form of the joint spacing distribution observed in laboratory experiments (e.g., Rives et
al., 1992) as the joint intensity increases. The flaw model does this with or without a
saturation mechanism in place. However, there are still slight differences in the joint
spacing distribution between the two flaw model versions as demonstrated in Figure 159
to Figure 161.
The effects of several parameters describing the stress distribution on the joint spacing
distribution were also presented and it was shown that both the -L' ratio and the non-
jointing layer thickness (d) influence the type of joint spacing distribution that results
even for the same joint intensity. Specifically, larger E ratios or larger d values cause
the joint spacing distribution to tend towards a normal or quasi-normal distribution. This
effect on the joint spacing distribution was explained in terms of the effect each of these
two parameters have on the stress distribution. Basically, larger L ratios or larger d
values lead to a slow stress recovery with increasing distance away from a joint. This
means that a smaller portion of the segment is subjected to the high stresses. This
decreases the possible number of locations for new joints and thus decreases the variance
of the lengths of the newly formed segments (i.e., the spacing). These effects are
summarized in Table 6 and Table 7. So far, only the effect of the stress distribution on
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the jointing process and the resulting spacing distribution has been considered. Now,
attention is turned to the other aspect of these models: the strength model.
6.2.4.3 Effect of Strength Model
Recall that the joint patterns resulting from the flaw model depend on two parts: the
stress distribution model and the strength model. The stress distribution model (e.g.,
Hobbs, 1967; Ji et al., 1998) determines the variation of the tensile stress along the
jointing layer whereas the strength model represents the variation of the tensile strength
along the same layer. The parameters that factor into the stress distribution model are the
material properties (e.g., E ) and the geometry of both jointing and non-jointing layers
(e.g., t and d, as well as the lengths of individual segments). Strength models, as applied
here, can be classified into two main types: uncorrelated or correlated.
For an uncorrelated model, the strength at one location along the jointing layer is
independent of the strength at adjacent locations. This results in a jointing layer that has
non-uniform tensile strength along its length. Here, the important factors are the flaw
density and the probability distribution of tensile strength at each flaw. The flaw density
controls the uniformity/non-uniformity of tensile strength along the length of the layer.
Where no flaws exist, it is assumed that the intact tensile strength of the rock prevails.
Where flaws exist, the tensile strength is assigned using the assumed probability
distribution of tensile strength. The smaller the number of flaws, the more uniform the
strength along the layer. Using a uniform probability distribution for tensile strength
does not mean that the layer has uniform tensile strength. A probability distribution is
used only to assign a specific value of tensile strength at a flaw. Different flaws will be
assigned different values of strength using the same probability distribution leading to a
layer with non-uniform tensile strength along its length.
In a correlated strength model, the strength at a point is dependent on the strength at an
adjacent point and the form of the relationship between the strengths at adjacent points
may be prescribed. This also results in a jointing layer that has non-uniform tensile
strength along its length.
Although the uncorrelated and correlated strength models both result in non-uniform
tensile strength along the length of the jointing layer, the jointing behavior should differ.
In an uncorrelated strength model, the tensile strength may change abruptly going from
one point to another close by. There are no clear sections of weakness or strength so that
joints do not tend to form or not form in specific sections. In a correlated strength model,
the change in tensile strength from one point to an adjacent point is controlled by the
correlation. It can be abrupt (low correlation) or gradual (high correlation). As a result,
clear sections of weakness or strength will result and joints will tend to form in these
sections. Consequently, the joint spacing distributions using the two strength models will
differ.
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In what follows, the effect of strength on the joint pattern is investigated. Specifically,
the influence of the strength model parameters on the standard deviation and the shape of
the probability distribution of joint spacing are studied.
Uncorrelated Strength Model
The first uncorrelated tensile strength model used here assumes that the tensile strength at
a flaw has a uniform probability distribution between some minimum and maximum
value, say the tensile strength of intact rock. In reality, it might be difficult to ascertain
the appropriate minimum and maximum tensile strength of the rock, let alone the
probability distribution of the tensile strength. For this reason, it is helpful to look at the
effect of the choice of minimum and maximum tensile strength values on the simulated
joint spacing distribution.
Simulations using the flaw model (with or without the compressive stress development
saturation mechanism) show that as long as the ratio between the maximum and
minimum stresses remains constant, the standard deviation of joint spacing is largely
unaffected given that all other parameters stay the same (i.e., material properties and joint
intensity). This is demonstrated in Figure 176 to Figure 178 where different minimum
and maximum tensile strength values are utilized to achieve the same max-to-min
strength ratio. The standard deviation of simulated joint spacing is plotted against
different -L values. The points for each max-to-min strength ratio coincide reasonably
regardless of the actual values of the maximum and minimum tensile strength values.
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Figure 176 - Standard deviation of spacing as a function of the .L ratio for two different sets of
minimum and maximum tensile strengths with the same max-to-min ratio (= 2.0). Flaw model with
saturation.
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Figure 177 - Standard deviation of spacing as a function of the f ratio for two different sets of
minimum and maximum tensile strengths with the same max-to-min ratio (= 8.0). Flaw model with
saturation.
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Figure 178 - Standard deviation of spacing as a function of the -Lf ratio for two different sets of
minimum and maximum tensile strengths with the same max-to-min ratio (= 20.0). Flaw model with
saturation.
Whereas Figure 176 to Figure 178 show that the standard deviation of spacing remains
essentially the same for a particular max-to-min tensile strength ratio, Figure 179 shows
that the joint spacing CDF remains the same for the same max-to-min tensile strength
ratio also. This is true for a range of intensities up to saturation (Figure 179).
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Figure 179 - Simulated joint spacing CDFs at different joint intensities for different choices of the
minimum and maximum tensile strength values but with constant max-to-min ratio = 2.0. Flaw
model with saturation is used.
An example of the sensitivity of the standard deviation of simulated joint spacing on the
ratio between the maximum and minimum tensile strength is shown in Figure 180. The
standard deviation of simulated joint spacing is shown as a function of the !- ratio. The
joint intensity is also fixed to a single value (-4.2 joints/m) in all the simulations. Figure
180 shows that at a given E-, the standard deviation of spacing increases with the max-
to-min ratio of tensile strength.
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Figure 180 - Effect of the ratio between the maximum and minimum tensile strength on the standard
deviation of simulated joint spacing for different values of - at a fixed joint intensity (-4.2
joints/m). Flaw model with saturation mechanism is used. Minimum tensile strength = 1.0 MPa.
As for the joint spacing CDF, different max-to-min tensile strength ratios lead to different
joint spacing distributions (Figure 181). However, increasing the max-to-min tensile
strength ratio given a fixed joint intensity does not change the form of the joint spacing
CDF (Figure 182 to Figure 184).
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Figure 181 - Effect of the ratio between the maximum and minimum tensile strength on the
simulated joint spacing CDF. Flaw model with saturation mechanism is used.
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Figure 182 - Joint spacing CDF for a maximum to minimum tensile strength ratio of 2.0 and the
corresponding log-normal CDF. Flaw model with saturation is used.
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Figure 184 - Joint spacing CDF for a maximum to minimum tensile strength ratio of 100.0 and the
corresponding log-normal CDF. Flaw model with saturation is used.
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It was mentioned that part of the strength model is the probability distribution of tensile
strength. So far, the results shown above used a uniform probability distribution for the
tensile strength or the strength at a point is a uniformly distributed random variable. It
was also shown that with such a strength model, the standard deviation of spacing and the
shape of the joint spacing distribution depend only on the ratio between the maximum
and minimum tensile strength that has been assumed. Other probability distributions can
also be used to describe the tensile strength at a point. In what follows, the use of a
normal probability distribution for tensile strength in an uncorrelated strength model is
investigated.
The flaw model using a strength model that assumes a normally distributed tensile
strength at any point behaves quite differently from that with a uniform distribution of
tensile strength. Figure 185 shows that the standard deviation of spacing is affected by
the standard deviation of the tensile strength. This effect is similar to that of the strength
model that uses a uniform probability distribution where a larger max-to-min tensile
strength ratio leads to a larger standard deviation for joint spacing. The larger strength
standard deviation in the case of the normally distributed strength model could be thought
of as having a larger max-to-min tensile strength ratio (even though there is no way to
determine the maximum and minimum values in a normal distribution). The similarity
ends there, however, since the standard deviation for joint spacing here is also affected by
the choice of the mean tensile strength. For example, using a mean strength of 7.0 MPa
with a standard deviation of 3.0 MPa will yield a different joint spacing standard
deviation than a mean strength of 17 MPa with the same 3.0 MPa standard deviation.
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Figure 185 - Effect of the standard deviation of tensile strength using the flaw model WITH the
compressive stress saturation mechanism at joint intensity below saturation (~4.2 joints/m). Tensile
strength is NORMALLY distributed. Mean tensile strength is 7.0 MPa.
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So far, only uncorrelated strength models have been considered and it has been shown
that the flaw model behavior (in terms of the joint spacing distribution) depends on the
probability distribution of tensile strength that was assumed (e.g., uniform probability
distribution vs. normal probability distribution). For a uniform probability distribution of
tensile strength, the joint spacing distribution depends only on the ratio between the
maximum and minimum tensile strength. For a normal probability distribution, however,
the joint spacing distribution depends not only on the standard deviation of the tensile
strength but also on the mean tensile strength.
Next, a correlated strength model is presented and its effects on the resulting joint
spacing distribution are investigated.
Correlated Strength Model
The second type of strength model is the correlated strength model. The previously
described strength models assume that the tensile strength at one location is independent
of the tensile strength at another location (i.e., uncorrelated strength models). Figure 186
shows the variation of the tensile strength along a 200 m long layer for an uncorrelated
tensile strength model assuming a uniform probability distribution for the tensile strength
at a point. In this example, the minimum tensile strength is 4.0 MPa and the maximum is
10.0 MPa. Having a uniform probability distribution must not be confused with being
uniform (i.e., constant). It shows that the tensile strength changes rapidly from one
location to the next. This is the result of the assumed independence of the tensile strength
at one location to the tensile strength at an adjacent location. Such a tensile strength
variation may not be realistic. For this reason a correlated tensile strength model may
need to be explored. A simple correlated tensile strength model relates the tensile
strength at some location i to the tensile strength at a previous, adjacent location (i-1) or
ln r = 0 In '-' + e Equation 72
where o, is the tensile strength at location i, o is the tensile strength at the previous
adjacent location (i-1), p,, is the mean tensile strength, # is the correlation factor
(0< 0 <1) and e, is a normal random variable with mean equal to zero and a standard
deviation of orI. In order to appreciate how each parameter affects the tensile strength
variation along the jointing layer, some examples are shown. Figure 187 and Figure 188
show the tensile strength variation for a correlation coefficient of 0 = 0.1, a mean tensile
strength p,, = 7.0 MPa and two different o, values (0.05 and 0.1). The tensile strength
is defined at 1000 points along the layer. It can be observed that for the same value of the
correlation factor, the range in tensile strength values along the layer increases as the
value of a. increases. It can also be seen that the low correlation factor leads to a rapid
change in strength from one location to another. In other words, the tensile strength
variations in Figure 187 and Figure 188 resemble that in Figure 186 save for the fact
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that Figure 186 exhibits a wider range of tensile strength values. Figure 189 and Figure
190 show the tensile strength variation along the layer for a correlation factor of 0.9, a
mean tensile strength of 7.0 MPa and two different o values (0.05 and 0.1). As a result
of the increased correlation factor, the crests and troughs of the variation of the tensile
strength along the layer are clearer than those in Figure 187 and Figure 188 where the
correlation factor is 0.1. Note that as in Figure 187 and Figure 188, the tensile strength
is also defined at 1000 points along the layer in Figure 189 and Figure 190. The effect
of each parameter is summarized in the following items:
1. An increase in -, leads to a wider range of tensile strength values for a given value
of 0 and p, (e.g., Figure 187 vs. Figure 188 and Figure 189 vs. Figure 190).
2. An increase in the correlation factor, 0, leads to a wider range of tensile strength
values for a given value of o, and p, (e.g., Figure 187 vs. Figure 189 and Figure
188 vs. Figure 190). Also, regions of low and high tensile become more clearly
defined with larger # values.
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Figure 186 - Variation of tensile strength along the jointing layer for the uncorrelated strength
model. The tensile strength has a uniform probability distribution between 4.0 and 10.0 MPa. The
strength is defined at 1000 points along the layer.
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Figure 188 - Variation of tensile strength along the jointing layer for a correlated
Parameter values: 0 = 0.1, or, = 0.1 and p, = 7.0 MPa.
strength model.
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Perhaps a clearer way to differentiate the correlated strength model from an uncorrelated
strength model would be to show how the ratio between the tensile strength values at
adjacent locations (i.e., -L) varies along the layer. For the correlated strength model,a.,._
one expects this ratio to hover around 1.0 and deviate from it with magnitudes depending
on the correlation factor, $, as well as the parameter o,. For the uncorrelated model
using a uniform probability distribution of tensile strength at a point, this ratio fluctuates
between the ratio between the maximum and minimum tensile strength and its inverse.
For example, Figure 191 shows the variation of the ratio between tensile strength values
at adjacent locations for the uncorrelated model using a uniform probability distribution
of tensile strength with a maximum of 10.0 MPa and a minimum of 4.0 MPa. The ratios
fluctuate between about 0.4 and 2.5 (i.e., between 4/10 and 10/4). Figure 192 and
Figure 193 show the variation of the strength ratios along the layer for the correlated
strength model for two different values of the correlation factor (0.1 and 0.9) but the
same o, ( = 0.1). The larger correlation factor leads to smaller fluctuations about 1.0.
Figure 194 and Figure 195 show the variation of the ratios for the two correlation factor
values (0.1 and 0.9) but with a smaller o-, (= 0.01). It can be seen that the fluctuations
about 1.0 for both cases are smaller regardless of the correlation factor. One can also
change the value of p,,, to increase or decrease the overall tensile strength of the layer
(Figure 196, p = 7.0 and p,, = 15.5 M[Pa). It can be observed that increasing the p,,
also increases the range of tensile strength values for fixed # and o, (Figure 196).
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Figure 191 - Ratio between adjacent strength values for a minimum of 4.0 MPa and a maximum of
10.0 MPa using a uniform probability distribution of tensile strength in an uncorrelated strength
model.
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Figure 193 - Ratio between adjacent strength values for the correlated strength model with
parameters # = 0.9, 0-, = 0.1 and p, = 7.0 MPa.
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Figure 194 - Ratio
parameters 0 = 0.1,
between adjacent strength values for
a, = 0.01 and U, = 7.0 MPa.
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Figure 195 - Ratio between adjacent strength values for the correlated strength model with
parameters 0 = 0.9, O, = 0.01 and pU = 7.0 MPa.
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Figure 196 - Variation of tensile strength along the jointing layer for two different mean strength
values. For both cases, 0 = 0.1, and O, = 0.05.
The joint spacing distributions from a correlated strength model are now considered.
Figure 197 shows that the standard deviation of joint spacing increases as the correlation
factor increases with all other parameters fixed. This makes sense because larger #
values lead to clear regions of high tensile strength and low tensile strength (e.g., Figure
189 vs. Figure 187). New joints are more likely to form in the regions of low tensile
strength whereas the regions of high tensile strength may remain largely un-jointed. This
leads to a greater variance in spacing, the trend shown in Figure 197. Figure 198 shows
the effect of o- on the standard deviation of spacing. A larger o, value leads to a larger
standard deviation for spacing. This effect is similar to that of the correlation factor, #.
A larger o, for a given # and p, merely enhances the absolute difference in the low
and high tensile strength values (e.g., Figure 189 vs. Figure 190). It also enhances the
chance that new joint formation will be confined to the low tensile strength areas, thus
increasing the standard deviation of joint spacing.
Figure 199 and Figure 200 show how the joint spacing CDFs are affected by the
correlation factor, 0, and o-. Figure 199 shows that as the correlation factor increases,
there is an increase in the relative frequency of the smaller joint spacing values
accompanied by a decrease in the relative frequency of the larger joint spacing values.
This is related to the observation that was made regarding the standard deviation vs. # in
Figure 197 in that new joint formation is possibly limited to the low tensile strength
areas which are better defined for larger # values. Meanwhile, Figure 200 shows that
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larger o, values also lead to an increase in the relative frequency of the smaller joint
spacing values. Again, this is related to the fact that an increase in o, leads to a larger
absolute difference between tensile strength in the weaker regions and the stronger
regions thus confining new joint formation to the weaker regions.
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Figure 197 - Effect of the correlation factor, 0, on the standard deviation of joint spacing for
different A values. The joint intensity is fixed (-4.2 /i), jointing layer thickness is 0.18 m, non-
jointing layer thickness is 0.05 m, a, = 7.0 MPa and O, = 0.1.
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Figure 198 - Effect of the parameter U. (shown as SD epsilon) on the standard deviation of spacing
for different values. The joint intensity is fixed (-4.2 /m), jointing layer thickness is 0.18 m, non-G,
jointing layer thickness is 0.05 m, /, =7.0 MPa and = 0.5.
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Figure 199 - Effect of the correlation factor on the resulting joint spacing CDF. The joint intensity is
fixed (-4.2 /m), jointing layer thickness is 0.18 m, non-jointing layer thickness is 0.05 m, or, = 0.1
and p, = 7.0 MPa.
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Figure 200 - Effect of the parameter U. (noted as SD epsilon) on the resulting joint spacing CDF.
The joint intensity is fixed (-4.2 /m), jointing layer thickness is 0.18 m, non-jointing layer thickness is
0.05 m, # = 0.5 and p,, = 7.0 MPa.
Now consider the joint spacing distributions that result when a correlated strength model
is used in the flaw model. As before, the simulated joint spacing CDF is compared with
known distribution forms whose parameters are estimated using maximum likelihood.
Figure 201 to Figure 203 show the simulated joint spacing CDFs at three different joint
intensities for a correlation factor of 0 = 0.1 and o, = 0.1. The behavior is similar to
that produced by the uncorrelated strength model in that the joint CDF resembles either
an exponential or log-normal CDF at low joint intensity (Figure 201), a log-normal CDF
at intermediate joint intensity (Figure 202) and a normal CDF at very high joint intensity
(Figure 203). This is expected because a low correlation factor means that the strength is
modeled close to an uncorrelated model.
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Figure 201 - Comparison between the simulated joint spacing CDF and those of known probability
distribution forms at a joint intensity of -0.125 joints/m. The parameter values are = 0.1,
pU =7.0 MPa and O = 0.1.
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Figure 202 - Comparison between the simulated joint spacing CDF and those of known probability
distribution forms at a joint intensity of -2.5 joints/m. The parameter values are = 0.1,
Pu = 7.0 MPa and or, = 0.1.
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Figure 203 - Comparison between the simulated joint spacing CDF and those of known probability
distribution forms at a joint intensity of -8.3 joints/m. The parameter values are # = 0.1,
p, = 7.0 MPa and a, = 0.1.
Figure 204 to Figure 206 show the joint spacing CDFs for # = 0.5 and a, = 0.1
compared to some typical probability distribution forms at different joint intensities.
Figure 204 shows that the joint CDF resembles neither an exponential nor a log-normal
CDF (but close) at low joint intensity. Figure 205 shows that the joint spacing CDF
closely resembles a log-normal CDF at intermediate joint intensity. At very high joint
intensity, the joint CDF may be described by a normal CDF (Figure 206).
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Figure 204 - Comparison between the simulated joint spacing CDF and those
distribution forms at a joint intensity of -0.125 joints/m. The parameter
p, = 7.0 MPa and 0, = 0.1.
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Figure 205 - Comparison between the simulated joint spacing CDF and those of known probability
distribution forms at a joint intensity of -2.5 joints/m. The parameter values are 0 = 0.5,
p, = 7.0 MPa and o, = 0.1.
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Figure 206 - Comparison between the simulated joint spacing CDF and those of known probability
distribution forms at a joint intensity of -8.3 joints/m. The parameter values are # = 0.5,
4 , = 7.0 MPa and a. = 0.1.
Figure 207 to Figure 209 shows the joint spacing CDFs for a higher correlation factor
(= 0.9) and a -, = 0.1. The same joint intensities as those in Figure 204 to Figure
206 are used. Figure 207 shows that at low joint intensity, the simulated joint spacing
CDF does not resemble an exponential or a log-normal CDF. At intermediate joint
intensity (Figure 208), the resemblance of the joint spacing CDF to a log-normal CDF is
not as strong as that when # = 0.5. However, at very high joint intensity (Figure 209), it
appears that the joint spacing CDF can be represented by a normal CDF.
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Figure 207 - Comparison between the simulated joint spacing CDF and those
distribution forms at a joint intensity of -0.125 joints/m. The parameter
, = 7.0 MPa and r, = 0.1.
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Figure 208 - Comparison between the simulated joint spacing CDF and those of known probability
distribution forms at a joint intensity of -2.5 joints/m. The parameter values are # = 0.9,
P, = 7.0 MPa andOJ =0.1.
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Figure 209 - Comparison between the simulated joint spacing CDF and those of known probability
distribution forms at a joint intensity of -8.3 joints/m. The parameter values are # = 0.9,
p, = 7.0 MPa and a, = 0.1.
Figure 210 to Figure 212 show the joint spacing CDFs if a, is equal to 0.5 instead of
0.1. It can be seen that this change in the value of a, does not cause the simulated joint
spacing CDF to resemble the known distribution forms more closely for the low and
intermediate joint intensities (Figure 210 and Figure 211). The resemblance at very high
joint intensity appears to be about the same. There is also a marked increase in the
relative frequency of smaller spacing values at each value of joint intensity compared to
those in Figure 207 to Figure 209.
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Figure 210 - Comparison between the simulated joint spacing CDF and those
distribution forms at a joint intensity of -0.125 joints/m. The parameter
p0 = 7.0 MPa and a, =0.5.
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Figure 211 - Comparison between the simulated joint spacing CDF and those of known probability
distribution forms at a joint intensity of -2.5 joints/m. The parameter values are # = 0.9,
, = 7.0 MPa and U. =0.5.
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Figure 212 - Comparison between the simulated joint spacing CDF and those of known probability
distribution forms at a joint intensity of -8.3 joints/m. The parameter values are 0 = 0.9,
u, = 7.0 MPa and a, =0.5.
From this investigation, it is found that the use of a correlated strength model in the flaw
model does indeed produce joint spacing distributions with different characteristics than
those produced using an uncorrelated strength model. It is also shown that joint spacing
distributions with characteristics similar to those from an uncorrelated strength model can
also be obtained using the correlated strength model if the correlation factor (#) is
lowered. With regard to strength models in general, whether correlated or uncorrelated,
the influential element is the variance of the strength values. The results have
consistently shown that a larger variance of strength leads to a larger standard deviation
of spacing as well as a different joint spacing CDF given the same joint intensity.
This completes a detailed look into the development and behavior of the flaw model.
Attention will now be turned to the second jointing model: the rejection procedure. The
same structure used to describe the flaw model will be followed in the presentation of the
rejection procedure.
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6.3 Rejection Procedure
The second model, termed rejection procedure after the process that is involved in
choosing the location of a newly formed joint, mainly uses a probabilistic approach.
Whereas Rabinovitch and Bahat's (1999) model considered the case where only a single
pre-existing joint was present (Figure 213), the rejection procedure considers the case
where multiple joints exist (Figure 214). In Figure 213, stress reduction shadows do not
overlap (Region A), whereas in Figure 214, they do (Region B). The formation of new
joints between pre-existing joints in Figure 214 constitutes a joint interaction and an in-
filling process that were not included in Rabinovitch and Bahat's (1999) model.
Figure 213 - Single joint and schematic of its stress reduction shadow.
Figure 214 - Two joints with overlapping stress-reduction shadows.
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The approach by Rabinovitch and Bahat (1999) used a hazard function, q(x), that
increases to a maximum value and then remains constant with distance from an existing
joint. From this hazard function, they derived a probability density function, f(x), for
the location of a new joint. However, the resulting f(x) is quite limited for use in
representing multiple jointing. First of all, it is one-sided because it does not consider
joint formation on both sides of the existing joint (i.e., negative x - values are not
considered), a characteristic of hazard functions which are usually applied to problems
involving time (i.e., uni-directional). This can be remedied by assigning a 50-50 chance
that the new joint location is to the left or to the right of the existing joint. Even with this
adjustment, it is still applicable only to the formation of one new joint. Lastly, the
probability density function, f(x), considers only the presence of a single existing joint.
In reality, multiple joints may exist in the layer at any time and f(x), must be updated to
reflect the presence of each newly-formed joint.
One can address these issues by working directly with f(x) instead of q(x). Factors
that affect the location of a new joint may be incorporated directly into f(x). Note that
f(x) must be updated after each newly-formed joint. From each updated f(x), a single
value of x can be generated. The generated x -values define locations of joints from
which a spacing distribution can be obtained. To generate a value of x from f(x), a
"rejection procedure" can be used. The rejection procedure is simply a method of
generating values of a random variable that follow some probability distribution.
Intuitively, the probability density function of the location of a new joint should be a
function of both the tensile stress (alo0 a0 ) and the tensile strength of the layer (a,) or
f (x) = g(oc0 ll,,). The tensile stress, local, depends on location and increases with
strain, e, and changes with the addition of new joints (i.e., a-,al = a(x, e)). The tensile
strength can be a function of location along the layer (i.e., 0-, = -,0(x)). If the jointing
layer has constant tensile strength, the probability f(x)dx depends only on the tensile
stress in the layer. However, the tensile stress is a maximum at the midpoint of the two
widest-spaced joints (i.e., the longest segment) so -that a new joint forms there with
probability 1.0. On the other hand, f(x) will be different if the tensile strength at each
point (-, = o (x)) is a random variable with probability density function f, (o-,). To
get an idea of the nature of f(x) for this case, let us first assume that a new joint is about
to form at x = x, between two existing joints (A and B) in Figure 215 and that the
tensile stress distribution just before this new joint forms is C-(x, el-) (thick dashed curve
in Figure 215). To further simplify the discussion, it is also assumed that the joint at
x = xj is the only joint that can form when e= e. Immediately after the new joint
forms, the tensile stress distribution in the segment becomes C-(x, e') (thick solid curve
in Figure 215) and the following are true:
1. o-(x 1 , e) = a (xj 1 ) or the tensile strength at x = xI is reached at a strain e =
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2. a, (x) > a(x, el-) for all x except at x = x, , x = 0.0 and x = 2.0. This means that
the jointing layer has tensile strength that is at least equal to the tensile stress
distribution before jointing at x = xJ, , a(x, e7), everywhere except at x =x, where
the first joint forms and where the existing joints (A and B) are located.
3. at (x) > a(x, el) > a(x, e') for all x except at x = x,1 , x = 0.0 and x =2.0. This
reflects the reduction in tensile stress in the jointing layer just after the joint forms.
4. o(x 1 ,, e > e') = 07(0.0, e EA) = or(2.0, e CB) = 0 because joints cannot transmit
tensile stress. Note that 6 A and EB are the strains that were required to form joints A
and B, respectively and that EA < CB < el.
5. f (x) = 0 for 0.0 x 2.0 when E = e, after a joint forms at x = xl . This is
because of item 3 and 4 above (i.e., layer is stronger than the current stress or stress is
zero). The minimum tensile strength profile in Figure 215 is the curve a-b-c-d-e but
note that the tensile strength exactly at points a, c and e are all zero because joints
have already occurred there.
For new jointing to take place at some strain, E2 > O a(x, e2) > curve a-b-c-d-e of
Figure 215 for some values of x (see Figure 216). In other words, the tensile strength
profile (curve a-b-c-d-e of Figure 215) suggested by the existing joints at x = x, ,
x = 0.0 and x = 2.0 has to be exceeded in some sections of the segment (or the jointing
layer on a larger scale) for a new joint to form. In Figure 216, the tensile strength profile
a-b-c-d-e of Figure 215 is not exceeded for x - values between points a and b', m and n,
and d' and e. Therefore, f(x) = 0 in these intervals. Note that the widths of these
intervals depends on the choice of e2 > 61 . This indicates that f(x) has to be formulated
at each increment of strain. Also, the possibility that more than one joint forms at each
increment of strain has to be considered.
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f(x)= 0 for 0.0 <x < 2.0 just after jointing at x i
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Figure 215 - Plot of C(x, eF) (thick dashed curve) and 0(x, E') (thick solid curve). Note that
afarfield = 15 MPa. The curve a-b-c-d-e is the profile of the minimum tensile strength given the
existing joints at x = 0.0 and x = 2.0 and the formation of the joint at x = x11.
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Figure 216 - Plot of o(x, El) (thick dashed curve) and o(x, E2) (thick solid curve). Note that
Ufarfield = 25 MPa for o(x,82). Intersection points between o(x, El ) and U(x, 82) near point c
are labeled m and n.
As one can see, it is difficult to incorporate both the tensile stress and tensile strength in
f(x). It is only possible to say where f(x) =0 from Figure 215 and Figure 216.
Where f(x) # 0 , the exact form of f(x) cannot be determined based on the limited
information in the figures. It is also demonstrated above that f(x) changes with applied
strain. Given all of this, an assumption regarding the form of f(x) is made in order to
simplify the problem.
A simple model for f(x) is obtained by assuming that f(x) oc . Theafarfield O'farfield E
maximum possible value that can attain is 1.0. Also, the function ')reaches
larger values in longer segments than in shorter ones (e.g., Hobbs, 1967; Ji et al., 1998).
Given this, the assumption simply means that a new joint is more likely to form inside
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longer segments than inside shorter ones. Using the simplified stress distribution models
(e.g., Hobbs, 1967; Ji et al., 1998), the function U(x) does not change with increasing
strain. Only a change in the geometry of the segments can alter it (e.g., when a new joint
is added and one segment is divided into two shorter segments). Figure 217 shows a
schematic of how "(') might vary along the jointing layer.
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Figure 217 - Illustration of the variation of normalized tensile stress along a jointed layer. The
maximum tensile stress occurs within the longest segment.
Joint locations can then be generated from f(x) and from these joint locations, the joint
spacing histogram or distribution can be obtained. Given the fact that f(x) is only
assumed, one must always keep in mind that it may not completely or realistically
represent the actual jointing process. Therefore, the flaw model should always be used in
conjunction with the rejection procedure. Where these two models give results that are in
agreement, the rejection procedure may be thought of as a faster alternative to the flaw
model for generating joint patterns. Otherwise, the joint patterns from the rejection
procedure are not meaningful. This calibration, in effect, makes the rejection procedure a
geometric model even though a mechanical component such as the tensile stress
distribution is used in its formulation. Further study is needed to determine the exact
form of f(x) = g(o-a , a).
A rejection procedure can be employed to generate new joint locations from
f(x) x) . This procedure is described in the following section.
O'fa rfi e Id
6.3.1 Rejection Procedure without Saturation Mechanisms
Values of x are generated from f(x) "(x) using a rejection procedure. In the
afarfield
following steps, the proportionality constant in f(x) '(x) need not be determined
because it cancels out in calculations. Starting with an un-jointed layer, the following
steps are performed:
1. The location of a new joint is chosen at random. It is assumed that the new joint can
form at any location along the entire layer with equal probability. A random number
between zero and 1.0 is generated, then is multiplied by the length of the entire layer
to obtain the preliminary location of the new joint.
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2. The value of "(') at this location is calculated (e.g., using Ji et al., 1998). It is then
divided by(x) ) (i.e., the maximum value of " in the entire layer, which is
)arfI(I max Of.rfield
located at the midpoint of the longest existing segment).
3. A random number between zero and 1.0 is generated using a uniform probability
distribution.
4. If the ratio calculated in item 2 exceeds the random number generated in item 3, the
location of the new joint is retained. If not, the location is rejected and the process is
repeated until a new joint is retained. The process is repeated from step 1 until a
desired number of new joints are formed. Note that in an un-jointed layer,
Ufrh - (X) everywhere so a new joint can form anywhere (rejections are
unlikely). However, as more and more joints are formed, more rejections will occur
before a valid location is produced. This reflects the increasing influence of the
existing joints on the tensile stress as the joint intensity increases. The existing joints
limit the mechanically possible locations for new joints.
The rejection procedure produces joint spacing distributions that have characteristics
similar to those observed in the field. The simulated spacing distributions are unimodal,
skewed towards smaller spacing values have tails towards large spacing values. Because
of the assumption that f(x) oc ") , this model is devoid of an explicit strength model.
fjarfield
In other words, no direct comparison between stress and strength is made to determine
the locations of new joints.
In the next section, the compressive stress saturation mechanism is included in the
rejection procedure.
6.3.2 Rejection Procedure with Saturation Mechanisms
Unlike in the flaw model, the saturation mechanism due to interface slippage cannot be
applied directly to the rejection procedure because no strains are calculated. However,
the compressive stress saturation mechanism can be implemented in the rejection
procedure because only the geometry of the segments is important in determining
whether or not compressive stresses are developed. The critical spacing-to-thickness
ratio, (),, is the only important parameter. Bai and Pollard (2000) showed that (7)cr
increases with:
" Increasing E E, ratio
" Increasing overburden stress, S,
and decreases with
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* Increasing value of D (see equation below). Note that the value of D increases when
vf decreases (for a fixed value of v) or when v, increases (for a fixed value of v,).
Also, D is positive if vf < v,, and negative if vf > v,.
(1- 2 vf)(1+ vf ) - (1- 2v,)(1+ vA)
( 2- +(1 V2)
(repeated here)
The combined effect of these three factors can be expressed as:
S=,fy 0.792 + 0.328 1 - exp - 0 .824 j
(repeated here)
where
an=
and
Ef -0.0025
0.8 24
Equation 47
0.976 -0.302D - 0.129D 2 + 0.117D 3
0.976
0.976+1.118 x10-4S, -7.562x10- 8 S2 +2.806 x10- 9 S
0.976
Using the expression for ()cr the algorithm for the rejection procedure can be modified
to reflect the compressive stress saturation mechanism in f(x) cc This can be
done by letting f(x) o ,lx) = 0 whenever x defines a point inside a segment that has a
farefild
length equal to or below the critical spacing. Figureq.218 shows ') when one of the
segments (i.e., the third one from the left) is below critical spacing.
x -
Figure 218 - Illustration of the variation of normalized tensile stress along a jointed layer when
saturation mechanism is included. The third segment from the left has a spacing below critical.
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The following steps outline the rejection procedure considering the saturation mechanism
due to compressive stress development. Starting from the un-jointed layer:
1. Calculate the value of (-),,. Note that this is calculated only once and does not
change throughout the jointing process. The location of a new joint is chosen at
random. For this step, it is assumed that the new joint can form at any location along
the entire layer with equal probability. To do this, a random number between zero
and 1.0 is generated. This number is then multiplied by the length of the entire layer
to obtain the preliminary location of the new joint. Check the length of the segment
that contains the preliminary location. If it is greater than the critical spacing (i.e.,
t (t),), then proceed to step 2. Otherwise, generate a new location until a valid
segment is found (i.e., segment length is longer than t -(f),). A segment whose
length ratio is less than t -(L) will have developed compressive stresses and
therefore, the probability that a new joint occurs there is zero (i.e., f(x) = 0 inside
that segment).
2. The value of U(x) at this new location is calculated (e.g., using Ji et al., 1998). It is
then divided by I ) (i.e., the maximum value of ,(x) in the entire layer,
jrfild max 0 *far,ield
which is located at the midpoint of the longest existing segment).
3. A random number between zero and 1.0 is generated using a uniform probability
distribution.
4. If the ratio calculated in item 2 exceeds the random number generated in item 3, the
location of the new joint is retained. If not, the location is rejected and the process is
repeated until a new joint is retained. The process is repeated from step 1 until a
desired number of new joints are formed. Note that in an un-jointed layer,
U(x) 0(x) everywhere so a new joint can form anywhere (rejections are
-7 -f,1h'h )a~~4 max
unlikely). However, as more and more joints are formed, more rejections will occur
before a valid location is produced. This reflects the increasing influence of the
existing joints as the joint intensity increases. The existing joints limit the
mechanically possible locations for new joints.
As shown above, the incorporation of the saturation mechanism into the rejection
procedure is relatively straightforward. The only step that was added to the procedure on
272 is the comparison of segment length to the critical spacing.
Next, the effects of parameters that describe the function '(x) on the saturation mean
'farfied
spacing are investigated. The following section shows the results of simulations using
the rejection procedure using different parameter values in .
0Jarfild
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6.3.3 Saturation Mean Spacing Parametric Study
For the rejection procedure, there are only two important parameters in f(x) C (x) that
0farfield
factor into the jointing process: the -L ratio and the non-jointing layer thickness, d.
Since the probability density function f(x) is proportional to the tensile stress, one can
expect the rejection procedure to behave similar to the flaw model.
Figure 219 shows that the - ratio affects the slope of the relationship between the
saturation mean spacing and the jointing layer thickness. This is consistent with the
effect of - on the relationship in the flaw model (Figure 121). Larger L values lead to
larger saturation mean spacing values given the same jointing layer thickness. However,
the difference between the slopes is more pronounced in the flaw model (Figure 121).
Smaller L leads to a larger portion of the segment being exposed to the highest value ofG,
f(x) so there is a greater chance that the segment could be divided into one short
segment (below the critical spacing) and one long segment rather than into two segments
of approximately the same length if only a small portion of the segment were exposed to
the highest value of f(x) (i.e., if the - is large). Dividing the segment into one short
and one long segment (as in the case of small - ) is a slow way to make all resulting
segments reach critical or below critical spacing. Dividing the segment into two that are
approximately the same length is a faster way to make all resulting segments reach
critical or below critical (as in the case of large E). If the resulting segments do not fall
below the critical spacing fast enough, more joints can form. This leads to a smaller
saturation mean spacing. Intuitively, the kind of segment division just described for
small and large El values leads one to think that a smaller value of E leads to a larger
variance (or standard deviation) of spacing and vice-versa. However, Figure 220 shows
that this may not always be the case. In fact, Figure 220 shows that the saturation
standard deviation of spacing is smaller for small values of QL. One must note, however,
that for smaller values of Q one is dealing with smaller joint spacing values because a
smaller - allows more jointing than a larger Thus, the standard deviation can
possibly be smaller for small L ratios! If one were to normalize the saturation standard
deviation (SSD) of spacing using the SMS, then as seen in Figure 221, despite the
scatter, that smaller - ratios do lead to relatively larger standard deviation of spacing
values.
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Figure 219 - Effect of the . - ratio on the saturation mean spacing in the rejection procedure with
saturation mechanism. The non-jointing layer thickness is 0.04 m, Vf is 0.25, and V, is 0.30.
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Figure 220 - Effect of the ratio on the saturation standard deviation of spacing. Rejection
procedure with saturation mechanism. The non-jointing layer thickness is 0.04 m, Vf is 0.25, and
V, is 0.30.
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Figure 221 - Effect of the ratio on the ratio between the standard deviation and mean spacing at
saturation (SSD/SMS). Rejection procedure with saturation mechanism. The non-jointing layer
thickness is 0.04 m, Vf is 0.25, and V,, is 0.30.
Figure 222 shows the effect of the non-jointing layer thickness on the relationship
between the SMS and the jointing layer thickness. The influence of the non-jointing
layer thickness is very slight but greater non-jointing layer thickness leads to greater
saturation mean spacing. Conversely, a smaller non-jointing layer thickness leads to
smaller SMS. The same explanation used for the effect of -L can be used here because d
influences f(x) in the same way. A small value for non-jointing layer thickness means
that f(x) is at its highest value only in a short portion of a segment. This means that
there is a greater chance that segments are divided into smaller segments of
approximately equal length. This, as explained before, is a faster way to make all
resulting segments below critical in terms of the compressive stress saturation
mechanism. For example, a segment that has length 1.5 times the critical spacing, when
divided into two segments that have approximately equal length (0.75 times the critical
spacing), will no longer allow further jointing. On the other hand, if it were divided into
two segments that are 1.1 and 0.4 times the critical spacing, at least one more joint can
form (in the longer segment which is still above critical). Again, intuition leads one to
think that a smaller non-jointing layer thickness will lead to a larger variance in spacing.
Figure 223 shows that such is the case regarding the effect of the non-jointing layer
thickness. Normalizing the SSD with the SMS (Figure 224) yields the following trend:
smaller non-jointing layer thickness values lead to relatively larger variance in spacing at
saturation.
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Figure 222 - Effect of the non-jointing layer thickness (d) on the
rejection procedure. Ef is 4.0, V is 0.25, and V,, is 0.30.
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Figure 223 - Effect of the non-jointing layer thickness (d) on the saturation standard deviation of
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Another aspect of the jointing process is the observed relationship between the joint
spacing distribution and the joint intensity. In the next section, this relationship for the
rejection procedure is investigated and compared with laboratory observations found in
the literature.
6.3.4 Simulated Joint Spacing Distributions
6.3.4.1 Evolution with Increasing Joint Intensity and Effect of
Saturation Mechanism
As in the flaw model, the evolution of the joint spacing distribution with increasing joint
intensity can also be observed in the rejection procedure. Figure 225 to Figure 227
show the simulated joint spacing CDFs for a jointing layer at three different joint
intensities. At low joint intensity (Figure 225), the simulated joint spacing distribution
more closely resembles a log-normal distribution but is also similar to an exponential
distribution. The same is true at medium-high joint intensity (Figure 226), although the
difference is less discernible. At joint saturation (Figure 227), the joint spacing
distribution resembles neither an exponential nor a log-normal distribution. However, the
middle portion of the curve which contains the majority of the joint spacing data (about
90%), appears to form a straight line indicating a possible normal distribution. Deviation
at the tail ends is understandable especially at the right end of the distribution (i.e., wider
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spacing). In both the rejection procedure and the flaw model, the length of the jointing
layer is set at a constant value. As more and more joints are formed within the layer, the
tail end of the distribution representing larger spacing values is inevitably being cut
because the longer segments are divided into smaller and smaller parts. This cutting of
the joint spacing distribution tail is seen in the CDFs as a sudden rise towards a
cumulative probability of 1.0. On the other hand, if one generates random spacing data
based on some probability distribution (as is done with the known distributions here), it is
possible to produce values that are part of the tail end of the probability distribution. This
prevents the CDF from rising abruptly in the plots.
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Figure 225 - Cumulative probability distribution comparison between a simulated joint pattern at
low joint intensity (0.125 joints/m) and two known cumulative distribution forms (exponential and
log-normal). Rejection procedure with saturation mechanism is used.
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Figure 226 - Cumulative probability distribution comparison between a simulated joint pattern at
medium-high joint intensity (2.5 joints/m) and two known cumulative distribution forms (exponential
and log-normal). Rejection procedure with saturation mechanism is used.
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Figure 227 - Cumulative probability distribution comparison between a simulated joint pattern at
saturation (10 joints/m) and known cumulative distribution forms (log-normal and normal).
Rejection procedure with saturation mechanism is used.
Figure 228 to Figure 230 show the evolution with increasing joint intensity of the joint
spacing CDF when using the rejection procedure but without the saturation mechanism.
These exhibit essentially the same behavior as the rejection procedure with the saturation
mechanism except at intensities that would be near or at saturation (e.g., the joint
intensity in Figure 227). Without the saturation mechanism, the joint spacing CDF does
not resemble a normal or quasi-normal CDF (Figure 230). This makes sense because if a
saturation mechanism were in place, the procedure would reject locations within critical
segments but accept locations within non-critical segments. Accepting only the locations
within non-critical segments allows the formation of segments with lengths near those of
the critical segments as more joints are added, thereby causing the joint spacing
distribution to resemble a normal or a quasi-normal distribution. Even with the saturation
mechanism in place, the form of the joint spacing CDF does not change much with
increasing joint intensity below saturation (Figure 225 to Figure 226). Figure 228 to
Figure 230 show that this behavior extends to even higher joint intensity if a saturation
mechanism is not utilized. Another point regarding the rejection procedure is that there is
not much difference between implementing or disregarding the saturation mechanism if
one considers joint intensities below saturation as suggested by the joint spacing CDFs
(i.e., Figure 225, Figure 226 and Figure 228, Figure 229).
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Figure 228 - Cumulative probability distribution comparison between a simulated joint pattern at
low intensity (0.125 joints/m) and two known cumulative distribution forms (exponential and log-
normal). Rejection procedure WITHOUT saturation mechanism is used.
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Figure 229 - Cumulative probability distribution comparison between a simulated joint pattern at
medium-high joint intensity (2.5 joints/m) and two known cumulative distribution forms (exponential
and log-normal). Rejection procedure WITHOUT saturation mechanism is used.
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Figure 230 - Cumulative probability distribution comparison between a simulated joint pattern at
high intensity (10 joints/m) and known cumulative distribution forms (log-normal and normal).
Rejection procedure WITHOUT saturation mechanism is used.
In this section, it has been shown that the rejection procedure must rely on the saturation
mechanism to cause a change in the form of the joint spacing distribution when intensity
increases from medium-high close or equal to saturation. This is in contrast to the flaw
model in which there was no considerable difference between the simulations with and
without the saturation mechanism.
Next, the effects of the parameters of the probability density function, f(x), on the
resulting joint spacing distributions are studied given a fixed joint intensity.
6.3.4.2 Effect of Parameters inf(x)
Unlike the flaw model, the rejection procedure does not rely on direct comparison of
tensile stress and tensile strength to determine the locations of new joints. Nonetheless,
the rejection procedure is a probabilistic approach that is grounded in mechanics,
nonetheless. The link to mechanical concepts is made through the probability density
function of joint location, f(x). The shape of this function relies on material properties
(-L) as well as layer geometry (d). Based on the assumption that a higher tensile stress
leads to a higher probability density, the locations of new joints can be determined.
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Here, the effects of the parameters in f(x) on the joint spacing distribution for a fixed
joint intensity are investigated. In all the simulations, the rejection procedure with
saturation mechanism is used. Figure 231 shows that the standard deviation of joint
spacing decreases as the L increases. This effect can be explained in much the same
way as in the flaw model. The reason is because the function f(x) is proportional to the
tensile stress in the flaw model. This explanation is summarized in Table 8. In the joint
spacing CDFs in (Figure 232), an increase in L causes a slight decrease in the relative
frequency of the smaller joint spacing values and an accompanying increase in the larger
joint spacing values.
Table 8 - Summary of the effect of L on the resulting joint spacing.
Increase in Portion of
Value of EL Probability Density Segment Possible Resulting VarianceGn with Distance from Exposed to Locations of of Spacing
f(x) Joints Forming the Larger New Joints
Segment Probability
Density
High (wide joint
Small Fast Long Many spacing
distribution)
Low (narrow
Large Slow Short Few joint spacing
I distribution)
Figure 233 to Figure 236 show that the shape of the joint spacing distribution changes,
but not dramatically, with increasing QL. The joint spacing CDF in Figure 233 for an
- of 2.0 is closer to a log-normal distribution than the CDF in Figure 236 for an L ofGr
40 even though joint intensity is the same. The exponential and normal probability
distribution forms were left out in this case because the resemblance is not as close as that
to the log-normal. Other probability distributions could be explored but it would not
have the same benefit as a comparison with actual data.
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Figure 232 - Effect of ratio on the joint spacing CDF for the rejection procedure with saturation
mechanism. All other parameters are fixed. Joint intensity is fixed at -4.2 joints/m.
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Figure 236 - Comparison between the joint CDF at = 40.0 in Figure 232 and the corresponding
log-normal distribution obtained via maximum likelihood.
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Figure 237 shows the effect of the non-jointing layer thickness on the standard deviation
of spacing. It appears that a thicker non-jointing layer leads to a smaller standard
deviation of spacing. Making use of the fact that f(x) is proportional to the tensile
stress in the flaw model, the explanation for this trend is given in Table 9. In Figure
238, the joint spacing CDFs show that an increase in the non-jointing layer thickness is
accompanied by a decrease in the relative frequency of the smaller spacing values and an
accompanying increase in the relative frequency of larger spacing values. This is the
same effect as the O' ratio because they both influence the probability density function,
f (x), in very much the same way.
Table 9 - Summary of the effect of the non-jointing layer thickness on the resulting joint spacing.
Increase in Portion of
Value of Non- Probability Density Segment Possible Resulting Variance
Jointing Layer with Distance from Exposed to Locations of of Spacing
Thickness (d) Joints Forming the Larger New Joints
Segment Probability
Density
High (wide joint
Small Fast Long Many spacing
distribution)
Low (narrow
Large Slow Short Few joint spacing
distribution)
Figure 239 to Figure 242 show that the non-jointing layer thickness also affects the form
of the joint spacing distribution even at the same joint intensity. The shape tends to
become less and less log-normal especially at the larger spacing values as the non-
jointing layer becomes thicker. The exponential and normal distributions were left out
because the resemblance is better for the log-normal distribution.
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Figure 237 - Effect of the non-jointing layer thickness on the standard deviation
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Figure 238 - Effect of the non-jointing layer thickness (d) on the joint spacing CDF for the rejection
procedure with saturation mechanism. All other parameters fixed. Joint intensity is fixed at -4.2
joints/m.
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log-normal distribution obtained via maximum likelihood.
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Figure 241 - Comparison between the joint CDF at d = 0.18 m in Figure 238 and
log-normal distribution obtained via maximum likelihood.
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Figure 242 - Comparison between the joint CDF at d = 0.20 m in Figure 238 and the corresponding
log-normal distribution obtained via maximum likelihood.
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7 Comparison: New Models vs. Field Data
7.1 Introduction
In the previous section, the new flaw and rejection procedure jointing models were
presented in an attempt to duplicate the pattern of layer-perpendicular joints in
sedimentary rock. Saturation mechanisms which determine the stopping point of the
jointing process were also incorporated into both models. The behavior of each model in
terms of the joint spacing distribution with increasing joint intensity was demonstrated.
In the flaw model, the effects of the stress distribution and strength models on the
saturation mean spacing and the joint spacing distribution were also demonstrated. For
the rejection procedure, the effect of the probability density function, f(x), was also
shown. Recall that the rejection procedure does not make use of an explicit strength
model. Its use of a stress distribution model is mainly to define the probability density
function, f(x). New joint locations are then chosen based on this function. The flaw
model and rejection procedure, when equipped with saturation mechanisms, appear to
mimic the laboratory-observed evolution of joint spacing distribution in a brittle layer on
a ductile substrate (Rives et al., 1992) with different degrees of success. The flaw model
appears to produce joint spacing distributions that are more consistent with observations
than the rejection procedure.
So far, the flaw model and rejection procedure results have only been compared to
laboratory observations regarding the shape of the joint spacing distributions. The next
step in the analysis of these models is direct comparison of the simulated joint spacing
distributions with actual field data. This will help clarify the applicability of such
simplified mechanisms of jointing to actual cases as well as determine their limitations.
Rejection procedure results are always evaluated using flaw model results. Four different
cases will be used here and each will follow the structure of presentation below:
1. General Observations
2. Joint Spacing Data
3. Model Parameter Values
4. Simulation Results and Discussion
In essence, a summary of the data is first presented and then the model parameters are
estimated. The results from model simulations are then compared with the field data.
Comparative measures consist mainly of standard deviation and joint spacing cumulative
probability (i.e., CDF). Model parameter estimation is problematic because there is a
discrepancy between what is required in the models and what is reported in joint surveys.
Field data normally consist of the following:
1. Jointing layer thickness - usually refers to bed thickness or MLT controlled by
changes in lithology.
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2. Non-jointing layer thickness - thickness of non-jointing bed, also controlled by
changes in lithology; this is not typically reported.
3. Joint spacing or frequency - from this data the joint spacing distribution and the
accompanying statistics can be calculated.
4. Scanline direction.
5. Joint orientation - strike and dip; also for this kind of jointing pattern, the joints of
concern are perpendicular to bedding.
One must also note that different field workers collect different data. For example, some
measure trace length but others do not. Also, two field workers may measure the same
thing differently. For example, spacing may be areal or scanline. Additionally, some
field workers are very explicit about how they collect data but others are less so.
The models require the following:
1. Material properties - Young's moduli and Poisson's ratios of the jointing and non-
jointing layers.
2. Layer geometry - thickness, uniformity of thickness (both jointing and non-jointing
layers).
3. Extensional strain - provides the stopping point in the jointing process.
4. Type of saturation mechanism involved - either interface slippage or compressive
stress development. Interface slippage is observable, compressive stress development
is not.
5. Flaw density - this parameter controls the non-uniformity of the tensile strength of
the jointing layer. Recall that the jointing layer without flaws is assumed to have
uniform strength along its length and the presence of flaws reduces tensile strength at
random points along the layer. This produces a jointing layer with what is effectively
a non-uniform tensile strength along its length. Non-uniformity of tensile strength
affects the resulting joint spacing distribution because it partly controls where new
joints form. Without flaws, the locations of new joints are controlled entirely by the
stress distribution which means that midpoint jointing will occur (i.e., maximum
stress is at the midpoint of a segment). It has been shown that midpoint jointing does
not lead to a realistic joint spacing distribution. As a result, a high concentration of
flaws is required in order to avoid midpoint jointing.
It is clear from the above lists that there are significant differences between typical field
data and those that are required in the model. Material properties usually require
laboratory methods to determine. Strain estimates are impractical. As a consequence, a
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number of assumptions need to be made on a case by case basis in order to estimate the
values of the parameters required in the two new models. In the four comparisons that
follow, general observations are presented first. These observations are mainly those of
the fieldworkers themselves and additional information is taken from the literature. In
each of the four cases, sections following the general observations (i.e., sections on Joint
Spacing Data, Model Parameter Values, Simulation Results and Discussion) are mainly
the result of new work unless noted otherwise. Sections named "Joint Spacing Data"
contain analyses of the joint spacing data sets in each case. Sections named "Model
Parameter Values" outline how the parameters of the flaw model and rejection procedure
are estimated. Sections named "Simulation Results and Discussion" present the
simulated spacing data and comparisons with the actual joint spacing data.
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7.2 Case 1: Becker & Gross (1996)
7.2.1 General Observations
Becker and Gross (1996) gathered joint spacing data from a single flat-lying
limestone/dolostone layer in the Gerofit Formation in Israel. The limestone/dolostone
jointing layer is approximately of uniform thickness (18 ± 1.2 cm) and bounded by
marlstone. Measurements were made along a scanline approximately 190 m long.
Although at least four vertical joint sets can be found in the Gerofit Formation, Becker
and Gross (1996) focused on the -293*-striking joint set. The other prominent joint set
strikes ~345' or ~165' (Eyal et al., 2001). Both of these sets dip vertically. Eyal et al.
(2001) find that the ~293* and ~345' sets strike parallel to the trend of the maximum
compressive stress directions associated with the Syrian Arc stress field (SAS) and the
Dead Sea Transform stress field (DSS), respectively (Figure 243). Figure 243 is not
intended to demonstrate the abutting relationships between the ~293' and the ~345* or
~165' joint sets but merely to illustrate the difference in their orientations. The
relationships among the maximum horizontal stress (SH), the joint set orientation and the
minimum and maximum extensional strains (e3 and e, respectively) for the SAS are
shown in Figure 244. The Syrian Arc stress field is older (Cretaceous to present) than
the Dead Sea Transform stress field (Miocene to present). However, this does not
necessarily mean that the joints associated with each stress field follow the same age
relationship. In fact, according to Eyal et al. (2001), in the dolostone/limestone layer
studied by Becker and Gross (1996), the ~293* is the first-formed joint set (note: Eyal et
al., 2001 included the spacing data collected by Becker and Gross, 1996 in their study).
In other layers in the same formation, the ~345* joint set is the first-formed joint set (e.g.,
Saltzman, 2001, later in this chapter). The difference between the two joint sets is not
limited to orientation. Eyal et al. (2001) also observed that, generally, the joints
belonging to the ~345' set are more closely-spaced than those belonging to the -293* set.
No material properties were measured for the jointing and non-jointing layers. Many of
the joints are filled with sparry calcite (Becker and Gross, 1996). However, they also
noted that these were filled after the formation of the joint set. This is important because
filling of joints during formation may change their mechanical behavior. Recall that
Gross (personal communication, 2004) noted that closely spaced joints may result from
mineralization because the mechanical behavior of existing joints is altered (i.e., the layer
behaves much like intact rock). Another observation is that in locations where the top of
the layer is exposed, joint trace length is much greater than joint height (typically the
thickness of the layer; Figure 245). In this case, joint height is the same as the jointing
layer thickness. The authors noted that no slippage has occurred between the jointing
layer and the non-jointing layers. This indicates that either the interface slippage
mechanism does not apply in this case or that the applied strain has not been enough to
reach saturation and, therefore, not large enough to activate slippage between the layers.
Becker and Gross (1996) also noted the existence of fracture zones along the length of
the layer. These fracture zones were classified as either a fault zone or a joint zone. The
locations of these fracture zones along the limestone/dolostone layer are shown in Figure
246. A fracture zone is typically composed of a single large discontinuity that spans
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more than one layer (i.e., it is not confined to the jointing layer). If the discontinuity
exhibits displacement along its surface (in this case, as evidenced by tectonic breccia)
then it is classified as a fault zone (solid vertical lines in Figure 246, relative vertical
displacement is also sketched). If it is purely an opening mode fracture, it is classified as
a joint zone (dashed vertical lines in Figure 246). Along the layer being studied, there
are four of each kind of fracture zone. These zones occur mainly in the middle portion of
the measured layer. The joints in most of these zones could not be measured properly by
the authors because of intense weathering. However, the authors were able to measure
the joint spacing near one of the fault zones (the last fault zone going from left to right).
Becker and Gross (1996) constructed a plot of the moving average of joint spacing with
respect to location along the scanline and found that the mean spacing near the middle
portion of the layer (i.e., adjacent to where the fracture zones are situated) is smaller than
the mean spacing near the ends. This prompted them to believe that the strain in the
middle portion of the layer is greater than that near the ends. They also believe that the
through-going fracture zones functioned as some sort of saturation mechanism. Instead
of adding more joints inside the jointing layer as strain was increased, some of the
existing joints continued through to the adjacent layers. The stress reduction caused by
these through-going joints precluded additional joint formation in the jointing layer. This
may be a case of "apparent" saturation (Becker and Gross, 1996). The saturation is
deemed apparent because the jointing layer could have taken on more joints if no
through-going joints had developed.
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Figure 243 - Schematic of the two joint sets (-293* and ~345* or ~165*) superimposed. This figure is
does not depict the actual abutting relationship between the two joint sets in layers where both are
present. Sketched from information in Fig. 12 in Eyal et al. (2001).
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Figure 244 - Schematic of the relationship among the maximum horizontal (compressive) stress
direction, the maximum extensional strain direction and the ~293* joint set orientation. Sketched
from information in Fig. 12 in Eyal et al. (2001).
Next, the joint spacing data are presented for the four different sections. Note that
measurements were not made along the entire length of the 190 m scanline. In fact, the
sum of all spacing measurements is 117.2 m. The divisions in the spacing data are not
solely based on the variation of the moving average of spacing. The divisions are also
physical due to accessibility and weathering issues along the scanline. This clarification
is important in order to avoid any impression that the four sections identified by Becker
and Gross (1996) were made only by eye. It just so happens that the more highly jointed
sections of the scanline are those which contain all the fracture zones that were observed
(Becker and Gross, 1996).
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Figure 245 - Jointing layer with an illustration of joint height vs. joint length.
- Joint Zone
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Figure 246 - Schematic of the joint and faults zones as well as the four different sections along the
190-m long scanline laid on the limestone/dolostone jointing layer in Becker and Gross (1996).
Horizontal axis is shown to scale, vertical axis is not. For fault zones, relative displacement is also
shown (magnitudes of these displacements are not to scale). Sketched from Fig. 7 in Becker and
Gross (1996) but without the vertical scale.
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7.2.2 Joint Spacing Data
Due to physical and measurement issues, the layer or scanline is divided by Becker and
Gross (1996) into four parts as noted above (sections I, II, III and IV shown to scale in
Figure 246). Note that spacing measurements were not made along the entire length of
each section, only where it was possible (Becker and Gross, 1996). Note also that the
fracture zones that were observed are located in sections II and III (Figure 246).
Statistically, this also appears to be the appropriate procedure because the average joint
spacing and standard deviation also vary according to these sections. Table 10 shows a
brief summary of the spacing data in each section. It is clear that sections II and III both
have smaller mean joint spacing and standard deviation than sections I and IV. Figure
247 shows the joint spacing histogram for the entire data set. It appears that the joint
spacing distribution is best described by a log-normal distribution. Figure 248 to Figure
251 show the joint spacing histograms for each section (I to IV). Note that the spacing
histograms from sections I and IV (the less strained portions) appear to be different from
those in sections II and III (the more strained portions). Sections II and III appear to have
log-normal joint spacing distributions (Figure 249 and Figure 250) but Becker and Gross
(1996) found, using statistical analysis, that this is not the case. On the other hand, they
found that the histograms from sections I and IV (Figure 248 and Figure 251) may be
described by log-normal distributions. Hypothesis testing by the authors also revealed
that the joint spacing in sections I and IV may come from the same distribution.
Independent Chi-squared goodness-of-fit tests confirm these observations. Regarding the
joint spacing histograms, one should note that a larger number of data generally leads to a
more well-defined or complete distribution (compare Figure 247 to histograms for each
section). So a larger data set is generally more desirable than a smaller one.
Table 10 - Summary of joint spacing data and statistics for each section (Becker and Gross, 1996).
Measurements are in m.
ACTUAL DATA Section I Section II Section III Section IV
Number of Spacing Data 110 237 271 94
Sum of Spacing Data 26.026 32.762 39.014 19.432
Mean 0.2366 0.1382 0.1440 0.2067
Standard Deviation 0.1496 0.0776 0.0931 0.1285
Skewness 1.068 0.993 1.218 1.084
Minimum 0.020 0.020 0.003 0.023
Maximum 0.750 0.397 0.670 0.640
Mean Spacing /
Layer Thickness 1.31 0.77 0.80 1.15
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Figure 247 - Histogram of joint spacing data
joint spacing data in Becker and Gross, 1996).
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Figure 248 - Joint spacing histogram for section I (constructed
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Figure 251 - Joint spacing histogram for section IV (constructed from joint spacing data in Becker
and Gross, 1996).
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7.2.3 Model Parameter Values
Given the data and the physical observations, the model parameters will now be
estimated. First, the observations must be translated into a form that can be used in the
models. Table 11 shows each field observation and its corresponding implications in the
model. Also, as mentioned earlier, a high flaw density is used in order to avoid midpoint
jointing which, from experience in an older model, leads to unrealistic joint spacing
distributions.
Table 11 - Field observations by Becker and Gross (1996) and their corresponding implications in
the model.
Field Observations Model Implications
The jointing layer is limestone/dolostone bounded Simulations can be performed using only a single
by marlstone. The limestone layer is approximately value of layer thickness (18 cm). This helps reduce
constant in thickness (18±1.2 cm) but the thickness the number of simulations that need to be
of the marlstone was not measured. Photographs, performed.
however, suggest that the marlstone layer is
approximately 5 cm thick.
Length of joints is much greater than the height of The use of a one-dimensional model may be
joints (i.e., the jointing layer thickness). See Figure reasonable. The flaw model and rejection procedure
245 for illustration of joint length. are both one-dimensional.
Eyal et al. (2001) indicate that the ~293* joint set is The effects of other joints on the formation of the
the first-formed joint set in the specific layer Becker ~293* joint set can be ignored.
and Gross (1996) investigated.
No slip between jointing and non-jointing layers is The interface slippage saturation mechanism is not
evident. applicable.
There is variation in mean spacing along the layer. Each section can be modeled separately.
The middle portion appears to be more densely
jointed than the ends. These divisions are both
physical and statistical.
A stopping point for the jointing process needs to be
defined. The actual mean joint spacing may be used
for this purpose. The actual standard deviation may
No strain measurements were taken. also be used but utilizing the mean joint spacing is
easier because it can only decrease with additional
jointing. The behavior of standard deviation is less
clear especially at the start of the jointing process.
Through-going fractures are not handled in the
Existence of through-going fractures in the form of model. - However, an indirect implication is that
fracture zones. their existence may suggest that the jointing layer is
below saturation level.
Since the joints were filled after joint set formation,
Many joints are filled with sparry calcite. it does not affect the mechanical behavior of joints
during the jointing process.
No material properties for the limestone/dolostone These material properties need to be estimated or
and marlstone layers were measured. obtained from other sources.
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The above observations may aid in defining the modeling approach but still lack material
property data. Fortunately, Saltzman (2001) studied joints in limestone/dolostone layers
from the same formation but in a different area and measured some material properties.
Four different layers of varying thickness were sampled and tested. Note that the
samples consist of intact rock and did not include joints.
Static tests by Saltzman (2001) indicate that the Young's modulus of the
limestone/dolostone layer ranges from 40 to 50 GPa. Dynamic testing was also
performed in order to capture more of the variation in the Young's modulus due to
porosity and grain size (Saltzman, 2001). The results of the dynamic tests are
summarized in the histogram in Figure 252. The Young's modulus ranges from about 30
GPa to 80 GPa. Since most of the samples had Young's moduli around 50 GPa; this
value will be used in the model simulations.
Histogram of Dynamic Young's Modulus
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Figure 252 - Histogram of dynamic Young's Modulus (constructed from data in Saltzman, 2001).
As for the El ratio, the material properties of the marlstone are needed. No
measurements were made for this particular marlstone. Available data from the literature
indicate that marlstone may have a Young's modulus between about 21.0 and 25.0 GPa.
For Poisson's ratios between about 0.15 and 0.25, this leads to shear modulus values
between 8.0 and 11.0 GPa. Assuming that the Young's modulus of the
limestone/dolostone layer is 50 GPa, this leads to - values that range from about 4.5 to
about 6.25. A range of 3.0 to 6.0 for - is used in the simulations as it appears to be
reasonable for this case.
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Saltzman (2001) also performed tensile strength tests on the limestone/dolostone samples
from the four layers. Figure 253 shows the histogram of tensile strength data. The
tensile strength values of intact samples range from about 4.0 MPa to 10.0 MPa
(Saltzman, 2001). The limited sample appears to have an approximately uniform
probability distribution between these two values. This set of data provides a good
starting point with regard to strength ranges as well as the shape of the strength
probability distribution.
Tensile Strength Distribution
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Figure 253 - Histogram of tensile strength (constructed from data in Saltzman, 2001).
Using the observations in Table 11 and the material property data from Saltzman (2001),
the simulations and comparisons can now be performed.
7.2.4 Simulation Results and Discussion
Given the parameter estimates in the previous section, a comparison between the field
spacing data and simulated joint spacing data can now be performed. First, this
comparison will be done using the flaw model and then using the rejection procedure.
Two aspects of the simulated spacing data are then compared to the actual data: the joint
spacing standard deviation and the joint spacing cumulative probability (or joint CDF).
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7.2.4.1 Flaw Model Results
Uncorrelated Strength Model
The first issue to resolve before making this comparison is whether or not the jointing
layer is at saturation with respect to jointing: This will help in the assessment of the flaw
model performance. If the actual mean joint spacing is below the predicted value of the
saturation mean spacing (SMS) then the model may not perform very well. Such a result
may suggest that the actual jointing pattern is not the result of remote extension alone.
Other jointing mechanisms may have already caused additional jointing in addition to the
remote extension. One must also note that a range of SMS values must be considered
because of the uncertainty in the material property and strength data that are available.
This means that a number of simulations need to be run using different combinations of
parameter values in order to get a reasonable range of SMS values. The parametric
studies on the SMS in the previous chapter may provide useful in reducing the number of
these simulations. Specifically, the following behavior was observed:
1. The SMS increases with increasing --. Recall also that the E factors into both the
stress distribution model (e.g., Ji et al., 1998) and the critical spacing-to-thickness
ratio (specifically, as the ratio L in Bai and Pollard, 2000). A larger I or E ratio
leads to a larger () which, in turn, leads to a larger SMS. At the same time, a
larger L means that the tensile stress recovers slowly with distance from a joint
(Figure 254). This means that a shorter portion of a segment is exposed to high
stresses thereby limiting the possible location of new joints toward the middle of the
segment. This leads to less jointing because segments are divided more quickly into
smaller ones that are likely below the critical spacing.
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Figure 254 - Shape of the tensile stress distribution for small and large L or d values.
2. The SMS increases with increasing non-jointing layer thickness, d. The non-jointing
layer thickness does not influence the critical spacing-to-thickness ratio. However, its
effect on the stress distribution is the same as that of the -LI ratio and its consequent
effect on the SMS can be explained in much the same way (Figure 254).
3. The SMS increases with decreasing D which represents relationship between the
Poisson's ratios of the jointing and non-jointirg layers in the following manner:
D = (I- 2vf)(1 + vf ) - (1 - 2vn)(1+ vn)
(1-V2)+(1- 2)
where vf and v, are the Poisson's ratios of the jointing and non-jointing layers,
respectively. D is positive if vf <V, and negative if vf >v,. Numerical simulations by
Bai and Pollard (2000) showed that the critical spacing-to-thickness ratio is affected by
the E (or -) ratio and D in the following manner:
-:s2= a 0.792 + 0.328 1 - exp -0. 8 24 L -0.0025 0.24
where
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0.976 - 0.302D - 0.129D 2 +0.117D 3
a-=
0.976
Note that this factor, a, increases with decreasing D .
4. The SMS increases with decreasing flaw density. This makes sense because low flaw
density will promote midpoint jointing. In other words, the jointing layer will
effectively have uniform tensile strength so jointing occurs at the location of
maximum tensile stress which is the midpoint between two joints. It has been
explained that midpoint jointing is a quicker way to produce segments having lengths
below the critical spacing, t -(7), (e.g., Figure 254) than non-midpoint jointing.
However, at high flaw densities, any increment of flaw density should not have a
significant impact on the SMS. This insignificant effect of an increment of flaw
density at high flaw densities was shown in the chapter 6.
5. The SMS is not affected by the ratio between the maximum and minimum tensile
strength values. This makes sense because for the compressive stress development
saturation mechanism, there is no limit to the tensile stress that can be developed
within a segment as long as its length is above the critical spacing. Therefore, it does
not really matter what the tensile strength values at the flaws are because segments
longer than the critical spacing will always be able to attain stresses equal to them.
The same is not true of the interface slippage saturation mechanism where the tensile
stresses are limited by the interface shear strength.
In the SMS simulations, the non-jointing layer thickness (d), E ratio, and D are varied.
Recall that both d and LL affect the tensile stress distribution whereas D and also E
affect (),. The SMS simulations are done at different flaw densities.
In order to determine if joint saturation has occurred, it is not sufficient to compare the
mean or median actual joint spacings to the critical joint spacing, t -(t),, as Bai and
Pollard (2000) suggest. Remember that the critical spacing is the spacing at or below
which no further jointing under this mechanism can occur. However, it is quite possible
that segments shorter than t -(t) exist as a product of the division of segments longer
than t -(t) ! Therefore, one can reason that jointing layers at or near saturation should
have a mean or median spacing smaller than t -(t) because anything longer than this
will have already been jointed. For the same reason, the maximum spacing at saturation
should be less than or equal to t -()cr. The question now becomes how much smaller
than t -), should one expect the mean spacing to be? First, the range of values that
(±)r can take is determined. Using the equation for ()cr and figuring that 1 < <oo
and -0.5 < D < 0.5, it is found that 0.8 < (t)c <1.2. The flaw model is then used to run
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simulations while varying the non-jointing layer thickness, the -LI ratio and D. Note that
changing E and D also changes (t) . These simulations show that, for the various
parameter value combinations, the saturation mean spacing (SMS) ranges from about
65% to 70% of the calculated critical joint spacing or:
SMS = (0.65 - 0.70)t -(), Equation 73
Substituting t = 0.18 m and the minimum and maximum values of ()cr, one finds that
the saturation mean spacing ranges from 0.094 m to 0.151 m for this particular case.
Looking at the actual mean spacing values from Becker and Gross (1996) (Table 12),
one finds that there is a possibility that sections II and III may be at or near saturation.
On the other hand, sections I and IV have mean joint spacing that are greater than the
calculated saturation mean spacing values. This information may be of use later in the
assessment of the performance of the flaw model when the simulated spacing data are
compared with the actual.
Table 12 - Actual mean spacing values from Becker and Gross (1996) data. Measurements are in m.
ACTUAL DATA Section I Section II Section III Section IV
Mean 0.2366 0.1382 0.1440 0.2067
So far, the SMS simulations have indicated the possibility that sections II and III may be
at saturation or close to it. If the sections are below saturation, then the parameters that
did not affect the joint spacing at saturation may actually have an effect. For example,
the ratio between the maximum and minimum tensile strength will have an effect on the
spacing below saturation. In Figure 253, it was shown that tensile strength could have a
uniform probability distribution with a minimum of 4.0 MPa and a maximum of 10.0
MPa. This serves as a starting point for the range of tensile strength in the simulations.
The following parameter values will also be used in the simulations:
1. Jointing layer thickness = 0.18 m (actual measurement).
2. Non-jointing layer thickness - 0.05 m (scaled from a photograph).
3. Young's modulus of jointing layer ~ 50000 MPa (from Saltzman, 2001).
4. - ranges from 3.0 to 6.0. This represents a reasonable range of values for a
limestone/dolostone jointing layer with marlstone bounding layers.
5. Poisson's ratio for limestone/dolostone jointing layer is assumed to be 0.25 and 0.30
for the marlstone non-jointing layer. The Poisson's ratios affect the (t)cr used in the
simulations.
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Another consequence of the sections being below saturation is that a stopping point for
the jointing process must be indicated. In this case, the actual mean spacing can be used.
In the following simulations, the jointing process stops when the simulated mean spacing
reaches the actual mean spacing. Two elements are then studied: the standard deviation
of joint spacing and the joint spacing cumulative probability. An attempt to include
skewness was made but it was realized that the skewness varies so much from one
simulation to another that it would be impossible to obtain a value that would be
representative for a given set of input parameters. It would also be unreasonable to
expect that the actual joint spacing skewness is representative of the skewness for some
level of jointing. Also, when comparing simulated to actual joint spacing distributions,
CDF plots are used instead of histograms because they are easier to compare visually.
Note, however, that a histogram can show details about the distribution that may not be
clear in a CDF. Be reminded also that the simulation results that follow are from the flaw
model with saturation mechanism.
Section I
Figure 255 shows the standard deviation vs. E relationship for section I for two
different ranges of tensile strength. In these flaw model comparisons, the strength at the
flaws is assumed to have a uniform probability distribution between a minimum and
maximum value (as suggested by the Saltzman, 2001 data). The first range is that which
is suggested by the Saltzman (2001) data. This is then increases by 2.0 MPa in both
directions. Figure 255 shows that the standard deviation of joint spacing is sensitive to
this change in strength range. The wider tensile strength range produces higher standard
deviation values that are closer to the actual value (- 0.15 m) for reasonable E, ratios
(3.0 to 6.0).
Using these two tensile strength ranges, the joint spacing CDFs for section I were also
generated using the reasonable range of £5 ratios. Figure 256 shows the actual vs.
simulated joint spacing CDFs for a tensile strength range between 4.0 MPa and 10.0
MPa. This range of tensile strength is obtained from Saltzman (2001). Figure 256
shows that for the range of - ratios used, the simulations underestimate the number of
small spacing data and overestimate the number of large spacing data. The simulated
joint spacing CDFs lie below the actual at small spacing values and above the actual at
large spacing values. Basically, the flaw model does not represent the actual joint
spacing distribution well for this tensile strength range. Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S)
testing accepts the hypothesis that the actual data and the simulated spacing data come
from the same distribution (i.e., hypothesis H0 ) at the 0.05 level only for E = 3.0 in
Figure 256.
Figure 257 compares the actual joint spacing CDF with the simulated CDFs using a
range of - ratios but now with a slightly wider range of tensile strength (2.0 to 12.0
MPa). It shows a better agreement between the actual joint spacing CDF and the
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simulated data than that demonstrated in Figure 256 although there is still a very small
underestimation for smaller spacings (Figure 257). This also coincides with the
improvement in the simulated standard deviation of spacing that was shown in Figure
255. There is also not much difference in the simulated curves for the different E, ratios.
K-S testing accepts H0 at the 0.05 level for all -L ratios used in Figure 257.
An even better fit is achieved if the tensile strength range is increased such that the
minimum is much smaller than the maximum (Figure 258). K-S testing accepts the
hypothesis that the actual and simulated spacing data in Figure 258 are from the same
probability distribution. Remember that the tensile strength range given by Saltzman
(2001) is a possible tensile strength range. One should realize that the actual range may
be narrower or wider than that. Considering that the tensile strength data come from
intact samples, one can expect the actual tensile strength range to be wider. However, it
should be noted that for the simulations where the minimum tensile strength is << than
the maximum (e.g., Figure 258 and the corresponding plots for the other sections), the
tensile strength range used is highly unlikely (min = 1.0 MPa, max = 1x10 7 MPa) and
serves only to demonstrate the limit of the joint CDF as the range of tensile strength is
increased.
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Figure 255 - Standard deviation vs. L ratio for section I (two tensile strength ranges). Actual
standard deviation of joint spacing - 0.15 m.
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Section II
Figure 259 shows the relationship between the simulated standard deviation of joint
spacing and the L ratio for section II using the two different tensile strength ranges.
Recall that section II and section III are more densely jointed than sections I and IV. As
a result, the mean joint spacing and standard deviation take on smaller values than those
in sections I and IV. In Figure 259, it is apparent that the flaw model underestimates the
joint spacing standard deviation (actual ~ 0.08 m) for reasonable values of -'- (3.0 to
6.0).
Figure 260 to Figure 262 show the simulated joint spacing CDFs for the range of
reasonable El values using different tensile strength ranges. Unlike in section I, the
improvement in the joint spacing distribution fit is less pronounced as the tensile strength
range is widened. For the section II results, in general, the flaw model underestimates the
number of smaller spacings and overestimates the number of larger spacings. In other
words, the simulated joint CDFs lie below the actual joint CDF in the small spacing data
range but lie above the actual joint CDF in the large spacing data range (Figure 260 to
Figure 262). The flaw model is unable to produce the more closely spaced joints that are
found in the actual data. Even for the extremely wide tensile strength range (Figure
262), the fit is not as good as that for section I (Figure 258). Kolmogorov-Smirnov
testing reveals that H0 is rejected at the 0.05 level for all cases in Figure 260 and Figure
261 and for - = 6.0 in Figure 262. For El = 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0 in Figure 262, hypothesisGil G
HO is accepted at the 0.05 level.
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Figure 259 - Standard deviation vs. -f- ratio
standard deviation of joint spacing - 0.08 m.
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Figure 260 - Comparison between actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs for section II using four
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Section III
As in section II, the flaw model grossly underestimates the standard deviation of spacing
for a reasonable range of - values (Figure 263 for section III). Like section II, section
III is more densely jointed than sections I and IV. It appears that the flaw model behaves
the same way for both of these sections.
Figure 264 to Figure 266 show the simulated joint spacing CDFs together with the
actual joint spacing CDFs. As before, three different tensile strength ranges are used. In
this case, the improvement in the simulated joint spacing CDF expected with the
widening of the tensile strength range does not occur. The flaw model again
underestimates the number of smaller spacings and overestimates the number of larger
spacings. This behavior is similar to that observed in the simulations for section II;
sections II and III have almost the same joint intensity. However, it appears that the
deviation between the joint spacing CDFs is worse here. No matter how wide the tensile
strength range is, there is still a discrepancy in the cumulative probability distribution
(Figure 266). Kolmogorov-Smirnov testing confirms this observation as H0 is rejected
at the 0.05 level in all cases in Figure 264 to Figure 266.
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Figure 263 - Standard deviation vs. L- ratio
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Figure 265 - Comparison between actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs for section III using four
different -L- ratios for a minimum tensile strength of 2.0 MPa and a maximum of 12.0 MPa.
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Section IV
Figure 267 shows the simulated joint spacing standard deviation vs. - L relationship for
section IV. For reasonable - values (i.e., 3.0 to 6.0), the flaw model underestimates the
standard deviation (actual value is 0.1285 m). Recall that section IV has a mean spacing
that is a bit smaller than section I (0.2067 m vs. 0.2366 m). Figure 268 to Figure 270
show the simulated joint CDFs compared with the actual CDFs for the three different
strength ranges and for the reasonable range of L values. They show that the flaw
model again underestimates the number of small spacings. This is especially true when
the tensile strength range is the narrowest (Figure 268). Kolmogorov-Smirnov testing
rejects H0 at the 0.05 level for all cases in Figure 268. Improvement can be observed as
the tensile strength range is widened (Figure 269 and Figure 270). However, the fit
between the simulated and actual CDFs is not as good as for section I (Figure 269 and
Figure 270 vs. Figure 257 and Figure 258). On the other hand, the fit in Figure 269
and Figure 270 is clearly better than that in sections II and III (Figure 261 and Figure
262 for section II and Figure 265 and Figure 266 for section III). K-S testing accepts
Ho at the 0.05 level in all cases in Figure 269 and Figure 270.
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Discussion
Overall, the flaw model appears to consistently underestimate the standard deviation of
spacing but is able to simulate the joint spacing CDFs for sections I and IV more
effectively than for sections II and III. Sections II and III were shown to be more densely
jointed than sections I and IV. In fact, the mean spacing values for sections II and III
(-0.14 m and -0.144, respectively) lie inside the calculated saturation mean spacing
range of 0.094 m to 0.151 m for this case. This indicates a possibility that sections II and
III are jointed beyond the saturation because their mean spacing values are below the
upper bound of the SMS. Additional jointing may have occurred beyond saturation and
such a process is beyond the scope of the flaw model. Another possibility lies in the fact
that sections II and III contain all the fracture zones (i.e., the joint and fault zones, see
Figure 246) that were observed along the 190 m scanline. These may have influenced
the joint formation in the limestone/dolostone layer not just in sections II and III but in
sections I and IV as well (possibly to a lesser degree). The jointing process that may
result from the formation of these fracture zones may differ from that being modeled by
the flaw model.
The above comparison demonstrates one of the limitations of the flaw model and
indicates that it may no longer be applicable when the joint pattern is beyond saturation.
Jointing beyond saturation may be brought about by a process that is different from the
remote extension of the layer on which the flaw model is based. As for the strength
model it appears that an assumed uniform probability distribution of tensile strength at a
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point appears to suffice. However, the use of a correlated strength model is also
investigated in the following section.
Correlated Strength Model
So far, the tensile strength at a point along the jointing layer was assumed to be
independent of the tensile strength at an adjacent point. This may not be a realistic way
of representing the non-uniform tensile strength of a layer. For this reason, the use of a
correlated strength model was explored. In such a strength model, the tensile strength at
a point is related to that at an adjacent point. A correlated strength model produces
tensile strength variations that are different from an uncorrelated strength model in that
there are clear peaks and valleys in the strength profile along the length of the layer. New
joint formation is likely to be concentrated in the valleys. The correlated strength model
is now used to simulate joint spacing for comparison with actual joint spacing.
First, the values of the correlated strength model parameters (see Equation 74 below)
need to be estimated. Recall from page 248 that the correlated strength model is given by
ln 4 = 0 ln - + Fi Equation 74
where a is the tensile strength at location i, o-_ is the tensile strength at the previous
adjacent location (i-1), p,, is the mean tensile strength, 0 is the correlation factor
(0 <0 <1) and e, is a normal random variable with mean equal to zero and a standard
deviation of o-,. Detailed knowledge of the locations along the layer where Saltzman
(2001) obtained test samples is needed in order to estimate the parameter 0. Because
this information is not available, simulations will be performed using different correlation
factor values. In order to estimate the parameter o-, the above expression is expanded to
yield the following:
Ina, -Inp, =#0 n o-ts_ - 0 np, +.F,
It can be seen that the parameter ei is related to the natural logarithm of the tensile
strength. As a first estimate, or is assumed equal to the standard deviation of the natural
logarithms of the tensile strength from the data (i.e., from Saltzman, 2001) or
0-, = Ig . This yields a value of or ~0.2 using Saltzman's (2001) tensile strength
data. Also, from the tensile strength data, the minimum and maximum tensile strength
values are -4.0 and -10.0 MPa, respectively. These give a mean tensile strength of
p, = 7.0 MPa. These parameter values are used in the simulations.
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Section I
Figure 271 shows the standard deviation of joint spacing as it varies with the -G- ratio for
different values of the correlation factor. The reasonable values for the -L ratio (i.e., 3.0
to 6.0) and the actual standard deviation of spacing are also shown. From Figure 271, it
appears that the actual standard deviation can be achieved given a, = 0.2, - is between
3.0 and 6.0, and p,, = 7.0 MPa when the correlation factor, #, is greater than about 0.7
but less than 0.9. In other words, a highly correlated strength variation along the layer
may lead to a realistic joint pattern in terms of the joint spacing distribution. However,
Figure 272 shows that this is not necessarily the case. Figure 272 shows the actual and
simulated joint spacing CDFs for different correlation factor values that are greater than
0.7 with o- =0.2, p, =7.0 MPa and =3.0. The simulated joint spacing CDFs
underestimate the relative frequency of the small joint spacing values, overestimate that
of the intermediate spacing values and underestimate that of the large spacing values.
Given this information, there is no need to look at the resulting joint spacing CDFs for
E > 3.0 because the effect of increasing the LI- ratio is to reduce the relative frequency
of the smaller spacing values. Kolmogorov-Smirnov testing indicates that the hypothesis
that the actual and simulated spacing data come from the same probability distribution
(i.e., hypothesis HO) is accepted at the 0.05 level for # = 0.70, 0.75 and 0.80 in Figure
272. H0 is rejected at the 0.05 level for 0 > 0.80 in Figure 272. Increasing the value of
u, does not appear to help even though it leads to an increase in the relative frequency of
smaller spacings (Figure 273). In fact, hypothesis H0 is rejected for all cases in Figure
273.
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Figure 271 - Standard deviation of joint spacing vs. for section I using different values of the
correlation factor, 0. Other parameter values are = 7.0 and a. = 0.2.
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Figure 272 - Simulated joint spacing CDFs for different values of the correlation factor (> 0.7)
together with the actual joint spacing CDF for section I. The simulation parameter values are:
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Section II
Figure 274 shows the standard deviation of joint spacing as it varies with the -LI ratio for
section II. The actual joint spacing standard deviation is about 0.08 m (shown). Figure
274 also shows that for a reasonable range of -L- values, the actual standard deviation of
spacing may be achieved in simulations using a high correlation factor (greater than
about 0.9). For the joint spacing CDF simulations, a range from 0.7 to 0.95 was used.
Using the initial estimate of o-, p, =7.0 and -L =3.0, the joint spacing CDFs for
section II are shown in Figure 275. It can be seen that the simulated joint spacing CDFs
do not resemble the actual joint spacing CDF (Figure 275). As mentioned in the results
for section I, an increase in the -L ratio only causes the simulated relative frequency of
the small spacings to decrease and will not lead to an improvement in the comparison.
An increase in the value of -, (from which one can expect the increase in the relative
frequency of smaller spacing values) does not appear to improve the fit between the
actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs either (Figure 276). In K-S testing, the
hypothesis H0 is rejected at the 0.05 level for all cases in Figure 275 and Figure 276. It
must be noted in Figure 276 that the joint CDF for # = 0.85 results from a simulation
where the simulated joint intensity fell substantially below the target joint intensity due to
the saturation mechanism. Simulations such as this result from time to time especially
when the target joint intensity is within the range of simulated saturation joint intensity
(i.e., Equation 73). In the case of Becker and Gross (1996), the simulated saturation
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joint intensity ranges from 6.6 to 10.6 joints per meter (i.e., mean spacing of 0.094 m to
0.151 m). For section II, the actual observed joint intensity is 7.2 joints per meter (i.e.,
mean spacing of 0.1382 m). In any case, the curve for 0 = 0.85 Figure 276 should lie
closer to those of the other # values if the target joint intensity were to be attained.
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Figure 274 - Standard deviation of joint spacing vs. - for section II using different values of the
correlation factor, 0. Other parameter values are /, = 7.0 and a. = 0.2.
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Figure 275 - Simulated joint spacing CDFs for different values of the correlation factor (2 0.7)
together with the actual joint spacing CDF for section II. The simulation parameter values are:
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Figure 276 - Simulated joint spacing CDFs for different values of the correlation factor ( 0.7)
together with the actual joint spacing CDF for section II. The simulation parameter values are:
Ej 3.0, c =0.5 and U, = 7.0.
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Section III
Figure 277 shows the relationship between the standard deviation of joint spacing and
the -L ratio for different values of the correlation factor, /, for section III. The actual
standard deviation of spacing is about 0.09 m and Figure 277 shows that this value could
not be achieved in the simulations using different # values. It also appears that the
standard deviation does not vary much with # for the range of reasonable L ratios
(Figure 277). In the simulations, the correlation factor is varied from 0.70 to 0.95. As
for section II, the simulated joint spacing CDFs for an -L of 3.0 using # > 0.7 do not
resemble the actual joint spacing CDF (Figure 278). If the value of o, is increased to
0.5, the relative frequency of the smaller spacings is increased but the shapes of the
simulated joint spacing CDFs are different from those of the actual joint spacing CDFs
(Figure 279). In K-S testing, the hypothesis H0 is rejected at the 0.05 level for all cases
in Figure 278 and Figure 279.
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Figure 277 - Standard deviation of joint spacing vs. f for section III using different values of the
correlation factor, 0. Other parameter values are U = 7.0 and 0 . = 0.2.
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Figure 279 - Simulated joint spacing CDFs for different values of the correlation factor ( 0.7)
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Section IV
Figure 280 shows the simulated standard deviation of joint spacing for various E I values
using different correlation factor values for section IV. Figure 280 shows that the actual
standard deviation (0.13 m) can be achieved if the correlation factor is greater than about
0.7 for LL from 3.0 to 6.0. Figure 281 shows the simulated joint spacing CDFs for an
Ef of 3.0 and correlation factors from 0.70 to 0.95. Like in section I, which has a similar
joint intensity, the simulated joint spacing CDFs for section IV do not fit the actual data.
The model underestimates the relative frequency of smaller spacings, overestimates the
relative frequency of intermediate and underestimates those of larger spacings (Figure
281). K-S testing reveals that the hypothesis Ho is accepted at the 0.05 level for # =
0.70, 0.75 and 0.80 in Figure 281. H0 is rejected at the 0.05 level for the other 0 values
in Figure 281. In order to increase the simulated relative frequency of smaller spacings,
one can increase the value of a-. However, Figure 282 shows that although the relative
frequency of the small spacings is indeed increased when this is done, the fit between the
actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs is still not very good. Specifically, the
discrepancy between the actual and simulated joint CDFs at intermediate and large
spacings becomes bigger than that in Figure 281. In fact, hypothesis Ho is rejected at
the 0.05 level for all # values in Figure 282.
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Figure 280 - Standard deviation of joint spacing vs. -i- for section IV using different values of the
correlation factor, 0. Other parameter values are p, = 7.0 and a., = 0.2.
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Figure 281 - Simulated joint spacing CDFs for different values of the correlation factor ( 0.7)
together with the actual joint spacing CDF for section IV. The simulation parameter values are:
= 3.0,- 0.2 and U, =7.0.
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Figure 282 - Simulated joint spacing CDFs for different values of the correlation factor ( 0.7)
together with the actual joint spacing CDF for section IV. The simulation parameter values are:
3.0, =0.5 and U, = 7.0.
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Discussion
The correlated strength model does not appear to be an effective strength model for
simulating the joint patterns in this case. For sections I and IV, chi-square goodness-of-
fit tests indicate that the simulated spacing data (in Figure 272 and Figure 281) cannot
be described by log-normal probability distributions. On the other hand, the actual data
for these two sections were effectively described by log-normal probability distributions
in Becker and Gross (1996). Despite this, K-S testing accepts hypothesis Ho (i.e., that
the simulated and actual spacing data come from the same probability distribution) in
some cases for sections I and IV (Figure 272 and Figure 281). From the parametric
studies described in the previous chapter (6 - New Models, page 161), the correlated
strength model could produce log-normally-shaped joint spacing probability distributions
at intermediate joint intensity when the correlation factor is low (<0.5). For high
correlation factors, which were required in this case to produce realistic standard
deviation values, those same studies showed that the resulting joint spacing probability
distributions were largely different from log-normal. As for sections II and III, it was
hoped that the correlated strength model would help to produce smaller spacings that
could not be produced with the uncorrelated strength model. Recall that the
discrepancies between the actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs using the
uncorrelated strength model were essentially underestimation of the relative frequency of
smaller spacings coupled with overestimation of that of larger spacings. Unfortunately,
the results from the correlated strength model still cannot eliminate this discrepancy.
This may be another indication that a different jointing process may have acted on the
two middle sections to produce the final joint pattern. Recall also that the joint and fault
zones are confined mainly within these two sections (Figure 246).
7.2.4.2 Rejection Procedure Results
The simulation results for each section using the rejection procedure with the saturation
mechanism are now presented. The saturation mechanism basically assigns a zero
probability density (f(x) = 0) to a segment whose length is below the critical joint
spacing. First, a standard deviation comparison is made followed by a comparison
between the simulated and actual joint spacing CDFs.
Section I
Figure 283 shows the standard deviation vs. -L relationship for section I using the
rejection procedure. As expected, the standard deviation is higher than that produced in
the flaw model. In fact, for reasonable values of L (3.0 to 6.0), the rejection procedure
overestimates the actual standard deviation of spacing (-0. 15 m).
Figure 284 shows the simulated joint CDF for section I for a range of L values
compared with the actual joint spacing CDF. It can be seen that the simulated joint
spacing CDFs overestimate the number of small joint spacings. This is in contrast to the
results from the flaw model for section I where the number of small spacings was
underestimated to various degrees depending on the range of tensile strength that was
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used (i.e., Figure 256 to Figure 258). Overall, though, there appears to be good
agreement between the simulated and the actual spacing data as suggested by Figure 284.
Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests show that hypothesis Ho (i.e., actual and simulated data
come from the same probability distribution) is accepted at the 0.05 level for all cases in
Figure 284.
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Figure 283 - Standard deviation vs. ratio for section I. Actual standard deviation of joint
spacing - 0.15 m.
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Section II
Figure 285 shows the standard deviation vs. -E- relationship for section II using the
rejection procedure with saturation mechanism. The rejection procedure appears to
underestimate the actual standard deviation of spacing for reasonable values of -L- (3.0 to
6.0) but there appears to be a good agreement between the simulated and actual joint
spacing CDFs (Figure 286). In fact, the fit is better than that for the flaw model for the
same section (Figure 260, Figure 261 and Figure 262). In K-S testing, the hypothesis
HO is accepted at the 0.05 level for all cases in Figure 286.
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Figure 285 - Standard deviation vs. ratio for section II. Actual standard deviation of joint
spacing ~ 0.08 m.
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Section III
Figure 287 shows the standard deviation vs. - relationship for section III using the
rejection procedure with saturation mechanism. As in section II, the rejection procedure
underestimates the standard deviation of joint spacing inside the reasonable range of -
values (3.0 to 6.0). The simulated joint CDFs also underestimate the number of smaller
spacings (Figure 288). However, K-S testing accepts hypothesis H0 at the 0.05 level in
all cases in Figure 288.
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Section IV
Figure 289 shows that the rejection procedure overestimates the standard deviation of
spacing for E between 3.0 and 6.0 in section IV but there appears to be a good
agreement between the simulated joint spacing CDFs and the actual joint spacing CDFs
(Figure 290) although the number of smaller spacings is slightly overestimated by the
rejection procedure. K-S testing reveals that the hypothesis H0 is accepted at the 0.05
level for all cases in Figure 290.
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Figure 290 - Comparison between actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs for section IV using four
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Although the rejection procedure appears to work better than the flaw model in terms of
the joint spacing CDF for all four sections, one must keep in mind that the rejection
procedure is not a mechanical model. It is based on the assumption that f(x) oc
rather than a real determination of f(x) = g(o-(x), o, (x)). Any good agreement between
the simulated spacing CDFs from the rejection procedure and an actual joint spacing
CDF is probably coincidental and the flaw model results should always serve as a guide
in assessing the performance of the rejection procedure. The results of the rejection
procedure for sections I and IV agree with those from the flaw model. Given this, the
rejection procedure can be used to simulate joints for sections I and IV because it is a
faster alternative to the flaw model. For sections II and III, the agreement between
rejection procedure results and actual data is merely coincidental because the rejection
procedure allows for smaller spacings that cannot be produced in the flaw model.
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7.3 Case 2: Saltzman (2001)
7.3.1 General Observations
Saltzman (2001) investigated the possibility of a correlation between joint spacing and
material properties in layered sedimentary rock at Nahal Nekarot in southern Israel.
Specifically, layer-confined vertical joints striking ~165* (or ~345O) were investigated in
limestone/dolostone layers belonging to the Gerofit formation. These jointed layers are
bounded by un-jointed marlstone layers. Recall that Becker and Gross (1996)
investigated layer-confined joints striking -293* in different layers within the same
formation in a nearby area. In Saltzman's (2001) study, joint spacing measurements from
a single joint set found in four limestone/dolostone layers with thickness ranging from
12.0 cm (0.12 m) to 52.0 cm (0.52 m) were made (Figure 291). For unknown reasons,
Saltzman (2001) did not make any joint measurements from the limestone/dolostone
layer between layers 1 and 2 (Figure 291). The layers also appear to be numbered
according to decreasing mean joint spacing (layer 1, 13.96 cm; layer 2, 10.38 cm; layer 3,
8.64 cm; layer 4, 5.91 cm). The ~165* striking joint set is the primary joint set in these
four layers (Saltzman, 2001). In other words, it is the first-formed joint set in these
layers.
Eyal et al. (2001) determined that the ~165* or ~3450 joint set was formed under the
Dead Sea Transform stress field (DSS). This pertains to a regional compressive stress
oriented NNW-SSE. Figure 292 shows the orientation of the DSS together with the
maximum and minimum extensional strains (el and e3, respectively) as well as the
~165' joint set. The joints propagated normal to the maximum extensional strain (e1).
Recall the in Becker and Gross (1996), the first-formed joints (striking -293*) in the
studied layer were associated with the Syrian Arc stress field (SAS) which strikes ~293'.
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Figure 291 - Schematic of the limestone/dolostone layers studied by Saltzman (2001) (sketched from
a photograph in Saltzman, 2001). The layers are bounded by marlstone (represented by dark solid
lines).
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Figure 292 - Schematic of the relationship among the maximum horizontal stress, the maximum and
minimum extensional strains and the ~165* joint set orientation. Sketched from information in Fig.
12 in Eyal et al. (2001).
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7.3.2 Joint Spacing Data
Table 13 shows the spacing statistics for the ~165' joint set from each of the four layers
(see also Figure 291). Compared to the data on the -2930 joint set gathered by Becker
and Gross (1996) in another layer, the joint intensities here are generally much higher
(i.e., mean spacing-to-thickness ratios are much smaller). Becker and Gross (1996)
recorded mean spacing-to-thickness ratios from 0.77 to 1.31. Saltzman (2001), on the
other hand, records mean spacing-to-thickness ratios in the 0.20 to 0.27 range for three of
the four layers (Table 13). Eyal et al. (2001) also made the observation that joint
intensities associated with the Dead Sea Transform stress field (DSS) tend to be higher
than those associated with the Syrian Arc stress field (SAS).
Table 13 - Summary of joint spacing statistics for each layer. Measurements are in cm.
Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4
(GN1) (GN2) (GN3) (GN4)
Number of 30 59 49 62
Spacings
Mean Spacing 13.96 10.38 8.64 5.91
(cm)
Standard 6.67 4.48 3.44 2.91
Deviation of
Spacing (cm)
Layer 52 12 37 30
Thickness (cm)
Mean Spacing
/ Layer 0.27 0.87 0.23 0.20
Thickness
Figure 293 to Figure 296 show the joint spacing histograms for each of the four layers.
These follow the general shape of joint spacing distributions described in chapter 2:
unimodal and skewed towards small spacings. Figure 297 to Figure 300 show the joint
spacing CDF for each layer along with the corresponding log-normal CDF estimated
using maximum likelihood. There appears to be very good agreement between the
spacing data and the corresponding estimated log-normal distributions. Chi-Squared
goodness-of-fit tests accept the hypothesis that each of the four joint spacing datasets can
be described by log-normal probability distributions. Also, despite the very high joint
intensities observed here, none of the joint spacing data exhibit a quasi-normal
distribution as Rives et al. (1992) observed in their laboratory experiments at high joint
intensities.
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Figure 293 - Spacing histogram for layer 1 (GN1). Constructed from data in Saltzman (2001).
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Figure 294 - Spacing histogram for layer 2 (GN2). Constructed from data in Saltzman (2001).
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Figure 295 - Spacing histogram for layer 3 (GN3). Constructed from data in Saltzman (2001).
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Figure 296 - Spacing histogram for layer 4 (GN4). Constructed from data in Saltzman (2001).
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Figure 297 - Joint spacing CDF for layer 1 and a log-normal distribution. Chi-squared goodness-of-
fit accepted at the 0.05 and 0.01 levels.
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Figure 298 - Joint spacing CDF for layer 2 and a log-normal distribution. Chi-squared goodness-of-
fit accepted at the 0.05 and 0.01 levels.
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Figure 299 - Joint spacing CDF for layer 3 and a log-normal distribution. Chi-squared goodness-of-
fit accepted at the 0.05 and 0.01 levels.
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Figure 300 - Joint spacing CDF for layer 4 and a log-normal distribution. Chi-squared goodness-of-
fit accepted at the 0.05 and 0.01 levels.
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7.3.3 Model Parameter Values
Table 14 shows Saltzman's (2001) field observations together with their corresponding
model implications. This information may provide some guidance in running the
simulations.
Table 14 - Field observations with their corresponding model implications for the spacing data from
Saltzman (2001).
Field Observations Model Implications
Joint spacing measurements were made on Limestone/dolostone is generally stiffer than
limestone/dolostone layers bounded by un-jointed Er
marlstone layers. marstone so the ,ratio used in the simulations
should be > 1.0.
The joint spacing measurements were made on the
primary joint set (strike ~165*, vertically dipping).
Abutting relationships suggest that this joint set is Effect of the other joint sets observed in the area on
the first-formed joint set in the layers. Eyal et al. the formation of the ~ 165' joint set can be neglected
(2001) confirm that this is the orientation of the since it is the first-formed joint set in the layers
predominant first-formed joint set in sedimentary considered.
layers in the area.
The interface slippage saturation mechanism is not
applicable but the compressive stress development
mechanism may have an effect on the simulated
No slip between dolostone/limestone and marlstone joint pattern. In the model, the interface shear
layers is evident. Joint intensity is quite high. strength is set to a very high value so that it cannot
be overcome (i.e., no slippage). Because the joint
intensity is very high, investigate if saturation
mechanism prevents models from reaching targetjoint intensity.
A stopping point for the jointing process needs to be
No strain measurements were taken. defined. The actual mean joint spacing may be used
for this purpose.
Saltzman (2001) deals with essentially the same rocks as Becker and Gross (1996), but
includes material property determinations. To avoid repetition, the same material
property information derived from Saltzman (2001) used for the case of Becker and
Gross (1996) will be used in the present case. This is summarized in Table 15.
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Table 15 - Summary of simulation parameters for the case of Saltzman (2001).
Material Property Values to be Used
Modulus of Elasticity of Most test samples fall at around 50 GPa
limestone/dolostone, Ef (from Saltzman, 2001 test data)
El ratio 3.0 to 6.0 (see case for Becker and Gross,G11 1996; section 7.2.3, page 308)
Tensile strength of limestone/dolostone 4.0 to 10.0 MPa as a starting point (from
Saltzman, 2001 test data)
Thickness of marlstone layers -0.05 m (same as case for Becker and
Gross, 1996; see section 7.2.3, page 308)
7.3.4 Simulation Results and Discussion
7.3.4.1 Flaw Model Results
Uncorrelated Strength Model
Before proceeding to the simulation results, it is worthwhile to note that the joint
intensities in three of the four layers are very high. Specifically, in layers 1, 3, and 4 the
mean spacing-to-thickness ratio ranges from 0.20 to 0.27. In layer 2, this ratio is 0.87.
Flaw model simulations covering the possible range of LI- (or El ) ratios, and the
Poisson's ratios of the jointing and non-jointing (or bounding) layers (vf and vn,
respectively) both of which control the critical spacing-to-thickness ratio ((t)cr from Bai
and Pollard, 2000), indicate that the saturation mean spacing-to-thickness ratio ranges
from 0.52 to 0.84. This demonstrates how high the joint intensities in the layers studied
by Saltzman (2001) are compared to what the flaw model and Bai and Pollard (2000)
consider saturated. In other words, the flaw model with saturation mechanism may only
be expected to work for layer 2 where the mean spacing-to-thickness ratio is 0.87 which
is greater than the upper bound of the saturation mean spacing-to-thickness ratio (0.84).
In the other three layers (layers 1, 3, and 4), it is unlikely that the flaw model with
saturation mechanism will be able to reproduce the actual joint intensities because they
are below the lower bound of the saturation mean spacing-to-thickness ratio (0.52). In
those cases, it would be interesting to see how the flaw model without the saturation
mechanism would perform.
Layer 1
Figure 301 shows that with the saturation mechanism, the flaw model cannot reach the
actual joint intensity for layer 1. The simulated joint spacing CDFs lie to the right of the
actual CDF. K-S hypothesis testing rejects the hypothesis that the actual spacing data
and the simulated spacing data come from the same distribution for each of the -L values
used.
Figure 302 to Figure 304 show the actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs when no
saturation mechanism is used. Three different ranges of tensile strength are used (i.e., 4.0
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to 10.0 MPa from tensile strength testing, and two wider ranges). It is possible that the
actual range of tensile strength is wider than the test results indicate. In the flaw model,
recall that the ratio between the maximum and minimum tensile strength affects the
resulting joint spacing distribution. The standard deviation of spacing increases with
increasing ratio between the maximum and minimum tensile strength (regardless of their
individual values). Here, the flaw model is able to simulate the actual joint intensity. K-
S hypothesis testing accepts the hypothesis that the actual and simulated data come from
the same probability distribution at the 0.05 level for all cases in Figure 302 to Figure
304. However, it can be seen that the fit becomes better as the tensile strength range
becomes wider. Also, the K-S statistic (i.e., the largest absolute difference in the
cumulative probability between the actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs) becomes
smaller as one goes from Figure 302 to Figure 304. This is a good example of why
hypothesis testing should be accompanied by a visual fit (e.g., joint spacing CDF plots)
because sometimes the visual fit can give an overall perspective of the comparison that a
single statistic cannot provide (e.g., the K-S statistic). For example, K-S hypothesis
testing indicates a good fit in Figure 302 but a visual comparison does not. In fact, an
improvement could still be made by using a wider range of tensile strength values (e.g.,
Figure 303).
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Figure 301 - Actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs using the flaw model with saturation for
different values of for layer 1 (GN1). The minimum tensile strength is 4.0 MPa and the
maximum 10.0 MPa.
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Figure 303 - Actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs using the flaw model without saturation for
different values of for layer 1 (GN1). The minimum tensile strength is 2.0 MPa and the
maximum 12.0 MPa.
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Figure 304 - Actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs using the flaw model without saturation for
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different values of -- for layer 1 (GN1). The minimum tensile strength is 1.0 MPa and the
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Layer 2
Figure 305 to Figure 307 show the actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs for layer 2
(GN2). Here, the joint intensity is not as high as the other three layers. As a
consequence, the flaw model with saturation is able to simulate the actual joint intensity
for layer 2. The flaw model with saturation mechanism gives a good fit between the
actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs in Figure 305 to Figure 307. K-S hypothesis
testing confirms this for all plots in Figure 305 to Figure 307.
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Figure 305 - Actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs using the flaw model with saturation for
different values of for layer 2 (GN2). The minimum tensile strength is 4.0 MPa and the
maximum 10.0 MPa.
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Figure 306 - Actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs using the flaw model with saturation for
different values of for layer 2 (GN2). The minimum tensile strength is 2.0 MPa and the
maximum 12.0 MPa.
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Figure 307 - Actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs using the flaw model with saturation for
different values of -Lf for layer 2 (GN2). The minimum tensile strength is 1.0 MPa and the
maximum 1.0e7 MPa.
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Layer 3
Figure 308 shows the actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs for layer 3 (GN3). It is
clear that with the saturation mechanism in place, the flaw model is unable to reach the
actual joint intensity. Consequently, a good fit between the simulated and actual spacing
data is never attained.
Figure 309 to Figure 311 show that when the saturation mechanism is not applied, the
flaw model is able to produce joint spacing CDFs that come close to the actual joint
spacing CDF. K-S hypothesis testing indicates a good fit between the actual and
simulated joint spacing CDFs for all cases in Figure 309 to Figure 311. Visually,
though, Figure 310 appears to provide the best fit between the actual and simulated joint
spacing CDFs.
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Figure 308 - Actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs using the flaw model with saturation for
different values of A for layer 3 (GN3). The minimum tensile strength is 4.0 MPa and the
maximum 10.0 MPa.
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Figure 310 - Actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs using the flaw model without saturation for
different values of -L- for layer 3 (GN3). The minimum tensile strength is 2.0 MPa and the
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Figure 311 - Actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs using the flaw model without saturation for
different values of - for layer 3 (GN3). The minimum tensile strength is 1.0 MPa and the
maximum 1.0e7 MPa.
Layer 4
Figure 312 shows the actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs for layer 4 (GN4). Like
layers 1 and 3, the flaw model could not reach the actual joint intensity because of the
saturation mechanism. Consequently, a good fit again could not be attained between the
actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs.
Without the saturation mechanism, the flaw model is able to reach the actual joint
intensity for layer 4. This results in a better fit than in that in Figure 312. Figure 313 to
Figure 315 show the resulting joint spacing CDFs in the absence of the saturation
mechanism. However, K-S hypothesis testing rejects the hypothesis that the actual and
simulated joint spacing come from the same distribution at the 0.05 level for all cases in
Figure 313. In Figure 314, the hypothesis is accepted at the 0.05 level in all but the
_ = 6.0 case. In Figure 315, the hypothesis is accepted at the 0.05 level in all cases.
Visually, an improvement in the fit between actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs can
be observed from Figure 313 to Figure 315.
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Figure 315 - Actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs using the flaw model without saturation for
different values of A for layer 4 (GN4). The minimum tensile strength is 1.0 MPa and the
maximum 1.0e7 MPa.
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Discussion
The flaw model with saturation does not appear capable of simulating joint spacing CDFs
for very high joint intensities. For the only case where the joint intensity was not too
high (i.e., layer 2, GN2), it provided good agreement between the actual and simulated
joint spacing CDFs (Figure 305 to Figure 307). In the other cases where the joint
intensities are very high, the absence of a saturation mechanism appears to enable the
flaw model to produce joint spacing CDFs that come close to the actual joint spacing
CDFs. This means that the saturation mechanism proposed by Bai and Pollard (2000)
may not be applicable to the Saltzman (2001) spacing data. It is also observed that a
wider range of tensile strength leads to a better fit between the actual and simulated joint
spacing CDFs. The wider tensile strength ranges here correspond to higher ratios
between the maximum and minimum tensile strength (e.g., 4.0-10.0 for a ratio of 2.5;
2.0-12.0 for a ratio of 6.0). As explained before, a larger ratio between the maximum and
minimum tensile strength values leads to a larger standard deviation of spacing. Another
effect of increasing the tensile strength ratio is the increase in the relative frequency of
smaller spacings as well as a corresponding relative decrease in larger spacings. In the
simulations using a tensile strength range of 4.0-10.0 MPa, the relative frequency of
smaller spacings is generally underestimated and the relative frequency of larger spacings
is overestimated. Widening the range to 2.0-12.0 MPa improved the fit between the
actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs. Two wider ranges were used: a realistic 2.0-
12.0 MPa and a somewhat unrealistic 1.0-1.0e7 MPa range. Nevertheless, a good fit was
observed when using the realistic 2.0-12.0 MPa tensile strength range.
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Correlated Strength Model
Even though the uncorrelated strength model produces joint spacing CDFs that appear to
agree with the actual joint spacing CDFs, a correlated strength model is also explored. In
a correlated strength model, the strength at some location is dependent on the strength at
an adjacent location. This prevents abrupt changes in tensile strength from one point to
another and produces clear peaks and valleys of high and low tensile strength (for
example, compare Figure 316 and Figure 317).
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Figure 316 - Variation of tensile strength along the jointing layer for the uncorrelated strength
model. The tensile strength has a uniform probability distribution between 4.0 and 10.0 MPa. The
strength is defined at 1000 points along the layer.
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Figure 317 - Variation of tensile strength along the jointing layer for a correlated strength model.
Parameter values: # = 0.9, O, = 0.05 and a,, = 7.0 MPa. The strength is defined at 1000
points along the layer.
Recall that the correlated strength model is given by:
lnra' = Iln '' + e Equation 72
(repeated here from page 248)
where a is the tensile strength at location i, o,,, is the tensile strength at the previous
adjacent location (i-1), p is the mean tensile strength, # is the correlation factor
(0 < # <1) and e, is a normal random variable with mean equal to zero and a standard
deviation of or,. Saltzman (2001) measured tensile strength from rock samples and
found that it ranges from -4.0 to -10.0 MPa. The histogram of tensile strength data from
Saltzman (2001) is shown in Figure 253, page 310. The mean tensile strength is
therefore p, = 7.0 MPa. In order to estimate a,, the above expression is expanded to
yield the following:
In a,, -In p, =Oln a,_ - plnup, +.Fi
It can be seen that e is related to the natural logarithm of the tensile strength. As an
estimate, let a. equal the standard deviation of the natural logarithms of the tensile
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strength from the data or ,. This yields a value of a, =0.2 using
Saltzman's (2001) tensile strength data. This value of a,, when used in Equation 72,
generates tensile strength values with a range that is generally wider than that observed
by Saltzman (2001) in laboratory testing. It must be noted, however, that the range of
tensile strength values produced by Equation 72 also depends on the correlation factor,
0, and not on a, alone. Consequently, even with the value of o, held constant at 0.2,
the range of generated tensile strength values from Equation 72 widens as the correlation
factor 0 is increased.
As in the flaw model with an uncorrelated strength model, the presence of the saturation
mechanism in this case does not allow the flaw model to reach the actual joint intensity
except for layer 2 (GN2). Without the saturation mechanism, however, the flaw model is
able to attain the target joint intensities in layers 1, 3, and 4.
Layer 1
Figure 318 and Figure 319 show the actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs for layer 1
using the flaw model without saturation but with the correlated strength model. Two
ranges of tensile strength are used: 4.0-10.0 MPa and 2.0-12.0 MPa. The - ratio is
fixed at 3.0. Also, or ~ 0.2 in all cases. Visually, the agreement between the actual and
simulated joint spacing CDFs does not appear to be good. However, K-S hypothesis
testing accepts the hypothesis that the simulated and actual spacing data come from the
same distribution at the 0.05 level in all cases in Figure 318 and Figure 319. In this
case, a visual assessment indicates that the flaw model with correlated strength may not
be applicable. There is a considerable discrepancy between the shapes of the actual and
simulated joint spacing CDFs as well as the relative frequencies of small and large
spacings.
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Figure 318 - Actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs using the flaw model with correlation without
saturation for different values of # for layer 1 (GN1). The minimum tensile strength is 4.0 MPa and
E
the maximum 10.0 MPa. The E ratio is fixed at 3.0.
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Figure 319 - Actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs using the flaw model with correlation without
saturation for different values of # for layer 1 (GN1). The minimum tensile strength is 2.0 MPa and
the maximum 12.0 MPa. The LL ratio is fixed at 3.0.
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Layer 2
The flaw model with saturation mechanism is able to reproduce the joint intensity in layer
2 (GN2) because it is not as high as those in the other layers. As shown in Figure 320
and Figure 321, the flaw model with both the saturation mechanism and correlated
strength model provides a good fit between the actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs
especially at higher correlation factors. K-S hypothesis testing accepts the hypothesis
that the actual and simulated joint spacing data come from the same distribution for all
cases in Figure 320 and Figure 321. It appears that in the case of layer 2 (GN2), the
flaw model with saturation mechanism and correlated strength model performs well.
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Figure 320 - Actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs using the flaw model with correlation and
saturation for different values of 0 for layer 2 (GN2). The minimum tensile strength is 4.0 MPa and
the maximum 10.0 MPa. The -L ratio is fixed at 3.0.
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Figure 321 - Actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs using the flaw model with correlation and
saturation for different values of 0 for layer 2 (GN2). The minimum tensile strength is 2.0 MPa and
the maximum 12.0 MPa. The - ratio is fixed at 3.0.
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Layer 3
Figure 322 and Figure 323 show the actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs for layer 3
(GN3) using two different tensile strength ranges (4.0-10.0 MPa and 2.0-12.0 MPa). No
saturation mechanism is used here because it prevents the flaw model from attaining the
actual joint intensity. Visually, the agreement between the actual and the simulated joint
spacing CDFs does not appear to be good. K-S hypothesis testing indicates otherwise.
The hypothesis that the actual and simulated joint spacing data come from the same
distribution is accepted at the 0.05 level for all cases in Figure 322 and Figure 323.
However, it is clear that the fit is not as good visually as that for layer 2 (Figure 320 and
Figure 321). Also, Chi-Squared goodness-of-fit tests indicate that the spacings in all
four layers can be described by log-normal probability distributions (Figure 297 to
Figure 300). The simulated spacing data in Figure 322 and Figure 323 appear to have
middle portions that form a straight line indicating a quasi-normal distribution instead.
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Figure 322 - Actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs using the flaw model with correlation without
saturation for different values of # for layer 3 (GN3). The minimum tensile strength is 4.0 MPa and
the maximum 10.0 MPa. The ratio is fixed at 3.0.
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Figure 323 - Actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs using the flaw model with correlation without
saturation for different values of # for layer 3 (GN3). The minimum tensile strength is 2.0 MPa and
E
the maximum 12.0 MPa. The E ratio is fixed at 3.0.
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Layer 4
Figure 324 to Figure 325 show the actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs for layer 4
(GN4). Because the joint intensity here is very high, no saturation mechanism is applied
so that the actual joint intensity can be reproduced. Figure 324 shows that there is a poor
agreement between the actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs. K-S hypothesis testing
results agree with this visual assessment for all cases in Figure 324. The same is true
when a wider tensile strength range is used (2.0-12.0 MPa in Figure 325). Visually, the
fit between the actual and simulated joint spacing data does not appear to be good. K-S
hypothesis testing confirms this for all cases in Figure 325.
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Figure 324 - Actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs using the flaw model with correlation without
saturation for different values of 0 for layer 4 (GN4). The minimum tensile strength is 4.0 MPa and
the maximum 10.0 MPa. The E ratio is fixed at 3.0.
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Figure 325 - Actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs using the flaw model with correlation without
saturation for different values of # for layer 4 (GN4). The minimum tensile strength is 2.0 MPa and
the maximum 12.0 MPa. The ratio is fixed at 3.0.
Discussion
For the flaw model with correlated strength, a good fit both visually and by hypothesis
testing is achieved only for layer 2 where the joint intensity is lowest. For layers 1, 3,
and 4, the visual and hypothesis testing results do not agree. Focusing on the visual
assessment, the flaw model with correlated strength does not perform well when the joint
intensity is very high (i.e., for layers 1, 3, and 4) even without the saturation mechanism.
Note also that an I of 3.0 represents the value that can produce the best fit (in the range
of assumed L values, 3.0 to 6.0) because increasing this ratio will only decrease the
relative frequency of smaller spacings and increase the relative frequency of larger
spacings. As observed in the comparisons above, such a change will only worsen the fit
between the actual and simulated spacing data.
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7.3.4.2 Rejection Procedure Results
Joint spacing data were also simulated for each layer using the rejection procedure and
compared to the actual spacing data. As in the flaw model, the saturation mechanism
prevented the rejection procedure from reaching the target joint intensity specifically in
layers 1, 3, and 4.
Layer 1
Figure 326 shows the actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs for layer 1 (GN1) when
the saturation mechanism is used. It is clear that the rejection procedure with saturation
cannot simulate joint spacings that come close to the actual spacings. Figure 327 shows
the actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs for layer 1 (GN1) when the rejection
procedure is used without a saturation mechanism. Visually, there appears to be some
discrepancy between the actual and simulated. The simulations overestimate the relative
frequency of smaller spacings while underestimating the relative frequency of larger
spacings. However, K-S hypothesis testing deems these deviations acceptable. In other
words, the hypothesis that the actual and simulated spacing data come from the same
distribution is accepted at the 0.05 level for all cases in Figure 327.
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Figure 326 - Actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs using the rejection procedure with saturation
for different values of -i- for layer 1 (GN1).
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Figure 327 - Actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs using the rejection procedure without
saturation for different values of $ for layer 1 (GN1).
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Layer 2
For layer 2 (GN2), the saturation mechanism does not impede the rejection procedure
from attaining the actual joint intensity. Figure 328 shows the actual vs. simulated joint
spacing CDFs. Visually, the rejection procedure with saturation mechanism
underestimates the relative frequency of the smaller spacings while overestimating the
relative frequency of the larger spacings. However, K-S hypothesis testing accepts the
hypothesis that the actual and simulated spacing data come from the same distribution at
the 0.05 level for all cases in Figure 328.
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Figure 328 - Actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs using the rejection procedure with saturation
for different values of A for layer 2 (GN2).
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Layer 3
Figure 329 shows the actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs for layer 3 (GN3) using
the rejection procedure. Here, no saturation mechanism is used so that the target joint
intensity can be reached. Visually, it appears that the rejection procedure does not
perform well in this case. However, K-S hypothesis testing accepts the hypothesis that
the actual and simulated joint spacing data come from the same distribution at the 0.05
level in all cases except -= 6.0 in Figure 329. In this case, it would be better to say
that the rejection procedure without saturation does not work well based on a visual
comparison (Figure 329).
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Figure 329 - Actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs using
saturation for different values of fl- for layer 3 (GN3).yeG (N)
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Layer 4
Figure 330 shows the actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs for layer 4 (GN4) using
the rejection procedure without saturation. It appears that, visually, the rejection
procedure produces joint spacing CDFs in agreement with the actual data. K-S
hypothesis testing indicates a good fit in all except the -L = 6.0 case in Figure 330.
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Figure 330 - Actual vs. simulated joint spacing CDFs using the rejection procedure without
saturation for different values of for layer 4 (GN4).
Discussion
Overall, the rejection procedure is able to reproduce joint spacing CDFs that agree with
the actual data based on hypothesis testing (i.e., K-S statistic). However, in some cases,
visual observations do not agree with K-S hypothesis test results. Also, the saturation
mechanism prevents the rejection procedure from reaching the actual joint intensity in all
cases except layer 2 (GN2). In the layers with higher joint intensity (layers 1, 3, and 4),
the saturation mechanism was deactivated in order to reach the desired intensity. This
indicates that the saturation mechanism suggested by Bai and Pollard (2000) is not
applicable to Saltzman's (2001) data. Again, one must remember that the rejection
procedure is based on an assumed form of f(x) and not on an exact form of f(x). The
flaw model results should always serve as a guide in the assessment of the rejection
procedure. The flaw model with uncorrelated tensile strength performs well in all of the
four layers, as does the rejection procedure. In this case, the rejection procedure may be
used as a faster alternative to the flaw model for simulating joint patterns in all four
layers.
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Using the flaw model, the same phenomenon is observed: the saturation mechanism
prevents the model from reaching the actual joint intensity except in layer 2. Without the
saturation mechanism, the flaw model produced joint spacing CDFs that compare well
(visually and statistically) with the actual joint spacing CDFs. This becomes especially
true for a wider tensile strength range (e.g., 2.0-12.0 MPa) compared to that suggested by
Saltzman's (2001) laboratory tests. Also, the use of correlated strength in the flaw model
does not improve upon the results when using uncorrelated strength. In fact, the fits
between actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs were worse when using correlated
strength. Larger visual discrepancies between CDF shape and relative frequency of
spacing were observed when correlated strength is used. Overall, the flaw model with
uncorrelated strength but without the saturation mechanism provided realistic joint
spacing CDFs.
Based on a comparison with the results of the flaw model using uncorrelated strength, the
rejection procedure may be used to simulate joint patterns in all four layers.
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7.4 Case 3: Gross et at. (1997)
7.4.1 General Observations
Gross et al. (1997) studied joints in six chalk layers interbedded with chert near Beer
Sheva, Israel (Figure 331). The layers belong to the lower Eocene Mor Formation and
are exposed in a road cut (Gross et al., 1997). The layers have been slightly folded but
are still essentially flat-lying (Bahat, 1988). Two sets of joints were observed in the area:
cross-fold joints and strike joints. Cross-fold joints, as the name suggests, generally
strike the perpendicular to the fold axis in the area. Strike joints, on the other hand, are
oriented parallel to the fold axis. The cross-fold joints strike at about 3260 and the strike
joints strike about 0550 and both sets are found throughout the Beer Sheva region. These
joint sets have vertical dips and are confined mechanically within the chalk layers whose
thicknesses in the studied area range from about 17 cm to 63 cm. The thicknesses of the
interbedded chert layers were not measured. A normal fault zone is also evident in the
exposure. The fault zone strikes 292', dips 450N and is made up of three segments (Fl,
F2, and F3 in Figure 331 see also Figure 332). Slip along the fault is accommodated
mostly across F1 (Gross et al., 1997). The aggregate slip across the fault zone should be
uniform (i.e., each point along the fault zone displaces the same amount along the fault).
However, Gross et al. (1997) noted that the slip is less along the segment of the fault zone
crossing chalk layer 4 than anywhere else. The part of layer 4 north of the fault zone is
more heavily jointed than the part that is south of the fault zone. Gross et al. (1997)
believe that the energy that could not be accommodated by slipping along the fault
crossing layer 4 was translated into additional jointing when the 0550 joint set formed
later. Gross et al. (1997) found evidence from cross-cutting relationships that the fault
zone formed before the 0550 joint set but after the 326' joint set. This is important
because the fault zone appears to have affected the joint density of the 055' set in the
northern part of chalk layer 4. However, the authors noted that the fault does not appear
to affect the orientations of the 055* joint set, even near the fault. The strike joints are of
more interest than the cross-fold joints because the mechanism involved in their
formation is consistent with that modeled by the flaw model and rejection procedure.
Folding provides a mechanism by which the layer could be subjected to extensional
strain. Bahat (1988) also observed circular fracture markings on joints in both sets
implying their extensional nature.
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Figure 331 - Schematic of the outcrop from Gross et al. (1997). Chert layers are represented as thick solid lines. The normal fault is made up of three
segments (Fl, F2, and F3). The strike of the outcrop face is approximately 350*. Sketched from Fig. 2 in Gross et al. (1997).
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7.4.2 Joint Spacing Data
The spacings between joints of the 0550 set were measured by Gross et al. (1997) in each
of the six layers. However, the number of spacings measured in each layer is small
(Table 16) so it may become necessary to combine data from different layers to obtain
larger datasets. As noted earlier, larger datasets lead to a more complete characterization
of the spacing distribution. One has to be careful in doing this because the jointed chalk
layers have different thicknesses so one cannot just combine all the data into a single set.
This problem is addressed by normalizing each spacing with the thickness of the layer in
which it is located. Another issue is that each layer may be at different stages of jointing
so it may be appropriate to look at the normalized mean (or normalized median) spacing
before combining the normalized spacing data. Gross et al. (1997) did not combine joint
spacing data from different layers. In this analysis, data from layers with normalized
mean values that are close to each other are combined to form one normalized dataset.
Table 16 shows a summary of these normalized statistics for each of the six layers.
According to the information in Table 16, normalized data from layers 1, 3 and 5 can be
combined to form a larger dataset because their normalized mean spacing values are
similar. Using the same reasoning, data from layers 2 and 7 can also be combined. Layer
4 (combined North and South data) appears to be more intensely jointed than the other
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layers so the data there cannot be combined with the others. Gross et al. (1997) divided
the data in each layer according to location with respect to the fault. Specifically, the
spacing data were divided into a set north of the fault and another set south of the fault
(the fault strikes about 2920). When this is done for the data from layer 4, it is found that
the mean spacing from the north side is significantly lower than that in the south side of
the fault (about 0.45 compared to about 0.70 normalized). The other layers do not exhibit
such a large discrepancy between North and South joint spacing. The normalized mean
spacing of 0.70 is quite close to those from layers 2 and 7 so it may be reasonable to
combine the South dataset of layer 4 with these sets. The combined set of data for layers
1, 3 and 5 is set A and the combined set of data for layers 2, 7 and the South dataset of
layer 4 is set B (see Table 16). Statistical tests (K-S) indicate that combining spacings
into datasets A and B is reasonable. K-S testing accepts the hypothesis that normalized
spacings from layers 1, 3 and 5 come from the same distribution. The same is true for
normalized spacings from layers 2, 7 and the south dataset of layer 4.
Table 16 - Mean and median normalized spacing for each of the six chalk layers. Layer 4 is divided
into North and South parts due to large difference in joint intensity. Note that joints in layer 6 were
not included in the dataset.
Layer Number of Normalized mean Normalized median
(combined dataset) spacings spacing spacing
(thickness, cm)
1 (A)(26,29) 27 1.11 1.10
2 (B)(43,46) 47 0.76 0.76
3 (A)(22,17) 43 1.17 1.18
4 North of Fault 33 0.45 0.45
(none)(62.5)
4 South of Fault 23 0.70 0.67
(B)(62.5)
4 Combined 56 0.56 0.52
(62.5,62.5)
5 (A)(19.5,17.4) 68 1.13 1.06
7 (B)(60,60) 71 0.75 0.75
Table 17 - Statistics of normalized spacing for the combined datasets.
Combined Number of Normalized Normalized Skewness Standard
dataset Spacings mean median of deviation of
spacing Spacing normalized normalized
data data
A 138 1.12 1.09 2.27 0.51
B 141 0.74 0.74 0.84 0.29
Table 17 shows the statistics for the combined datasets. The mean and median values are
not far from the individual values from each of the layers being combined. Figure 333
and Figure 334 show the histograms for datasets A and B. These histograms illustrate
that the normalized spacing data in set A are more spread out than those in B. Comparing
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the cumulative distribution function for each dataset to typical probability distributions
reveals that -dataset A may follow a log-normal probability distribution (Figure 335 for
log-normal vs. Figure 336 for normal). This is supported by chi-square goodness-of-fit
tests. Dataset B, on the other hand, appears closer to a normal than it is to a log-normal
probability distribution (Figure 337 for log-normal vs. Figure 338 for normal). The
middle portion (i.e., 10% to 90% cumulative probability) of the joint spacing CDF of
dataset B appears to be a straight line, as a normal CDF would in this plot. However, chi-
square goodness-of-fit tests reject the hypotheses that dataset B can be described by
either a log-normal or a normal probability distribution. The parameters of the log-
normal and normal probability distributions were obtained using maximum likelihood
estimation. A summary of the comparisons of the two datasets with typical probability
distributions is shown in Table 18. The 'X' symbol denotes a bad fit while the 4'
denotes a possible fit.
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Table 18 - Summary of possible probability distribution functions for spacing datasets A and B
based on a visual comparison with known probability distributions.
Dataset Exponential Log-Normal Normal Mean
Spacing/Layer
Thickness
A x x 1.12
(Chi-squared
accepted)
B x x 0.74
(Chi-squared
rejected)
Using the same graphical comparison, the spacing data from the individual layers are
compared with typical probability distributions. Table 19 shows the probability
distribution functions that best describe the spacings from each layer based on the
graphical comparison. The more densely jointed layers (i.e., smaller mean spacing-to-
thickness ratio) appear to tend towards normal probability distributions. Among the
layers with wider-spaced joints, only the data from layer 5 appears to be a typical
probability distribution (i.e., log-normal). Overall, even with the small sets of data, it
appears that the more densely jointed layers have spacings that may be described by a
normal probability distribution whereas those that are less jointed do not appear to be
described by either an exponential or a log-normal distribution except for layer 5.
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Table 19 - Summary of possible probability distribution functions
based on a visual comparison with known probability distributions.
for spacing data from each layer
Layer Number Exponential Log- Normal Mean
of Data Normal Spacing/Layer
Thickness
1 27 x x x 1.11
2 47 x x 0.76
3 43 x x x 1.17
4 North of 33 x x 0.45
Fault
4 South of 23 x x 0.70
Fault
4 Combined 56 x x _ _0.56
5 68 x _ _x 1.13
7 71 x X X 0.75
It would also help to look at the results in Table 18 and Table 19 in terms of the
estimated saturation mean spacing. It was shown in the preceding comparison (Case 1:
Becker and Gross, 1996) that the saturation mean spacing from flaw model simulations is
given by:
SMS = (0.65 - 0.70)t -(t)cr
where t is the thickness of the jointing layer and (t)cr is the critical spacing-to-thickness
ratio which ranges from 0.8 to about 1.2 (Bai and Pollard, 2000). This translates to (t)
ratios from 0.52 to 0.84. The entries in Table 18 and Table 19 that may be described by
a normal probability distribution have mean spacing-to-thickness ratios that are below
0.84. On the other hand, those whose mean spacing-to-thickness ratios are above 0.84
cannot be described by normal probability distributions. Based on this observation, it is
possible that some of the chalk layers are already at saturation with respect to layer-
perpendicular jointing due to extension. In any case, the spacing data appear to possess
behavior consistent with the mean spacing-to-thickness ratio vs. joint spacing distribution
behavior in the flaw model.
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7.4.3 Model Parameter Values
Before proceeding to estimate the model parameters, the field observations and their
corresponding model implications are summarized (Table 20).
Table 20 - Summary of field observations and their corresponding model implications.
Field Observations Model Implications
Joint spacing measurements were made in chalk E
layers that are bounded by chert. Intact chert is stiffer than chalk so the - ratio may
be <1.0. However, the chert has been observed to
Ebe brecciated (i.e., heavily fractured) so that L
may not necessarily be <1.0. Investigate both
<1.0 and ->1.0.
Fault pre-dates the strike joint set (i.e., the 0550 set). Assume that presence of the fault does not influence
Fault slip profile is approximately uniform except formation of the 055' set except in the north part of
where the fault zone crosses layer 4. No change in layer 4 where the slip was not accommodated by the
joint orientation with proximity to the fault. fault.
The interface slippage saturation mechanism is not
No slip between chalk and chert layers is evident. applicable but the compressive stress development
mechanism may come into play. In the model, the
interface shear strength is set to a very high value so
that it cannot be overcome (i.e., no slippage).
May be able to combine data from multiple layers to
Number of joint spacings from each chalk layer is form larger dataset. Normalization of spacing data
small. with joint layer thickness should be done before
combining data from different layers.
A stopping point for the jointing process needs to be
No strain measurements were taken. defined. The actual mean joint spacing may be used
for this purpose.
Cross-fold joint set (i.e., 3260 set) pre-dates the Since the 3260 set is approximately perpendicular to
0550 set). 0550 set, its effect may be neglected. Bahat (1999)
indicated that these two sets do not appear to
interact.
No material properties for the chalk and chert layers These material properties need to be estimated or
are measured in the joint survey. obtained from other sources.
The thicknesses of the chert layers were not measured by Gross et al. (1997). However,
Bahat (1988), in a separate study of lower Eocene formations, noted that chert beds in
this area are about 0.07 m thick. This thickness value is used as a reference and the
actual values used in the simulations will vary around this reference value.
As is typical of joint surveys, no material properties were measured. The : ratio is an
important parameter in both the flaw model and rejection procedure. Typical values of
chert shear modulus found in literature range from 31.0 to 33.0 GPa (e.g., Gross et al.,
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1995). The Young's modulus of chalk reported in the literature ranges from about 2.0
GPa to 20.0 GPa. This translates to -EL ratios from 0.06 to 0.65. As expected, E- values
are less than unity because intact chert is generally much stiffer than chalk. In the
simulations, - ratios of up to 1.05 will be used for the assumption that the chert layers
are intact. For the case where the chert layers are brecciated (i.e., heavily fractured) the
7, is allowed to vary from 2.0 to 10.0. Available tensile strength data on Lower Eocene
Mor chalks in the area (Palchik and Hatzor, 2004) indicate a range between about 3.0
MPa to 9.0 MPa.
Now that the model parameter values have been estimated, simulations can be run. First,
the flaw model will be used with an uncorrelated strength model and a correlated strength
model, then the rejection procedure is used.
7.4.4 Simulation Results and Discussion
7.4.4.1 Flaw Model Results
Uncorrelated Strength Model
Simulations were performed for each individual layer using the uncorrelated strength
model. The -L is first varied between 0.05 to about 1.0 based on the assumption that the
bounding chert layers are intact and are therefore stiffer than the chalk layer. The chert
layer thicknesses used are 0.05 and 0.10 m. This bounds the 0.07 m chert layer thickness
reported by Bahat (1988).
Simulated joint spacing from the flaw model with an uncorrelated strength model does
not compare well with the spacing data from the individual layers. For the range of E,
and chert thickness values that are used (0.05 to 1.05 and 0.05 m to 0.1 m, respectively),
the flaw model overestimates the relative frequency of smaller spacings and
underestimates that of the larger spacings. This is true for all layers regardless of the
individual mean spacing-to-thickness ratio. For example, Figure 339 and Figure 340
show the comparisons with data from layer 2 which has a mean spacing-to-thickness ratio
of 0.76 whereas Figure 341 and Figure 342 show the same comparison for layer 5 where
the mean spacing-to-thickness ratio is 1.13. One can see, however, that the shape of the
simulated joint CDFs are drastically more different from the actual joint CDFs in Figure
339 and Figure 340 than they are in Figure 341 and Figure 342. K-S testing rejects the
hypothesis (H 0 ) that the actual and simulated spacing data come from the same
probability distribution for all cases in Figure 339 and Figure 340. In Figure 341 and
Figure 342, K-S testing rejects the hypothesis H0 for the smaller £ values (0.05 and
0.45 in Figure 341, 0.05 in Figure 342) and accepts it for the rest of the cases. These
results show that the assumption of intact chert bounding layers does not yield a good fit
between the actual and simulated joint spacing.
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In Figure 343 and Figure 344, the joint spacing for layer 2 is simulated using the
assumption that the bounding chert layers are less stiff compared to the chalk layers due
to fracturing in the chert layers. As a consequence the L ratio is allowed to assume
values that exceed 1.0. Visually, one can see immediately the improvement in the fit
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between the simulated and actual joint spacing CDFs in Figure 343 and Figure 344
compared to Figure 339 and Figure 340. Figure 345 and Figure 346 show that the
same is true for layer 5 where the improvement over Figure 341 and Figure 342 is quite
noticeable. In fact, K-S testing accepts hypothesis H0 for all cases in Figure 343 to
Figure 346 except = 2.0 in Figure 343. Assuming that the chert stiffness is
effectively lowered by brecciation or fracturing generally yields a better fit between the
actual and simulated spacing data.
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Figure 343 - Joint spacing CDF comparison for layer 2. Mean spacing-to-thickness ratio is 0.76.
Chert layer thickness is 0.05 m. The - values are allowed to exceed unity. Spacings are not
normalized.
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In the following comparisons, joint spacing data from the individual layers are addressed
as datasets A and B. When the joint spacing data from the individual layers are
combined into datasets A and B based on their mean spacing-to-thickness ratios, it was
shown graphically that dataset A may be described by a log-normal distribution and
dataset B by a normal distribution (Figure 335 to Figure 338). In the first set of
comparisons, it is first assumed that the chert layers are intact so that E <1.0. However,
in initial simulations, it is observed that a good fit between the actual and simulated joint
spacing could not be achieved with chert layer thickness values within the realistic range
of 0.05-0. 10 m. For this reason, the chert layer thickness (d) is varied while the E, ratio
is maintained constant in order to see the range of d values for which a good fit is
achieved.
Figure 347 to Figure 352 show the comparison between the simulated and the actual
joint spacing CDFs for dataset A for - of 0.05, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0. The same is done for
dataset B in Figure 353 to Figure 358. For both datasets, the flaw model comparison
improves as the chert layer thickness (d) and the LL ratio approach unity (e.g., Figure
350 and Figure 352 for dataset A and Figure 356 and Figure 358 for dataset B). In all
other cases, the flaw model overestimates the relative frequency of smaller spacings and
underestimates that of larger spacings. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test results for each plot
are included in the captions (note that HO: the actual and simulated joint spacing data
come from the same probability distribution). Recall that the same was true when the
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spacing data sets from individual layers were considered with L <1.0 (Figure 339 to
Figure 342). Although the comparison between simulated and actual joint spacing CDFs
was not good for the individual layers, an improvement in the fit would be seen if the
chert layer thickness were increased to say 1.0 m (e.g., layer 5, Figure 359). However, a
1.0 m thick chert layer is not realistic based on what Bahat (1988) reported.
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Figure 350 - Detail of d = 1.0 from Figure 349.
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Figure 353 - Comparison between simulated and actual joint spacing CDFs for dataset B using
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various chert layer thickness values. The L ratio is 0.05. H0 is rejected for all values of d.
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Figure 356 - Detail of d = 1.0 from Figure 355.
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There are several possible reasons why the comparisons between the simulated and actual
joint spacing CDFs that have been shown above are not successful. One, the existence of
the fault may have affected the formation of the 055* set in layers other than the North
side of layer 4. However, field evidence does not support this except on the North side of
layer 4. Gross et al. (1997) did not observe a change in orientation in the 0550 set with
proximity to the fault. They also did not note any changes in joint spacing with
proximity to the fault. Another possible reason for the discrepancy is that the chert layers
may be less stiff than assumed. Gross et al. (1997) observed breccia in the chert layers.
This means that the chert may be heavily fractured. The material properties that were
assumed for the chert in the preceding simulations were based on an intact chert. A
brecciated chert will have an overall stiffness that is lower than the intact chert making
E ratios above 1.0 possible. Now consider what effect G ratios larger than unity will
have on some of the comparisons. Figure 360 and Figure 361 show the comparison for
dataset A when larger - ratios are used and the chert layer thickness is 0.05 and 0.10 m,
respectively. Figure 362 and Figure 363 show the same for dataset B. The fit for
dataset A is not as good as that for dataset B but the chert layer thickness values used are
realistic. K-S testing rejects Ho for L = 2.0 and 4.0 in both Figure 360 and Figure 361
(H0 is accepted for the other cases in Figure 360 and Figure 361).
Figure 363, H0 is accepted for all LL values.
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Figure 360 - Comparison of joint spacing CDFs for dataset A for a chert layer thickness of 0.05 m
and - values exceeding unity.
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Figure 362 - Comparison of joint spacing CDFs for dataset B for a chert layer thickness of 0.05 m
and values exceeding unity.
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Correlated Strength Model
Now, joint spacing distributions produced by the flaw model with correlated strength are
compared to actual spacing data. Recall that the correlated strength model is given by:
In f'-- = n ['" + e
where a,, is the tensile strength at location i, a,_. is the tensile strength at the previous
adjacent location (i-1), p, is the mean tensile strength, # is the correlation factor
(0< # <1) and e, is a normal random variable with mean equal to zero and a standard
deviation of o-. As before, an estimate of the value of eT, is obtained from the natural
logarithms of the tensile strength data. Specifically, it is assumed that o, = og (i.e.,
the standard deviation of the natural logarithms of the tensile strength). From the chalk
tensile strength data from Palchik and Hatzor (2004) on Lower Eocene Mor chalks, -,, is
about 0.37. In the comparisons that follow, the value of the correlation factor is varied
while the chert layer thickness, -LL, and a, remain constant. The -L ratio is increased
from 0.05 to 10.0 (i.e., from intact chert to fractured chert). Figure 364 to Figure 368
show the comparison between the simulated and actual joint spacing CDFs for dataset A.
The comparisons for dataset B are shown in Figure 369 and Figure 373. The
Kolmogorov-Smirnov hypothesis testing results are given in figure captions. Based on
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these figures, it appears that the flaw model with a correlated strength model does not
simulate the actual joint spacing CDFs very well. However, as in the flaw model with an
uncorrelated strength model, the results are improved if - is allowed to exceed unity
(i.e., the chert is less stiff than expected due to fracturing). This is evidenced by the K-S
test results for each dataset as L increases.
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Figure 364 - Comparison between simulated and actual joint spacing CDFs using the flaw model
with correlated strength model for dataset A. The chert layer thickness is d = 0 .1 and is 0.05.
H0 is rejected for all values of 0.
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Figure 365 - Comparison between simulated and actual joint spacing CDFs using the flaw model with
correlated strength model for dataset A. The chert layer thickness is d = 0 .1 and - is 0.75. HO is
reiected for all values of 0 .
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Figure 366 - Comparison between simulated and actual joint spacing CDFs using the flaw model
E
with correlated strength model for dataset A. The chert layer thickness is d = 0 .1 and E is 2.0.
H0 is reiected for all values of 0 .
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Figure 367 - Comparison between simulated and actual joint spacing CDFs using the flaw model
with correlated strength model for dataset A. The chert layer thickness is d =0 .1 and - - is 6.0. HO
is rejected for 0 =0.6 - 0.9.
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Figure 368 - Comparison between simulated and actual joint spacing CDFs using the flaw model with
correlated strength model for dataset A. The chert layer thickness is d = 0 .1 and is 10.0. HO is
reiected for ( =0.8 - 0.9.
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Figure 369 - Comparison between simulated and actual joint spacing CDFs using the flaw model with
correlated strength model for dataset B. The chert layer thickness is d = 0 .1 and -L is 0.05. HO is
reoected for all values of 0.
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Figure 370 - Comparison between simulated and actual joint spacing CDFs using the flaw model with
correlated strength model for dataset B. The chert layer thickness is d = 0 .1 and is 0.75. H0 is
reiected for all values of 05.
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Figure 372 - Comparison between simulated and actual joint spacing CDFs using the flaw model
with correlated strength model for dataset B. The chert layer thickness is d = 0 .1 and - is 6.0.G
HO is accepted for all values of 0b.
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Figure 373 - Comparison between simulated and actual joint spacing CDFs using the flaw model with
correlated strength model for dataset B. The chert layer thickness is d = 0 .1 and is 10.0. H0 is
accepted for all values of 0 .
7.4.4.2 Rejection Procedure Results
Figure 374 and Figure 375 show the comparisons between the simulated and actual joint
spacing CDFs for dataset A using the rejection procedure when it is assumed that the
bounding chert layers are intact and therefore stiffer than the chalk layers (EI <1.0).
Figure 376 and Figure 377 show the same for dataset B. In these plots, - is held
constant while the chert layer thickness is varied. In all four comparisons, it can be seen
that the rejection procedure does not perform well. The rejection procedure does not
capture the shape of the actual joint spacing probability distributions, and K-S testing
rejects H0 for all cases in Figure 374 to Figure 377. This is true even if the -E'- ratio
exceeds unity and the chert layer thickness takes on values closer to those observed in the
field (i.e., 0.05 to 0.1 m). Figure 378 and Figure 379 demonstrate this for dataset A and
Figure 380 and Figure 381 show this for dataset B. K-S testing rejects H0 for all cases
in Figure 378 and Figure 379 (dataset A). For dataset B, H0 is rejected in all cases
except for -EL= 10.0 in Figure 380 and -L = 8.0 and 10.0 in Figure 381.
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Figure 374 - Comparison between simulated and actual joint spacing CDFs for dataset A using the
rejection procedure. The -L ratio is 0.05.
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Figure 375 - Comparison between simulated and actual joint spacing CDFs for dataset A using the
rejection procedure. The ratio is 1.0.
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Figure 379 - Comparison between simulated and actual joint spacing CDFs for dataset A using the
rejection procedure for a chert layer thickness of 0.1 m. The E is allowed to exceed unity.
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Figure 380 - Comparison between simulated and actual joint spacing CDFs for dataset B using the
rejection procedure for a chert layer thickness of 0.05 m. The h. is allowed to exceed unity.G,
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Figure 381 - Comparison between simulated and actual joint spacing CDFs for dataset B using the
rejection procedure for a chert layer thickness of 0.1 m. The is allowed to exceed unity.
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Discussion
The rejection procedure does not appear to be effective in producing joint spacing CDFs
similar to those of the field data. Statistical tests confirm this in most of the cases
considered. Visual comparisons are consistent with the statistical results. The flaw
model is not needed to further evaluate the rejection procedure results.
The flaw model, on the other hand, models the actual joint spacing CDFs at different
levels of success depending on whether or not the bounding chert layers are intact. If the
bounding chert layers are assumed to be intact, the Ef ratios should be less than 1.0
because chert is generally stiffer than chalk. If the bounding chert layers are fractured (as
noted by Gross et al., 1997), their overall stiffness would decrease and Ef ratios greater
than 1.0 may be possible. When the bounding chert layers are considered intact (i.e.,
El <1.0), the flaw model with uncorrelated strength does not perform well. In that case, a
good fit between the actual and simulated joint spacing data is achieved only at chert
layer thicknesses (i.e., 0.2-1.0 m) greater than observed (-0.07 m). On the other hand,
when the chert bounding layers are fractured (i.e., - >1.0), the flaw model with
uncorrelated strength yields joint spacing CDFs that are close to the actual joint spacing
CDFs while using chert layer thicknesses (i.e., 0.05 and 0.10 m) that are close to those
observed in the area (-0.07 m).
When correlated strength is used in the flaw model, a good fit between the simulated and
actual joint spacing CDFs is achieved when using -L values greater than unity for a
fractured chert layer thickness of 0.1 m (-0.07 m thickness is typical in the area).
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7.5 Case 4: Baudo (2001)
7.5.1 General Observations
Baudo (2001) gathered joint spacing data from sedimentary rocks in southwestern New
York State. Specifically, the data were taken from layers of the Upper Canadaway
Formation in the Appalachian Plateau in the South Branch gorge of Cattaraugus Creek
(Baudo, 2001). Joint spacing measurements were made along numerous scanlines
(totaling a length of 4 km) that trace the path of Cattaraugus Creek (Figure 382).
Sandstones and shales of the Catskill Delta Complex are exposed along the creek (Baudo,
2001). Siltstones are also present (Engelder and Geiser, 1980). Whereas the sandstone
beds can be massive (-2 m thick), most layers are less than 0.5 in thick (Engelder and
Geiser, 1980). Although the area is on the plateau, folds with limbs dipping less than 2'
are found in the area (Baudo, 2001).
Major joint sets in the Appalachian Plateau have been classified roughly into two groups
(e.g., Engelder and Geiser, 1980) depending on their orientation with respect to the
general trend of the folds in the area: cross-fold joints (set I) and strike joints (set II).
Fold axes in the area generally strike northwest. Cross-fold joints are those that intersect
the fold axes at high angles whereas strike joints are oriented sub-parallel to the fold axes
(Engelder and Geiser, 1980). A third joint set (set III) that is geometrically unrelated to
the fold orientations in the area is also present (Engelder and Geiser, 1980; Engelder,
1985). The set I joints generally strike northwest whereas the set II joints are generally
oriented northeast (Baudo, 2001). Both sets dip approximately vertically (Baudo, 2001).
In Baudo's (2001) study area both sets are generally widely spaced although joints in set
I are typically more widely spaced than joints in set II. According to Engelder and Geiser
(1980) set III joints cannot be clearly distinguished from set II joints in this area.
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Figure 382 - The 4-km-long scanline tracing the path of the Cattaraugus Creek (from Baudo, 2001)
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7.5.2 Joint Spacing Data
Due to the fact that the set I (northwest-striking) joints are very widely spaced, only a
small number of them can be found in each segment of the 4-km-long scanline. Set II
(northeast-striking) joints, although also widely spaced, are more abundant in than set I
joints. However, the joint intensity varies from one scanline to another and there is much
variation in the types of rock intersected. As a result, only three scanline segments are
considered here. Also, along these three scanline segments, only set II joints are
considered in the comparisons. Set I joints also intersect these three scanlines but are
much too widely spaced to comprise data sets containing enough joints. Since the three
scanline segments intersect different layers the datasets are referred to as layer 1, layer 2
and layer 3 datasets. The position of each layer relative to the other two within the rock
formation is unclear in Baudo (2001).
Table 21 shows the different lithologies intersected by the three scanlines. One can see
that more than one layer is often intersected by a single scanline. However, one layer is
intersected more often than any the other. For example, scanline 1 mostly intersects one
sandstone and one siltstone layer (Baudo, 2001 combined this into a single "sandstone +
siltstone" layer). Scanline 2 mostly intersects a fine sandstone layer, as does scanline 3.
As a result, layer 1 is defined as a sandstone/siltstone layer that is 0.09 m thick. Layers 2
and 3 are defined as fine sandstone layers that are 0.10 m thick.
The bounding layers noted by Baudo (2001) also change along each scanline. However,
"representative" top and bottom bounding layers can be chosen based on which layers are
most persistent along the length of the jointing layer. For example, for scanline 1,
sandstone layers bound the jointing layer for most of its length. For scanlines 2 and 3,
the representative bounding layers are fine sandstone.
Scanline spacings were reported in Baudo (2001). Here, scanline spacings are corrected
using scanline orientation to obtain the perpendicular spacing between joints of the same
set. For the rest of this section (7.5), "spacing" refers to corrected spacing.
Joint spacings are wide compared to layer thickness. For example, set II joints in layer 1
have a mean spacing of 0.72 m. This results in a mean spacing-to-thickness ratio of 8.0.
Similarly, layers 2 and 3 have mean spacing-to-thickness ratios of 8.3 and 9.9,
respectively. These ratios are much larger than those considered in the three previous
cases in this chapter. Given such large ratios, it should be safe to say that these layers are
below joint saturation.
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Table 21 - Summary of lithologies of the layers intersected by the three scanlines considered (from
data by Baudo, 2001).
Top Bottom
Scanline Jointing Jointing Top Bounding Bottom Bounding
(orientation) Layer Layer Bounding Layer Bounding Layer
Lithologies Thickness Layer Thickness Layer Thickness
sandstone, sandstone sandstone, sandstone sandstone, sandstone
siltstone, and shale, layer is shale, layer is
shaly siltstone shaly from 0.03 interbedded from 0.03
siltstone, have a siltstone, to 0.10 m siltstone to 0.10 m
Scanline 1 interbedded combined silty shale thick, and shale, thick,
(2770) siltstone thickness others are shaly others are
and shale, of 0.09 m, between siltstone, between
interbedded thickness 0.01 and siltstone 0.02 and
sandstone for other 0.05 m 0.06 m
and lithologies thick thick
siltstone not
indicated
fine fine fine fine fine fine
sandstone, sandstone sandstone, sandstone sandstone, sandstone
silty shale, is 0.10 m silty shale layer is silty shale layer is
Scanline 2 shaly thick, silty from 0.03 0.03 m
(290*) siltstone, shale is < to 0.10 m thick,
siltstone 0.01 m thick, silty thickness
thick, shale is for others
thickness 0.005 m not
for others thick at indicated
not some
indicated point
silty shale, fine silty fine fine fine
fine sandstone shale, sandstone sandstone sandstone
sandstone, is 0.10 m siltstone, is 0.03 m, layer is
Scanline 3 siltstone, thick, fine thickness 0.05 m in
(1110) interbedded others are sandstone for others some
siltstone between not parts
and shale, 0.01 to indicated
interbedded 0.05 m
sandstone thick
and
siltstone
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Table 22 shows the statistics of spacings for case 4 followed by spacing histograms for
each layer (Figure 383 to Figure 385). The mean and standard deviation are not close to
each other in all layers (Table 22). This suggests that the exponential distribution is not a
suitable probability distribution to describe the spacing data. The shapes of the spacing
histograms support this observation.
Table 22 - Spacing statistics for case 4. Calculated from data in Baudo (2001).
Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3
Number of 70 39 38
Spacings
Mean Spacing (m) 0.725 0.835 0.988
Standard
Deviation (m) 0.546 1.785 0.815
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Figure 383 - Spacing histogram for layer 1. Constructed from data in Baudo (2001).
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Figure 384 - Spacing histogram for layer 2. Constructed from data in Baudo (2001).
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Figure 385 - Spacing histogram for layer 2. Constructed from data in Baudo (2001).
Figure 386 shows the CDF for joint spacing data for layer 1 together with the CDFs for
corresponding exponential and log-normal distributions obtained via maximum
likelihood. It appears that spacings from layer 1 can be described by a log-normal
probability distribution. A chi-square goodness-of-fit test accepts the hypothesis at the
0.05 level. Figure 387 shows the joint spacing CDF for layer 2 and the corresponding
maximum likelihood exponential and log-normal CDFs. Neither probability distribution
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appears to describe the joint spacing data well. In fact, chi-squared goodness-of-fit tests
reject the hypotheses that either probability distribution can be used to describe these
data. Figure 388 shows that the joint spacing data in layer 3 may be best described by a
log-normal probability distribution. A Chi-squared goodness-of-fit test is consistent with
this observation (i.e., hypothesis that a log-normal distribution can be used to describe the
joint spacing data from layer 3 is accepted at the 0.05 level).
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Figure 386 - Comparison of layer 1 joint spacing (set II, northeast-striking) CDF with exponential
and log-normal CDFs. Chi-square accepted at 0.05 level for log-normal probability distribution.
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Figure 387 - Comparison of layer 2 joint spacing (set II, northeast-striking) CDF with exponential
and log-normal CDFs. Chi-square rejected at 0.05 level for log-normal probability distribution.
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Figure 388 - Comparison of layer 3 joint spacing (set II, northeast-striking) CDF with exponential
and log-normal CDFs. Chi-square accepted at 0.05 level for log-normal probability distribution.
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7.5.3 Model Parameter Values
Table 23 below shows a summary of field observations along with the corresponding
model implications.
Table 23 - Field observations and their corresponding model implications for case 4.
Field Observations Model Implications
Joints are typically not confined to a single layer This violates the assumption that the joints are
(i.e., joint height is greater than bed thickness). layer-confined in the derivation of the stress
distribution within the jointing layer. However, it is
assumed that the joints are initially layer-confined
when they are formed. As the strain increased, it is
accommodated by propagation into the adjacent
layers rather than the addition of new joints.
The interface slippage saturation mechanism is not
No slip between the layers is observed. applicable but the compressive stress development
mechanism may come into play. In the model, the
interface shear strength is set to a very high value so
that it cannot be overcome (i.e., no slippage).
A stopping point for the jointing process needs to be
No strain measurements were taken. defined. The actual mean joint spacing may be used
for this purpose.
Cross-fold joints (set I) and strike joints (set II) are Set II joints are not first-formed joints and may be
both found in the area. Observations indicate that influenced by existing set I joints. Set I and set II
set I joints are older than set II joints (Engelder, joints are not necessarily perpendicular to each
1985; Baudo, 2001). Set I joints are much more other in the study area (Engelder and Geiser, 1980;
widely-spaced than set II joints. Data used in Baudo, 2001). However, set I joints are so widely
comparisons are from set II. spaced that many set II joints could be found in the
area between two adjacent set I joints. It is assumed
that in that area, the set II joints are only influenced
by the existence of other set II joints (i.e., set I joints
are essentially remote).
No material properties for the layers are measured These material properties need to be estimated or
in the joint survey. obtained from other sources. However, the low
joint intensities in all three layers may allow some
of these properties to be disregarded as their effects
on the joint spacing probability distribution may be
insignificant. Some parametric studies are needed.
Unlike in the previous three cases, no material properties could be found in the literature
for the layers studied by Baudo (2001). However, because of the relatively low joint
intensities, the effects of certain parameters on simulated joint spacing may not be
significant in either the flaw model and rejection procedure. As an example, consider
how the tensile strength may affect the simulated joint spacing distribution for layer 1
using the flaw model with uncorrelated tensile strength. It was shown in parametric
studies that simulated joint spacing distributions are affected only by the ratio between
the maximum and minimum tensile strength rather than by their exact values. Figure
389 shows the effect of the tensile strength ratio for layer 1 and it appears that its effect
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on the joint spacing CDF is not significant. There are some discrepancies at the tail ends
but the vertical scale in the CDF is much smaller at high cumulative probabilities (i.e., the
difference between the cumulative probabilities cannot be greater than one percentage
point). This is helpful because tensile strength is one of the pieces of information that is
not available for the layers being considered.
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Figure 389 - Demonstration of the effect of the tensile strength ratio.
maximum tensile strength divided by the minimum tensile strength.
Tensile strength ratio is the
The jointing and bounding layer Poisson's ratios are needed to calculate the critical
spacing-to-thickness ratio (Bai and Pollard, 2000) in the consideration of the compressive
stress development saturation mechanism. However, at low joint intensities such as those
encountered here, the saturation mechanism may not be important. Figure 390 and
Figure 391 show the effects of the individual Poisson's ratios. From both plots, it
appears that the effect of both Poisson's ratios on the joint spacing CDFs is not
significant.
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Figure 390 - Effect of the jointing layer Poisson's ratio (Vf ) on the simulated joint spacing CDF for
layer 1. Note that D is a function of Vf and V,, (the bounding layer Poisson's ratio).
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Figure 391 - Effect of the bounding layer Poisson's ratio (V, ) on the simulated joint spacing CDF for
layer 1. Note that D is a function of Vf (the jointing layer Poisson's ratio) and V, .
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Although bounding layer thicknesses are available for each of the three layers, they tend
not to be uniform along the entire length of the individual scanline segments. Typically,
bounding layer thicknesses range between about 0.03 m and 0.10 m along the three
scanline segments. For this reason, it might be worthwhile to look at how the bounding
layer thickness may affect the joint spacing distribution. Figure 392 shows that the
effect of the non-jointing layer thickness on the joint spacing distribution in this case is
insignificant because of the low joint intensity. This means that a single value of
bounding layer thickness between 0.03 and 0.10 m can be used in the simulations without
expecting much difference in the resulting joint spacing CDF.
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Figure 392 - Demonstration of the effect of
for layer 1.
the bounding layer thickness on the joint spacing CDF
Even though the above results pertain to layer 1, the same behavior applies to layers 2
and 3 because both of these layers have joint intensities similar to layer 1.
7.5.4 Simulation Results and Discussion
7.5.4.1 Flaw Model Results
Uncorrelated Strength Model
Two sets of simulations are performed for each layer. In one set, the minimum bounding
layer thickness is used. The maximum bounding layer thickness is used in the other.
This is done even though it was demonstrated in Figure 392 that the bounding layer
thickness does not influence the simulated joint spacing distribution significantly for the
range of bounding layer thickness values observed in the field. The L ratio is varied in
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each set from 1.0 to 6.0. Note that there are no data available for the - ratios in this
particular case. The range being used represents a reasonable range of values that might
be expected given the lithologies that are present.
Figure 393 and Figure 394 show the actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs for layer
1. The minimum bounding layer thickness is 0.03 m and the maximum is 0.10 m. Some
significant discrepancies between the actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs can be
seen specifically at values of joint spacing below 1.0 m. There is also some deviation in
the tails but these are actually only magnified because of the vertical scale. Kolmogorov-
Smimov tests reject the hypothesis (HO) that the actual and simulated joint spacings
come from the same probability distribution at the 0.05 level in all cases except for f =
5.0 and 6.0 in Figure 394. The rejections are mainly due to the large vertical differences
between the actual and simulated CDFs at joint spacings less than 1.0 m.
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Figure 393 - Comparison between actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs for layer 1. The
bounding layer thickness is 0.03 m.
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Figure 394 - Comparison between actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs for layer 1. The
bounding layer thickness is 0.10 m.
Figure 395 and Figure 396 show the actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs for layer
2. Visually, it does not appear that the simulated joint spacing CDFs can reproduce the
shape of the actual curve and that the simulations underestimate the frequency of joint
spacings smaller than about 2.5 m. However, K-S testing accepts HO in all cases in
Figure 395 and Figure 396 except for L' = 6.0 in Figure 396.
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and simulated joint spacing CDFs for layer 2.
Figure 397 and Figure 398 show the comparison between the actual and simulated joint
spacing CDFs for layer 3. The maximum bounding layer thickness observed for layer 3
is 0.05 m (Figure 398). Visually, the simulated joint spacing CDFs model the actual
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joint spacing CDFs very well. K-S testing confirms this as the hypothesis H0 is accepted
for all cases.
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Correlated Strength Model
In a correlated strength model, the strength at some location is related to the strength at
an adjacent location. Recall that the relationship between the strength values at two
adjacent locations is given by:
In = 0 In "7' + ei
where or, is the tensile strength at location i, og is the tensile strength at the previous
adjacent location (i-1), p, is the mean tensile strength, # is the correlation factor
(0< 0 <1) and e, is a normal random variable with mean equal to zero and a standard
deviation of a.. As before, an estimate of the value of o7, is obtained from the natural
logarithms of the tensile strength data. Specifically, it is assumed that o, = oG (i.e.,
the standard deviation of the natural logarithms of the tensile strength). However, for this
case, no tensile strength data exist. To overcome this, some parametric studies similar to
those for the uncorrelated strength model can be performed. Again, due to the low joint
intensities, it might be possible that some parameters do not significantly affect the
simulated joint spacing distributions and can, therefore, be disregarded. First, consider
the effect of tensile strength. The tensile strength data determine the value of pu and
provide an estimate of a.. Figure 399 shows how the tensile strength ratio influences
the simulated joint spacing CDF. The three strength ratios represent three different
values of u,, (i.e., 1.5, 3.0 and 4.0 MPa). The value of u,, does not seem to strongly
affect the joint spacing CDF. Figure 400 and Figure 401 show the effect of a, on the
joint spacing distribution for low and high values of the correlation factor (0.1 and 0.8),
respectively. In each case, the value of o, does not appear to significantly affect the
joint spacing CDF.
Figure 399 to Figure 401 demonstrate that tensile strength is not an important factor
when using the flaw model with correlated strength at low joint intensity. This
information helps reduce the number of simulations that one needs to compare
simulations to the field data using very limited information regarding the material
properties of the rock. Similar observations are made regarding the L ratio, bounding
layer thickness (d), and the Poisson's ratios of the jointing and bounding layers. None of
these significantly affect the simulated joint spacing CDFs.
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Figure 399 - Effect of the tensile strength ratio on the simulated joint spacing CDF.
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Figure 400 - Effect of O, (SDe in figure) on the joint spacing CDF for # = 0.1.
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Given the information about how certain parameters affect the resulting joint spacing
distribution when using a correlated strength model, it was decided that the -fL ratio, the
bounding layer thickness (d), and the Poisson's ratios of the jointing and bounding layers
remain fixed in the simulations. For each layer, two sets of simulations were generated.
One set used a low value of or, ( = 0.1), and the other, a higher value ( = 0.8) even
though it was shown that o, does not significantly affect the simulated joint spacing
CDF. Within each set, the correlation factor (#) is varied from 0.1 to 0.9.
Figure 402 and Figure 403 show the comparisons between the actual and simulated joint
spacing CDFs for layer 1. In Figure 402, E = 0.1 whereas in Figure 403, oe = 0. 8.
There are slight differences between the CDFs curves for the two sets of simulations.
However, there is no considerable difference in the shapes of the CDFs. Visually, it
appears that the flaw model with correlated strength yields joint spacing CDFs that are
similar to the actual CDFs. However, K-S testing rejects H0 at the 0.05 level in all cases
in Figure 402 and Figure 403 except for # = 0.1 in Figure 402. This results from the
large difference between the actual and simulated CDFs at joint spacing values < 1.0 m.
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Figure 403 - Comparison between actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs for layer 1 using
, = 0. 8.
Figure 404 and Figure 405 show the actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs for layer 2
using a, =0.1 and a, =0.8, respectively. The flaw model with a correlated strength
model does not appear visually to yield joint spacing CDFs similar to the actual CDF for
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layer 2. The simulations underestimate the frequency of the smaller spacings and
overestimate that of the larger spacings. However, Kolmogorov-Smirnov testing accepts
hypothesis HO in all cases in Figure 404 and Figure 405 except for =0.1 to 0.3 in
Figure 404.
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Figure 404 - Comparison between actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs for layer 2 using
-, = 0.1.
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Figure 406 and Figure 407 show the actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs for layer
3. The parameter a, is equal to 0.1 in Figure 406 and 0.8 in Figure 407. In both cases,
the flaw model produces joint spacing CDFs similar to the actual CDF especially at low
correlation factors. This observation is consistent with K-S testing where the hypothesis
H0 is accepted for all cases in Figure 406 and Figure 407 except for 0 = 0.9 in Figure
406 and # = 0.7 to 0.9 in Figure 407.
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Figure 406 - Comparison
a- = 0.1.
between actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs for layer 3 using
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Figure 407 - Comparison between actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs for layer 3 using
o =0.8.
7.5.4.2 Rejection Procedure Results
Before proceeding with the simulations using the rejection procedure, a brief parametric
study was performed to determine the effects of individual parameters on the resulting
joint spacing CDFs. This was necessitated by the absence of material property data as
well as the variation in bounding layer thickness along each individual scanline.
Figure 408 shows the effect of bounding layer thickness on the simulated joint spacing
CDF for layer 1. It appears that varying the bounding layer thickness does not cause a
large change in the resulting joint spacing CDF. Figure 409 and Figure 410 show the
CDFs for the jointing layer and bounding layer Poisson's ratios, respectively. The
deviations near the tails are magnified because of the vertical scale.
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Figure 408 - Effect of the bounding layer thickness on the simulated joint spacing CDF for layer 1.
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Figure 409 - Effect of the jointing layer Poisson's ratio on the simulated joint spacing CDF for layer
1.
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1.
Based on the results of this analysis, the number of parameters that need to be considered
in the simulations can be reduced. Specifically, only the -LI ratio is varied in the
following simulations. So, only one set of simulations is needed for each layer.
Figure 411 shows the comparison between the actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs
for layer 1. It appears that the rejection procedure produces joint spacing CDFs that are
similar to the actual CDF for the range of - values used. However, K-S testing
indicates that the hypothesis (H 0 ) that the actual and simulated joint spacings come from
the same probability distribution is rejected for all cases in Figure 411. Again, this is due
to the large difference in the cumulative probability between the actual and simulated
CDFs for spacing values < 1.0 m.
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between the actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs for layer 1 using the
Figure 412 shows the actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs using the rejection
procedure for layer 2. The simulated joint spacing CDFs in Figure 412 do not appear to
closely resemble the actual joint spacing CDF. However, K-S testing accepts HO for all
cases in Figure 412.
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Figure 413 shows the simulated and actual joint spacing
simulated joint spacing CDFs appear to model the actual
testing accepts Ho for all cases in Figure 413.
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rejection procedure.
between the actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs for layer 3 using the
Based on a visual comparison, the rejection procedure models the joint
layer 1 and layer 3 better than it does for layer 2. However, statistical
the rejection procedure simulates the joint spacing from layers 2 and 3
layer 1. As emphasized before, rejection procedure results should be
spacing data from
tests indicate that
better than it does
assessed with the
aid of flaw model results. Only then will one be able to decide whether or not the use of
the rejection procedure on modeling the joint pattern is justified.
The results of the comparisons using the rejection procedure are consistent with those of
the flaw model using either the uncorrelated or correlated strength model. In both flaw
model variants, visual comparisons suggest that the joint spacing data from layers 1 and 3
are modeled better than those from layer 2. However, Kolmogorov-Smirnov testing
shows that the flaw model (uncorrelated or correlated strength) actually performed better
for layers 2 and 3 than for layer 1. In the case of layer 3, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
results and the visual comparison are consistent. However, for layers 1 and 2, it is
somewhat difficult to accept the results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests given the visual
comparisons.
Table 24, Table 25, and Table 26 show the visual comparison and Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test results for each layer for the different models that were used. In the visual
comparisons, the term "acceptable" is used if the simulated joint spacing probability
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distributions appear similar to the probability distribution of the actual joint spacing data.
The tables show that for layer 1, visual comparison suggests that the flaw model and
rejection procedure provide acceptable results but the statistical comparison indicates
otherwise. For layer 2, visual comparisons suggest that all models give unacceptable
results whereas the statistical comparison indicates that the results are acceptable. For
layer 3, both the visual and statistical comparisons indicate that the models yield joint
spacing probability distributions similar to that of the data. Hence, based on the
information presented in Table 24, Table 25, and Table 26, the visual and statistical
comparisons often don't agree. Only in the case of layer 3 are the two methods of
comparison consistent.
Table 24 - Results of visual and statistical comparisons for joint
using the flaw model with uncorrelated strength.
spacing data from the three layers
Flaw Model Visual Comparison Kolmogorov-Smirnov
(Uncorrelated Strength) Tests (0.05 level)
Layer 1 acceptable rejected in 10 out of 12
cases
Layer 2 not acceptable accepted in 12 out of 12
cases
Layer 3 acceptable accepted in 12 out of 12
cases
Table 25 - Results of visual and statistical comparisons for joint spacing data from the three layers
using the flaw model with correlated strength.
Flaw Model Visual Comparison Kolmogorov-Smirnov
(Correlated Strength) Tests (0.05 level)
Layer 1 acceptable rejected in 17 out of 18
cases
Layer 2 not acceptable accepted in 15 out of 18
cases
Layer 3 acceptable at low 0 values accepted in 14 out of 18
cases
Table 26 - Results of visual and statistical comparisons for joint spacing data from the three layers
using the rejection procedure. These are consistent with flaw model results.
Rejection Procedure Visual Comparison Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Tests (0.05 level)
Layer 1 acceptable rejected in 6 out of 6 cases
Layer 2 not acceptable accepted in 6 out of 6 cases
Layer 3 acceptable accepted in 6 out of 6 cases
The low joint intensities in the three layers allowed comparisons to be made despite
limited information about the material properties of the sedimentary layers. Fortunately,
parametric studies in this section (7.5) show that the joint spacing probability distribution
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is not strongly affected by material properties (e.g., the £ ratio) or bounding layer
thickness at the relatively low joint intensities observed in this case. For both models,
this is an interesting yet expected result: in the flaw model, the G ratio and the bounding
layer thickness, d, both affect how quickly the tensile stress increases to the remote or
far-field value with increasing distance from an existing joint. Similarly, G and d also
affect how quickly the probability density function increases with increasing distance
from an existing joint in the rejection procedure. This rate of increase up to the
maximum value of tensile stress or probability density controls how much of the segment
is exposed to the maximum tensile stress or probability density (Figure 414). This in
turn affects where new joints might form and consequently, the joint spacing probability
distribution. This is critical at high joint intensities (i.e., short segments or narrow
spacing) but not at low joint intensities (i.e., long segments or wide spacing) because if
the spacings are particularly wide, much of the segment will be exposed to the maximum
tensile stress or probability density regardless of -L- and d. Thus, the effect of material
properties and bounding layer thickness on the simulated joint spacing probability
distribution is much less at low joint intensities than at high joint intensities.
Smaller Portion Exposed to Larger Portion Exposed to
High Stresses High Stresses
Tensile stress
distribution for
Large d or
r~Max. TensileG,
Stress
Tensile stress
distribution for
Small d or
Joint Joint
Joint spacing or
segment length, L
Figure 414 - Effect of ratio and bounding layer thickness, d, on the length of segment exposed to
maximum tensile stress.
Overall, the flaw model and rejection procedure are inconsistent in modeling the joint
spacing probability distribution in case 4. Even though joint intensities and lithologies in
the three layers are similar, both models often give conflicting visual and statistical
comparisons. This may be partly due to the differences in grain size among the different
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layers. Grain size, as noted earlier, can affect spacing. The subjective nature of the
visual comparison and because the statistical comparisons are based on the maximum
difference between the observed and simulated joint spacing CDFs (i.e., the Kolmogorov-
Smimov statistic) also contribute to the discrepancy. There are a number of possible
reasons for the inconsistencies that have to do with the assumptions that were made in
Table 23:
1. The spacing of the set II joints may have been influenced by the existence of the set I
joints. Even though set I joints are much more widely-spaced than the set II joints,
they are often older than set II joints based on abutting relationships (Baudo, 2001).
Also, set I and set II joints do not necessarily intersect at right angles (Engelder and
Geiser, 1980; Baudo, 2001). Given the non-perpendicularity between set I and set II
joints as well as their relative ages, it is highly likely that set I joints affected the
stresses during the formation of set II joints (i.e., the presence of a set I joint may
influence the spacing of set II joints that form near it). This most likely leads to an
increase in the set II joint spacing near set I joints. The flaw model and rejection
procedure cannot model the effect of the existing set I joints and thus may
overestimate the frequency of the smaller spacings. This is probably what happened
in the simulations for layers 1 and 3. However, it is unclear why the opposite is true
for layer 2 where the simulations underestimate the frequency of smaller spacings.
2. The range in strike for set II joints is wide. In the simulations, the stresses in the
jointing layer are calculated based on the assumption that existing joints are
approximately parallel. Actual data indicate that this is not always the case. Figure
415, Figure 416, and Figure 417 show histograms of strikes for set II joints in each
layer. In layer 1, strikes range from about 020' to 0700 but are mostly between 0300
to 0400 (Figure 415). In layer 2, the range of strikes is the same as in layer 1 but
most of the joints strike 040' to 0500 (Figure 416). In layer 3, strikes range from
0300 to 080' with 0700 the most common orientation (Figure 417). Baudo (2001)
also noted that NNE-striking set II joints are generally older than ENE-striking set II
joints. It is likely that the older NNE-striking set II joints had some effect on the
spacing of the younger ENE-striking set II joints. During the formation of ENE-
striking set II joints, the stress field near the NNE-striking joints would be different
from those near the ENE-striking joints. This means that within joint set II, there
may be spacing variations controlled by the orientation.
3. The joints mostly cut through multiple rock layers (Baudo, 2001). The assumption
that all joints found in a specific layer initiated in that specific layer and later
propagated into the bounding top and bottom layers may be inaccurate. If a joint
were to propagate into a layer (say, into layer A) from another layer (layer B) where it
initiated, the location of that joint should largely be controlled by the stresses in layer
B rather than those in layer A. In the simulations that were run, it is essentially
assumed that the locations of all the joints in a layer, say layer A, (including through-
going joints) are controlled only by the stresses that were developed in that layer (A)
during the jointing process. In reality, it is possible that a number of through-going
joints observed in that layer (A) initiated in another layer (say B) and later propagated
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into layer A. The locations of those joints should have
the stresses in layer B not by the stresses in layer A.
probability distribution that is observed in layer A may
joint patterns in layer A and B.
therefore been controlled by
Therefore, the joint spacing
be some combination of the
Given the results and the three items above, it appears that the conditions for using both
the flaw model and rejection procedure were less than ideal in this case. This may
explain the discrepancies between the actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs that were
observed in the comparisons and also explain, to some extent, the inconsistencies
between the visual and statistical comparisons.
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Figure 415 - Strike histogram for set II joints in layer 1.
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Figure 416 - Strike histogram for set II joints in layer 2.
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Figure 417 - Strike histogram for set II joints in layer 3.
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8 Summary and Conclusions
Fracture characteristics (e.g., spacing, size, orientation) have often been observed to
follow some form of probability distribution (e.g., Priest and Hudson, 1976; Huang and
Angelier, 1989; Narr and Suppe, 1991; Rives et al., 1992). Ideally, one would like to
model rock fracture patterns mechanically but this is a complex undertaking. As a
consequence, geometric-probabilistic methods are usually employed to simulate the
mechanics (e.g., Ivanova, 1998; Pascal et al., 1997; Josnin et al., 2002; Rabinovitch and
Bahat, 1999; etc.). However, these probabilistic methods are based on observations on
the actual fracture network geometry rather than the mechanisms behind its formation.
Probabilistic fracture network models usually attempt to reflect the characteristics of a
particular geologic setting by applying geometric 'modifications to an initial simulated
fracture pattern (e.g., rotation and translation of fractures in Ivanova, 1998). As a result,
the modeled fracture network characteristics resemble those of the actual fracture
network but are not clearly linked to the mechanisms responsible for fracture formation.
Therein lies the problem: probabilistic/geometric models use geologic settings mostly to
define the target geometry rather than to describe the fracture formation mechanisms
within the fracture model. In order to relate the modeled fracture network characteristics
to a specific mechanism, it is therefore necessary that such mechanisms be incorporated
in the model rather than simply provide a target geometry for the final result. Fracture
models using a combination of mechanical and probabilistic concepts may be used to
achieve this because full mechanical models may be impractical at this stage. This is so
because there are various mechanisms that can cause fracturing in rocks and a single
model that applies to all cases may therefore be impossible to formulate. As a
consequence, a model must be built for each case in order to recognize the particular
fracturing mechanism. Layer-perpendicular joints in sedimentary rock are considered
here. This is done because sedimentary rock is most frequently found near the Earth's
surface; also numerous studies and observations regarding fractures in sedimentary rock
can be found in the literature.
Past Efforts - Field and Laboratory Observations, Analytical and Mechanical
Models
The spacing of layer-perpendicular joints in sedimentary rock has been widely accepted
to be linearly related to the layer thickness (e.g., Gross, 1993; Ruf et al., 1998; Narr and
Lerche, 1984; Narr, 1991; etc.) although some researchers have also observed a non-
linear relationship between spacing and layer thickness (e.g., Ladeira and Price, 1991;
McQuillan, 1973). Joints in thicker layers tend to be more widely-spaced than those in
thinner layers. Joint spacing has also often been observed to follow some probability
distribution. Specifically, a log-normal joint spacing distribution has been widely
observed (e.g., Becker and Gross, 1996; Narr and Suppe, 1991; Rives et al., 1992). Some
have also used the Gamma distribution to ,describe field joint spacing (Huang and
Angelier, 1989). Generally, field joint spacing distributions found in the literature are
unimodal and skewed towards smaller spacings (i.e., positively skewed).
Laboratory experiments have also been performed to simulate the formation sequence of
joints in layered sedimentary rock (e.g., Rives et al., 1992; Wu and Pollard, 1995). The
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laboratory experiments described in the literature typically consisted of a brittle layer
bonded onto a ductile layer and then subjected to extensional strain. Joints are formed on
the brittle layer as the strain is increased. Rives et al. (1992) observed that the form of
the joint spacing distribution changed as more joints are formed. At low strain or joint
intensity, a shifted exponential probability distribution was observed. At intermediate
strain or joint intensity, a log-normal probability distribution was observed while at high
strain or joint intensity, a quasi-normal probability distribution of joint spacing was
reached. Also, Rives et al. (1992) and Wu and Pollard (1995) observed that the joint
density in the brittle layer ceased to change after some level of strain is reached. This
phenomenon has often been called "joint saturation." Bai and Pollard (2000) used finite-
element elastic analyses to define joint saturation in terms of a critical joint spacing-to-
thickness ratio (or (t). According to Bai and Pollard (2000), below this critical ratio,
no new joints can form between two existing joints because mostly compressive stresses
rather than tensile stresses develop in the area between them. It must be noted, however,
that the stresses at the interface remain tensile. Laboratory experiments by Bai and
Pollard (2000) showed that only compressive stresses can be developed at the midpoint
of the line connecting the midpoints of two joints when they are spaced closely enough.
Hobbs (1967) formulated a simplified model for the tensile stress distribution in the intact
rock between two adjacent joints in a layer bounded by ductile un-jointed layers at the
top and bottom all subjected to some far-field extensional strain. The basic principle for
the calculation of tensile stress is that the forces in the intact rock between two adjacent
joints balance the shear forces at the interface between the jointing and bounding layers.
Hobbs' (1967) model has been used to explain the often observed linear relationship
between joint spacing and layer thickness in sedimentary rock. Other researchers have
used the same approach as Hobbs (1967) but also included the effect of the bounding
layer thickness (e.g., Ji and Saruwatari, 1998). The effect of interface slippage on the
tensile stress distribution has also been considered (Ji et al. (1998)). Finite-element
methods (e.g., FRANC2D by Wawrzynek and Ingraffea, 1987; Bai and Pollard, 2000)
have been used to calculate the stresses in the intact rock between joints since analytical
solutions for this case do not yet exist.
Rives et al. (1992) attempted to numerically reproduce the joint spacing distribution
forms that were observed in the laboratory experiments and in field data. Simple
numerical processes were used to generate the locations of layer perpendicular joints.
Examples of these numerical processes include midpoint bisection (i.e., placing new
joints midway between the most widely-spaced pair of joints) and random placement
(i.e., placing new joints in a randomly generated location along the layer). These have
been found to be inadequate in modeling actual observed joint spacing distributions.
Narr and Suppe (1991) used Hobbs' (1967) stress distribution model to produce joint
spacing patterns in layered sedimentary rock. Their approach produced log-normal joint
spacing probability distributions. Using their model, Narr and Suppe (1991) were also
able to generate joint spacing probability distributions similar to what they had observed
in the field. In a different approach, Rabinovitch and Bahat (1999) used a hazard
function, q(x), to determine the probability density function, f(x), of the location of a
new joint relative to a single existing joint.
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New Models
Although Narr and Suppe's (1991) model was able to produce positively-skewed joint
spacing distributions that resemble those observed in the field, it is still not entirely
satisfactory. First, the use of Hobbs' (1967) model excludes the possible effect of the
bounding layer thickness on the resulting joint spacing (e.g., Ladeira and Price, 1981).
Second, they did not consider the possible effects of joint saturation mechanisms on the
joint pattern (e.g., Ji et al., 1998; Bai and Pollard, 2000). Third, their comparisons were
made only against a single set of data representing a single joint intensity. Joints in
layered sedimentary rock can be found at various intensities (e.g., Becker and Gross,
1996; Saltzman, 2001; Baudo, 2001). Rabinovitch and Bahat's (1999) approach to
deriving the probability density function of the new joint location relative to an existing
one is an unusual application of a hazard function. Their approach is also not
satisfactory. Hazard functions are typically used for uni-directional random variables
such as time (e.g., in "time to failure" problems). As a consequence, the resulting
probability density function, f(x), is one-sided in that it only considers x - values in one
direction from the existing joint. This problem can be solved when generating the
location of the first new joint by assigning a 50-50 chance that the new joint forms to the
left or right of the existing joint. Beyond the first new joint, this solution no longer
applies because f(x) is no longer valid (i.e., there is more than one existing joint). In
other words, f(x) should be updated to reflect the presence of the new joint and each
one that is formed thereafter.
New Models - Flaw Model
Given the shortcomings of existing models, two new models are proposed. The first
model (called the flaw model) utilizes a comparison between the tensile stress and the
tensile strength along the sedimentary rock layer in order to determine new joint
locations. It is similar to the model by Narr and Suppe (1991). A new joint is added at a
location where the tensile stress exceeds the tensile strength. This model is composed of
two parts: the tensile stress distribution submodel and the jointing layer strength
submodel.
The tensile stress distribution in the jointing layer depends on the material properties of
the layers (i.e., the jointing and bounding layers) as well as the locations of existing
joints. The tensile stress distribution therefore changes with the addition of new joints.
To include the effect of the bounding layer thickness, the tensile stress distribution
submodel formulated by Ji et al. (1998) is used.
The strength submodel, on the other hand, is used to define the tensile strength along the
jointing layer using some probability distribution. At random points along the layer,
"flaws" are introduced. Each flaw is assigned a value of tensile strength according to
some probability distribution. As a result of these flaws, the jointing layer has non-
uniform tensile strength. The non-uniformity of the jointing layer tensile strength can be
controlled by varying the number of flaws. The tensile strength submodel can either be
uncorrelated or correlated. In an uncorrelated strength submodel, the tensile strength at
one location is independent of the tensile strength at an adjacent location. In the
correlated strength submodel, there is dependence between the tensile strength values at
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adjacent locations. Each new joint is added at a location where the tensile stress exceeds
the tensile strength.
In order to include the effects of joint saturation, the model checks individual spacing
values against a critical spacing-to-thickness ratio (Bai and Pollard, 2000) before new
joints are added. Interface slippage (Ji et al., 1998) is also considered as a saturation
mechanism in this model. Interface slip occurs when the interface shear strength is
reached. Since the tensile stress in the jointing layer is proportional to the interface shear
stress in the tensile stress distribution submodel (i.e., Ji et al., 1998), limiting the interface
shear stress imposes a limit to the tensile stresses that can be developed in the jointing
layer. Limiting the tensile stresses in the layer stops the jointing process if they cannot
exceed the tensile strength.
New Models - Rejection Procedure
This second new model determines the location (x) of each new joint in the jointing
layer using its probability density function, f(x). Intuitively, f(x) should be a function
of both the local tensile stress and tensile strength (i.e., f(x) = g(ul"J a,u5)). The local
tensile stress varies along the length of the jointing layer and also depends on the applied
strain (e ) so that alocal =ca(x, e). The function a(x, e) also changes with the addition of
new joints. The tensile strength can also be assumed to vary along the layer so that
, = o (x). The exact form of f(x) = g(o,,1, c) is difficult to obtain. As a
simplification, it is assumed that f(x) o . The expression for '' is given by a
aaield Jaqrfhd
simplified tensile stress distribution model (e.g., Ji et al., 1998). Tensile stress
distribution models indicate that higher stresses are developed in longer segments than in
shorter ones. Therefore, f(x) oc " simply means that a new joint is more likely to
form in a longer segment than in a shorter one. After the formation of each new joint,
17'o" alis updated to reflect changes in segment geometry. To generate random values of
x from f(x), a rejection procedure is employed. The rejection procedure is a simple
way of generating random values from a probability density function. In the rejection
procedure, a preliminary joint location is first generated assuming that one is equally
likely to form at each point in the layer (i.e., using a uniform distribution). The ratio
between ' at that location and for the entire layer is calculated (the
proportionality constant in f(x) oc lora' need not be calculated since it cancels out in
aJarfield
this step). A random number between zero and 1.0 is generated using a uniform
distribution. If the ratio exceeds this number, the preliminary location is accepted and a
joint forms. The function 6' "' is then updated. Otherwise, the preliminary location is
rejected and the process is repeated. The compressive stress saturation mechanism is
included by simply letting f(x)=0 inside segments shorter than the critical joint
spacing, t - (i).
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This approximation f(x) c ""' may not completely or realistically represent the actual
jointing process. Therefore, the flaw model must always be used in conjunction with the
rejection procedure. Only then will an assessment of the performance of the rejection
procedure be meaningful. The rejection procedure offers only one major advantage over
the flaw model: speed. If rejection procedure results agree with flaw model results, only
then is it reasonable to use it.
Parametric Studies
Parametric studies were conducted for the two proposed models. The effects on the mean
joint spacing-layer thickness relationship and on the probability distribution of joint
spacing were investigated. The mean joint spacing-layer thickness relationship is taken
at saturation while the joint spacing distribution changes with joint intensity.
As a guide to understanding the effect of each parameter on the mean joint spacing-layer
thickness relationship, one can look at how each parameter affects the tensile stresses and
the overall tensile strength of the layer. The tensile stress is a link between the flaw
model and rejection procedure. In the flaw model, certain model parameters may limit
the tensile stresses or affect the shape of the tensile stress distribution. Other parameters
control how the tensile strength varies in the layer and also describe the average tensile
strength. In the rejection procedure the probability density of new joint locations, f(x),
is assumed to be directly proportional to tensile stress. Therefore, effects of the
parameters that influence the tensile stress are the same in the flaw model and rejection
procedure. For the mean joint spacing-layer thickness relationship at saturation, model
parameters can be classified into these two groups:
1. Parameters that limit the tensile stress - If a parameter limits the tensile stress, the
overall tensile strength may also affect the mean joint spacing-layer thickness
relationship. For example, in the flaw model with interface slippage only, there is a
limit to the tensile stress (triangular in Figure 418) that is controlled by the interface
shear strength, ro. A joint can form if flaws sufficiently lower the tensile strength at
some points (e.g., dashed curve in Figure 418). If there are no flaws, the limiting
tensile stress distribution may not be high enough to form a new joint (e.g., Figure
418). In the flaw model with compressive stress mechanism only, it does not matter
whether or not flaws exist because there is no limit to the tensile stress as long as the
spacing is above critical (Figure 419). In Figure 419, a new joint can form with both
tensile strength profiles (i.e., with or without flaws) but at different locations. When
the spacing becomes below critical, compressive stresses develop inside the segment
that may preclude further jointing. In the rejection procedure with compressive stress
mechanism, the probability density of joint location, f(x), is assumed to be directly
proportional to the tensile stress so a similar behavior can be expected even though
the tensile strength is not required. Interface slip is not considered in the rejection
procedure. Table 27 summarizes the effects of parameters that influence the
maximum tensile stress and the overall tensile strength of the layer on the mean joint
spacing-layer thickness relationship.
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Figure 418 - Tensile stress vs. tensile strength for the interface slippage saturation mechanism for the
case with and without flaws. New joint formation is only possible with the existence of flaws because
there is a limit to the tensile stress that can be achieved.
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Figure 419 - Tensile stress vs. tensile strength for the compressive stress saturation mechanism for
the case with and without flaws. The existing joints are spaced above the critical spacing. A new
joint can form with or without the flaws (the two dropdown lines) because there is no limit to the
tensile stress as long as the spacing is above critical.
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Table 27 - Effects of parameters that limit tensile stress on the mean joint spacing-layer thickness
relationship.
Interface Slippage Compressive Stress
Mechanism Mechanism
Flaw Model: TO limits interface Flaw Model: For segments where
Parameter that shear stress, in turn, limiting tensile (t) > (LOc, tensile stress not limited. For
limits or affects stress in jointing layer. segments where (S) (i) , stress is
the stress in the t cr
jointing layer Rejection Procedure: Interface compressive (i.e., limited to negative
slippage not considered. values).
Rejection Procedure: For segments where
.(L)> (L) ,flx) is non-zero. For segments
where (t) (t)c ,flx) is zero.
Flaw Model: Yes, if the overall Flaw Model: Not a factor for (-)> (-)
tensile strength is low enough to be () r
reached by the limited tensile stress, because there is no limit to tensile stress soIs the overall jointing will occur. If overall tensile tensile strength can always be reached.
tensile strength strength high enough such that the Also not a factor for (-)' ()(. because
of the jointing limited tensile stress cannot reach it, stresses are compressive. It does not matter
layer a factor? jointing cannot occur. what the tensile strength is since the stress is
Rejection Procedure: Interface compressive so jointing will not occur.
slippage not considered. Tensile Rejection Procedure: Tensile strength not
strength not specified. specified. f(x) relies on tensile stress alone.
Flaw Model: Two parameters Flaw Model: Although the tensile stress that
strongly affect the mean joint can be developed is unlimited for segments
spacing-layer thickness relationship: with (t) > (t), , the stress is limited to
TO and flaw density. Flaw density c.rsi v(
Conclusion affects the overall tensile strength of comressie Lu
the jointing layer. More flaws Therefore, ()cr itself affects the mean
means that the layer has lower joint spacing-layer thickness relationship
overall tensile strength. because it dictates the smallest spacing
Rejection Procedure: Interface where jointing can still occur.
slippage not considered. IRejection Procedure: ()c affects the
mean joint spacing-layer thickness
relationship because it dictates the smallest
spacing for whichf(x) is non-zero (i.e.,jointing still possible).
Flaw Model: Mean joint spacing Flaw Model: Mean joint spacing increases
Effect on mean increases with decreasing To. Mean as (t)cr increases.
joint spacing joint spacing increases with
for a given decreasing flaw density (i.e., Rejection Procedure: Mean joint spacingjointing layer increasing overall tensile strength).. increases as (t) increases.
thickness Rejection Procedure: Interface
slippage not considered. Note that (t)c depends on material
properties and overburden (see Bai and
Pollard, 2000).
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2. Parameters that affect the rate at which the tensile stress reaches its maximum value
with distance from a joint (i.e., "stress recovery") - This effect is more important for
the compressive stress saturation mechanism than for the interface slippage
mechanism where the interface shear strength (,r) is the major factor especially in
the latter part of the jointing process when slip starts to occur. In the flaw model with
compressive stress mechanism, the shape of the tensile stress distribution is
influenced mostly by the Q ratio and the non-jointing layer thickness, d (e.g., Figure
420). In Figure 420, a large or small portion of the segment may be exposed to the
highest tensile stresses depending on -L and d. This affects the lengths of the smaller
segments into which it is divided and, consequently, how many more divisions
beyond that are possible. For example, a segment whose length is twice that of the
critical spacing (i.e., 2- t -(t)cr) will likely be divided into two segments that have
approximately critical lengths (i.e., t -(t),) if the maximum tensile stress is reached
only at the midpoint and further jointing cannot occur. However, if the maximum
tensile stress were present over some length in the segment, the segment may be
divided into one that is below critical (say, 0.5 -t -(O)) and another that is above
critical (1.5 -t -(i)c). In this case, jointing continues until the above-critical segment
(1.5 -t - (t)cr) is divided into smaller below-critical segments. As a result, the final
mean joint spacing is smaller because more joints are formed. In the rejection
procedure with compressive stress mechanism, the same behavior can be expected
because the probability density f(x) is directly proportional to the tensile stress.
Table 28 summarizes the effects of these parameters on the final mean joint spacing
for both the flaw model and rejection procedure.
Smaller Portion Exposed to Larger Portion Exposed to
High Stresses High Stresses
Tensile stress
distribution for
Large d or
Max. Tensile
Stress
Tensile stress
distribution for
r7___ _ Small d or
Joint Joint
Joint spacing or
segment length, L
Figure 420 - Shape of the tensile stress distribution for different values of or d values.
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Table 28 - Effect of L and d on the mean joint spacing when using the compressive stress
saturation mechanism in both the flaw model and rejection
procedure.
procedure. f - flaw model. r - rejection
Rate at which
Value of Eor Stress Recovery Portion of Possible critical spacing isGo with Distance from Segment Locations of reached and final
non-jointing Joints Forming the Exposed to New Joints mean spacing for a
layer thickness d Segment Highest Tensile given jointing layer
Stresses (f) or thickness
Probability
Density (r)
Slow rate, small
Small Fast Long Many final mean spacing
Fast rate, large final
Large Slow Short Few mean spacing
Similar to what was done for the mean joint spacing-layer thickness relationship, a guide
is also outlined for understanding the effect of each parameter on the joint spacing
distribution regardless of whether or not saturation mechanisms are implemented. In this
case, the parameter effects can be classified into two groups based on how they affect the
shape of the tensile stress distribution or the tensile strength profile:
1. Parameters that affect the rate at which the tensile stress reaches its maximum value
with distance from a joint (i.e., "stress recovery") - The shape of the tensile stress
distribution not only affects the number of possible divisions before reaching the
critical spacing, it also affects the joint spacing distribution. If a larger portion of a
segment is exposed to the highest stresses, there are more possible locations for a new
joint than when a smaller portion of a segment is exposed to the highest stresses (see
Figure 420). As a result, the variance of spacing would be larger in the former than
in the latter. Two parameters affect the shape of the tensile stress distribution: the -
ratio and the non-jointing layer thickness d. Table 29 provides
effects of these two parameters on the joint spacing distribution,
joint spacing variance.
a summary of the
specifically on the
Table 29 - Effect of A and d on joint spacing distribution in the flaw model and rejection
procedure. f - flaw model. r - rejection procedure.
Value of or Stress Recovery Portion of Possible Effect on Joint
Gl with Distance from Segment Locations of Spacing
non-jointing Joints Forming the Exposed to New Joints Distribution
layer thickness d Segment Highest Tensile
Stresses () or
Probability
Density (r)
High Spacing
Small Fast Long Many Variance
Low Spacing
Large Slow Short Few Variance
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2. Parameters that affect the variation of tensile strength along the layer - This applies
only to the flaw model because the rejection procedure does not use tensile strength to
generate joint locations. Along with the tensile stress distribution, the tensile strength
variation determines where new joints form. The tensile strength variation depends
on whether uncorrelated strength or correlated strength is used. The use of correlated
strength leads to a tensile strength profile with clear sections of strength and
weakness compared to when uncorrelated strength is used. If there are clear sections
of weakness, it is likely that new joints will form inside these sections leaving
stronger sections largely un-jointed. This leads to a larger variance in spacing. For
the correlated strength submodel, three parameters affect the tensile strength
variation: the correlation factor (#), the mean tensile strength (u, ), and the variance
of the random variable ei (a, ). In an uncorrelated strength submodel, the strength at
a point is independent of the strength at adjacent points and there are no clear sections
of strength and weakness. In this case, it is found that the ratio between maximum
and minimum tensile strength affects the joint spacing distribution. If the tensile
strength ratio is small, the layer will be close to having uniform tensile strength and
new joints are likely to form near the midpoints of segments. This leads to a smaller
spacing variance than when the tensile strength ratio is large and new joints are also
likely to form away from a segment midpoint. Table 30 and Table 31 show
summaries of parameter effects for the uncorrelated and correlated strength
submodels on the joint spacing distribution, respectively.
Table 30 - Effect of ratio of maximum to minimum tensile strength on joint spacing distribution in
the flaw model with uncorrelated strength.
Value of Range of Tensile Uniformity of Possible Effect on Joint
max/min tensile Strength Tensile Strength Locations of Spacing
strength ratio New Joints Distribution
Likely Near Lower Spacing
Small Narrow Close to uniform Segment Variance
Midpoint
More Scattered Higher Spacing
Large Wide Non-uniform within Segment Variance
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Table 31 - Effects of correlated strength parameters* on joint spacing distribution in the flaw model.
-varying one, keeping others constant.
Value* of 0, Sections of Range of Tensile Possible Effect on Joint
Strength and Strength Locations of Spacing
or Weakness New Joints Distribution
Less Lower Spacing
Small Not Well-Defined Narrow Concentrated in Variance
Particular
Sections
Concentrated in Higher Spacing
Large Well-Defined Wide Sections of Variance
Weakness
Comparisons with Actual Field Data
In addition to the parametric studies, the two proposed models were used to simulate joint
spacing patterns that were compared to actual joint spacing data. Four different cases
with varying joint intensities were considered. Comparisons between the actual and
simulated joint spacing CDFs were made using Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistical tests and
visual assessments of the joint spacing CDFs.
Case 1: Becker and Gross, 1996
Becker and Gross (1996) gathered joint spacing data from a single flat-lying
limestone/dolostone layer in the Gerofit Formation in Israel. The limestone/dolostone
jointing layer is approximately of uniform thickness (18 ± 1.2 cm) and bounded by
marlstone layers (Becker and Gross, 1996) approximately 5 cm thick. Measurements
were made along a scanline approximately 190 m long. The vertical joint set strikes
~293* and is parallel to the maximum compressive stress direction associated with the
Syrian Arc Stress field (SAS) (Eyal et al. (2001)). Eyal et al. (2001) also found that the
-293*-striking joint set is the first formed joint set in the layer considered by Becker and
Gross (1996). No material properties were measured by Becker and Gross (1996) for
both the jointing and non-jointing layers but Saltzman (2001) measured Young's moduli
and tensile strength in limestone/dolostone layers in the same formation but in a different
area. Along the scanline, Becker and Gross (1996) noted the existence of four fault zones
and four joint zones that extend beyond the thickness of the limestone/dolostone layer.
The joints in most of these zones could not be measured properly by the authors because
of intense weathering. However, they were able to measure the joint spacing near one of
the fault zones. A moving average plot by Becker and Gross (1996) revealed that mean
joint spacing is lower in the middle section of the scanline than in the ends. Based on this
plot, Becker and Gross (1996) divided the scanline into four sections: I, 11111, and IV.
The joint zones and fault zones are located inside sections II and III. Table 32 shows the
statistics of the spacing in each section. Chi-squared tests indicate that only the joint
spacing data from sections I and IV may be described by log-normal probability
distributions.
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Table 32 - Summary of joint spacing statistics from data by Becker and Gross (1996)
Section I Section II Section III Section IV
Number of Spacing Data 110 237 271 94
Mean Spacing (cm) 23.66 13.82 14.40 20.67
Standard Deviation (cm) 14.96 7.76 9.31 12.85
Mean Spacing /
Layer Thickness 1.31 0.77 0.80 1.15
The Young's modulus ranges from about 30 GPa to 80 GPa (Saltzman, 2001) with most
of the test samples having Young's moduli that are around 50 GPa. This value is used in
the model simulations. As for the El ratio, the material properties of the marlstone are
needed. Available data from the literature indicate that marlstone can have a Young's
modulus typically between about 21.0 and 25.0 GPa. For Poisson's ratios between about
0.15 and 0.25, this leads to shear modulus values between 8.0 and 11.0 GPa. Given that
the Young's modulus of the limestone/dolostone layer is assumed to be 50 GPa, this
leads to L values that range from about 4.5 to about 6.25. In the simulations, it is
assumed that - ranges from about 3.0 to 6.0. Saltzman (2001) also performed tensile
strength tests on the limestone/dolostone samples from the four layers. The tensile
strength values of intact samples range from about 4.0 MPa to 10.0 MPa (Saltzman,
2001) and appear to follow an approximately uniform probability distribution. Table 33
and Table 34 show the values of simulation parameters. The parameter combinations
represent the different cases that are simulated.
Table 33 - Parameter values for uncorrelated strength submodel in flaw model. The same values are
used in the rejection procedure except for the tensile strength ranges.
Parameter Simulation Values
Jointing Layer Thickness (t) 0.18 m
Non-Jointing Layer Thickness (d) 0.05 m
E1 ratio 3.0 to 6.0
Gi
E. 50 GPa
Tensile Strength Ranges 4.0-10.0 MPa, 2.0-12.0 MPa, very wide
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Table 34 - Parameter values for correlated strength submodel.
Parameter Simulation Values
Jointing Layer Thickness (t) 0.18 m
Non-Jointing Layer Thickness (d) 0.05 m
E ratio 3.0
Ef 50 GPa
Correlation Factor, # 0.70-0.95
Mean Tensile Strength, pU 7.0 MPa
0.2, 0.5
Table 35 below shows the comparison results for the two proposed models. The flaw
model results are separated into the uncorrelated and correlated strength submodels.
Table 35 - Summary of results for the case of Becker and Gross, 1996.
Flaw Model Flaw Model Rejection Procedure
Uncorrelated Strength Correlated Strength
Section K-S at 0.05 Visual K-S at Visual K-S at Visual
level 0.05 level 0.05 level
Accepted in Fit is good Rejected in Fit does not Accepted in Fit is good.
most cases. for different most cases. appear to be all cases.
Rejected when tensile good.
narrowest strength Simulated
tensile strength ranges used. CDF differs
range used (i.e., much in
4-10 MPa). curvature to
the actual.
fl Rejected in Fit is not Rejected in Fit is not Accepted in Fit is good.
most cases. good. all cases good. all cases.
Rejected in all Fit is not Rejected in Fit is not Accepted in Fit is good.
cases. good. all cases. good. all cases.
Accepted for Good fit for Rejected in Fit does not Accepted in Fit is good.
wider tensile wider tensile most cases. appear to be all cases.
strength range strength good.
(e.g., 2-12 MPa range (e.g., Simulated
IV and wider). 2-12 MPa CDF differs
Rejected for and wider). much in
narrowest Fit is not curvature to
tensile strength good for the actual.
range (i.e., 4-10 narrowest
MPa). tensile
strength
range (i.e.,
4-10 MPa).
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Overall, the flaw model with uncorrelated strength is able to simulate the joint spacing
CDF for sections I and IV more effectively than in sections II and III. Sections II and III
are more densely jointed than sections I and IV. In fact, the mean spacing values for
sections II and III (-0.14 m and -0.144, respectively) lie inside the calculated saturation
mean spacing range of 0.094 m to 0.151 m for this case. This indicates the possibility
that sections II and III may be jointed beyond saturation. Additional jointing may have
occurred beyond saturation and such a process is beyond the scope of the flaw model.
The flaw model with correlated strength does not appear to model the joint spacing in any
of the sections well. In sections I and IV, the shape of the simulated joint spacing
cumulative distribution curves are much different from the actual. As for sections II and
III, it was hoped that the correlated strength model would help produce the smaller
spacing values that could not be produced with the uncorrelated strength model.
However, the use of a correlated strength model could not eliminate this discrepancy.
Although the rejection procedure appears to work better than the flaw model in terms of
the joint spacing CDF for all four sections, one must keep in mind that the rejection
procedure is not a mechanical model. Any good agreement between the simulated
spacing CDFs from the rejection procedure and an actual joint spacing CDF is probably
coincidental and the flaw model results should always serve as a guide in assessing the
performance of the rejection procedure. The results of the rejection procedure for
sections I and IV agree with those from the flaw model. Given this, the rejection
procedure can be used to simulate joints only for sections I and IV because it is a faster
alternative to the flaw model. For sections II and III, the agreement between rejection
procedure results and actual data is merely coincidental because the rejection procedure
allows for smaller spacings that cannot be produced in the flaw model.
Case 2: Saltzman, 2001
Saltzman (2001) investigated layer-confined vertical joints in limestone/dolostone layers
bounded by marlstone layers in the Gerofit formation at Nahal Nekarot in southern Israel.
In Saltzman's (2001) study, joint spacing measurements were taken from a single joint
set striking ~165' or ~345' found in four limestone/dolostone layers with thickness
ranging from 12.0 cm (0.12 m) to 52.0 cm (0.52 m). Note that Becker and Gross (1996)
measured the ~293' joint set in a different layer nearby. The ~165* striking joint set is
the primary or first-formed joint set in these four layers (Saltzman, 2001). Eyal et al.
(2001) found that the ~165* or ~345* joint set was formed under the Dead Sea Transform
stress field (DSS). Saltzman (2001) observed much higher joint intensities in this set
compared to those observed by Becker and Gross (1996) in the ~293* set. Chi-Squared
goodness-of-fit tests indicate that the four joint spacing datasets in Saltzman (2001) may
be described by log-normal probability distributions. Also, despite the very high joint
intensities observed here, none of the joint spacing data exhibit a quasi-normal
distribution as Rives et al. (1992) observed in their laboratory experiments at high joint
intensities.
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Table 36 - Summary of spacing statistics from data by Saltzman (2001)
Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4
(GN1) (GN2) (GN3) (GN4)
Number of 30 59 49 62
Spacing Data
Mean Spacing 13.96 10.38 8.64 5.91
(cm)
Standard 6.67 4.48 3.44 2.91
Deviation (cm)
Layer 52 12 37 30
Thickness (cm)
Mean Spacing
/ Layer 0.27 0.87 0.23 0.20
Thickness I I I I
Saltzman (2001) studied essentially the same type of rocks as Becker and Gross (1996):
jointed limestone/dolostone bounded by un-jointed marlstone layers. Some of the
material property values used in the case study for Becker and Gross' (1996) data come
from laboratory tests by Saltzman (2001). Important information used in the simulations
is shown in Table 37 and Table 38.
Table 37 - Parameter values for uncorrelated strength submodel in flaw model. The same values are
used in the rejection procedure except for the tensile strength ranges.
Parameter Simulation Values
Jointing Layer Thickness (t) 0.52 m (layer 1), 0.12 m (layer 2), 0.37 m
(layer 3), 0.30 m (layer 4)
Non-Jointing Layer Thickness (d) 0.05 m
ratio 3.0 to 6.0
Ef 50 GPa
Tensile Strength Ranges 4.0-10.0 MPa, 2.0-12.0 MPa, very wide
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Table 38 - Parameter values for correlated strength submodel.
Parameter Simulation Values
Jointing Layer Thickness (t) 0.52 m (layer 1), 0.12 m (layer 2), 0.37 m
(layer 3), 0.30 m (layer 4)
Non-Jointing Layer Thickness (d) 0.05 m
EL ratio 3.0
Ef 50 GPa
Correlation Factor, # 0.10-0.90
Mean Tensile Strength, pu 7.0 MPa
a-l 0.2
Preliminary simulations show that the compressive stress saturation mechanism prevents
the flaw model and rejection procedure from reaching the joint intensities observed in
layer 1, 3, and 4. For this reason, simulations were performed without the saturation
mechanism for these layers. For layer 2, no such problem was encountered. For the joint
intensity observed in layer 2, there is not much difference between the joint spacing
distributions if the saturation mechanism is used and those when it is not. Table 39
shows the results of the comparisons when no saturation is used in layers 1, 3, and 4.
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Table 39 - Summary of comparison results for the joint spacing data in Saltzman (2001). 4 - without
saturation mechanism. * - with saturation mechanism.
Flaw Model Flaw Model Correlated Rejection Procedure
Uncorreated Strength Str ength
Layer K-S at Visual K-S at Visual K-S at Visual
0.05 0.05 0.05
level level level
1 (GN1) Accepted Fit is better for Accepted Fit is not good. Accepted Fit is good but
in all wider tensile in all Frequencies of in all frequencies of
cases. strength range. cases. smaller cases. smaller
Frequencies of spacings are spacings are
smaller always overestimated.
spacings underestimated.
underestimated.
2 (GN2) Accepted Fit is good in Accepted Fit is good in Accepted Fit is good but
* in all all cases. in all most cases. in all frequencies of
cases. cases. cases. smaller
spacings are
overestimated.
3 (GN3) Accepted Fit is good in Accepted Fit is not that Accepted Fit is not
in all all cases but in all good. in all cases good.
cases. slight cases. Frequencies of except
overestimation smaller E=
of frequencies spacings G,=.0
of larger underestimated.
spacing when
widest tensile
strength range
is used.
4 (GN4) Accepted Fit is good for Rejected in Fit is not good. Accepted Fit is good.
in all but most cases but all cases. Frequencies of in all cases
one case. improvement is smaller except
apparent as spacings E =6.0
tensile strength grossly G, ~6
range is underestimated
increased.
The flaw model with saturation was found incapable of simulating the joint spacing CDF
for the very high joint intensities observed in the data by Saltzman (2001). For the only
case where the joint intensity was not too high (i.e., layer 2, GN2), it provided a good
agreement between the actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs. In the other cases
where the joint intensities are very high, the flaw model without saturation mechanisms is
able to produce joint spacing CDFs that resemble the actual joint spacing CDFs. This
means that the saturation mechanism proposed by Bai and Pollard (2000) may not always
be applicable.
For the flaw model with correlated strength, a good fit both visually and by hypothesis
testing is achieved only for layer 2 where the joint intensity is lowest. For layers 1 and 3,
the visual and hypothesis testing results do not agree. For layer 4, the visual and
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statistical assessments agree that the model does not work well. Overall, the flaw model
with correlated strength performs poorly at very high joint intensity.
Overall, the rejection procedure is able to produce joint spacing CDFs that agree with the
actual data based on hypothesis testing (i.e., K-S statistic) although in some cases, visual
observations do not support K-S test results. Also, the saturation mechanism prevents the
rejection procedure from reaching the actual joint intensity in all cases except layer 2
(GN2) where the joint intensity is the lowest of the four. In the layers with higher joint
intensities (layers 1, 3, and 4), the saturation mechanism was not used so that the target
joint intensity could be reached. Again, one must remember that the rejection procedure
is based on an assumed form of f(x) and not on an exact form of f(x). Therefore, the
flaw model results should always serve as a guide in the assessment of the rejection
procedure. The flaw model with uncorrelated tensile strength performs well in all of the
four layers, as does the rejection procedure. In this case, the rejection procedure could be
used as a faster alternative to the flaw model for simulating joint patterns in all four
layers.
Case 3: Gross et al., 1997
Gross et al. (1997) studied joints in six chalk layers (17 cm to 63 cm thick) interbedded
with chert (about 7 cm thick in the area, Bahat, 1988) located near Beer Sheva, Israel.
The layers belong to the lower Eocene Mor Formation and have been exposed by a road
cut (Gross et al., 1997). The layers have been slightly folded but are still essentially flat-
lying (Bahat, 1988). Two sets of vertically-dipping joints are observed in the area: cross-
fold joints (3260) and strike joints (055'). Cross-fold joints generally strike the
perpendicular to the fold axis in the area while strike joints are oriented parallel to the
fold axis. Gross et al. (1997) measured spacings between the 0550 joints. A normal fault
zone older than the 0550 set that strikes 292' and dips 45*N is also observed on the
exposure. Gross et al. (1997) noted that the fault does not appear to affect the
orientations of the 055* joint set, even those that are near the fault. Interestingly, Gross et
al. (1997) noted that the joint intensity in one of the layers (specifically, layer 4) changes
drastically from one side of the fault to the other. This coincides with their observation
that the measured slip across the fault zone is lower in the vicinity of that layer. Table 40
shows the spacing statistics from each of the six chalk layers. Note the change in joint
intensity across the fault in layer 4. The joint intensity north of the fault is higher than
that south of the fault. Table 40 also indicates the larger dataset to which each smaller
dataset is assigned based on the normalized mean spacing.
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Table 40 - Summary of spacing statistics for the data by Gross et al. (1997).
Layer
(combined Number of Normalized mean Normalized median
dataset) spacing data spacing (mean spacing (median
(thickness, cm) spacing/layer spacing/layer
thickness) thickness)
1 (A)(26,29) 27 1.11 1.10
2 (B)(43,46) 47 0.76 0.76
3 (A)(22,17) 43 1.17 1.18
4 North of Fault 33 0.45 0.45
(none)(62.5)
4 South of Fault 23 0.70 0.67
(B)(62.5)
4 Combined 56 0.56 0.52
(Neither A nor
B)(62.5,62.5)
5 (A)(19.5,17.4) 68 1.13 1.06
7* (B)(60,60) 71 0.75 0.75
Due to the small number of spacing data in each layer, data from different layers were
combined to form two larger datasets (A and B) according to the normalized mean
spacing values (i.e., mean spacing divided by layer thickness) of each layer. Table 41
shows the statistics of datasets A and B.
Table 41 - Summary of spacing statistics for datasets A and B.
Combined Number of Normalized Normalized Skewness Standard
dataset spacing mean median of deviation of
data spacing Spacing normalized normalized
data data
A 138 1.12 1.09 2.27 0.51
B 141 0.74 0.74 0.84 0.29
Chi-square goodness-of-fit tests indicate that dataset A can be described by a log-normal
probability distribution. Chi-square goodness-of-fit tests reject the hypotheses that
dataset B can be described by either a log-normal or a normal probability distribution.
No material properties were measured in this case but typical values of chert shear
modulus found in literature range from 31.0 to 33.0 GPa (e.g., Gross et al., 1995). The
Young's modulus of chalk reported in the literature ranges from about 2.0 GPa to 20.0
GPa. This translates to E ratios from 0.06 to 0.65; a range of values that is not
surprising because intact chert is generally much stiffer than chalk. In the simulations,
L ratios from 0.05 to 1.05 are used for the assumption that the chert layers are intact.
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For the case where the chert .layers are brecciated (i.e., heavily fractured) the is
allowed to vary from 2.0 to 10.0. Available tensile strength data on Lower Eocene Mor
chalks in the area (Palchik and Hatzor, 2004) indicate a range between about 3.0 MPa to
9.0 MPa.
In the simulations involving intact chert (i.e., -LI ratios from 0.05 to 1.05), the joint
spacing distributions do not resemble the actual joint spacing distributions unless large
values of non-jointing layer thickness are used (i.e., > 0.2 m). Such non-jointing layer
thickness values are unrealistic. Simulations with brecciated chert (i.e., -L ratios greater
than unity) were also performed. Table 42 and Table 43 show the corresponding
simulation parameter values for both the flaw model and rejection procedure. Table 44
shows a summary of comparison results.
Table 42 - Parameter values for uncorrelated strength submodel in flaw model. The same values are
used in the rejection procedure except for the tensile strength range. Note that A >1.0 (i.e., chert is
brecciated).
Parameter Simulation Values
Jointing Layer Thickness (t) 1.0 for both A and B (due to normalization)
Non-Jointing Layer Thickness (d) 0.05 and 0.10 m
El ratio 2.0 to 10.0
G11
Ef 15 GPa
Tensile Strength Ranges 3.0-9.0 MPa
Table 43 - Parameter values for correlated strength submodel.
Parameter Simulation Values
Jointing Layer Thickness (t) 1.0 for both A and B (due to normalization)
Non-Jointing Layer Thickness (d) 0.10 m
El ratio 2.0, 6.0, 10.0
Ef 15 GPa
Correlation Factor, 0 0.2-0.9
Mean Tensile Strength, pU 6.0 MPa
0.37
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Table 44 - Summary of comparison results for the data by Gross et al. (1997).
Flaw Model Flaw Model Rejection Procedure
Uncorrelated Strength Correlated Strength
Dataset K-S at Visual K-S at Visual K-S at Visual
0.05 0.05 0.05
level level level
A Accepted Fit appears Rejected in Fit not good. Rejected in Fit not good.
(chert in cases good but cases Frequencies all cases. Frequencies
fractured) where frequencies of where of smaller of smallerEf smaller f 0 spacings spacings
G,>40 spacings often G, overestimated. grossly
overestimated. and for overestimated.
larger 0
values for
and 10.0
B Accepted Fit appears Accepted Fit is better Rejected in Fit not good.
(chert in all cases. good but in cases when E= 6 0  most Frequencies
fractured) frequencies of where G cases. of smaller
smaller E -6.0 and 10.0. For spacings
spacings often 2 0 f grossly
overestimated. and 10.0. G, overestimated.
Accepted frequencies of
in most smaller
cases for spacings
Ef overestimated.
The flaw model with uncorrelated strength simulates the actual joint spacing CDFs at
different levels of success depending on whether or not the bounding chert layers are
intact. If the bounding chert layers are assumed to be intact, the G' ratios should be less
than 1.0 because chert is generally stiffer than the chalk layer. If the bounding chert
layers are considered brecciated (as was observed by Gross et al., 1997), their overall
stiffness would decrease and -L ratios greater than 1.0 may be possible. If the bounding
chert layers are considered intact (i.e., -L <1.0), the flaw model with uncorrelated
strength does not perform well. On the other hand, when the chert bounding layers are
considered fractured (i.e., E >1.0), the flaw model with uncorrelated strength yields joint
spacing CDFs that are close to the actual joint spacing CDFs. When correlated strength
is used in the flaw model, a good fit between the simulated and actual joint spacing CDFs
is achieved when the chert bounding layers are considered fractured.
The rejection procedure does not appear to be effective in producing joint spacing CDFs
that are similar to those of the actual joint spacing data. Statistical tests confirm this
observation and the hypothesis that the actual and simulated joint spacing data come from
the same probability distribution is rejected in most cases. Visual comparisons are
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consistent with the statistical test results. There is no need to consult flaw model results
in this case.
Case 4: Baudo, 2001
Baudo (2001) gathered joint spacing data from the sandstones and shales of the Catskill
Delta Complex in Southwestern New York State. Joint spacing measurements were
made along numerous scanlines (totaling a length of 4 km) that trace the path of the
Cattaraugus Creek. While the sandstone beds can be massive (-2 m thick), most of the
individual layers are less than 0.5 m thick (Engelder and Geiser, 1980). Although the
study area is located within the Appalachian Plateau, folds with limbs dipping less than
2' can be found (Baudo, 2001).
Major joint sets in the Appalachian Plateau have been classified roughly into two groups
(e.g., Engelder and Geiser, 1980) depending on their orientation with respect to the
general trend of the folds in the area: cross-fold joints (set I) and strike joints (set II). Set
I joints generally strike NW while the set II joints are generally oriented NE and both sets
dip approximately vertically (Baudo, 2001). Set I joints are generally spaced more
widely than set II joints. A third joint set (set III) that is geometrically unrelated to the
fold orientations in the area is also present (Engelder and Geiser, 1980; Engelder, 1985).
In the southwestern region of the Appalachian Plateau in New York State, set III joints
cannot be clearly distinguished from set II joints (Engelder and Geiser, 1980).
Because not all scanline segments contain abundant spacing data, only three scanline
segments where set II joints are abundant were considered. Set I joints also intersect
these three scanlines but are much too widely spaced to comprise data sets that have a
significant number of joints. Since the three scanline segments intersect three different
jointing layers, the datasets are referred to as layer 1, layer 2 and layer 3 datasets.
Table 45 shows the different lithologies intersected by the three scanline segments. A
single scanline segment often intersects more than one layer. However, along each
scanline segment, there is one layer that is intersected more often than the other layers.
For example, scanline 1 intersects mostly a sandstone and a siltstone layer (Baudo, 2001
combined this into a single "sandstone + siltstone" layer). Scanline 2 intersects mostly a
fine sandstone layer as does scanline 3. As a result, layer 1 is considered to be a
sandstone/siltstone layer that is 0.09 m thick. Layers 2 and 3 are considered as fine
sandstone layers that are 0.10 m thick.
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Table 45 - Summary of layer lithologies and thicknesses for the data by Baudo (2001).
Top Bottom
Scanline Jointing Jointing Top Bounding Bottom Bounding
(orientation) Layer Layer Bounding Layer Bounding Layer
Lithologies Thickness Layer Thickness Layer Thickness
sandstone, sandstone sandstone, sandstone sandstone, sandstone
siltstone, and siltstone shale, shaly layer is from shale, layer is from
shaly have a siltstone, 0.03 to 0.10 interbedded 0.03 to 0.10
siltstone, combined silty shale m thick, siltstone m thick,
interbedded thickness of others are and shale, others are
Scanline 1 siltstone and 0.09 m, between shaly between
(2770) shale, thickness for 0.01 and siltstone, 0.02 and
interbedded other 0.05 m thick siltstone 0.06 m thick
sandstone and lithologies
siltstone not
indicated
fine fine fine fine fine fine
sandstone, sandstone is sandstone, sandstone sandstone, sandstone
silty shale, 0.10 m silty shale layer is from silty shale layer is 0.03
shaly thick, silty 1 0.03 to 0.10 m thick,
Scanline 2 siltstone, shale is < m thick, thickness for
(2900) siltstone 0.01 m silty shale is others not
thick, 0.005 m indicated
thickness for thick at
others not some point
indicated
silty shale, fine silty shale, fine fine fine
fine sandstone is siltstone, sandstone is sandstone sandstone
sandstone, 0.10 m fine 0.03 m, layer is 0.05
siltstone, thick, others sandstone thickness for m in some
Scanline 3 interbedded are between others not parts
(1110) siltstone and 0.01 to 0.05 indicated
shale, m thick
interbedded
sandstone and
siltstone
The top and bottom bounding layers noted by Baudo (2001) also change along each
scanline. However, a "representative" top and bottom bounding layer can be chosen
based on what layers persist most along the length of the jointing layer. For example, for
scanline 1, sandstone layers bound the jointing layer for most of its length. For scanlines
2 and 3, the representative top and bottom bounding layers are found to be fine
sandstone.
Using the scanline orientation, the scanline spacing data are corrected to obtain the
perpendicular spacing between joints of the same set. From here on, the term "spacing
data" refers to the corrected spacing data. The spacing data come from relatively thin
layers. Layer 1 is roughly 0.09 m (9 cm) thick while layers 2 and 3 are about 0.10 m (10
cm) thick. Meanwhile, joint spacings are large compared to the layer thicknesses. For
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example, set II joints in layer 1 have a mean spacing of 0.72 m. This results in a mean
spacing-to-thickness ratio of 8.0. Similarly, layers 2 and 3 have mean spacing-to-
thickness ratios of 8.3 and 9.9, respectively. These ratios are much larger than those
considered in the three previous cases. Given such large ratios, it should be safe to say
that the layers being considered here are below joint saturation.
Table 46 shows some important assumptions that were made in the simulations. These
assumptions were necessary because the joints in Baudo (2001) are not the first-formed
joints and normally cut across multiple layers.
Table 46 - Important field observations and corresponding assumptions for the case of Baudo (2001).
Field Observations Model Implications
Joints are typically not confined to a single layer This violates the assumption that the joints are
(i.e., joint height is greater than the jointing layer layer-confined in the derivation of the stress
thickness). distribution within the jointing layer. However, it is
assumed that the joints are initially layer-confined
when they are formed. As the strain increased, it is
accommodated by propagation into the adjacent
layers rather than the addition of new joints.
Cross-fold joints (set I) and strike joints (set II) are Set II joints are not first-formed joints and may be
both found in the area. Observations indicate that influenced by existing set I joints. Set I and set II
set I joints are older than set II joints (Engelder, joints are not necessarily perpendicular in the study
1985; Baudo, 2001). Set I joints are much more area (Engelder and Geiser, 1980; Baudo, 2001).
widely-spaced than set II joints. Data used in However, set I joints are so widely spaced that
comparisons are from set II. many set II joints could be found in the area
between two adjacent set I joints. It is assumed that
in that area, the set II joints are only influenced by
the existence of other set II joints (i.e., set I joints
are essentially remote).
A Chi-square goodness-of-fit test accepts the hypothesis that joint spacing from layer 1
can be described by a log-normal probability distribution at the 0.05 level. Chi-squared
goodness-of-fit tests reject the hypotheses that an exponential or a log-normal probability
distribution can be used to describe the joint spacing data for layer 2. A Chi-squared
goodness-of-fit test accepts the hypothesis that a log-normal distribution can be used to
describe the joint spacing data from layer 3 at the 0.05 level.
Unlike the previous cases (i.e., Becker and Gross, 1996; Saltzman, 2001; Gross et al.,
1997), no material properties have been measured for the layers studied by Baudo (2001).
However, because of the relatively low joint intensities, it is found from additional
parametric studies that the effects of certain parameters on the joint spacing CDF are not
significant in the flaw model and rejection procedure. For the flaw model, it is found that
changes in the ratio between the maximum and minimum tensile strength and the
bounding layer thickness do not have a significant effect on the joint spacing CDF
(Figure 421). If a correlated strength model is used in the flaw model, it is found that the
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effect of changes in tensile strength ratio on joint spacing CDF is not significant. Also,
changes in the parameters pv,, and (Y, which determine the mean tensile strength and
control the variance of tensile strength in the correlated strength model, respectively, do
not appear to have a significant effect on the joint spacing CDF at low joint intensity. For
the rejection procedure, it is also found that changes in the bounding layer thickness do
not have a significant effect on the joint spacing CDF. Also, the saturation mechanism
does not significantly affect the resulting joint spacing CDF for both approaches at these
low joint intensities. These observations mean that the exact values of model parameters
need not be known to make a comparison. Also, the number of simulations that are
needed to consider the uncertainty in the model parameters is greatly reduced. Table 47
and Table 48 show summaries of input parameter values for both the flaw model and
rejection procedure. Table 49 presents the comparison results.
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Figure 421 - Illustration of the (insignificant) effect of the tensile strength ratio in the flaw model
with uncorrelated strength on the joint spacing CDF. Tensile strength ratio is the maximum tensile
strength divided by the minimum tensile strength.
Table 47 - Parameter values for uncorrelated strength submodel in flaw model. The same values are
used in the rejection procedure.
Parameter Simulation Values
Jointing Layer Thickness (t) 0.09 m (layer 1), 0.10 m (layer 2 and 3)
Non-Jointing Layer Thickness (d) 0.03 and 0.10 m
Erai 1.0 to 6.0
ratio
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-
-- strength ratio = 6
- - ratio = 0
1
Table 48 - Parameter values for correlated strength submodel.
Parameter Simulation Values
Jointing Layer Thickness (t) 0.09 m (layer 1), 0.10 m (layer 2 and 3)
Non-Jointing Layer Thickness (d) 0.03 m and 0.10 m
EL ratio 4.0
Correlation Factor, # 0.10-0.90
0.10 and 0.80
Table 49 - Summary of comparison results for the data by Baudo (2001).
Flaw Model Flaw Model Correlated Rejection Procedure
Uncorrelated Stngh Strength
Layer K-S at Visual K-S at Visual K-S at Visual
0.05 0.05 level 0.05
level level
1 Rejected in Fit is not good. Rejected in Fit appears Rejected in Fit appears
most cases. Large all but one good but large all cases. good but large
discrepancies case. discrepancy in discrepancy in
in frequencies frequencies for frequencies for
for spacings spacings <1.0 spacings <1.0
<1.0 m. m. m.
2 Accepted Fit is not good. Accepted in Fit is not good. Accepted Fit is not good.
in all but Frequencies of all but three Frequencies of in all Frequencies of
one case. spacing smaller cases. spacings <2.5 cases. spacings <2.5
than 2.5 m m are mostly m are mostly
underestimated. underestimated. underestimated.
3 Accepted Fit is good. Accepted in Fit appears Accepted Fit appears
in all most cases good at low in all good but still
cases. except for correlation cases. some
high factors but discrepancies at
correlation worsens as it smaller
factors. increases. spacings.
Overall, the flaw model and rejection procedure are not always consistent in modeling the
joint spacing probability distribution in this case. Even though the joint intensities and
the lithologies in the three layers are similar, both models often give conflicting visual
and statistical comparisons. This is partly due to the subjective nature of the visual
comparison and partly because the statistical comparisons are based on the maximum
difference between the observed and simulated joint spacing CDFs (i.e., the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov statistic). There are a number of possible reasons for the inconsistencies that
have to do with the assumptions that were made:
1. The non-perpendicularity between set I and set II joints (Engelder and Geiser, 1980;
Baudo, 2001) as well as their relative ages mean that set I joints may have affected
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the stresses during the formation of set II joints. This most likely leads to an increase
in the set II joint spacing near set I joints and consequently to a different joint spacing
distribution that would result if set II joints are the first-formed joints.
2. The strike orientations for the set II joints in each layer take on a wide range of
values. In the models, the stresses in the jointing layer are calculated based on the
assumption that existing joints are approximately parallel. This is not entirely the
case in Baudo's (2001) data. In layer 1, the strike ranges from about 0200 to 0700 but
most strike 030' to 0400. In layer 2, the range of strike orientations is the same as in
layer 1 but most of the joints strike 040' to 0500. In layer 3, the strike orientations
range from 0300 to 0800 with most striking about 0700.
3. The joints mostly cut through multiple rock layers (Baudo, 2001). The assumption
was made that all joints found in a specific layer initiated in that specific layer and
later propagated into the bounding top and bottom layers may be inaccurate.
Given the results and the three items above, it can be said that the conditions for using
both the flaw model and rejection procedure were less than ideal in this case. This may
explain the discrepancies between the actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs that were
observed in the comparisons and also explain, to some extent, the inconsistencies
between the visual and statistical comparisons.
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Result Summary
Table 50 shows a summary of K-S and visual comparison results from all four cases.
The mean spacing-to-thickness ratios for each case are also included. Additionally, a
column that contains important features of each dataset is included.
Table 50 - Summary of Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistical and visual assessments. Good - both agree
that fit is good, Not Good - both agree that fit is not good, 0 - no agreement between K-S and visual
evaluations, t - rejection procedure results agree with flaw model (uncorrelated strength) results
Mean Flaw Model, Flaw Rejection Remarks
s/t ncorrelate Model, Procedure
Cas Strength Correlated
Strength
Becker & Gross 1.31 Good Not Good Good t irst-formed joints
(1996) Section I
Becker & Gross 0.77 Not Good Not Good Good irst-formed joints, Fracture
(1996) Section II zones & joint zones
i Becker & Gross 0.80 Not Good Not Good Good irst-formed joints, Fracture
(1996) Section III zones & joint zones
Becker & Gross 1.15 Good Not Good Good t irst-formed joints
(1996) Section IV
Saltzman (2001) 0.26 Good 0 Good t irst-formed joints, Very
Layer 1 high joint intensity, s<<t
Saltzman (2001) 0.87 Good Good Good t irst-formed joints
2 Layer 2 1
Saltzman (2001) 0.23 Good 0 0 irst-formed joints, Very
Layer 3 1ih joint intensity, s<<t
Saltzman (2001) 0.21 Good Not Good Good t irst-formed joints, Very
Layer 4 high joint intensity, s<<t
ata are normalized, Joints
Gross et al. (1997) 1.12 Good Not Good Not Good ot first-formed, Fault cuts
Dataset A xposure, Brecciated chert
bounding layers
3 ata are normalized, Joints
Gross et al. (1997) 0.74 Good Good Not Good ot first-formed, Fault cuts
Dataset B xposure, Brecciated chert
bounding layers
hrough-going joints, Large
Baudo (2001) 8.04 Not Good 0 0 variance in strike, Joints not
Layer 1 irst-formed, Very wide
spacings
4 hrough-going joints, Large
Baudo (2001) 8.35 0 0 0 variance in strike, Joints not
Layer 2 irst-formed, Very wide
spacings
hrough-going joints, Large
Baudo (2001) 9.88 Good 0 Good t variance in strike, Joints not
Layer 3 irst-formed, Very wide
____spacings
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Conclusions
The description of fracture patterns in rock is an important engineering problem because
fractures govern the strength and deformability of rock and also facilitate fluid flow.
Rock fracture patterns are often not entirely observable. As a consequence, models have
been formulated to describe them based on limited observations. Usually, these models
employ a geometric approach where probabilistic processes are used to replicate the
observed geometry of fracture patterns. One limitation of these models is that they are
not mechanics-based. This research proposes two models that use combinations of
mechanical and probabilistic concepts to model fracture patterns, specifically, layer-
perpendicular joints in sedimentary rock. Layer-perpendicular joints in sedimentary rock
represent a relatively simple joint pattern. The first model, termed the flaw model, is
mainly a mechanical model that uses stress distribution and tensile strength models to
determine joint locations. Interface slippage and compressive stress saturation
mechanisms were considered in the flaw model. The second model, termed the rejection
procedure, is a mostly probabilistic approach that uses a continuously updated probability
density function of joint locations to generate joint patterns. In a way, the rejection
procedure is very similar to existing geometric models. Only compressive stress
saturation is considered in the rejection procedure.
Parametric studies were performed for the two proposed models. Material properties and
the geometries of the jointing and bounding (non-jointing) layers were varied in order to
study certain aspects such as spacing-thickness relationships and joint spacing
distribution-joint intensity relationships. From the parametric studies, the following can
be concluded:
1. The flaw model and rejection procedure produce approximately linear spacing-
thickness relationships such as those often observed in the field.
2. In the flaw model, the spacing-thickness relationship depends on interface shear
strength (r,), non-jointing layer thickness (d) and material properties ( J- ratio).
3. In the rejection procedure, the spacing-thickness relationship depends on non-jointing
layer thickness (d) and material properties (- ratio). Note that the interface slippage
saturation mechanism is not considered in the rejection procedure.
4. In the flaw model, the joint spacing distribution depends on layer geometry (non-
jointing layer thickness) and material properties (L- ratio) which all affect the shape
of the tensile stress distribution. The joint spacipg distribution also depends on the
tensile strength of the jointing layer (i.e., uncorrelated vs. correlated, and flaw
density).
5. In the rejection procedure, the joint spacing distribution depends on layer geometry
(non-jointing layer thickness) and material properties ( ratio) which all determine
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the shape of the probability density function of joint location, f(x) which is assumed
aftrlield"
6. The flaw model (with or without saturation) produces joint spacing distributions that
are approximately exponential at low joint intensity, log-normal at intermediate joint
intensity, and approximately quasi-normal at high joint intensity.
7. The rejection procedure produces joint spacing distributions that are approximately
exponential at low joint intensity, log-normal at intermediate and high joint intensities
when no saturation mechanism is present. If saturation is implemented, the spacing
distribution is approximately quasi-normal at high joint intensity.
In addition to the parametric studies, simulated joint patterns from the proposed models
were compared to field joint patterns. Four different cases were considered. Each case
possesses characteristics that may be different from those in the other cases. For
example, joint intensities (with respect to layer thickness) vary from one case to another.
In some cases, joints being considered are first-formed but in others they are not. For
further reference on these characteristics, see Table 50. Model performance was
evaluated by comparing the actual and simulated joint spacing CDFs. Statistical
(Kolmogorov-Smirnov) and visual assessments were made. Additionally, rejection
procedure results were evaluated using flaw model results. This was necessary because
the rejection procedure uses an approximation of the probability density function of joint
locations (i.e., f(x) a(x) ) and is probably not able to capture the jointing process
completely or realistically.
Based on the comparisons with field data (see Table 50 for a summary), the following
conclusions can be made:
1. The flaw model with uncorrelated strength produces joint spacing distributions that
better compare with actual data than those produced using correlated strength.
2. The flaw model with uncorrelated strength can produce realistic patterns of first-
formed joints at different intensities.
3. The flaw model with uncorrelated strength can produce realistic joint patterns even if
the spacings were normalized to layer thickness.
4. The flaw model with uncorrelated strength, in some cases, can produce realistic
patterns of joints that are not first-formed.
5. The rejection procedure is able to produce joint spacing distributions similar to those
from flaw model results in some cases. The rejection procedure can be used as a
faster alternative to the flaw model for generating joints in these cases. However, as
mentioned above, this should only be done if the flaw model and rejection procedure
results are in agreement.
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6. The compressive stress saturation mechanism may not be applicable to all cases of
layer-perpendicular joints in sedimentary rock (i:e., joint spacings closer than those
predicted by the saturation mechanism do occur in reality; e.g., Case 2: Saltzman,
2001).
7. Layer-perpendicular joint spacings in sedimentary rock do not exhibit a quasi-normal
probability distribution at very high joint intensities (e.g., Case 2: Saltzman, 2001).
8. The flaw model does not perform particularly well if the joint strike varies
considerably (see Case 4: Baudo, 2001).
9. The flaw model does not perform well if through-going joints or fracture zones are
observed (e.g., see Case 1: Becker and Gross, 1996 and Case 4: Baudo, 2001).
The results of this research have shown where the proposed simple joint patterns models
are applicable. Conversely, the limitations of these models also became clear. Further
work is necessary in order to consider these limitations.
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9 Recommendations
Based on the results of this research, the proposed models have a number of limitations
that need to be addressed in future work. These include:
1. The function, f(x), in the rejection procedure is based only on tensile stress and may
not completely capture the jointing process necessitating its evaluation using the flaw
model.
2. The compressive stress saturation mechanism in the proposed models cannot always
produce the smaller spacings that are observed in field data.
3. The material properties are assumed uniform in the proposed models.
4. The flaw model with uncorrelated strength produces more realistic joint patterns than
when using correlated strength. This observation seems counterintuitive because a
correlated strength model is a more reasonable expectation of the variation of tensile
strength.
5. The proposed models only consider the jointing layer thickness as the main
controlling factor for joint spacing.
6. The proposed models consider only first-formed joints in layered sedimentary rock.
These limitations provide the motivation for future work which includes the following:
1. Improve the mechanical representation of f(x) in the rejection procedure:
a. Assume different forms of f(x) = g (a(x), a, (x)) and perform calibrations.
b. Determine the exact form of f(x) from basic principles and simulations.
2. Investigate further the saturation mechanism due to compressive stresses, specifically,
if joints can propagate through a zone of compressive stress.
3. Further comparison of the proposed models with field data. In particular:
a. Joints from layers where interface slip has occurred.
b. Cross-joints (joints that usually strike perpendicular to and terminate against
layer-perpendicular joints).
4. Investigate the effect of non-uniform material properties on the state of stress in the
rock and, consequently, on joint spacing.
5. Study the spatial variation of strength in the field.
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6. Investigate the effects of other factors such as grain size and composition on joint
spacing.
7. Investigate mechanisms for through-going joints.
8. Investigate interactions among layers in the same formation during the jointing
process.
9. Consider mechanisms of joints that are not first-formed in more detail.
10. Consider joint patterns in non-layered rockusing the same approach.
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11 Appendix
11.1 Flaw Model Code
#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <time.h>
//RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR FOR THE STRENGTH CORRELATIONS
#include "\ImportantFolder\Research
2\RandomNumberGeneratorStuff\randomc.h" // de
classes for random number generators
#include "\ImportantFolder\Research
2\RandomNumberGeneratorStuff\userintf.cpp" // de
system specific user interface
// define which random number generator to base random library on:
#include "\ImportantFolder\Research
2\RandomNumberGeneratorStuff\mersenne.cpp" // me
of class TRandomMersenne
#define RANDOMGENERATOR TRandomMersenne
#include "\ImportantFolder\Research
2\RandomNumberGeneratorStuff\stocc.h" // de
random library classes
#include "\ImportantFolder\Research
2\RandomNumberGeneratorStuff\stocl.cpp" // ra
library source code
//declare some global functions
double get-randomnumber0l();
//declare some global variables
int randomnumbertaken=O;
int normalnumbertaken=O;
class flaw
{
public:
double location;
double strength;
flaw* nextflaw;
static int numberofflaws;
static flaw* starting_flaw;
//write restart file
void flaw::writerestart file()
{
ofstream outfile("FlawRestart.xls");
outfile<<number_of_flaws<<endl;
flaw* cur=starting-flaw;
for(int i=0;i<number_offlaws;i++)
{
outfile<<cur->location<<" \t"<<cur->strength<<endl;
cur=cur->nextflaw;
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}
outfile.close(;
return;
flaw()
{
location=O;
strength=O;
nextflaw=O;
numberofflaws++;
flaw(double 1,double s)
{
location=l;
strength=s;
nextflaw=O;
numberofflaws++;
-flaw()
{
number of flaws--;
};
//!!use the starting flaw to call this function!!
//note that the first generated flaw is the starting flaw
//the first generated flaw may no longer be the starting flaw as new
flaws are generated
void flaw: :insertnew-flaw(double new_flawloc, double new_flawstr)
flaw* curflaw=this;
if(newflawloc>=curflaw->location)
if(cur_flaw->nextflaw==O)
{
curflaw->nextflaw=new flaw(new-flawjloc,newflawstr);
//curflaw->nextflaw->previousflaw=curflaw;
return;
if(newflawloc>curflaw->nextflaw->location)
curflaw->nextflaw->insertnewflaw(new-flaw loc,newflaw-str);
if(newflawloc<=curflaw->nextflaw->location)
{
flaw* temp=new flaw(new-flawjloc,newflawstr);
temp->next-flaw=curflaw->next flaw;
//curflaw->nextflaw->previous_flaw=temp;
//temp->previousflaw=cur_flaw;
curflaw->nextflaw=temp;
return;
}
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if(new flawloc<curflaw->location)
{
flaw* temp=new flaw(newflawloc,newflaw-str);
temp->nextflaw=curflaw;
//temp->previous flaw=curflaw->previous-flaw;
//curflaw->previousflaw=temp;
flaw::startingflaw=temp;
return;
}
class segment
{
public:
double endl;
double end2;
double segmentlength;
double min strain;
double slippage-strain;
double jointlocation;
segment* nextsegment;
static double layer_length;
static double layerthickness;
static double non-jointingjlayer_thickness;
static double max-length;
static double min-length;
static double shadowlength;
static double limit-spacing;
static double EoverGn;
static double Eofjlayer;
static double Tau;
static double epsilonl;
static double basestrength;
static double beta;
static int numberofsegments;
//static int targetnumberofsegments;
static segment* longest-segment;
static segment* starting-segment;
static double non-jointingjlayer_Poisson-ratio;
static double jointing_layerPoisson_ratio;
static double parameterD;
static double critical_spacing-thickness-ratio;
static double overburden;
//default constructor
segment()
{
endl=O;
end2=0;
segment_length=O;
minstrain=O;
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slippage-strain=O;
jointlocation=O;
next-segment=O;
numberofsegments++;
//another constructor
segment(double el, double e2)
{
endl=el;
end2=e2;
segment_length=end2-endi;
min strain=O;
slippagestrain=O;
jointlocation=O;
nextsegment=O;
numberofsegments++;
//default destructor
-segment() {number-of-segments--;};
//function to update the length of the segment after the addition of a
new joint
void segment::updatejlength()
{
this->segmentjlength=end2-end1;
return;
//function to insert a new segment into an existing segment
//loc is the distance from endl of the starting segment to joint
location
void segment::insertnewsegment(double loc)
if (loc<=this->endl || loc>=this->end2) return;
segment* temp=new segment(loc,this->end2);
temp->next-segment=this->next-segment;
this->next_segment=temp;
this->end2=temp->endl;
this->updatejlength();
starting-segment->set maxspacing();
return;
//write the spacing data to file
//use the ONLY head segment to call this function
void segment::writespacingto_file()
{
segment* cur=this;
ofstream out("Spacing.xls",ios::app);
out<<"SPACING BREAK"<<endl;
for(int j=O; j<numberofsegments; j++)
{
out<<cur->segmentjlength<<endl;
cur=cur->next-segment;
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}
out.close);
return;
//writes the joint pattern to be displayed in sigmaplot
void segment::write-joint-patterntofile()
{
ofstream out("Pattern.txt");
double xcoord=O;
double ycoord=0;
out<<x_coord<<"\t"<<y-coord<<endl;
y_coord+=segment::layerthickness;
out<<x_coord<<"\t"<<y-coord<<endl;
segment* cur=this;
for(int i=0;i<segment::numberof-segments;i++)
{
x_coord+=cur->segmentjlength;
out<<x_coord<<"\t"<<y-coord<<endl;
if(ycoord==segment::layerthickness) y-coord-
=segment::layerthickness;
else y-coord+=segment::layer-thickness;
out<<x_coord<<"\t"<<y-coord<<endl;
cur=cur->nextsegment;
}
out.close();
//write the joint locations to file
//use ONLY the head segment to call this function
void segment::write-jointlocationstofile()
{
segment* cur=this;
ofstream out("Joints.txt");
for(int j=O; j<numberof-segments; j++)
{
out<<cur->endl<<endl;
if (cur->nextsegment=O) out<<cur->end2;
cur=cur->nextsegment;
}
out.close);
return;
//writes the moving average to a file
//calculates the moving average at n segment intervals.
//segments used in calculation overlap unlike the first moving average
function
void writemoving-averagedata-tofileoverlap(int n)
{
segment* curstarting-segment=starting-segment;
segment* cur=O;
double xcoord=O;
double moving-average=O;
ofstream out("Moving-Ave_1.txt");
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for(int k=O;k<n-l;k++)
{
movingaverage+=curstartingsegment->segment-length;
x_coord=moving-average/2;//midpoint of the total segment considered so
far
out<<x_coord<<" \t"<<moving-average/ (k+1) <<endl;
curstartingsegment=cur startingsegment->next segment;
}
curstarting-segment=starting-segment;//restart from the first segment
for(int i=O;i<numberof_segments;i++)
{
cur=curstarting-segment;
int indicator=O;
movingaverage=O;
x_coord=curstarting-segment->endl;
for(int j=O;j<n;j++)
{
indicator++;
moving-average+=cur->segment-length;
if(cur->next-segment==O 11 indicator==n)
{
j=n-l;//force loop to finish
x_coord+=moving-average/2;//at this point moving average is just the
sum of n segments from current starting seg.
movingaverage=movingaverage/indicator;
out<<x_coord<<" \t"<<moving-average<<endl;
}
cur=cur->next-segment;
}
curstarting-segment=cur startingsegment->next segment;
}
out.close();
return;
} ;
//function to get the maximum spacing
//use only the HEAD segment to call this function
//also sets the longest-segment pointer to the location of the longest
segment
void segment::setmax-spacing()
{
double smax=starting-segment->segment_length;
segment* cur=starting-segment;
for(int i=O; i<numberof_segments; i++)
if(cur->segment-length>smax)
smax=cur->segment_length;
longestsegment=cur;
}
cur=cur->next-segment;
}
maxjlength=smax;
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return;
//function to get the minimum spacing
//use only the HEAD segment to call this function
void segment::set-min-spacing()
{
double smin=starting-segment->segmentlength;
segment* cur=starting-segment;
for(int i=O; i<numberof-segments; i++)
{
if(cur->segment_length<smin) smin=cur->segment length;
cur=cur->nextsegment;
}
minjlength=smin;
return;
}I;
//function to get the total segment length
double segment::gettotal-segmentjlength()
{
double sum=O;
segment* cur=this;
for(int i=O; i<numberof-segments; i++)
{
sum+=cur->segmentjlength;
cur=cur->nextsegment;
}
return sum;
//function to get the mean length
double segment::get-meanjlength()
{
return segment::layer_length/segment::numberofsegments;
};
//function to get the standard deviation of all segment lengths
double segment::get-standarddeviation()
{
double sum=O;
double mean-segmentjlength=starting-segment-
>get-total-segmentjlength()/number_of_segments;
//cout<<"\nMean segment length = "<<mean-segmentjlength<<"\n";
segment* cur=this;//called by the head segment
for (int i=O; i<numberof-segments; i++)
{
sum+=((cur->segment-length-mean_segmentjlength)*(cur->segmentlength-
mean-segmentlength));
cur=cur->nextsegment;
}
return sqrt(sum/(number-of-segments-1));
//function to calculate skewness
double segment::getskewness()
{
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double skewness=O;
double meansegmentjlength=startingsegment-
>get_totalsegmentjlength () /number-ofsegments;
double stdev=this->get-standarddeviation();
segment* cur=this;
for (int i=O;i<numberof_segments; i++)
{
skewness+=((cur->segmentjlength-mean-segmentjlength)/stdev)*((cur-
>segmentlength-mean-segmentjlength)/stdev)*((cur->segmentjlength-
mean-segmentjlength)/stdev);
cur=cur->next segment;
}
return skewness*(number_ofsegments)/((number ofsegments-
1)*(number-of-segments-2));
/ **********************************************************************
/ **********************************************************************
//function to calculate the strain that brings about jointing
double segment::calcstrain(flaw* f,double distfrom-mdpt)
{
double strain=O;
double
Beta=sqrt(8*segment::Eof_layer*(l/segment::EoverGn)/(segment::Eof_1
ayer*segment::layerthickness*segment::nonjointingjlayerthickness));
double arg_numer=Beta*distfrommdpt;
double argdenom=Beta*(segmentlength/2);
if(fabs(arg-numer)>710.475 && fabs(argdenom)>710.475)
{
//if(dist-frommdpt<0) distfrommdpt=(-1)*distfrom mdpt;
double new-x=(segment_length/2)-fabs(dist-frommdpt);
strain= (f->strength/segment: :E_of_layer)/ (1-exp(-Beta*new-x));
}
else
double coshnumer=cosh(arg-numer);
double coshdenom=cosh(arg-denom);
strain=(f->strength/segment::Eof_layer)/(l-(cosh-numer/cosh_denom));
}
//check strain against slippage strain, there are three conditions
here, remember??
//on the triangle (easy), below the triangle (a bit hard), above the
triangle & at the tip (return strain=O here)
if(strain>this->slippage-strain)//IMPORTANT TO CALCULATE SLIPPAGE
STRAIN BEFORE THIS!!!!!
{
double
stressatflawdue-to-slippage=(2*Tau/layerthickness) * (segmentlength/
2-fabs(distfrommdpt));
if(dist-from-mdpt==O)
{
if(f->strength<stress_atflawdueto-slippage)//can joint at flaw
strain=calcstrain-beyond-slippage(f,dist-from-mdpt);
if(f->strength>=stressat_flawdue-to-slippage)//cannot joint at flaw
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strain=O;
}
if(distfrommdpt!=0)
{
if(f->strength<=stressatflawduetoslippage) //can joint at flaw
location
strain=calcstrain-beyond-slippage(f,distfrommdpt);
if(f->strength>stressatflawduetoslippage)//cannot joint
strain=0;
}
}
return strain;
/ **********************************************************************
/ **********************************************************************
//function that calculates the strain at which slippage starts
//this is the upper limit to the strain required to joint a segment
//no new joints may form for a specific layer if the required strain
exceeds this strain
void segment::calc-slippage-strain()
{
double
Beta=sqrt(8*segment::E_ofjlayer*(1/segment::EoverGn)/(segment::Eof_1
ayer*segment::layer-thickness*segment::non-jointingjlayerthickness));
double arg=Beta*(segmentjlength/2);
slippagestrain= (Tau/ (E-of-layer*layer-thickness) )*(2/Beta)* (1/tanh(arg
return;
//calculates the strain beyond slippage
double segment::calcstrain-beyond-slippage(flaw* f,double
distfrom-mdpt)
{
double sl=getroot_Ls(f,distfrom-mdpt,0,20,0);//Ls from Newton's
method
double maxLs=2*(segmentjlength/2-fabs(distfromjmdpt));
double f-sl=slippage_function(f,distfrommdpt,sl);
double f sl_1=0;
double slip_length=O;
if(sl<maxLs && sl>=0 && fabs(fsl)<=le-6) sliplength=sl;//Ls from
Newton's method is satisfactory
if(sl>max_Ls 11 sl<0 11 fabs(fsl)>le-6)
{
//cout<<"tangent solution is wrong! L= "<<segment_length<<" Ls=
"<<sl<<" max Ls= "<<max_Ls<<endl;
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double sl_l=getrootLs9l(f,distfrom-mdpt,O,maxLs,0,40);//Ls from
bisection method
f_sll=slippage-function(f,distfrom-mdpt,sl_1);
if(sl_1>max_Ls 11 sl_1<0 11 fabs(f-sl1)>le-6)
{
cout<<"bisection solution is wrong! L= "<<segmentjlength<<" Ls=
"<<sl_1<<" max Ls= "<<maxLs<<" f,_sl_1= "<<f_sl1<<endl;
ofstream outerror("Errors.txt",ios::app);
outerror<<"tangent solution: L= "<<segmentjlength<<"max Ls=
"<<maxLs<<" Ls= "<<sl<<" f(sl)= "<<f_sl<<
" bisection solution: Ls= "<<sl_1<<' f(sl_1)= "<<f_sl_1<<endl;
outerror.close(;
}
if(sl_l<maxLs && sll>=0)
{
slip-length=sl_1;
if(fabs(f-sll)>le-6) cout<<"function value for bisection solution
="<<f_sl_1<<endl;
}
}
double
Beta=sqrt(8*segment::Eof_layer*(l/segment::EoverGn)/(segment::Eof_1
ayer*segment::layerthickness*segment::non-jointingjlayer-thickness));
double tl=Tau/(Eof_layer*segment::layerthickness);
double t2=2/Beta;
double t3=Beta*(segmentjlength-slipjlength)/2;
double t4=tanh(t3);
double slipstrain=tl*(slipjlength+t2/t4);
if(slipstrain<0)
{
ofstream out("SlipStrains.txt",ios::app);
out<<slip strain<<"\t"<<segmentlength<<"\t"<<f-
>strength<<"\t"<<distfromjmdpt<<endl;
out.close();
}
return slipstrain;
/ **********************************************************************
/ **********************************************************************
//calculates the slippage ler.gt-h using Newton's method
double segment::get_root_Ls(flaw* f,double distfrommdpt,int
numberiter,int nmax,double Lstrial)//newton's method
{
numberiter++;
double ftrial=slippage-function(f,distfrommdpt,Ls_trial);
double
f-primetrial=slippage-functionslope(f,distfrommdpt,Ls-trial);
double newLs=-(f-trial/f-primetrial)+Ls-trial;
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if(fabs(f_trial/f-prime-trial)<le-9 || numberiter>=nmax) return
newLs;
else return get-rootLs(f,dist from-mdpt,number-iter,nmax,newLs);
/ **********************************************************************
/ **********************************************************************
//calculates the slippage length using the bisection method
double getrootLs_1(flaw* f,double distfrommdpt,double left,double
right,int numberjiter,int nmax)//bisection method
{
number iter++;
double estimate=0.5*(left+right);
double fleft=slippage-function(f,dist-from-mdpt,left);
double f-right=slippage_function(f,distfrommdpt,right);
double festimate=slippagefunction(f,distfrom-mdpt,estimate);
//cout<<f_left<<"\t"<<fright<<endl;
if(fabs(f_estimate)<le-12 1| numberiter>=nmax) return estimate;
if(f_left*festimate<O && f-right*festimate>O) return
get-rootLs1 (f,dist_frommdpt, left,estimate,numberiter,nmax);
if(f-left*festimate>O && f-right*festimate<O) return
getroot_Ls_l(f,distfrom mdpt,estimate,right,numberiter,nmax);
cout<<"final escape valve! returning estimate ->"<<estimate<<endl;
return estimate;
/ **********************************************************************
/ **********************************************************************
//slippage function
double segment::slippagefunction(flaw* f,double distfrom mdpt,double
Ls)
{
double
Beta=sqrt(8/(E-overGn*layer-thickness*non-jointingjlayerthickness));
double numTarg=Beta*distfrommdpt;
double L minusLsovertwo=0.5*(segmentlength-Ls);
double denom-arg=Beta*LminusLsover_two;
if(fabs(num-arg)>710.475 && fabs(denom-arg)>710.475)
{
//if(distfrommdpt<O) distfrom-mdpt=(-l)*(dist_frommdpt);
double xfromend=(segment-length/2)-fabs(dist-from-mdpt);
return slippage-function-approximate(f,x_from_end,Ls);
}
double coshnum=cosh(numarg);
double coshdenom=cosh(denom-arg);
double coshratio=coshnum/cosh-denom;
double twooverBeta=2/Beta;
double Tauovert=Tau/layer-thickness;
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double tl=Tauovert*Ls;
double t2=Tauovert/Eofjlayer;
double tanh-expression=tanh(denom-arg);
double answer=(f->strength-tl*cosh ratio)/(Eofjlayer*(1-coshratio))-
t2*(Ls+two overBeta/tanh-expression);
return answer;
/ ************ **********************************************************
/ **********************************************************************
double segment::slippagejfunction_approximate(flaw* f,double
distfromend,double Ls)
{
double
Beta=sqrt(8/(Eover Gn*layerthickness*non-jointingjlayer-thickness));
double BetaLsovertwo=Beta*Ls/2;
double Beta x-prime=Beta*distfrom end;
double arg=BetaLsovertwo-Beta_x-prime;
double exp-arg=exp(arg);
double Tauovert=Tau/layer_thickness;
double tl=Tau overt*Ls;
double t2=Tauovert/Eof_layer;
double twooverBeta=2/Beta;
double answer=(f->strength-tl*exparg)/(Eofjlayer*(l-exp_arg))-
t2*(Ls+two overBeta);
return answer;
};
/*************************** **** ****************************************
/ *********************************,*************************************
double segment::slippagejfunction_slope(flaw* f,double
distfrommdpt,double Ls)
{
double t2 = 0.10el / layerthickness;
double t4 = sqrt(O.2el);
double t5 = 0.10el / Eof_layer;
double t1O = sqrt((Eoflayer/E overGn) * t5 * t2 /
nonjointing_layerthickness);
double t1l = t4 * t10;
double t1la=0.2el * t1l * distfrom mdpt;//beta*x
double t14 = cosh(O.2el * t1l * distfrommdpt);//cosh(beta*x)
double t16 = t1l * (segmentlength - Ls);//beta*(L-Ls)/2
if(fabs(tlla)>710.475 && fabs(t16)>710.475)
{
//if(dist from mdpt<O) distfrommdpt=(-)*(distfrom mdpt);
double xfromend= (segment_lenqth/2) -f abs (distfrommdpt);
return slippage-functionslope-approximate(f,x-from-end,Ls);
};
double t17 = cosh(t16);//cosh(beta*(L-Ls)/2)
double t18 = 0.10el / t17;
double t19 = t14 * t18;
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double t21 = Tau * Ls;
double t22 = t2 * t14;
double t24 = t17 * t17;
double t26 = sinh(t16);
double t28 = 0.10el / t24 * t26 * t1l;
double t32 = 0.1el - t19;
double t39 = t32 * t32;
double t45 = tanh(t16);
double t46 = t45 * t45;
double t53 = (-Tau * t2 * t19 - t21 * t22 * t28) * t5 / t32 + (f-
>strength - t21 * t22 * t18) * t5 / t39 * t14 * t28 - Tau * t5 * t2 *
(0.1el + 0.10el / t46 * (0.1el - t46));
return t53;
};
/ **********************************************************************
/ **********************************************************************
double segment::slippage_function-slope-approximate(flaw* f,double
dist_from end,double Ls)
{
double ti = sqrt(O.2el);
double t2 = 0.10el / Eoflayer;
double t4 = 0.10el / layerthickness;
double t8 = sqrt((Eofjlayer/E-overGn) * t2 * t4 /
nonjointing-layer_thickness);
double t9 = tl * t8;
double t1O = t9 * Ls;
double t1l exp(t1O);
double t12 = t1l * Tau;
double t19 = exp(0.2e1 * t9 * distfromend);
double t25 = pow(-t19 + t1l, 0.2el);
double t28 = (-t12 * t1O + t12 + t9 * t1l * f->strength *
layer-thickness - Tau * t19) * t19 * t2 * t4 / t25;
return t28;
/ **********************************************************************
/ **********************************************************************
//function to calculate beta, note that there is only one value for
beta for the entire layer
void segment::calc-beta()
{
beta=sqrt(8*segment::E_oflayer*(1/segment::EoverGn)/(segment::Eof_1
ayer*segment::layerthickness*segment::nonjointing-layer_thickness));
return;
/ **********************************************************************
/ **********************************************************************
//function to check for midpoint fracturing
void segment::checkformidpoint fracturing()
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{
double
Beta=sqrt(8*segment::Eoflayer*(l/segment::EoverGn)/(segment::E_of_1
ayer*segment::layerthickness*segment::non-jointingjlayerthickness));
double arg=Beta*this->segment_length/2;
double temp-strain= (segment::basestrength/this->E-of_layer)/(1-
(1/cosh(arg)));
double locationtemp=0.5*(endl+end2);
if(tempstrain>this->slippagestrain)//slippage has occurred, need
different calculations
{
double maxstress=Tau*segment_length/layer_thickness;//max stress
possible at midpoint. i.e. at full slippage
if (base-strength>=max stress) //can't joint
tempstrain=O;
if(basestrength<maxstress)//can joint
{
flaw* tempflaw=new flaw(locationtemp,base-strength);
temp-strain=calcstrainbeyond-slippage(temp-flaw,0);
delete temp-flaw;
temp-flaw=0;
}
}
if(tempstrain!=0)
enterstrainandlocation(tempstrain,locationtemp);
return;
/ **********************************************************************
/ **********************************************************************
//calculate the distance from segment midpoint to flaw
double calcdistance(double loc)
return ((0.5*(endl+end2))-loc);
};
//function for assigning the minimum strains for the segments
void segment::assignjmin-strains(flaw* f)
{
double distance=0;
double strain=0;
if(f->location<=endl)
{
if(f->next flaw!=0) assign_minstrains(f->nextflaw);
if(f->nextflaw==0) return;
}
if(f->location>endl)
if (f->location<end2)
{
distance=calcdistance(f->location);
strain=calcstrain(f,distance);
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//ofstream outstrains("Strains.txt",ios::app);
//out strains<<strain<<endl;
//out-strains.close();
if(strain!=0)
enterstrainandlocation(strain,f->location);
if(f->nextflaw!=O) assign min-strains(f->nextflaw);
if(f->nextflaw==O) return;
if(f->location==end2)
{
if(nextsegment!=O && f->nextflaw!=O) nextsegment-
>assign-minstrains(f->nextflaw);
if(next-segment==O 11 f->nextflaw==O) return;
}
if(f->location>end2)
{
if(nextsegment!=O) nextsegment->assign_minstrains(f);
if(next-segment==O) return;
}
}
};
//update the minimum strain and joint location for the joints that have
been formed recently
//basically the same as assign-minstrains but calculates min strains
and joint locations
//for a newly jointed segment
void segment::update_minstrainandlocation(flaw* f)
{
double distance=O;
double strain=O;
if(f->location<=endl)
{
if(f->next-flaw!=O) update_minstrainandlocation(f->next_flaw);
if(f->nextflaw==O) return;
i
if(f->location>end)
{
if (f->location<end2)
{
distance=calcdistance(f->location);
strain=calcstrain(f,distance);
if(strain!=0)
enterstrainandlocation(strain,f->location);
if(f->next_flaw!=0) update min strain and location(f->next_flaw);
if(f->nextflaw==O) return;
}
if(f->location>=end2)
{
return;
}
}
};
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//function to place the new joints and update the minstrains and joint
locations of the new segments
//CHANGE THIS!!!!
void segment::place-new-jointand_update-new-segments(flaw* f)
{
segment* targetsegment=O;
segment* cursegment=starting-segment;
double tempstrain=starting-segment->min-strain;
for(int i=O;i<number_of_segments;i++)
{
if(tempstrain!=0)
{
if(cur-segment->minstrain!=0)
{
if(cur-segment->minstrain<=temp-strain && cur-segment-
>segment_length/segment::layerthickness>segment::critical-spacing_thic
knessratio)
{
target-segment=cur-segment;
temp-strain=cur segment->minstrain;
}
}
}
if(tempstrain==0)
{
if(cur-segment->minstrain!=0 && cur-segment-
>segment_length/segment::layerthickness>segment::critical-spacing_thic
knessratio)
{
target-segment=cur-segment;
temp-strain=cur segment->minstrain;
}
}
cursegment=cursegment->next-segment;
I
if(targetsegment!=0)
{
target-segment->insertnew segment(targetsegment->jointjlocation);
//ofstream outfile("Stats.txt",ios::app);
//outfile<<target-segment-
>min strain<<" \t"<<segment: :layerlength/segment: :numberof-segments<<"
\t"<<startingsegment-
>getstandarddeviation()<<"\t"<<startingsegment-
>getskewness)<<endl;
//outfile.close();
target-segment->reset_strainandlocation();
target-segment->next segment->resetstrainandlocation();
target-segment->calc slippage-strain();
target-segment->next-segment->calcslippage_strain();
target-segment->checkformicipointfracturing);
target-segment->next segment->check formidpointfracturing();
targetsegment->update_minstrainandlocation(f);
target-segment->next-segment->update_minstrainandlocation(f);
};
return;
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//function to place the new joints and update the minstrains and joint
locations of the new segments without saturation
void segment::place_new-jointand-update newsegments no sat(flaw* f)
{
segment* targetsegment=0;
segment* cur-segment=startingsegment;
double temp-strain=startingsegment->minstrain;
for(int i=O;i<numberof-segments;i++)
{
if(tempstrain!=0)
{
if(cursegment->min_strain!=0)
{
if(cursegment->minstrain<=tempstrain /*&& cur-segment-
>segmentlength/segment::layer-thickness>segment::critical-spacingthic
knessratio*/)
{
target-segment=cur segment;
temp-strain=cursegment->minstrain;
}
}
}
if(temp-strain==0)
{
if(cursegment->minstrain!=0 /*&& cursegment-
>segment_length/segment::layer-thickness>segment::critical-spacingthic
knessratio*/)
{
targetsegment=cur-segment;
tempstrain=cursegment->minstrain;
}
}
cur-segment=cur-segment->nextsegment;
}
if(targetsegment!=0)
{
target-segment->insertnew-segment(targetsegment->jointlocation);
//ofstream outfile("Stats.txt",ios: :app);
//outfile<<target-segment-
>min strain<<"\t"<<segment::layerjlength/segment::number-ofsegments<<"
\t"<<startingsegment-
>get-standarddeviation()<<"\t"<<starting-segment-
>get-skewness()<<endl;
//outfile.close();
target-segment->resetstrainandlocation);
target-segment->next-segment->resetstrainandlocation);
target-segment->calc slippage-strain();
targetsegment->next segment->calc-slippage-strain();
targetsegment->checkformidpoint fracturing(;
target-segment->next-segment->check formidpointfracturing();
target-segment->update minstrainandlocation(f);
target-segment->next-segment->update_minstrainandlocation(f);
};
return;
};
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//random bisection of a segment in the layer
void segment::halve segment usingrandombisection()
{
double new-joint_loc=get-randomnumber0l()*segment::layer_length;
segment* temp=starting-segment;
segment* targetsegment=O;
for(int i=O; i<segment::numberofsegments;i++)
{
if (new jointloc>=temp->endl && new-joint_loc<temp->end2)
{
targetsegment=temp;
break;//get out of loop when target segment is found
}
temp=temp->nextsegment;
}
target-segment->insert new-segment(new-joint_loc);
return;
//update the min _strain and joint-location
void segment::enterstrainandlocation(double s,double 1)
{
//cout<<s<<endl;
if(min-strain==O)
{
minstrain=s;
jointlocation=l;
return;
}
if(min-strain>O)
{
if(s<min-strain)
f
minstrain=s;
jointlocation=l;
return;
}
}
return;
void segment::calc-parameterD()
{
parameterD=((1-
2*jointinglayer Poisson_ratio)*(l+jointingjlayerPoissonratio)-(1-
2*non-jointinglayerPoissonratio)*(l+non-jointinglayer Poissonratio
)/ ( (1-jointinglayerPoissonratio*jointing_layer_Poisson ratio)+(1-
non-jointinglayerPoissonratio*non-jointingjlayer_Poisson-ratio));
return;
void segment::calccritical-spacing-thicknessratio()
{
calcparameter_D();
double beta-l=(0.9 7 6-0. 3 02*parameterD-
0.129*parameterD*parameter_D+0.117*parameterD*parameterD*parameter_D
/0.976;
double
alphal=segment::EoverGn/(2*(l+segment::non_jointinglayerPoissonra
tio));
double gamma-l=(0.976+1.118e-4*overburden-7.562e-
8*overburden*overburden+2.806e-
9*overburden*overburden*overburden)/0.976;
segment::critical-spacingthicknessratio=beta_l*gammal*(0.792+0.328*(
1-exp(-0.824*pow(alpha_1-0.0025,0.824))));
return;
};
double segment::checksaturation()
{
double sum=0;
segment* cur seg=segment::startingsegment;
for(int i=0;i<segment::numberof-segments;i++)
{
sum+=cur-seg->minstrain;
cur-seg=cur-seg->nextsegment;
}
return sum;
void segment::writestrainstofile()
{
ofstream outfile("Strains.txt");
segment* temp=starting-segment;
for(int i=0;i<numberofsegments;i++)
{
outfile<<temp->end1<<"\t"<<temp->end2<<"\t"<<temp->min-strain<<endl;
temp=temp->next-segment;
}
outfile.close);
return;
//write restart file
void segment::writerestartfile()
{
starting-segment->set_maxspacing();
startingsegment->set_minspacing();
ofstream outfile("SegmentRestart.txt");
outfile<<layer thickness<<" \t"<<non-jointingjlayerthickness<<" \t"<<max
length<<"\t"<<minjlength<<endl;
outfile<<E_overGn<<"\t"<<E_oflayer<<"\t"<<Tau<<"\t"<<base strength<<"
\t"<<numberofsegments<<endl;
segment* cur=startingsegment;
for(int i=0;i<numberofsegments;i++)
{
outfile<<cur->endl<<"\t"<<cur->end2<<"\t"<<cur-
>segment_length<<"\t"<<cur->min strain<<"\t"<<cur-
>slippage_strain<<"\t"<<cur->jointlocation<<endl;
cur=cur->nextsegment;
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}
outfile.close();
return;
//function for writing the histograms
void write-histogram()
{
segment::starting-segment->set_maxspacing();
segment: :startingsegment->set_minspacing();
return;
void segment::resetstrainandlocation()
{
this->minstrain=O;
this->jointlocation=O;
return;
};
};//END OF SEGMENT CLASS
//initialize the static variables
int segment::number-of-segments=O;
//int segment::targetnumberof_segments=O;
double segment::layer_length=O;
double segment::maxjlength=O;
double segment::EoverGn=O;
double segment::shadowlength=O;//Determined by the layer thickness and
the E/Gn ratio via Hobbs 1967
double segment::minjlength=segment::layer_length;
double segment::layerthickness=O;
double segment::nonjointing_layerthickness=O;
double segment::limit-spacing=0.012;
double segment::epsilonl=O;
double segment::Eofjlayer=O;
double segment::Tau=O;
double segment::basestrength=O;
double segment::beta=O;
double segment::non-jointingjlayerPoissonratio=O;
double segment::jointing_layerPoisson ratio=O;
double segment::criticalspacing-thicknessratio=O;
double segment::overburden=O;
double segment::parameter_D=O;
segment* segment::longest-segment=O;
segment* segment::starting-segment=O;
//double strength::width=O;
//int strength::numberofstrength-segments=O;
//strength* strength::startingstrength-segment=O;
int flaw::numberofflaws=O;
flaw* flaw::startingflaw=O;
/ **************************************************************/
int main()
{
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srand(time(NULL));
//char res;
//cout<<"Restart? (y/n) ->";
//cin>>res;
segment* headsegment=O;
flaw* headflaw=O;
//cout<<time(NULL)<<endl;
//if(res=='n' res=='N')
//INPUT STAGE
ifstream infile("Input.txt");
double layerlengthincrement=O;
cout<<"Entering layer length and increment->";
infile>>segment::layerlength>>layerjlength increment;
cout<<segment::layerlength<<" , "<<layer_length_increment<<endl;
double layerthicknessincrement=O;
double layerthicknessinitialvalue=O;
cout<<"Entering layer thickness ->";
infile>>segment::layerthickness>>layer_thickness increment;
cout<<segment: :layer-thickness<<" , "<<layer thicknessincrement<<endl;
layerthicknessinitialvalue=segment::layer-thickness;
double EoverGnincrement=O;
double temp_E_overGninitialvalue=O;
cout<<"Entering E/Gn ratio ->";
infile>>segment::EoverGn>>E_overGnincrement;
cout<<segment::E_over_Gn<<" , "<<E_over_Gn_increment<<endl;
tempE-overGninitialvalue=segment::EoverGn;
double E-ofjlayerincrement=O;
cout<<"Entering Young's modulus (MPa) ->";
infile>>segment::Eof_layer>>Eofjlayerincrement;
cout<<segment::Eoflayer<<" , "<<E_of_layerincrement<<endl;
double minimumstrength=O;
double minimumstrengthincrement=O;
cout<<"Entering minimum strength (MPa) ->";
infile>>minimumstrength>>minimum strengthjincrement;
cout<<minimum_strength<<" , "<<minimumstrength_increment<<endl;
double maximumstrength=O;
double maximumstrengthincrement=O;
cout<<"Entering maximum strength (MPa) ->";
infile>>maximumstrength>>maximum strengthjincrement;
segment::basestrength=maximumstrength;//MUST CHANGE THIS???
cout<<maximum_strength<<" , "<<maximumstrengthincrement<<endl;
double maximumstrengthinitial=maximum-strength;
int target_numberofflaws=O;
int incrementnumber-offlaws=O;
int temp-target-numberofflaws=O;
cout<<"Entering number of flaws and increment ->";
infile>>target-numberofflaws>>increment_numberofflaws;
cout<<target-number_of_flaws<<" , "<<incrementnumber_of_flaws<<endl;
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temp-targetnumberofflaws=targetnumber-of_flaws;
int additionaljoints=O;
int additional-joints_increment=O;
cout<<"Entering number of additional joints ->";
infile>>additional-joints>>additional joints_increment;
cout<<additional-joints<<" , "<<additional-joints_increment<<endl;
double nonjointing_layer-thickness-increment=O;
double tempnon-jointing-layer-thickness=O;
cout<<"Entering non-jointing layer thickness ->";
infile>>segment::non-jointing-layer_thickness>>nonjointingjlayerthick
ness_increment;
cout<<segment::non_jointingjlayer-thickness<<",
"<<nonj ointinglayerthicknessincrement<<endl;
temp-non-jointing-layer-thickness=segment::nonjointing_layerthickness
double Tau-increment=O;
cout<<"Entering interface strength (MPa) ->";
infile>>segment::Tau>>Tau-increment;
cout<<segment::Tau<<" , "<<Tau_increment<<endl;
double jointinglayerPoisson_ratio_increment=O;
cout<<"Entering jointing layer Poisson's ratio ->";
infile>>segment::jointing_layerPoisson_ratio>>jointingjlayerPoisson_r
atio_increment;
cout<<segment::jointing_layerPoissonratio<<",
"<<j ointingjlayerPoissonratio_increment<<endl;
double
jointinglayerPoisson_ratio_.initial=segment: :jointing_layerPoisson_ra
tio;
double non-jointingjlayerPoisson_ratio_increment=O;
cout<<"Entering non-jointing layer Poisson's ratio ->";
infile>>segment: :non-jointing_.layerPoissonratio>>non-jointing-layer_P
oissonratioincrement;
cout<<segment::nonjointinglayerPoissonratio<<",
"<<non-jointinglayerPoisson_ratio_increment<<endl;
double
nonjointing_layerPoissonratioinitial=segment::nonjointing-layerPo
issonratio;
double overburdenstressincrement=O;
cout<<"Entering overburden stress ->";
infile>>segment::overburden>>overburden_stress_increment;
cout<<segment: :overburden<<" , "<<overburden_stressincrement<<endl;
double actualskewness=O;
cout<<"Entering actual skewness ->"
infile>>actual_skewness;
cout<<actual_skewness<<endl;
double actual_SD=O;
cout<<"Entering actual SD ->';
infile>>actualSD;
cout<<actual_SD<<endl;
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double phi=O;//correlation factor
double phiincrement=O;
double initialphi=O;
cout<<"Entering correlation factor, phi, and increment ->";
infile>>phi>>phi_increment;
cout<<phi<<" , "<<phijincrement<<endl;
initialphi=phi;
double epsilonSD=O;
double epsilonSD_increment=O;
double epsilon-mean=O;
double epsilon-mean_increment=O;
double initialepsilon mean=O;
double initial_epsilonSD=O;
cout<<"Entering epsilon mean, SD and their increments ->";
infile>>epsilon mean>>epsilonSD>>epsilonmeanincrement>>epsilon_SD_in
crement;
cout<<epsilon jmean<<" , "<<epsilonSD<<" , "<<epsilonjmeanincrement<<"
, "<<epsilonSDincrement<<endl;
initial-epsilon-mean=epsilonmean;
initial-epsilonSD=epsilonSD;
double randombisectionstart=1.0;
double randombisectionstart_increment=0.0;
cout<<"Entering fraction of intensity when random bisection starts ->";
infile>>randombisection_start>>randombisectionstartincrement;
cout<<randombisectionstart<<" ,
"<<random bisection-start-increment<<endl;
double randombisectionstartinitial=randombisectionstart;
//double critsto_t=1.0;
//double crit_s_to_t_increment=0.0;
//cout<<"Entering critical spacing to thickness ratio and increment -
//infile>>crit_s_to_t>>crit_s_to_t_increment;
//cout<<crit_s_tot<<"\t"<<critstotincrement<<endl;
//double crit_s_to_t_initial=crit_s_tot;
//segment::critical-spacingthicknessratio=crit_s_tot;
int totalnumberofsimulations=l;
int numberofcycles-flaws=l;
cout<<"Enter number of flaw densities ->";
cin>>number_of_cyclesjflaws;
cout<<numberof-cycles-flaws<<endl;
totalnumberof-simulations*=numberofcycles-flaws;
int number_ofcycles=1;
cout<<"Enter number of Ef/Gn values ->";
cin>>number_of_cycles;
cout<<numberof-cycles<<endl;
totalnumberof-simulations*=numberofcycles;
int number_ofcycles_2=1;
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cout<<"Enter number of non-jointing thickness values ->";
cin>>number of cycles_2;
cout<<numberofcycles_2<<endl;
totalnumberofsimulations*=number-ofcycles_2;
int numberofcyclesphi=l;
cout<<"Enter number of phi values ->";
cin>>number of cyclesphi;
cout<<number-of-cyclesphi<<endl;
totalnumberofsimulations*=number-of cyclesphi;
int numberofcycles-epsilonSD=l;
cout<<"Enter number of epsilonSD values ->";
cin>>number-of-cycles-epsilonSD;
cout<<number-of-cycles-epsilonSD<<endl;
total numberof simulations*=number-ofcyclesepsilonSD;
int numberof-cycles_4=1;
cout<<"Enter number of maximum strength values ->";
cin>>number of cycles_4;
cout<<numberofcycles_4<<endl;
total number of simulations*=number-ofcycles_4;
int numberofcycles_5=1;
cout<<"Enter number of jointing layer Poisson's ratios ->";
cin>>number of cycles_5;
cout<<number-of-cycles_5<<endl;
total number of-simulations*=number-of-cycles_5;
int numberofcycles_6=1;
cout<<"Enter number of non-jointing layer Poisson's ratios ->";
cin>>number of cycles_6;
cout<<numberofcycles_6<<endl;
totalnumberofsimulations*=number-ofcycles_6;
char saturation='y';
cout<<"Apply saturation mechanism? (y/n) ";
cin>>saturation;
cout<<saturation<<endl;
char spacing-output='n';
cout<<"Spacing output? (y/n) ";
cin>>spacing-output;
cout<<spacingoutput<<endl;
if(spacingoutput=='Y' I spacing-output=='y')
{
ofstream outprepare("Spacing.xls") ;//clears the contents of file
outprepare.close();
char withcorrelation='n';
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cout<<"With strength correlation? (y/n)
cin>>withcorrelation;
cout<<withcorrelation<<endl;
char second-jointingstage='n';
cout<<"Second jointing stage? (y/n) ";
cin>>second-jointing-stage;
cout<<second-jointing-stage<<endl;
char randombisection='n';
cout<<"Random bisection if joint intensity is not reached? (y/n)
cin>>randombisection;
cout<<random_bisection<<endl;
int number-of-cycles_3=1;
cout<<"Enter number of simulations per combination ->";
cin>>numberofcycles_3;
cout<<number_of_cycles_3<<endl;
totalnumberofsimulations*=numberofcycles_3;
cout<<"\nThere will be "<<total number of simulations<<"
simulations"<<endl;
infile.close();
//END OF INPUT STAGE
//FLAW FILE
/*ofstream outflaw("Flaws.txt");
flaw* curjflaw-pointer=flaw::startingflaw;
for(int flawi=O;flaw i<headflaw->numberofflaws;flaw-i++)
{
out_flaw<<cur_flaw-pointer->location<<" \t"<<cur flawpointer-
>strength<<endl;
curflaw-pointer=curflawpointer->nextjflaw;
outflaw.close();*/
//END OF FLAW FILE CREATION
//ofstream out-prep( "StatsDistribution.txt");
//out-prep<<"SD\tSkewness"<<endl;
//outprep.close();
ofstream out_2a("SkewnessandSDvs_E_overGn.xls");
out_2a<<"E/G\td\tMeanSkewness\tMeanSD\t%WithinSkewness\t%WithinSD\t%Wit
hinBoth\tMMean\tMNflaws\tPhi\teSD\tcrit-s-t\tmax-
strength\tvf\tvn\tD"<<endl;
out_2a.close(;
double sumofskewness=O;
double sum ofSD=0;
double sumofmean=O;
int sumofflaws=O;
int numberwithinmeanskewness=O;
int numberwithinmean_SD=O;
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int number within bothskewnessandSD=O;
for (int jkO=O;jkO<numberof-cycles-flaws;jkO++)//for number of flaws
{
for(int jkl=O;jkl<numberof-cycles;jkl++)//for E-overGn
{
for(int jk2=0;jk2<numberof-cycles_2;jk2++) //for non-jointing layer
thickness
{
for(int jk4=0;jk4<number_ofcycles-phi;jk4++) //for correlation factor
phi
{
for(int jk5=0;jk5<number_ofcycles-epsilonSD;jk5++)//for epsilonSD
{
for(int jk6=0;jk6<number_ofcycles_4;jk6++)//for maximum strength
{
for(int jk7=0;jk7<numberofcycles_5;jk7++) //for jointing layer
Poisson's ratios
{
for(int jk8=0;jk8<numberof-cycles_6;jk8++) //for non-jointing layer
Poisson's ratios
{
for(int jk3=0;jk3<number_ofcycles_3;jk3++) //within one combination of
values
{
//CREATE FLAWS
//determine flaw locations first
if(with-correlation=='y' || with-correlation=='Y')
{
head_flaw=new flaw(get randomnumber0l () *segment: :layer-length, 0);
flaw::startingflaw=head_flaw;
for(int i=O;i<targetnumberofflaws-l;i++)
flaw::starting-flaw-
>insertnew flaw(get_randomnumber01() *segment: : layer-length, 0);
}
headflaw=flaw::startingflaw;
//now assign flaw strengths considering correlations. go from left to
right.
flaw* currentflaw=flaw::startingflaw->next flaw;
flaw* previousflaw=flaw::starting_flaw;
StochasticLibl sto(time(NULL));//the normal variate comes from here
//assign strength to first flaw only
//flaw::starting flaw-
>strength=minimum strength+getrandomnumber01 ()*(maximumstrength-
minimumstrength);
double meantensile-strength=(maximumstrength+minimumstrength)/2;
flaw::starting-flaw-
>strength=meantensilestrengtn*exp(sto.Normal (epsilonmean,epsilonSD)
double currentstrength=0;
//assign strengths to the rest of the flaws
for(int flawnum=0;flaw num<flaw::numberofflaws-l;flaw-num++)
{
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currentstrength=mean tensilestrength*exp(phi*log(previous_flaw-
>strength/mean-tensile strength)+sto.Normal(epsilonmean,epsilonSD));/
/correlation model
//Normal takes mean and SD as arguments
//if(currentstrength>O)
// currentflaw->strength=current_strength;
//if(currentstrength<=O)
// currentflaw->strength=0.00001;//lower bound on strength, can't
be negative
currentflaw->strength=currentstrength;
previousflaw=currentflaw;
currentflaw=currentflaw->nextflaw;
}
if(with-correlation=='n' withcorrelation=='N')
{
headflaw=new flaw(get-randomnumber0l()*segment::layerjlength,
minimumstrength+getrandomnumber0l()*(maximumstrength-
minimumstrength));
flaw::starting-flaw=headjflaw;
for(int i=O;i<target-numberofflaws-l;i++)
{
flaw::starting-flaw-
>insertnew_flaw(get-randomnumber0l ()*segment: : layer-length,
minimumstrength+getrandomnumber0l()*(maximumstrength-
minimumstrength));
}
headflaw=flaw::starting_flaw;
}
I/head flaw->writerestart file() ;/check flaw data
//head flaw=new flaw(164.08081054688,20.0192);
//flaw::starting_flaw=head-flaw;
//head flaw->nextflaw=new flaw(256.95190429688,20.0284);
//END OF FLAW CREATION
/ /minimum strength+get-randomnumber0l ()*(maximumstrength-
minimumstrength)
//CREATE JOINTING LAYER AND FIND INITIAL JOINTING STRAIN
head-segment=new segment(O,segment::layerjlength);
segment::startingsegment=headsegment;
//cout<<"Initial slippage strain - un-initialized ->"<<head-segment-
>slippagestrain<<endl;
head-segment->calc-beta();
head-segment->calccritical-spacing-thicknessratio(;
head-segment->calc-slippage-strain();
head-segment->checkformidpointfracturing();
head-segment->assign-minstrains(head-flaw);
//cout<<"Initial minimum strain -> "<<head-segment->min_strain<<endl;
//cout<<"Initial slippage strain -> "<<head segment-
>slippage_strain<<endl;
/*if(head-segment->minstrain>=head-segment->slippage-strain)
{
cout<<"Program Terminated: Minimum required strain exceeds initial
slippage strain, jointing cannot occur."<<endl;
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return 0;
};*
//END OF JOINTING LAYER CREATION AND FINDING INITIAL JOINTING STRAIN
//PREPARE STATS.TXT
//ofstream outfile("Stats.txt");
//outfile<<"strain\tspacing\tSD\tskewness\n";
//outfile.close();
//END OF STATS.TXT PREPARATION
//NEW JOINT FORMATION
//cout<<(int) (randombisectionstart*additional-joints)<<endl;
//cout<< (int) ((1-randombisectionstart) *additional-joints)<<endl;
if(saturation=='Y' || saturation=='y')
{
if(second jointing-stage=='n' | second-jointingstage=='N')
{
for(int kl=O;kl<additional-joints;kl++)
headsegment->place-new-joint-and_update-new-segments(headflaw);
}
if(second-jointingstage=='y' I second-jointing-stage=='Y')
{
for(int kl=0;kl<(int) (randombisection_start*additional-joints) ;kl++)
headsegment->place-new-joint-andupdate-new-segments(head_flaw);
}
}
if(saturation=='N' | saturation=='n')
f
if(second-jointingstage=='n' second-jointingstage=='N')
{
for(int klm=O;klm<additional-joints;klm++)
head-segment-
>placenew-joint-and-updatenewsegmentsnosat(headjflaw);
}
if(secondjointingstage=='y' second-jointing-stage=='Y')
{
for(int
klm=0;klm< (int) (randombisection_start*additional_joints) ;klm++)
head-segment-
>place_new joint-and-updatenewsegments-no-sat(headflaw);
}
}
//cout<<segment::numberof-segments<<endl;
if(second-jointing-stage=='y' f secondjointingstage=='Y')
{
for(int kln=0;kln<(int) ((1-
randombisection_start) *additionaljoints) ;kln++)
head-segment->halve segmentusing-randombisection(); //Note that
strains are not updated here anymore!!!!
i
if (random bisection--='y' ||random_bisection=='Y')
{
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int number-of-joints needed=additional_joints-headtsegment-
>numberofsegments;
if(number-of-jointsneeded>O)
{
for(int
extra-joints=0;extra-joints<number of-joints needed;extra-joints++)
head segment->halve segmentusing-randombisection();//Note that
strains are no longer updated here!
}
}
//cout<<segment::numberof segments<<endl;
//END OF NEW JOINT FORMATION
//WRITE OUTPUT TO FILES
//cout<<"There are "<<head segment->numberof_segments<<" spacing
values."<<endl;
//cout<<head-segment->checksaturation()<<endl;
//cout<<"done!"<<endl;
//ofstream outl("StatsDistribution.txt",ios::app);
//out-l<<headsegment->get_standarddeviation()<<
// "\t"<<head-segment->get-skewness()<<endl;
//out_1.close();
//head-segment->writestrainsto-file();
if(spacingoutput=='Y' spacing-output=='y')
{
head segment->write-spacingto-file();
}
//head-segment->write-jointpatternto_file);
//head-segment->writemoving-average-datatofileoverlap(7);
//head-segment->writerestartfile(;
//head flaw->writerestart file(;
//END OF WRITE OUTPUT TO FILES
double temp-skewness=head-segment->getskewness();
double tempSD=head-segment->get_standarddeviation();
sumofskewness+=temp-skewness;
sumofSD+=tempSD;
sumofmean+=segment::layer_length/segment::numberofsegments;
sumofflaws+=flaw::numberofflaws;
if(fabs(actualskewness-temp-skewness)/actualskewness<=O.1 &&
fabs(actualSD-tempSD)/actualSD<=0.1)
numberwithinbothskewnessandSD++;//within 10% of actual skewness
and SD
if(fabs(actualskewness-temp-skewness)/actualskewness<=0.1)
numberwithinmeanskewness++;//within 10% of actual skewness
if(fabs(actual_SD-tempSD)/actual_SD<=0.1)
numberwithinmeanSD++;//within 10% of actual SD
//DELETE SEGMENTS
segment* cur-seg=headsegment;
segment* curnext-seg=head segment->next segment;
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int segment-population=segment::numberofsegments;//because
segment::numberofsegments changes every time one is deleted
for(int del-n=O;del-n<segmentpopulation;del-n++)
{
if(curseg!=O) delete cur_seg;
curseg=curnextseg;
if(cur_nextseg!=O) cur-next-seg=cur-nextseg->next-segment;
};
//cout<<"There are now "<<segment::numberof-segments<<"
segments."<<endl;
//END of DELETE SEGMENTS
//DELETE FLAWS
flaw* cur flaw=head-flaw;
flaw* curnextflaw=headflaw->next-flaw;
int flaw-population=flaw::numberof-flaws;
for(int del-f=O;delf<flawpopulation;del-f++)
{
if(curflaw!=O) delete cur-flaw;
curflaw=curnextflaw;
if(cur_next-flaw!=O) cur-nextflaw=curnextflaw->nextflaw;
//cout<<"There are now "<<flaw: :numberof_flaws<<" flaws."<<endl;
//END of DELETE FLAWS
//ADD INCREMENTS TO PARAMETERS
//segment::layer-thickness+=layer thicknessincrement;
//END OF ADD INCREMENTS TO PARAMETERS
}
ofstream out_2("SkewnessandSDvs_E_overGn.xls",ios::app);
out_2<<segment: :E_overGn<<"\t"<<segment: :non.jointing_layerthickness<
<"\t"<<sumofskewness/numberof_cycles_3<<
"\t"<<sumofSD/numberof_cycles_3<<
"\t"<<(double) numberwithinmeanskewness/number-of-cycles_3<<
"\t"<<(double) numberwithinmeanSD/number-ofcycles_3<<
"\t"<<(double) numberwithinbothskewness-andSD/numberof-cycles_3<<
"\t"<<sumofmean/numberof cycles_3<<"\t"<<sumof-flaws/number_of _cycl
es_3<<
"\t"<<phi<<"\t"<<epsilonSD<<"\t"<<segment: :criticalspacing-thickness_
ratio<<
"\t"<<maximumstrength<<" \t"<<segment: :jointing_layerPoissonratio<<
"\t"<<segment: :non-jointingjiayerPoissonratio<<"\t"<<segment: :paramet
er_D<<endl;
out_2.close(;
numberwithinmeanskewness=O;
numberwithinmeanSD=O;
number within both skewness-andSD=O;
sumofskewness=O;
sumofSD=O;
sum ofmean=O;
sumofflaws=O;
segment::non-jointingjlayerPoissonratio+=non-jointingjlayerPoisson_r
atioincrement;
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}
segment: :jointingjlayerPoissonratio+=jointing-layerPoissonratioinc
rement;
segment::non-jointingjlayerPoissonratio=non-jointinglayerPoissonra
tioinitial;
}
maximumstrength+=maximumstrength increment;
segment::basestrength=maximumstrength;
segment: :jointingjlayer_Poisson-ratio=jointing-layerPoissonratioinit
ial;
}
epsilonSD+=epsilon_SDincrement;
maximumstrength=maximum strength_initial;
segment::basestrength=maximum strength;
}
phi+=phiincrement;
epsilonSD=initialepsilonSD;
}
//segment::layerjlength+=layer-length increment;
//segment::EoverGn+=EoverGnincrement;
//segment::Tau+=Tau increment;
//segment::Eoflayer+=E-ofjlayer_increment;
//minimum strength+=minimum strength increment;
//maximum strength+=maximum strengthjincrement;
//segment::basestrength=maximum-strength;
//additional-joints+=additional-joints increment;
//if(segment::nonjointinglayer_thickness==0.05)
segment::nonjointingjlayerthickness=0.14;
segment::nonjointing_layerthickness+=non jointinglayerthicknessinc
rement;
phi=initial-phi;
//segment::jointingjlayer_Poissonratio+=jointingjlayerPoissonratio_i
ncrement;
//segment::nonjointinglayerPoissonratio+=non-jointinglayerPoisson
_ratioincrement;
//RESET LAYER THICKNESS
//segment::layerthickness=layerthicknessinitial_value;
}
segment::EoverGn+=EoverGn_increment;
segment::nonjointing-layer-thickness=tempnon-jointinglayer-thickness
;
target-numberofflaws+=incrementnumberofflaws;
segment: :EoverGn=tempE_overGn_initial-value;
}
//cout<<time(NULL)<<endl;
//system("PAUSE");
return 0;
};//END OF MAIN()
/ **************************************************************/
//global function to get random number
//gets the jth number from the file Random.txt
double getrandom-number(int j)
{
double rn=0;
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ifstream in("Random.txt ");
for (int i=O; i<j; i++)
in>>rn;
in.close (;
randomnumbertaken++;
//cout<<rn<<endl;
return rn;
//global function to get normal random number
double get_randomnumber0l()
return ((double) rand(/ (double) (RANDMAX+1));
} ;
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11.2 Flaw Model Input File (Input.txt)
500 0
0.18 0.0
3 1
50000 0
2 0
12 0
5000 0
1000 0
0.05 0.1
10 0
0.25 0
0.3 0
0 0
0.872
0.205
0.1 0.1
0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1
0.8 0.1
Entries:
1. layerlength & increment (meters)
2. layer thickness & increment (meters)
3. Ef/Gm ratio & increment
4. Ef (NPa) & increment
5. minimum strength (MPa) & increment (5)
6. maximum strength (MPa) & increment (25)
7. number of flaws & increment
8. number of additional joints & increment
9. non-jointing layer thickness & increment (meters)
10.shear strength of interface & increment (MPa)
11.jointing layer Poisson's ratio
12.non-jointing layer Poisson's ratio
13.overburden stress (MPa)
14.actual skewness
15.actual SD (meters)
16.phi and phi increment (see correlated tensile strength model)
17.epsilon mean, epsilon SD, epsilon mean increment, epsilon SD
increment (see correlated tensile strength model)
18.fraction of target mean spacing when random bisection starts and
increment
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11.3 Rejection Procedure Code
#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <time.h>
//declare some global functions
double getrandomnumber0l();
//declare some global variables
int randomnumbertaken=O;
int normalnumbertaken=O;
class segment
{
public:
double endl;
double end2;
double segment-length;
segment* next-segment;
static double layer_length;
static double layer_thickness;
static double nonjointingjlayerthickness;
static double maxlength;
static double min_length;
static double shadow-length;
static double limit-spacing;
static double EoverGn;
static double Eofjlayer;
static double epsilonl;
static double validtotal_jointingjlength;
static double critical-spacing-thicknessratio;
static int numberof-segments;
static int target-numberofsegments;
static segment* longest-segment;
static segment* starting-segment;
static double nonjointinglayerPoissonratio;
static double jointinglayer_Poissonratio;
static double parameterD;
static double overburden;
static double beta;
//default constructor
segment()
{
end1=O;
end2=0;
segmentlength=O;
next-segment=O;
numberofsegments++;
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//another constructor
segment(double el, double e2)
{
endl=el;
end2=e2;
segmentlength=end2-endi;
next-segment=O;
numberofsegments++;
//default destructor
-segment() {numberofsegments--;};
//function to calculate the stress at some location within a segment
double segment::calculatestress ratio(double distfrom mdpt)
{
double ratio=O;
double
Beta=sqrt(8*segment::Eofjlayer*(1/segment::EoverGn)/(segment::Eof_1
ayer*segment::layer-thickness*segment::non-jointinglayer_thickness));
double argnumer=Beta*distfrommdpt;
double argdenom=Beta*(segment-length/2);
if(fabs(argnumer)>710.475 && fabs(argdenom)>710.475)
{
if(dist-frommdpt<O) distfrommdpt=(-l)*distfrommdpt;
double new-x=(segmentjlength/2)-distfrom-mdpt;
ratio=(l-exp(-Beta*newx));
return ratio;
}
double coshnumer=cosh(arg-numer);
double coshdenom=cosh(arg-denom);
ratio=(1-(cosh-numer/cosh-denom));
return ratio;
/*double denom=cosh((segmentlength/layer_thickness)/sqrt(EoverGn));
double numer=cosh(2*(loc/layer-thickness)/sqrt(E_over_Gn));
//note that loc is with respect to the segment midpoint
double ratio=l-(numer/denom);
return ratio;
//function to insert a new segment into an existing segment
//loc is the distance from endl of the starting segment to joint
location
void segment::insertnew-segment(double loc)
{
if (loc<=this->endl 11 loc>=this->end2) return;
segment* temp=new segment(loc,this->end2);
//layer-length-=temp->segmentlength;//there should be no additional
length
temp->next-segment=this->next_segment;
this->next-segment=temp;
this->end2=temp->endl;
this->updatelength(;
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if(longestsegment==this) startingsegment->setmax-spacing();//update
the longest segment
if(this-
>segment-length/segment::layer thickness<=segment::criticalspacingthi
cknessratio)
segment::validtotal-jointinglength-=this->segmentlength;
if(this->next-segment-
>segmentjlength/segment::layer thickness<=segment::critical-spacing-thi
cknessratio)
segment::validtotal-jointingjlength-=this->nextsegment-
>segmentlength;
return;
void segment::calc-parameterD()
{
parameter_D=((l-
2*jointinglayerPoissonratio)*(l+jointingjlayerPoisson ratio)-(1-
2*non-jointinglayerPoissonratio)*(l+nonjointingjlayerPoissonratio
))/((l-jointinglayerPoissonratio*jointing_layerPoisson ratio)+(1-
non-jointingjlayerPoissonratio*nonjointinglayerPoissonratio));
return;
1;
void segment::calccriticalspacingthicknessratio()
{
calc-parameterD();
double betal=(0.976-0.302*parameterD-
0.129*parameterD*parameter_D+0.117*parameterD*parameterD*parameter_D
/0.976;
double
alphal=segment::EoverGn/(2*(l+segment::nonjointing_layerPoissonra
tio));
double gamma_1=(0.976+1.118e-4*overburden-7.562e-
8*overburden*overburden+2.806e-
9*overburden*overburden*overburden)/0.976;
segment::criticalspacingthicknessratio=betaj*gamma_l*(0.792+0.328*(
1-exp(-0.824*pow(alpha_1-0.0025,0.824))));
return;
//function to calculate beta, note that there is only one value for
beta for the entire layer
void segment::calc-beta()
{
beta=sqrt(8*segment::Eoflayer*(l/segment::E_overGn)/(segment::Eof_1
ayer*segment::layerthicknessksegment::nonjointing-layer thickness));
return;
};
//function that inserts new segments based on a rejection procedure
void segment:: halve-segment-usingrejection()
{
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double
new jointloc=get_randomrnumber0l () *segent: :valid totaljointing-lengt
h;//based on the valid lengths only!!!
segment* temp=startingsegment;
segment* target-segment=O;
double sumofvalidlengths=O;
double sumofinvalidlengths=0;
for(int i-loc=0; iloc<numberof-segments; ijloc++)
{
if(temp-
>segmentlength/segment::layer_thickness<=segment::criticalspacingthi
cknessratio)
sumofinvalidlengths+=temp->segmentlength;
if(temp-
>segmentlength/segment::layer-thickness>segment::critical-spacingthic
knessratio)
sumofvalidlengths+=temp->segment_length;
if(sum-ofvalidlengths>=new joint_loc)//remember that new-jointloc at
this point is based on the total valid length only!!
{
target-segment=temp;
break;//get out of the 'for' loop once target segment is found
}//inside of these brackets is executed ONLY when a valid segment is
found!!!
temp=temp->next-segment;
}
//now add the sumofinvalidlengths to new-jointloc so that we can
start at endl of the starting segment!!!
new-jointloc+=sumofinvalidlengths;
//new-jointloc is NOW the distance from endl of the starting segment
to the prospective new joint location in a VALID SEGMENT
//NEXT STEPS:
//1. calculate the stress ratio at newjointloc
if(targetsegment==O) cout<<segment::validtotal-jointinglength<<"
"<<new-joint_loc<<endl;
//if(target-segment!=0)
double loc within-segment=0.5*(target-segment->endl+targetsegment-
>end2)-new joint_loc;
double stressratioatnew-jt_loc=targetsegment-
>calculatestress-ratio(locwithin-segment);
//2. calculate the maximum stress at the midpoint of the longest
segment
double maxstress-ratio=longest-segment->calculatestressratio(0);
//3. divide the result in 1 by the result in 2
double probability l=stressratioatnew-jt-loc/maxstressratio;
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//4. compare with a random number generated by getrandomnumber0l()
double probability-2=get-randonnumber0 ();
//5. keep if ratio of stress is greater, discard if lower (call
function again)
if(probability_1>=probability_2)
{
targetsegment->insert new-segment (new-jointjloc);
return;
}
if(probability_1<probability-2)
starting-segment->halve-segment-using-rejection() ;
}
//random bisection of a segment in the layer
void segment::halve-segmentusinrandombisection()
{
double new-joint-loc=get randomnumber0l()*segment::layer length;
segment* temp=starting-segment;
segment* target-segment=O;
for(int i=O; i<segment::numberofsegments;i++)
{
if(new-joint_loc>=temp->endl && new-joint_loc<temp->end2)
{
targetsegment=temp;
break;//get out of loop when target segment is found
}
temp=temp->next-segment;
}
targetsegment->insertnew-segment (new-joint_loc);
return;
//function to update the length of the segment after the addition of a
new joint
void segment::updatejlength()
{
this->segment_length=end2-endl;
return;
//function to determine the fraction of spacing values below critical
double segment::get_fractionbelowcriticalKspacing(double critratio)
{
int numbelowcrit=O;
segment* curseg=segment::starting-segment;
for(int i=O;i<segment::numberof_segments;i++)
{
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if(curseg->segmentjlength/segment::layerthickness<crit ratio)
numbelowcrit++;
cur-seg=cur-seg->nextsegment;
}
return (double) (num-below-crit/segment::number-of-segments);
//write the spacing data to file
//use the ONLY head segment to call this function
void segment::write-spacing-to-file()
{
segment* cur=this;
ofstream out("Spacing.xls",ios::app);
out<<"SPACING BREAK"<<endl;
for(int j=O; j<numberof-segments; j++)
{
out<<cur->segment-length<<endl;
cur=cur->nextsegment;
out.close);
return;
};
//writes the joint pattern to be displayed in sigmaplot
void segment::writejointpatternto_file()
{
ofstream out("Pattern.txt");
double xcoord=O;
double y_coord=O;
out<<x_coord<<"\t"<<y-coord<<endl;
ycoord+=segment::layerthickness;
out<<x_coord<<"\t"<<y-coord<<endl;
segment* cur=this;
for(int i=O;i<segment::numberofsegments;i++)
{
x_coord+=cur->segmentjlength;
out<<x_coord<<"\t"<<y-coord<<endl;
if(y-coord==segment::layer_thickness) y-coord-
=segment::layerthickness;
else ycoord+=segment::layer-thickness;
out<<x_coord<<"\t"<<y-coord<<endl;
cur=cur->nextsegment;
}
out.close(;
//write the joint locations to file
//use ONLY the head segment to call this function
void segment::write-jointlocationstofile()
{
segment* cur=this;
ofstream out("Joints.txt");
for(int j=O; j<numberof-segments; j++)
{
out<<cur->endl<<endl;
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if (cur->next-segment=O) out<<cur->end2;
cur=cur->next-segment;
}
out.close);
return;
I;
//writes the moving average to a file
//calculates the moving average at n segment intervals.
//segments used in calculation overlap unlike the first moving average
function
void write moving-averagedatatofileoverlap(int n)
{
segment* curstartingsegment=startingsegment;
segment* cur=O;
double xcoord=O;
double moving-average=O;
ofstream out("MovingAve_1.txt");
for(int k=O;k<n-l;k++)
{
moving-average+=curstarting-segment->segment_length;
xcoord=moving-average/2;//midpoint of the total segment considered so
far
out<<x_coord<<"\t"<<moving-average/(k+l)<<endl;
curstarting-segment=curstartingsegment->nextsegment;
}
curstartingsegment=starting-segment;//restart from the first segment
for(int i=O;i<numberof_segments;i++)
{
cur=curstarting-segment;
int indicator=O;
movingaverage=O;
x_coord=curstarting-segment->endl;
for(int j=0;j<n;j++)
{
indicator++;
moving-average+=cur->segmentlength;
if(cur->next-segment==O 11 indicator==n)
{
j=n-l;//force loop to finish
x_coord+=moving-average/2;//at this point moving average is just the
sum of n segments from current starting seg.
movingaverage=movingaverage/indicator;
out<<x_coord<<" \ t" <<movingaverage<<endl;
}
cur=cur->next-segment;
}
curstartingsegment=cur starting-segment->next segment;
}
out.close(;
return;
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//function to get the maximum spacing
//use only the HEAD segment to call this function
//also sets the longest-segment pointer to the location of the longest
segment
void segment::setmax_spacing()
{
double smax=O;
segment* cur=this;
for(int i=O; i<numberof-segments; i++)
{
if(cur->segmentlength>smax)
{
smax=cur->segment length;
longestsegment=cur;
}
cur=cur->nextsegment;
}
max-length=smax;
return;
};
//function to get the minimum spacing
//use only the HEAD segment to call this function
void segment::set-min-spacing()
{
double smin=layer_length;
segment* cur=this;
for(int i=O; i<numberof-segments; i+i)
{
if(cur->segment-length<smin) smin=cur->segment length;
cur=cur->nextsegment;
}
minjlength=smin;
return;
//function to get the total segment length
double segment::gettotal segment-length()
{
double sum=O;
segment* cur=this;
for(int i=O; i<numberof-segments; i++)
{
sum+=cur->segmentjlength;
cur=cur->nextsegment;
}
return sum;
};
//function to get the mean length
double segment::get-mean length()
{
return segment::layerlength/segment::numberofsegments;
//function to get the standard deviation of all segment lengths
double segment::getstandarddeviation()
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{
double sum=O;
double meansegmentjlength=startingsegment-
>get_totalsegmentjlength () /number-ofsegments;
//cout<<"\nMean segment length = "<<meansegment length<<"\n";
segment* cur=this;//called by the head segment
for (int i=O; i<numberof_segments; i++)
{
sum+=((cur->segmentjlength-meansegmentjlength)*(cur->segmentlength-
mean-segment length));
cur=cur->next-segment;
}
return sqrt (sum/ (number_ofsegments-1));
};
//function to calculate skewness
double segment::get_skewness()
{
double skewness=O;
double meansegmentjlength=starting-segment-
>gettotal-segmentjlength()/number-ofsegments;
double stdev=this->get-standarddeviation();
segment* cur=this;
for (int i=O;i<numberof_segments; i++)
{
skewness+=((cur->segmentjlength-mean-segmentjlength)/stdev)*((cur-
>segment_length-mean-segmentlength)/stdev)*((cur->segmentlength-
meansegmentjlength)/stdev);
cur=cur->next-segment;
}
return skewness*(numberof_segments)/((numberofsegments-
1)*(number-of segments-2));
};
//calculates the kurtosis of the simulated spacing data
double segment: :get_kurtosis (double standard dev)
{
double kurtosis=O;
double average=segment::layer_length/segment::numberofsegments;
segment* cur-seg=segment::startingsegment;
for(int i=O;i<segment::numberof_segments;i++)
{
kurtosis+=pow(((cur-seg->segmentjlength-average)/standarddev),4);
cur-seg=cur-seg->next-segment;
}
int nminus_1=segment::numberofsegments-1;
int nminus_2=nminus_1-1;
int nminus_3=nminus_2-1;
int nplusl=segment::numberof_segments+l;
double factor 1=(double)
(segment::numberof-segments*nplusj/(n-minusl*nminus_2*nminus-3));
double factor_2=(double) (3*nminusl*nminus_1/(nminus_2*nminus-3));
return (factorl*kurtosis-factor-2);
};
};//END OF SEGMENT CLASS
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//initialize the static variables
int segment::numberofsegments=O;
int segment::target-number of_segments=O;
double segment::layerlength=O;
double segment::maxlength=O;
double segment::Eover_Gn=O;
double segment::shadowlength=O;//Determined by the layer thickness and
the E/Gn ratio via Hobbs 1967
double segment::minjlength=segment::layerjlength;
double segment::layer-thickness=O;
double segment::nonjointing_layer-thickness=O;
double segment::limit-spacing=0.012;
double segment::epsilonl=O;
double segment::E-ofjlayer=O;
double segment::validtotal-jointing-length=O;
double segment::critical-spacingthicknessratio=O;
double segment::beta=O;
double segment::nonjointinglayerPoissonratio=O;
double segment::jointing_layerPoissonratio=O;
double segment::parameterD=O;
double segment::overburden=O;
segment* segment::longest-segment=O;
segment* segment::starting-segment=O;
/ **************************************************************/
int main()
{
srand(time(NULL));
//INPUT STAGE
int sectionnumber=O;
ifstream infile("Input.txt");
double inputlambda=O;
cout<<"Entering lambda ->;
infile>>inputjlambda;
cout<<inputlambda<<endl;
double layerthicknessincrement=O;
cout<<"Entering layer thickness and increment -> ";
infile>>segment::layerthickness>>layer-thicknessincrement;
cout<<segment: :layer-thickness<<" , "<<layer-thicknessincrement<<endl;
double layer-thicknessinitial=segment::layer-thickness;
double non-jointinglayer_thickness increment=O;
cout<<"Entering non-jointing layer thickness and increment ->
infile>>segment::nonjointinglayer-thickness>>nonjointinglayerthick
nessincrement;
cout<<segment::non-jointinglayerthickness<<"
"<<non-jointinglayerthicknessincrement<<endl;
double
nonjointingjlayerthickness_initial=segment::nonjointing_layerthickn
ess;
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double targetlength=O;
cout<<"Entering target layer length ->
infile>>targetjlength;
cout<<target_length<<endl;
segment::layer-length=target-iength;
double E over Gn increment=O;
cout<<"Entering E/Gn ratio and increment ->
infile>>segment::EoverGn>>E_overGnincrement;
cout<<segment::E_over_Gn<<" , "<<EoverGnincrement<<endl;
cout<<"Entering Young's modulus (MPa)";
infile>>segment::Eofjlayer;
cout<<segment::E_of_layer<<endl;
double target-mean-spacing=O;
cout<<"Entering target mean spacing: ";
infile>>target-meanspacing;
cout<<targetmean_spacing<<endl;
double target-skewness=O;
cout<<"Entering target skewness: ";
infile>>targetskewness;
cout<<target_skewness<<endl;
double targetSD=O;
cout<<"Entering target SD:
infile>>targetSD;
cout<<targetSD<<endl;
int numberofadditional_joints=O;
cout<<"Entering number of joints ->";
infile>>numberofadditional-joints;
cout<<numberofadditional-joints<<endl;
double jointinglayerPoissonratioinitial=O;
double jointing_layerPoissonratioincrement=O;
cout<<"Entering jointing layer Poisson's ratio and increment ->";
infile>>segment::jointing_layerPoissonratio>>jointinglayerPoisson_r
atioincrement;
cout<<segment: :jointingjlayerPoissonratio<<"
"<<jointing_layerPoissonratio_increment<<endl;
jointing_layerPoissonratio_initial=segment::jointingjlayerPoissonra
tio;
double non-jointingjlayerPoi ssonratioinitial=O;
double non-jointinglayerPoissonratioincrement=O;
cout<<"Entering non-jointing layer Poisson's ratio and increment ->";
infile>>segment::non-jointingjlayerPoissonratio>>non-jointing_layer_P
oissonratioincrement;
cout<<segment: :nonjointingjlayerPoisson ratio<<",
"<<non-jointing_layerPoissonratioincrement<<endl;
non-jointing-layerPoissonratioinitial=segment::nonjointingjlayer-Po
issonratio;
//double critical_spacingto_thicknessratioincrement=O;
//cout<<"Entering critical spacing to thickness ratio ->";
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//infile>>segment::critical-spacing-thicknessratio>>critical_spacing-t
othicknessratioincrement;
//cout<<segment::critical-spacing-thicknessratio<<"
"<<critical-spacing-to-thicknessratioincrement<<endl;
//double
criticalspacing-to-thicknessratioinitial=segment::criticalspacing-t
hickness-ratio;
infile.close();
int numberofcycles=1;
cout<<"Enter number of simulations for each parameter value: ";
cin>>numberof_cycles;
cout<<numberofcycles<<endl;
int numberofcycles_2=1;
cout<<"Enter number of E/G values:
cin>>numberof_cycles_2;
cout<<number_of_cycles_2<<endl;
int number-of-cycles_3=1;
cout<<"Enter number of non-jointing thickness values:
cin>>numberof_cycles_3;
cout<<number_of_cycles_3<<endl;
//int numberofcycles_4=1;
//cout<<"Enter number of spacing to thickness ratios:
//cin>>numberof-cycles_4;
//cout<<numberof-cycles_4<<endl;
int number-of-cycles_5=1;
cout<<"Enter number of layer thickness values: ";
cin>>numberof_cycles_5;
cout<<numberofcycles_5<<endl;
int number-of-cycles_6=1;
cout<<"Enter number of jointing layer Poisson's ratio values:
cin>>numberofcycles_6;
cout<<number_of_cycles_6<<endl;
int number-of-cycles_7=1;
cout<<"Entering number of non-jointing layer Poisson's ratio values:
cin>>numberofcycles_7;
cout<<numberofcycles_7<<endl;
cout<<"There will be
"<<number-of-cycles*numberofcycles_2*number-of-cycles_3*number-of-cyc
les_5*numberof_cycles_6*number-of-cycles_7<<" cycles."<<endl;
//END OF INPUT STAGE
ofstream out_2a("SkewnessandSDvs_E_overGn.xls");
out_2a<<"E/G\tMeanSkewness\tMeanSD\t%WithinSkewness\t%WithinSD\t%Within
Both\tminSD\tmaxSD\tminSk\tmaxSk\t%BelowCrit\td\tcrit-s-to-t\tMMean\tt\
tD\tvf\tvn\tBeta"<<endl;
out_2a.close(;
double sumofskewness=0;
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double sumofSD=O;
double sumofmean=O;
double min skewness=O;
double max skewness=O;
double minSD=O;
double maxSD=O;
double sumoffracbelowcritical-spacing=O;
int numberwithinmeanskewness=O;
int numberwithinmeanSD=0;
int numberwithinboth=O;
for(int i=0;i<number-of-cycles_2;i++)//for E/G values
{
for(int jk3=0;jk3<number_ofcycles_3;jk3++) //for non-jointing layer
thickness values
{
//for(int jk4=0;jk4<number-of-cycles_4;jk4++)//for critical spacing to
thickness ratios
//{
for(int jk5=0;jk5<number_ofcycles_5;jk5++)//for layer thickness values
{
for(int jk6=0;jk6<number_ofcycles_6;jk6++) //for jointing layer
Poisson's ratios
{
for(int jk7=0;jk7<numberof-cycles_7;jk7++) //for non-jointing layer
Poisson's ratios
{
for(int j=0;j<number-of-cycles;j++)
{
segment* head=O;
head=new segment(O,targetlength);
segment::starting-segment=head;
head->calc-beta();
head->calccritical-spacingthicknessratio();
//segment::criticalhspacing_thicknessratio=1.0;//direct assignment,
not calculated from properties. trial!!
if(targetlength/segment::layer-thickness>segment::critical-spacingthi
cknessratio)
segment::validtotal-jointing_length=target_length;
head->set_max-spacing();
head->setminspacing();
//cout<<"longest segment after setting: "<<head->longest-segment-
>segmentlength<<endl;
for(int
numrjoints=0;num-joints<numberofadditional-joints;num-joints++)
{
if (segment: :validtotal-jointing-.length>le-6) //valid total length
threshold
head->halve-segment-using-rejection(;
if(segment::validtotaljointing_length<=le-6)
break;
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//cout<<"total segment length: "<<head-
>get-total_segment-length()<<endl;
//cout<<"number of segments: "<<head->numberof-segments<<endl;
//cout<<"skewness: "<<head->getskewness()<<endl;
//cout<<"standard deviation: "<<head->get_standarddeviation()<<endl;
//WRITE FINAL DATA TO FILE
//head->setmaxspacing();
//head->set_minspacing();
//cout<<head->longestsegment->segmentjlength<<endl;
//cout<<head->gettotalsegment-length(;
head->writespacingto-file();
//head->write-jointpatternto_file(;
//head->write_moving-average-data tofileoverlap(3);
//ofstream out("SegmentStats.txt", ios::app);
//out<<head->numberofsegments<<"\t"<<head->layer_length/head-
>numberof-segments<<"\t"<<head->minlength<<"\t"<<head-
>maxlength<<"\t"<<head->get-standarddeviation()<<"\t"<<head-
>get-skewness)<<endl;
//out.close();
double tempskewness=head->get-skewness();
double tempSD=head->getstandarddeviation();
//double tempjfracbelowcritical-spacing=head-
>getjfractionbelowcritical-spacing(segment::criticalspacing-thicknes
s ratio);
//double temp-kurtosis=head->getkurtosis(tempSD);
//if(minskewness!=O) if(temp-skewness<minskewness)
minskewness=tempskewness;
//if(minskewness==O) minskewness=tempskewness;
//if(maxskewness!=O) if(temp-skewness>maxskewness)
maxskewness=tempskewness;
//if(maxskewness==O) maxskewness=tempskewness;
//if(minSD!=O) if(tempSD<minSD) minSD=tempSD;
//if(minSD==O) minSD=tempSD;
//if(maxSD!=O) if(temp_SD>maxSD) maxSD=tempSD;
//if(maxSD==O) maxSD=tempSD;
sumofskewness+=temp-skewness;
sumofSD+=tempSD;
sumofmean+=segment::layerjlength/segment::numberof_segments;
//sum-offracbelowcritical-spacing+=temp-fracbelowcriticalspacing;
if(fabs(target skewness-temp-skewness)/target-skewness<=0.1)
numberwithinmeanskewness++;//within 10% of actual skewness
if(fabs(targetSD-tempSD)/targetSD<=0.1)
numberwithinmeanSD++;//within 10% of actual SD
if(fabs(target skewness-tempskewness)/target-skewness<=0.1 &&
fabs(targetSD-tempSD)/targetSD<=0.1) numberwithinboth++;
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//DELETE SEGMENTS
segment* cur-seg=head;
segment* curnext_seg=head->nextsegment;
int segmentpopulation=segment::numberofsegments;//because
segment::numberofsegments changes every time one is deleted
for(int deln=O;del-n<segmentpopulation;deln++)
{
if(cur-seg!=0) delete cur_seg;
cur-seg=cur nextseg;
if(cur-nextseg!=0) cur next-seg=curnextseg->nextsegment;
//cout<<"There are now "<<segment: :numberof-segments<<"
segments."<<endl;
//END of DELETE SEGMENTS
}
ofstream out_2("SkewnessandSDvs_E_overGn.xls",ios::app);
out 2<<segment: :E_overGn<<"\t"<<sum_ ofskewness/numberof-cycles<<
"\t"<<sumofSD/numberof_cycles<<
"\t"<<(double) numberwithinmeanskewness/number-ofcycles<<
"\t"<<(double) number-withinmean_SD/number ofcycles<<
"\t"<<(double) numberwithinboth/numberof-cycles<<
" \t"«<<minSD<<" \t"<<maxSD<<"\t"<<min_skewness<<"\t"<<max_skewness<<
"\t"<<sumoffracbelowcritical_spacing/number-of-cycles<<
"\t"<<segment::nonjointing-layerthickness<<"\t"<<segment::criticalsp
acingthicknessratio<<
"\t"<<sumof mean/numberof-cycles<<"\t"<<segment::layerthickness<<"\t
"<<segment::parameter_D<<
"\t"<<segment::jointingjlayerPoisson ratio<<"\t"<<segment::nonjointin
glayerPoisson ratio<<
"\t"<<segment::beta<<endl;
out_2.close(;
numberwithinmeanskewness=0;
numberwithinmeanSD=0;
numberwithinboth=0;
sumofskewness=0;
sumofSD=0;
sum-of-mean=0;
sumoffracbelowcritical-spacing=0;
min skewness=0;
max skewness=0;
minSD=0;
maxSD=0;
segment::nonjointing_layerPoissonratio+=non-jointing_layerPoisson_r
atioincrement;
}
segment::jointing_layerPoisson ratio+=jointingjlayerPoissonratioinc
rement;
segment::non-jointing_layerPoissonratio=non-jointing_layer_Poissonra
tioinitial;
}
segment::layer-thickness+=layer thicknessincrement;
segment::jointingjlayerPoissonratio=jointingjlayerPoissonratioinit
ial;
}
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segment::nonjointing_layerthickness+=non jointing-layerthicknessinc
rement;
segment::layer thickness=layerthicknessinitial;
}
segment::EoverGn+=EoverGnincrement;
segment::non_jointinglayerthickness=non-jointinglayer_thicknessinit
ial;
cout<<"\nDONE!!\n";
//END OF WRITING FINAL DATA TO FILE
//system("PAUSE");
return 0;
};//END OF MAIN()
/ **************************************************************/
//global function to get random number
double getrandomnumber0l()
{
return ((double) rand()/ (double) (RANDMAX+l));
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11.4 Rejection Procedure Input File (Input.txt)
1.0
0.2 0.0
0.05 0.0
400
3 1
50000
0.2
1.0
0.12
1000
0.25 0.0
0.3 0.0
Entries:
1. lambda (just keep this at 1.0)
2. layer thickness (meters) & increment (meters)
3. non-jointing layer thickness (meters) & increment (meters)
4. target layer length (meters)
5. Ef/Gm ratio and increment
6. Ef (MPa)
7. target mean spacing (meters)
8. actual skewness
9. actual SD (meters)
10.number of joints (used instead of target mean spacing)
11.jointing layer Poisson's ratio & increment
12.non-jointing layer Poisson's ratio & increment
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